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THE

Introduction

In 2009, the NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence
(NATO CCD eOE), an international military organization based in
Tallinn, Estonia, and accredited in 2008 by NATO as a 'Centre of

Excellence', invited an independent 'International Grou!' of Bxperts' to
produce a manual on the law governing cyber warfare. In doing so, it
followed in the footsteps of earlier efforts, such as those resulting in the
International Institute of Humanitarian Law's San Remo Manual on
InternationalLaw Applicableto Armed Conflicts at Sea2 and the Harvard
Program on Humanitarian Policy end Conflict Research's Manual on
International Law Applicableto Air and Missile Warjare.3 The project
brought together distinguished international law practitioners and
scholars in an effort to examine howextant legal norms applied to this
'new' form of warfare. Like its predecessors, the Manual on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare, or 'Tallinn Manuaf, results
from an expert-driven process designed to produce a non-binding document applying existing law to cyber warfare.
Cyber operations began to draw the attention of the international legal
community in the late 1990s, Most significantly, in 1999 the United
States Naval War College convened the first major legal conference on
the subject." In the aftennath of the attacks of 11 September 20m,
transnational terrorism and the ensuing armed conflicts diverted attention from the topic until the massive cyber cperations by 'hacktivists'

I The NATO CCD COE is neither part ofNATO's command or force strucrure, nor funded
by NATO. However, it Is part of a wider framework supporting NATO Command
Arrangements. Located in Tallinn, its present Sponsoring Nations are Estonia, Gennany,
Hungary, Italy, Latvia,LIthuania, the Netherlands, Poland, Slovakia, Spain, and the United
Stetes.
2 SAN REMOMANUAL.
3 AMW MANUAL.
4 The proceedings were puhlished as COMPUTER NETWORK ATTACK AND INTERNATIONAL
Law, 76 NAVAL WAR COLLEGE INTERNATIONAL LAWSTUOlES(Michael N. Schmitt and
Brian T. O'Donnell eds., 2002).

against Estonia in 2007 and against Georgia during its war with the
Russian Federation in 2008, as well as cyber incidents like the targeting
of the Iranian nuclear facilities with the Stuxnet worm in 2010.
These and other events have focused the attention of States on the
subject. For instance, in its 2010 National Security Strategy the United
Kingdom characterized 'cyber attack, including by other States, and by
organised crime and terrorists' as one of four 'Tier One' threats to British
national security, the others being international terrorism, international
military crises between States, and a major accident or natural hezerd."
The United States' 2010 National Security Strategy likewise cited cyber
threats as 'one of the most serious national security, public safety, and
economic challenges we face as a nation'6 and in 2011 the US Department of Defense issued Its Strategy for Operating in Cyberspace, whtch
designates cyberspace as an operational domatn." In response to the
threat, the United States has now established US Cyber Command to
conduct cyber operations.
During the same period, Canada launched Canada's Cyber Security
Strategy,8 the United Kingdom Issued The UK Cyber Security Strategy:
Protecting and Promoting the UK in a Digitized World,9 and Russia
published its cyber concept for the armed forces in Conceptual Views
Regarding the Activities of the Armed Forces of the Russian Federation
in Information Spaee.1O NATO aeknowledged the new threat in
its 2010 Strategie Coneept, wherein it eornmitted itself to 'develop
further our ability to prevent, deteet, defend against and recover from
cyber attaeks, including by using the NATO planning process to
enhanee and eoordinate national cyber-defence eapabilities, brtngtng
all NATO bodtes under eentralized eyber proteetion, and better integrating NATO eyber awareness, warning and response with member
nattons'. 11
5 HM Government, A Strong Britain in an Age of Uneertainty: The National Security
Strategy 11 (2010).
6 The White House, National Secunty Strategy 27 (2010).
7 Department of Dejense, Strotegy Jor Operating in Cyberspace (2011l.
8 Government of Canada. Canada's Cyber Seeurity Strategy (Octcber 2010).
9 HM Government, The UK Cyber Security Strategy: Protectmg and Promoting the UK in a
Drgitized World (2011).
10 Russian Federaticn, Canceptual Views Regarding the Activities of the Armed Porcesof the
Russian Federation in Information Space (2011).
11 NATO, Active Defenee. Modem Engagement: Strategie Concept Jor the Defenee and
Security of the Members of the North Atfantic Treaty Organization: Aetive Engagement,
Modem Defenee 16-17 (2010).

One of the challenges States face in the cyber environment is that the
scope and manner of internationallaw's applicability to cyber operations,
whether in offence or defence, has remained unsettled since their advent.
After all, at the time the current international legal norms (whether
customary or treaty-based) emerged, cyber technology was not on the
horizon. Consequently, there is a risk that cyber practice may quickly
outdistance agreed understandtngs as to its govemtng legal regime.
The threshold questions are whether the existing law applies to cyber
issues at all, and, If so, how. Views on the subject range from a full
application of the law of armed conflict, along the lines of the International Court of Iustice's pronouncement that It applies to 'any use of
force, regardless ofthe weapons employed'V to strict application ofthe
Permanent Court of International Iustice's pronouncement that acts not
forbidden in internationallaw are generally permitted 13 Of course, the
fact that States lack definitive gutdance on the subject does not relieve
them of their obligation to comply with applicable internationallaw in
their cyber operations.l"
The community of nations is understandably concerned about this
normative ambiguity. In 2011, the United States set forth its position on
the matter in the InternationalStrategyJOT Cyberspace: "Ihe development
of norms for State conduct in cyberspace does not require areinvention
of customary internationallaw, nor does it render existing international
norms obsolete. Long-standtng international norms guiding State
behavior ~ in times of peace and conflict ~ also apply in cyberspace."
Nevertheless, the document acknowledged that the 'unique attributes of
networked technology require additional work to clarify how these
norms apply end what additional understandtngs might be necessary to
supplement them' .16
This project was launched in the hope of bringing some degree of
clarity to the complex legal issues surroundmg cyber operations, with

Nuciear Weapons Advisory Opialon, para. 39.
The PermanenI Court of International Iustice famously asserted thar 'The rules of law
binding upon Stetes ... emanate from their own free will as expressed in conventions or
by usages generally accepted as expressing principles of law and established in order rc
regulare the relations berween these co-exisring Independent communities or with a view
to the achievement of common aims.' Lotus case at 18.
14 Per the view that the law of armed conflict applies ro cyber warfare, see International
Comminee of the Red Cross, International Humanitarian Law and ChaUenges0/ Contemporary Armed Conflicts, lCRC Doc. 311C/II/5.1.2 36-7 (October 2011).
I~ White Hause Cyber Strategy ar 9.
16 White Hause Cyber Strategy at 9.
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particular attention paid to those involving the jus ad bellum and the jus
in bello. The result is this 'Tallinn Manuaf.

Scope
The Tallinn Manual examines the international law governing 'cyber
warfare',17 As a general matter, it encompasses both the jus ad hellum,
the international law governing the resort to force by States as an
instrument of their national policy, and the jus in bello, the international law regulating the conduct of armed conflict (also labelIed
the law of war, the law of armed conflict, or international humanitarian
law). Related bodies of international law, such as the law of State
responsibility and the law of the sea, are dealt with in the context of
these toplcs.
Cyber activities that occur below the level of a 'use of force' (as thls
term is understood in the jus ad bellum), like cyber criminality, have not
been addressed in any detail. Nor have any prohibitions on specific cyber
actions, except with regard to an 'armed contlict' to whtch the jus in bello
applies. For instance, the Manual is without prejudice to other applicable
fields of international law, such as international human rights or telecommunications law. The legaltty of cyber intelligence activities is examined only as they relate to the jus ad bellum nottons of 'use of force' and
'armed attack', or as relevant in the context of an armed conflict
governed by the jus in bello. Although individual States and those subject
to their jurisdlction must comply with applicable nationallaw, domestic
legislation and regulations have likewise not been considered. Pinally, the
Manual does not delve into the issue of individual criminal Iiability under
either domestic or intemational law.
In short, this is not a manual on 'cyber security' as that tenn is
understood in common usage. Cyber espionage, theft of intellectual
property, and a wide variety of criminal activities in cyberspace pose real
and serious threats to all States, as weil as to corporations and private
individuals. An adequate response to them requires national and international measures. However, the Manual does not address such matters
because application of the international law on uses of force and armed
contlict plays little or no role in doing so. Such law is no more applicable
to these threats in the cyber domain than it is in the physical world.
17

The term 'cyber warfare' ls used bere in a purely descripnve, non-normative sense.

The Tallinn Manuafs emphasis is on cyber-to-cyber operations,
sensu stricto. Examples include the launeh of a cyber operation against
a State's critical infrastructure, or a eyber attaek tergettng enemy command and eontrol systems. The Manual is not intended for use in
constdertng the legal issues surrounding kinetic-to-cyber operattons,
such as an aerial attaek employing bombs against a cyber eontrol centre.
It likewise does not address traditional electronic warfare attacks, like
jamming. These operations are already weHunderstood under the law of
armed conflict.

Finally, the Manual addresses both international and noninternational armed eonflict. The Commentary indicates when a
particular Rule is applicable in both categories of confltct, limited to
international ermed conflict, or of uneertain application in noninternational ermed conflict. It should be noted in this regard that the
internationallaw applieable to international armed conflict served as the
starting point for the legal analysis. An assessment was subsequently
made as to whether the partieular Rule applies in non-international
ermed ccnfüct.

The Rules
There are no treaty provtstons that direetly deal with 'cyber warfare',
Similarly, because State cyber practice and public1y available expressions
of opinio juris are sparse, it is sometimes difficult to definitively condude
that any cyber.spectfic eustomary international law norm exists. This
betng so, any claim that every assertion in the Mannal represents an
ineontrovertible restatement of international law would be an
exaggeration.
This uncertainty does not mean cyber operations exist in a normative
void. The International Group of Experts was unanirnous in Its estimation that both the jus ad bellum and jus in belloapply to cyber operations.
Its task was to determine how such law applied, and to identify any
cyber-unique aspeets thereof. The Rules set forth in the Tallinn Manual
aeeordingly reflect consensus among the Experts as to the applicable lex
lata, that is, the law eurrently governing cyber eonfliet. It does not set
forth lex jerenda. best praetiee, or preferred policy.
When treaty law direct1y on point or sufficient State practice and
opinio juris from whieh to diseern precise eustomary internationallaw
norms was lacking, the International Group of Experts erafted the Rules
broadly. In these cases, the Experts agreed that the relevant principle of

law extended into the cyber realm, but were hesitant to draw conclusions
as to its exact scope and application in that context. whcrc different
positions as to scope and application existed, they are reflected in the
accompanying Commentary.
To the extent the Rules accurately articulate customary international
law, they are binding on all States, subject to the possible existence of an
exception for persistent objectors. At times, the text of a Rule closely
resembles that of an existing treaty norm. For instance, Rule 38 regarding
military objectives is nearly identical to the text of Article 52(2) of
Additional Protocol I. In such cases, the International Group of Experts
conduded that the treaty text represented a reliable and accurate restatement of customary internationallaw. Users of this Manual are cautioned
that States may be subject to additional norms set forth in treaties to
which they are Party.
The Rules were adopted employing the principle of consensus within
the International Group of Experts. All partictpattng experts agreed that,
as formulated, the Rules replicate customary international law, unless
expressly noted otherwise. It must be acknowledged that at times
members of the Group argued for a more restrictive or permissive
standard than that eventually agreed upon. The Rule that emerged from
these deliberations contains text regardmg which it was possible to
achieve consensus.
Although the observers (see below) participated in all discussions, the
unanimity that was required for adoption of a Rule was limited to the
International Group of Experts. Therefore, no conclusions can be drawn
as to the position of any entity represented by an Observer with regard to
the Rules.

The Commentary
The Commentary accompanying each Rule is intended to identify its
legal basis, explain its normative content, address practical implications
in the cyber context, and set forth differing positions as to scope or
interpretation. or particular note, the International Group of Experte
assiduously sought to capture all reasonable postttons for inclusion in the
Tollinn Manuafs Commentary. As netther treaty application nor State
practice ls well developed in this field, the Group considered it of the
utmost importance to articulate all competing views fully and fairly for
consideration by users of the Manual.

Since the Commentary includes a variety of perspectives, users should
not condude that individual members of the International Group of
Experts supported any particular position set forth therein. All that
should be concluded is that every reasonable position that arose during
Group proceedtngs - as well as those offered by observers, States, and
outside experts - is included in the Commentary. For instance, although
all members of the International Group of Experts agreed that launehing
cyber attacks against civilians or civilian objects is unlawful (Rules 32 and
37), views differed as to which operations qualify as 'ettacks', as that term
is used in the law of armed conflict.
Terminology posed a particular obstacle to the draftlng of the Tallinn
Manual. Many words and phrases have common usage, but also have
specific military or legal meanings. For instance, the word 'attack' is
commonly used to refer to a eyber operation against a particular object
or entity, and in the military sense it usually indicates a military operation targeting a particular person or object. However, attack in the jus
ad bellum sense, qualified by the word 'armed', refers to a cyber operation
that justifies a response in self-defence (Rule 13), whereas the term as
used in the jus in bello indicates a particular type of military operation
that involves the use of violence, whether in offence or defence (Rule 30).
Similarly, a 'military objective' in common military usage refers to the
goal of a military operation. Yet, as employed in the jus in bellothe term
refers to objects that may be made the lawful object of'attack', subject to
other rules of the law of armed contlict (Rule 38). Users of this Manual
are cautioned it employs most terminology in its internationallaw sense,
subject to particular meanings set forth in the Glossary.
Significance of sources, dtations, and evidence

in support of rhe Rules
Numerous sources were drawn on to develop the Rules and Commentary. Of course, treaty law is cited throughout for the propositions set
forth. Customary law posed a greater challenge. In this regard, three
sources were of particular importance. The Manual draws heavilyon the
ICRC Customary IHL Study, as it is a valuable repository of evidence and
analysis regardtng customary law in both international and noninternational armed conflict. The AMW Manual also proved especially
valuable because it addresses customary law in both international and
non-international law. Finally, the International Group of Experts
frequently constdered the NIAC Manual when assessing whether a

particular Rule applies during non-international armed conflict. wrth the
exception of treaty law, all of the aforementioned sources were persuasive, but not dispositive, evidence of a norm's status as customary
international law. Ultimately, the professional knowledge, experience,
and expertise of the Experts form the basis for the Tallinn Manual's
conclusions as to the customary status of a Rule or its extension into noninternational anned conflict.
The International Group of Experts regularly referenced the military
manuals offour States - Canada, Germany, the United Kingdom. and the
United States. The international legal community generally considers
these four manuals to be especially useful during legal research and
analysis with respect to conflict issues, although their use should not be
interpreted as a comment on the quality of any other such manuals.
Moreover, the International Group of Experts included members who
participated in the drafung of each of the four manuals. These members
were able to provide invaluable insight into the genesis, basts, and
meaning of specific provisions. Finally, unlike many other military
manuals, these four are all publicly available.
Among the manuals, the US Commander' s Handbook served an additional purpose. Unlike Canada, Germany, and the United Kingdom, the
United States is not a Party to either of the 1977 Additional Protocols to
the 1949 Geneva Conventions, two key sources relied on during the
project. The International Group of Experts took the position that the
appearance of an Additional Protocol nonn in the Handbook was an
indication (but not more) of its customary nature. Of course, in doing so
they were very sensitive to the fact that the Handbook is a military manual,
not a legaltreatise, and as such also reflects operational and policy constderations. At the same time, the Experts equally acknowledged that the fact
that aState is party to the Additional Protocols does not mean that a
provision of its own military manual is reflectiveonly of treaty law.
The International Group of Experts accepted the position held by the
International Court of [ustice that the 1907 Hague Regulations reflect
customary internationallawl S and that most of the provisions of the 1949
Geneva Conventions have achieved the same status (a point of lesser
significance in light of their universal ratfficattonj.V' These instruments
JB Wall Advisory Opinion, para. 89; Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion, para. 75. See also
Nuremburg Tribunal judgment at 445.
Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion, paras. 79,82. See also Report of the SecretaryGeneral Pursuant to Paragraph 2 of Security Council Resolution 808, UN SCOR, para. 35,
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were accordingly particularly significant to the Experts in their deliberations regarding the customary status of a Rule.
Lastly, secondary sources, such as law review articles end books, are
seldom cited. The International Group of Experts agreed that such
citations are generally inappropriate in a manual. They accordmgly
appear only when partieularly relevant on a certain point. Nevertheless,
the Experts relied regularly on academic scholarshtp during their
research.
Note that many sources are cited as support for the legal principles set
forth in the Tallinn Manual (or their interpretation or application). This
does not neeessarily mean that the International Group of Experts viewed
them as legal sourees of the Rule or Commentary in question. For
instanee, the AMW Manual is often cited in order to drew attention to
the aeeeptance of a particular prtnciple in the eontext of air end missile
warfare by the Experts involved in that project. However, the AMW
Manual itself does not represent the legal source of any Rules or Commentary contained in the TalUnn Manual. Sirnilarly, military manuals
are not cited as a source of any partieular Rule or Commentary, but
rather for the purpose of alerting the reader to a State's aeceptanee of the
general legal principle involved.

The International Group of Experts
Members of the International Group of Experts were carefully selected to
inc1ude legal practitioners, academies, and technical experts. In particular, the Group's legal practitioners addressed, or bad addressed, cyber
issues in their professional positions, whereas the academics selected
were recognized world-c1ass experts on the jus ad bellum and jus in bello.
This mix: is crucial to the credibility of the final produet. So too is the
inc1usion of technical experts who provided input to the discussions and
the text to ensure the Manual was praeticaUy grounded and addressed
key issues raised by actual or possible eyber operations.
Three organizations were invited to provide observers to the process.
The observers participated fully in the discussions end drafting of the
Manual, but their consent was not necessary to achieve the unanimity
required for adoption of a Rule. NATO's Allied Command Transformation provided an observer to provide the perspective of a multinational
UN ooc. S/25704 (1993). The Security Coundl unanimously approved the statute to
which the repon refened S.c. Res. 827. UN Doc. S/RES/827 (25 May 1993).

user of the Manual. The US Cyber Command's representative offered the
perspective of a relevant operationally mature entity. Finally, the International Committee of the Red Cross was invited to observe and participate in the proceedings in view of the organization's special role vis-a-vis
the law of armed conflict. Despite the invaluable active participation of
the observers in the process, this Manual is not intended to reflect the
legal positions or doctrine of any of these three organizations.

Drafting process
In September 2009, a small group met in Tallinn to consider the possible
launch of a project to identify the relevant legal norms governing eyber
warfare.The group quickly concluded such an effort was worthwhile and,
therefore, went on to scope the project and draft a notional table of
contents for a manual on the subject.
Based on that werk, a larger International Group of Experts was
invited to begin the drafung process. Initially, all members of the Group
were tasked with researching and preparing proposed Rules on particular
topics and an outline of the Commentary that might accompany them.
The resulttng inputs were combined into a first draft of the Manual.
The text of this draft was then split among three teams of Experts led
by Group Pacilitators, These teams were charged with refining the first
draft. At subsequent meetings of the International Group ofExperts, they
presented their revised proposed Rules and accompanying Commentary.
The meetings were designed to reach consensus on the precise text of the
Rules and agreement that the Commentary reflected all reasonable views
as to their meaning, scope, and application. At times, the resulting text
was sent back into the teams for further consideration. In all, eight
plenary meetings of three days each were held in Tallinn between 2010
and 2012.

Upon completion of the plenary sessions, an Editorial Committee
drawn from among the International Group of Experts worked on the
Manual to ensure the accuracy, thoroughness, and clarity of the Commentary. This team met twelve times in Tallinn or Berlin. The resulting
draft was then divided among peer reviewers with deep expertise in the
various subjects addressed by the Manual for comment. The Editorial
Committee considered these comments and revised the Manual as
appropriate. In [uly 2012, the International Group of Experts convened
for a final time in Tallinn to consider the final draft, make any final
changes, and approve both the Rules and the Commentary.

Creighton University Law School, Emory University Law School, and
Chatham House generously supported the project by funding and supervtsing advanced law students to perform research and editorial tasks. The
London School of Economics' International Humanitarian Law Project
and Chatham House's International Security Department both graciously
provided facilities for sessions dedicated to final editing of the Manual.

Authority of the Manual
It is essential to understand that the Tallinn Manual is not an official

document, but is only the product of a group of independent experts
acting solely in their personal capacity. The Manual does not represent
the views ofthe NATO CCD COE, its sponsoring nations, or NATO. In
particular, it is not meant to refleet NATO doctrine. Nor does it refleet
the position of any organization er State represented by observers.
FinaIly, participation in the International Group of Experts by individuals with officialpositions in their own countries must not be interpreted
as Indicating that the Manual represents the viewpoints of those eountries. Ultimately, the Tallinn Manual must be understood as an expression solely of the opinions of the International Group of Experts, all
aeting in their private capacity.

Professor Michael N. Schmitt
ProjectDirector

PART I
International cyber security law

1. The term 'international cyber seeurity law' is not a legal term of art.
Rather, the object and purpose of its use here is to capture those aspects
of public internationallaw that relate to the hostile use of cyberspace, but
are not formally an aspect of the [us in bello. Hence, the term is only
descriptive. In this manual, it primarily refers to the jus ad helIum.
However, it also incorporates such legal concepts as soverelgnty, jurisdiction, and State responsibility insofar as they relate to operation of the
Jus ad helIum and jus in belle.
2. In this regard, the International Group of Experts rejected any
assertions that internationallaw is silent on cyberspace in the sense that
it is a new domain subject to international legal regulation only on the

basis of new treaty law. On the contrary, the Experts unanimously
conduded that general principles of international law applied to
cyberspace.

States and cyberspace

1. The purpose of this chapter is to set forth rules of a general international legal nature detailing the relationship between States, eyber
Infrastructure, and cyber operations. Section 1 addresses issues relating
to State sovereignty, jurisdiction, and control over cyber infrastructure.
Section 2 deals with the application of classic public international law
rules of State responsibility to cyber operations.

2. Terminology is essential to an accurate understanding of this
chapter. 'Cyber infrastructure' refers to the communications, storage, and
computing resources upon which information systems operate (Glossary).
To the extent States can exercise control over cyber infrastructure, they
shoulder certain rights and obligations as a matter of international law.
The tenn 'cyber operations' refers to the empkryment of cyber capabilities
with the primary purpese of achieving objectives in or by the use of
cyberspace [Glossary). Under intemationallaw, States may be responslble
for cyber operations that their organs conduct or that are otherwise
attributable to them by virtue of the law ofState responsibility. The actions
of non-State actors mayalso sometimes be attributed to States.
3. Except when explicitly noted otherwise, the Rules and Commentary of this chapter apply both in times of peace and in times of armed
conflict (whether international or non-international in nature). During
an international armed conflict, the law of neutrality also govems the
rights and obligations of States with regard to cyber Infrastructure and
operations (Chapter 7).
SECTION I:

SOVEREIGNTY. JURISDICTION.
AND CONTROL

Rule 1 - Sovereignty
AState may exerclse control over cyber infrastructure and activities
within its sovereign territory.
15
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1. This Rule emphasizes the fact that although 00 State may claim
sovereignty over cyberspace per se, States may exercise sovereign prerogatives over any cyber infrastructure located on their territory, as well
as activities associated with that cyber infrastructure.
2. The accepted definition of 'sovereignty' was set forth in the Island
of Palmas Arbitral Award of 1928. It provides that 'Sovereignty in the
relations between States signifies independence. Independence in regard
to a portion of the glühe is the right to exercise therein, to the exdusion of
any other State, the functions of a Stete."
3. It is the sovereignty that aState enjoys over territory that gives it the
right to control cyber infrastructure and cyber activities within its territory.
Accordingly, cyber infrastructure situated in the land territory, internal
waters, territorial sea (tncludtng its bed and subsoil), archipelagic waters,
or national airspace is subject to the sovereignty of the territorial State. 2
4. Sovereignty implies that aState may control access to its territory
and generally enjoys, within the limits set by treaty and customary
internationallaw, the exclusive right to exercise jurisdiction and authority on its territory. Exceptions include the use of fcrce pursuant to the
rlght of self-defence (Rule 13) and in accordance with actions authorized
or mandated by the United Nations Security Council (Rule 18).
5. AState's sovereignty over cyber infrastructure within its territory has
two consequences. First, that cyber infrastructure is subject to legaland regulatory control by the State.3 Second, the State's territorial sovereignty protects
such cyber infrastructure. It does not matter whether it belongs 10the government or to private entities or individuals, nor do the purposes it serves matter.
6. A cyber operation by aState directed against cyber infrastructure
located in another State may violate the latter's sovereignty. It certainly
does so if it causes damage. The International Group of Experts could
achieve no consensus as to whether the placement of malware that causes
no physical damage (as with malware used to monitor activities) constitutes a violation of sovereignty.

I Island 0/Palmas (Neth. v. US) 2 RLA.A. 829, 838 (Perm. Ct. Arb. 1928).
2 On sovereignty over waters and airspace ebove waters, see Lew of the Sea Convennon, Art.
2; Oll sovereignty over airspace, see Cbicago Convention, Arts. 1-3. With regard to cyber
infrastructure in outer space. see Rules 3 and 4 and accompanying Commentary.
3 In tbe 1949 Cotfu Channetcase, Judge Alejandro A1varez appended aseparate opinion in
wbicb he srated: 'By sovereignty, we understand the whole body of rights and attributes
which aState possesses in tts territory. to the excluslon of aIl other States, and also in its
relations with other Stares. Sovereignty confers rights upon States and imposes obligations
upon them.' Corfu Charme/ case at 43 (individual opinion of Iodge A1varez).
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7. If such cyber operations are intended to coerce the government
(and are not otherwise permitted under internationallaw), the operation
may constitute a prohibited 'intervention'" or a prohibited 'use of force'
(Rules 10to 12).Acyberoperation that qualifies as an 'armed attack tnggers
the right of individual or collective self-defence (Rule 13). Actions not
constituting an armed attack but that are nevertheless in violation of
internationallaw may entitle the target State to resort to countenneasures
(Rule 9). Security Council-mandated or authorized actions under Chapter
VII ofthe United Nations Charter (Rule 18), including those involving cyber
operations, do not constitute a violation of the target State's sovereignty.
8. AState may consent to cyber operations conducted from its territory or to remote cyber operations involving cyber infrastructure that is
located on Its territory, Consider a case in which non-State actors are
engaged in unlawful cyberactivities on State A's territory. State A does not
have the technicaI ability to put an end to those activities and therefore
requests the asslstance of State B. State B's ensuing cyber operations on
State A's territory would not be a violation of the larter's sovereignty
Consent may also be set forth in a standing treaty. For example, a basing
agreement may authorize asending State's military forces to conduct cyber
operations from er within the receiving State's territory.
9. Customary or treaty law may restriet the exercise of sovereign rtghts
by the territorial State. For example, internationallaw imposes restrictions
on interference with the activities of diplomatie premises and personnel.
Similarly, a State's sovereignty in the territorial sea, archipelagtc waters or
straits used for international navigation is limited under customary international law by the rights of innocent passage, archipelagic sea lanes
passagc, and transit passage, respecttcely."
10. In the cyber context, the principle of sovereignty allows aState to,
inter alia, restriet or protect (in part or in whole) access to the Internet,
without prejudice to applicable internationallaw, such as human rights
or international telecommunications law.6 The fact that cyber infrastructure located in a grven State's territory is linked to the global telecommunications network cannot be interpreted as a waiver of tts soveretgn
rights over that infrastructure.
11. A coastal State's sovereignty over the seabed lying beneath its
territorial sea allows that State full control over the placement of any
submarine cables thereon. This is a critical right in light of the fact that
4 UN Charter, Art. 2(1).
E.g.• the ITU Coasnrunon.

6

J

Law of the See Convention, Arts. 17-19,37-8,52,53.
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submarine cables currently carry the bulk of international Internet COIDmunications. As to submarine cables beyond the territorial sea, Artide
79(2) of the Convention on the Law of the Sea limits the extent to which a
coastal State may interfere with submarine cables on its continental shelf?
12. Although States may not exercise sovereignty over cyberspace per
se, States may exercise their jurisdiction vis-a-vis cyber crirnes and other
cyber activities pursuant to the bases of jurisdiction recognized in internationallaw (Rule 2).8
13. With regard to cyber infrastructure aboard sovereign Immune
platfonns, see Rule 4.
14. Traditionally, the notion of the violation of sovereignty was
limited to actions undertaken by, or attributable to, States. However,
there is an embryonie view proffered by some scholars that eyber
operations conducted by non-State actors may also violate a State's
sovereignty (in particular the aspect of territorial Inregrity).

Rule 2 - Jurisdiction
Without prejudice to applicable international obligations. aState may
exercise Its jurisdiction:
(a) over persons engaged in cyber activities on its territory;
(b) over cyber infrastructure located on its territory; and
(c) extraterritorially, in accordance with internationallaw.
1. The term 'jurisdiction' encompasses the authority to prescribe,
enforce, and adjudicate. It extends to all matters, including those that
are civtl, criminal, or administrative in nature. The various general bases
of jurisdictlön are discussed below.
2. The principal basis for aState to exercise its jurisdiction is physical
or legal presence of a person (in personam) or object (in rem) on its
territory. For instance, pursuant to its in personam jurisdiction aState
mayadopt laws and regulations governing the cyber activities of individuals on its territory. lt may also regulate the activities of privately owned
entities registered (or otherwise based as a matter of law) in its jurisdiction but physically operating abroad, such as Internet service providers
('ISPs'). In rem jurisdiction would allow it to adopt laws governtng the
operation of cyber infrastructure on its territory.
7

Law of the Sea Convention, Art. 79(2).

8

See,e.g.,Council ofEurope, Convention on Cybercrime, 23 November 2001, Bur. T.s. No. 185.
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3. It may be difficult to determine jurisdiction within cyberspace
because cloud or grid distributed systems can span national borders, as
can the replication and dynamic reloeation of data and processing. This
makes it ehallenging at any partieular time to determine where all of a
user's data and proeessing reside sinee such data can be Ioeated in
multiple jurisdictions simultaneously. These technical challenges do not
deprive aState of its legal right to exercise jurisdiction over persons and
cyber Infrastructure Ioeated on its territory.
4. With regard to jurisdiction based upon territoriality, it must be
noted that although Individuals using information and eommunications
technology have a specifie physical loeation, the Ioeation of mobile
deviees can change during a eomputing session. For instanee, aperson
wtth a mobile computlng devtce (e.g.,a tablet or smartphone) can initiate
several database queries or updates for processing by a cloud-based
service. As those queries and updates take plece, the user may move to
another Iocation. Any State from which the individual has operated
enjoys jurisdiction because the individual, and the devices involved, were
Ioeated on its territory when so used.
5. Even with technology such as mobile cloud computing, the devtces
from which the human user is initiating requests can be geo-located,
software services and applications may track the geo-coordinates of the
computing devices (e.g., Wi-Fi connection location or the devtce's global
positioning system (GPS) location). It must be cautioned that it is
possible under certain circumstances for someone who does not wish
to be tracked to spoof the geo-coordtnates advertised by his or her
computing device. It is also possible that user-Ioeation will not be made
available by the infrastructure or service provider, or by the application
or deviee itself. Actual physieal presenee is required, and sufficient, for
jurisdietion based on territoriality; spoofed presence does not suffiee.
6. Territorial jurisdiction has given rise to two derivative forms of
jurisdicücn." Subjective territorial jurisdictiön involves the application

9

The European Court of [ustice Attorney General has explained the doctrine as folIows:
'Territoriality .. has given rise to two distinct principles of jurisdiction; (i) subjective
territoriality, which permits aState to deal with acts whkh originated within lts territory,
even though they were completed abroad, (ü) objectlYe territoriality, whkh, converse1y,
permits aState 10 deal with acts which originated abroad but which were completed, at
least in part, within tts own territory ... [from the prindple of objective territoriality] is
derived the effects doctrine, which, in order to deal with the effects in question, confers
jurisdktion upon aState even if the conduct which produced them did not take place
within tts territory.' Opinion of Mr Advocate General Darmon, Joined Cases 89, 104. 114,

of the law of the State exercising jurisdiction to an incident that is
initiated within its territory but eompleted elsewhere. It applies even if
the offending cyber activities have no effect within the State exereising
such jurisdiction. Objective territorial jurisdiction, by contrast, grants
jurisdiction over individuals to the State where the particular incident
has effects even though the act was initiated outside its terrttory,"''
7. Objective territorial jurisdiction is of partieular relevanee to eyber
operations. For example, in 2007, Estonia was targeted in cyber operations initiated at least partially from abroad. As to those acts whieh
violated Estonian law, Estonia would at a minimum have been entitled to
invoke jurisdiction over individuals, wherever loeated, who conducted
the operations. In particular, its jurisdiction would have been justified
beeause the operations had substantial effeets on Estonian territory, such
as interferenee with the banking system and governmental funetions.
Similarly, civilians involved in cyber operations against Georgia dunng
that State's international anned conflict with the Russian Federation in
2008 would have been subject to Georgian jurisdiction on the basis of
significant interference with websites and disruption of cyber eommunieations in violation of Georgian law. 11
8. Other recognized bases for extraterritorial jurisdiction, albeit with
eertain restrictions, indude: (i) nationality of the perpetrator (active personality); (ö) nationality of the victim (passive personality); (iii) national
security threat to the State (protecttve principle): and (iv) violation of
a universal nonn of international law, such as a war crirne (universal
jurisdiction). For example, any significant cyber interferenee with a State's
military defensive systems (e.g, air defence and early warning radars)
eonstitutes a threat to national security and aeeordingly is eneompassed
by the protective principle.
9. In light of the variety of jurisdictional bases in internationallaw,
two or more States often enjoy jurisdiction over the same person or object
in respect of the same event. Consider the ease of a terrorist group that
launches a cyber operation from the territory of State A designed to eause
physical damage to State B's electricity generation plants. The terrorists
116, 117 and 125-9, Ahlström Osakeyhtio and Others v. Comm'n {ln re WQod Pulp
Cartel], paras. 20-1. 1994 E.C.R 1-100.
10 While the effects doctrtne has reeched a general level of acceptance, its exerctse in a
number of situations has led to controversy. AMERICAN LAwINSTITUTE, THiRDRESTATEMENT OP FOREIGN RELATIONS LAw§ 402(1)(c) (1987).
11 Civilians are not entitled 10 ccmbatant immunity under the law of armed confllct and
therefore are fully suscepnble to the traditional bases of jurisdiction dealt with here.
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employ a eyber weapon against the plant's control systems, triggering an
explosion that injures workers. Members of the cell are from various
States. State A may claim jurisdiction on the basis that the operation
occurred there. State B enjoys jurisdiction based on passive personality
and objective territorial jurisdiction. Other States have jurisdiction on the
grounds of an attacker's nationality.
10. The phrase 'without prejudice to applieable international obligations' is included to recognize that, in certain circumstances, international
law may effectivelylimit the exercise of jurisdiction over certain persons or
objects on a State's territory; Examples include immunity (e.g., eombatant
and diplomatie immunity) and the grant of primary jurisdiction to one of
two States enjoying concurrent jurisdiction over a person or partieular
offence (e.g., through the applieation of a Status of Forces Agreement).

Rule 3 - [urisdiction of flag States and States of registration
Cyber infrastructure located on aircraft, ships, or other platfonns in
international aiespace, on the high seas, or in outer space is subject to
the jurisdiction of the flag State or State of registration.
1. The term 'international atrspace' relates to the airspace above the
high seas.'? For the purposes ofthis Manual, the term 'high seas' denotes
all sea areas beyend the outer limit of the territorial sea of coastal States
and includes the exclusive economie zone,13 while 'outer space' refers to
the area above an altitude of approximately 100 km.14
2. On the high seas, in international airspaee, or in outer space, cyber
infrastructure will regularly be located on board such platforms as vessels,
offshore installations, aircraft, and satellites. For instance, modern commercial large-tonnage ships are heavily dependent on shipboard cyber
infrastructure to control propulsion, navigation, and other on-board
systems and rely on land-based cyber systems for a variety of purposes,
such as remote maintenance (Le., monitoring, diagnosties, and repair),
weather reports, and navigation. An example of ship-to-ship and shtp-toshore reliance on cyber infrastructure is the use of the Automatie
12 Law of the Sea Convention, Art. 2; US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 1.9.
13 Law ofthe Sea Convention, Art. 86; US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK. para. 1.3.5. Although
the Law of the Sea Convention provides that tbe high seas begin at the outer limit of the
exclusive economic zonc, as used in this Manual, the term incmdes the exclusivc
economic zone (in light of its genetel international character with respect to sovercignty).
14 See US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para, 1.10; UK MANUAL,para. 12.13; AMW MANUAL,
commentary accompanying Rule Ha).

rdentifieation System, whereby ships broadcast their location and rccclvc
position updates from other ships.
3. [urisdiction (Rule 2) over the platforrns on which cyber infrastructure is located is based upon the flag State principle in the ease of ShipSlS
and on the State of registration for aireraft and space objects. 16 With
regard to offshore installations, jurisdiction may follow from the coastal
State's exelusive sovereign rights or from nationality.
4. It must be borne in mind that although objects and persons
aboard platforms are subject to the jurisdiction of the flag State or State
of registration, they may also be subject to the jurisdiction of other States.
Consider the example of an individual from State A who conducts cyber
operations from a ship registered in State B. State A and State B both
enjoy jurisdiction over the individual, the former based on active personality, the latter on this Rule. Alternatively, eonsider a transponder that is
owned and operated by a company registered in State A, but loeated on a
satellite registered in State B. Both States enjoy concurrent jurisdiction
pursuant to this Rule.
5. The fact that aState other than the flag State or State of registration is teehnically eapable of taking remote control of particular cyber
infrastructure has no bearing on enforcement jurisdiction. For example, a
State may not exercise jurisdiction over cyber infrastructure aboerd a
commercial drone registered in another State that is operating in international airspace by taklng eontrol of that drone. This conclusjon, of
course, assumes the absence of a specific internationallaw basis for doing
so, such as exercise of eoastal State enforcement authority over vessels
in the exclusive economic zone end contiguous zone. l ?

I~ 'Ships shall sall under the Rag of one State only and, save in excepticnal cases expressly

provided for in international trearies or in rhis Convention, shall be subject to its
exclusive jurisdiction on the high seas.' Law of the Sea Convention, Art. 92(1).
Chicego Convention, Art. 17 Iregarding aircraft); Convention on Registration of Objects
Launched into Omer Space, Art. 11,14 January 1975, 1023 V.N.T.S. 15 (regaromg space
objecte). Note that State aireraft need not be regiatered since the Chkago Convention
does not eneompass them (Art. 3(a)). The mere fact that a satellite is launehed into outer
space does not deprive the State of registry of jurisdiction over the satellite and its
activities. Outer Space Treaty, Art. VIII.
17 It might be asserted that Arts.IV and IX ofthe Ourer Space Treaty provide an additional
legal basis for the prohibition on exerctseof enforcement jurisdiction by Stares other than
the Stare of registration by barring interference with the acnvittes of other Stares in the
peaceful exploration and use of ourer space. However, tbese provisions ere generally
interpreted as limited to interference that rtses to the level of a violaticn of Art. 2(4) ofthe
UN Charter.
16
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6. If an aircraft or satellite has not been registered in accordance
with applicable internationally recognized procedures, the nationality
thereof will be that of the respective owner. With regard to ownership
by corporations (jurtdical persons), it is a well-established rule of
public international law that nationality is determined by either the
place of incorporation 'or from other various links including the
centre of administration'.18 During an international armed conflict,
the nationality of a corporation mayaIso be determined by the
so-called 'control test,.19
7. Submarine eables loeated on the continental shelf may constitute
cyber infrastructure beeause data is transmitted through them. They are
governed by traditional rules of jurisdiction deriving from their ownership, as weil as by other aspects of internationallaw, such as the Law of
the Sea Conventlorr'" end Article 54 of the Hague Regulations.

Rule 4 - Sovereign immunity and inviolability
Any interference by aState with cyber infrastructure aboard a platform. wherever locared, that enjoys sovereign immunity constitutes a
violation of sovereignty.
1. This Rule must be distinguished from Rule 3. The latter refers to
cyber infrastructure loeated aboerd platforms on the high seas, in international airspace, or in outer space. This Rule applies ouly to those
platforrns that enjoy sovereign immunity. Their loeation is irrelevant.
2. 'Sovereign immunity' provides that a sovereign platform or object,
and all objects or persons thereon, are immune from the exercise of
jurisdiction aboard that platform by another State. International law
clearly accords sovereign immunity to certain objects used for noncommercial governmental purposes, regardless of their locetion." It is
generally accepted that warshtps and 'ships owned or operated by aState
and used only for government non-commercial service' enjoy immunity
420 (7th ed. 2008).
19 Corpcrations controlled by enemy nationals. even though not incorpcrated (or otherwise registered] in enemy territory, may be deemed to have enemy character if they are
under the acrual control of a person Or of persons residlng, ur carrying on business, in
enemy territory. See,e.g.,Daimler Co. Ltd v. Continental Tyre and Rubber CO. 11916J2
x.c. 307 (Eng.).
20 Law of the See Convention, Arts. 86, 87(I)(c).
21 Note that the present Manual does not deal with diplomatie immunity or with the
immunity of government officials.
18 !AN ßROWNLlE, PRINCIPLES OF PUBLiC INTERNATIONAL LAw
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from the jurisdiction of any State other than the flag State.22 Further,
State aircraft enjoy sovereign tmmuntty," The International Group of
Experts agreed that space objects operated for non-commercial gcvernmental purposes also have sovereign immunity.f"
3. In order to enjoy sovereign immunity and inviolability, the cyber
infrastructure aboard the platfonn in question must be devoted exclusively to government purposes. For example, government institutions
that operate as market participants vis-a-vis the Internet cannot claim
that the cyber infrastructure involved enjoys sovereign immunity,
because that infrastructure does not serve exclusively governmental purposes. Likewise, a satellite used fOT both governmental and commercial
purposes will lack sovereign immunity. Seme satellites have multiple
transponders, each exclusively dedicated to a different user. If some of
them are used for commercial purposes, the satellite will not have sovereign immunity. The International Group of Experts agreed that a satellite
owned or operated by a consortium of States does not have sovereign
immunity uuless used for strictly non -commercial purposes. In such a
case, it is arguable that the satellite would be covered by the joint sovereign
immunity of the States and would thus enjoy a form of cumulative
sovereign immunity.
4. Sovereign immunity entails inviolabllity; any interference with an
object enjoying sovereign immunity constitutes a violation of internationallaw.25 Interference includes, but is not limited to, activities that
damage the object or significantly impair its operation. For instance, a
denial of service attack against a State's military satellite would constitute
a violation of its sovereign immunity. Similarly, taking control of the
object would violate sovereign immunity. This was the case wi th regard
to a 2007 incident involving the takeover and reprogramming of a British
military communications satellite.
5. Despite enjoying sovereign immunity, sovereign platfonns and
structures must comply with the rules and principles of international

22 Law of the Sea Convention, Arts. 95, 96; US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 2.1.
23 UK MANUAL, para. 12.6.1; AMW MANUAL, eommentary aeeompanying Rule 1(ee).
24 See Convention on Turisdictionai Immunities, Art. 3(3) (acknowledging thc sovereign
immunity of space objectsj.

25 See,e.g.:Ownersofthe

Iesue.

the Thomas F. Bayard,and the Pescawha(UKv. US),6 RI.

A.A. 57 (1926) (Anglo American Claims Commission 1921); Player Larga (Owners of
CargoLately Laden on Board)Appel/antsv. 1Congresodel Partido (Owners)Responcknts,
Marbk [s/ands(Ownersof CargoLarelyLaden on Board)Appellantsv. same Respondents,
l Congresodel Partido [198311 A.c. 244 (H.L.).
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law, such as the obligation to respect the sovereignty of other States. Por
instance, a military aircraft non-consensually entering the national airspace of enother State to conduct cyber operations can, despite its
sovereign status, trigger the State's right to take necessary measures
against the intruding aircraft, including, in certain circumstances, the
use of force. The same would be true of a warship that conducts cyber
activities in a nation's territorial sea. If the activities are inconsistent with
the innocent passage regime, the coastal nation may take enforcement
steps to prevent the non-innocent passage, despite the warship's sovereign nnmunity." In both cases, the platforrns retain their sovereign
immunity, but that immunity does not prevent the other States from
taking those actions which are lawful, appropriate, and necessary in the
circumstances to safeguard their legally recognized interests.
6. While there is no treaty rule explicitlyaccording sovereign immunity to any objects used for non-commercial governmental purposes, it is of
importance that accordtng to Artide 5 of the Convention on [urisdictional Immunity aState enjoys immunity from the jurisdiction of the
courts of another State with regard to its property." It could be suggested
that this provision, as weil as the points made in the previous paragraph,
evidenee a general principle of public internationallaw by which objects
owned or used by aState for non-commercial govemmental purposes
are covered by the State's sovereignty. Aecordingly,they are subject to that
State's exclusive jurisdiction even If located outside its terrltory. The
International Group of Experts could achieve no consensus on this point.
7. In times of international armed conflict, the principles of sovereign immunity and inviolability cease to apply in relations between the
parties to the conflict (subject to any specific rule of internationallaw to
the eontrary, sueh as Arttele 45 of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatie
Relations). Objeets enjoying sovereign immunity and inviolability may be
destroyed if they qualify as military objectives (Rule 38), or may be seized
as booty of war by the respective enemy armed forccs." It should be
noted that governmental cyber Infrastructure of neutral States may
qualify as a military objeetive in eertain eireumstanees (Rule 91).
8. Loeations and objects may enjoy special protection affording inviolability by virtue of bilateral or multilateral agreements, sueh as Status
of Perces Agreements. It must be borne in mind that diplomatie archives
26 Law of the See Convention, Arts. 19,25(1), 32.
27 Convention on lurisdicticnal Immunities, Art. 5.
28 AMW MANUAL, Rule 136(a) and accompanying commentary.
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and means of communication enjoy special protection under the Vienna
Convention on Diplomatie Relations. 29 Such protection applies at all
times, including periods of armed conflict (Rule 84).

Rule 5 - Contro! of cyber infrastructure
AState shall not knowingly aIlow the cyber infrastructure located in
its territory or under its exdusive governmental control to be used for
acts that adversely and unlawfully affect other States.
1. This Rule establishes a standard ofbehavtour for States in relatton
to two categories of cyber infrastructure: 0) any eyber infrastructure
(governmental or not in nature) located on their territory; and [ii) eyber
infrastructure located elsewhere but over whtch the State in question has
either de jure or de facto exclustve control. It applies irrespective of the
attributability of the aets in question to aState (Rules 6 and 7).
2. The prtnctple of sovereign equality entails an obligatton of all
States to respect the territorial sovereignty of other States. As the International Court of [ustice held in the Nicaragua judgment, 'Between
independent States, respect for territorial sovereignty is an essential
foundation of international relations.'3o
3. The obligation to respect the sovereignty of another State, as noted
in the International Court of [ustice's Corfu Channel judgment, implies
that aState may not 'allow knowingly its territory to be used for acts
contrary to the rights of other States'r" Accordingly, States are required
under international law to take appropriate steps to protect those
rights. 32 This obligation applies not only to criminal acts harmful to
other States, but also, for example, to activities that inflict serious
damage, or have the potential to inflict such damage, on persons and
objects protected by the territorial sovereignty ofthe target State."

29 Vienna Convention on Diplomatie Relations. Arts. 24, 27.
30 NICaragua judgment, para. 202.
31 Corfu Channef case at 22.
32 Tehran Hostagescase, paras. 67-8.
33 In the Trai! Smefter case, the Tribunal, dting the Pederal Court of Switzeriand, noted
"This right (sovereignry) excludes ... not only the usurpation and exerctse of sovereign
rlghts ... but also an acrual encroacbment which might prejudice the natural use of the
territory and the free movement ofits inhabitants.' Trait Smeftercase (US v, Can.), 3 RI.
A.A. 1905, 1963 (1941). According to thc Tribunal, 'under thc principles ofinternational
law ... no Stete has the right to use or pennit the use ofits territory in such a manner as to
cause injury ... in or to the territory of ancther or the prcpertles or persons therein, when
the case is of sertous consequence .,," Traii Smeftercase at 1965.
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4. These requirements are complicated by the nature of harmful cyber
acts, especiallytime and space compression, and their often-unprecedented
character. There may be circumstances in which it is not feasiblefor aState
to prevent injury to another State. Fm example, State A may know that
a harrnful cyber attack is being prepared and will be launched from
its territory against State B. However, because it has not identified the
attack's exact signature and timing, the only effective option may be to
isolate the network that will be used in the attack from the Internet. Doing
so will often result in a 'self-denial' of service to State A. The nature, scale,
and scope of the (potential) harm 10 both States must be assessed to
determine whether this remedial measure is required. The test in such
cireumstances is one of reasonableness.
5. AI; to scope of application, this Rule covers all acts that are
unlawful and that have detrimental effects on another State (whether
those effects occur on another State's territory or on objects protected
under international law). The term 'uulawful' is used in this Rule to
denote an activity that is contrary to the legal rights of the a:ffected State.
The International Group of Experts deliberately chose not to limit the
prohibition to narrower concepts, such as use of force (Rule 11) or armed
attack (Rule 13), in order to emphasize that the prohibition extends to
all cyber activities from one State's territory that a:ffect the rights of
other States and have detrimental e:ffects on another State's territory.
In particular, there is no requirement that the cyber operanon in question
result in physical damage to objects or injuries to individuals, it need ouly
produce a negative effect.
6. The Rule addresses a situation in which the relevant acts are
underway. For instance, aState that aDows cyber infrastructure on its
territory to be used by a terrorist group to undertake an attack against
another State would be in violation of this Rule, as would aState that,
upon notification by another State that this activity is betng carried out,
falls to take reasonably feasible measures to terminate the conduct.
7. The International Group of Experts could not agree whether
situaticns in which the relevant acts are merely prospective are covered
by this Rule. Some of the Experts took the position that States must take
reasonable measures to prevent them. Others suggested that no duty of
prevention exists, particularly not in the cyber context given the difficulty
of mounting comprehensive and effective defences against all possible
threats.
8. This Rule also applies with regard to acts contrary to international
law launched from cyber infrastructure that is under the exclusive control
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of a government. It refers to situations where the infrastructure is located
outside the respective State's territory, hut that State nevertheless exercises exclusive control over it. Examples include a military installation
in a foreign country subject to exclusive sending State control pursuant
to a basing agreement, sovereign platfonns on the high seas er in
international airspace, or diplomarte premises.
9. This Rule applies if the relevant remedial cyber operations can be
undertaken by State organs or by individuals under State controI. The
International Group ofExperts also agreed that if aremedial action could
ouly be performed bya private entity, such as a private Internet service
provider, the State would be obliged to use all means at its disposal to
require that entity to take the action necessary to terminate the activity.
10. This Rule applies if tbe State has aetual knowledge of the aets in
question. AState will be regarded as having actual knowledge lf for
example, State ergans such as its intelligence agencies have detected a
cyber attack originating from its territory or if the State has received
credible information (perhaps from the victim State) that a cyber attack
is underway from its territory.
11. The International Group ofExperts could not achieve consensus
as to whether this Rule also applies if the respective State has only constructive (tshould have known') knowledge. In other words, it is unclear
whether aState violates this Rule if it fails to use due eare in policing
cyber activities on its territory and is therefore unaware of the acts in
question. Even tf constructive knowledge suffices, the threshold of due
care is uncertain in the eyber context because of such factors as the
difficulty of attribution, the chaUenges of eorrelating separate sets of
events as part of a coordtnated and distributed attack on one or more
targets, and the ease with which deception can be mounted through cyber
infrastructure.
12. Nor could the International Group of Experts achieve consensus
as to whether this Rule applies to States through which cyber operations
are routed. Some Experts took the position that to the extent that aState
of transit knows of an offending operation and has the ability to put an
end to it, the State must do so. These Experts took notice, however, of the
unique routing processes of cyber transmissions. Por instance, should a
transmission be blocked at one node of a network, it will usually be
rerouted along a different transmission path, often through a different
State. In such a ease, these Experts agreed that the State of transtt has no
obligation to act, because doing so would have no meaningful effect on
the outcome of the operation. Other Experts took the position that the
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Rule applied ouly to the territcry of the State from whtch the cperaticn is
launched or to territory under its exclustve control. They either argued
that the legal principle dtd not extend to other territory in abstracto or
justified their view on the basis of the unique difficulties of applying the
Rule in the cyber context.
13. If aState fails to take appropriate steps in accordance with this
Rule, the victlm State may be entitled to respond to that violation of
international law by resorting to proportionate responses. These may
indude, where appropriate in the circumstances, countermeasures
(Rule 9) or the use of force in self-defence (Rule 13).
14. With regard to such situations durtng an international armed
conflict, see Rule 94.
SECT!ON 2:

STATE RESPONSIBILITY

Rule 6 - Legalresponsibilityof Slales
AState bears international legal responsibillty for a cyber operation
attributable to it and which constitutes a breach of an international
obligation.
1. This Rule is based on the customary international law of State
responsibility, which is largely reflected in the International Law Commtsston's Articles on State Responsibility. It must be noted, however, that
the law of armed confltct contains a number of specific rules on State
responsibility for violation thereof. In particular, Articles 3 of Hague
Convention IV and 91 of Additional Protocol I provide for compensation
in the case of a violation of certain rules of the law of armed conflict."
2. It is a quintessential principle of internationallaw that States bear
responsibility for an act when: (i) the act in question is attributable to the
State under international law; and [ii} it constitutes a breach of an
international legal obligation applicable to that State (whether by treaty
or customary internationallaw). 3S Such abreach can consist of either an
act or omtssjon."
3. In the realm of cyberspace, an internationaily wrongful act can
consist, inter alia, of a violation of the United Nations Charter (e.g., a
use of force committed through cyber means, Rule 10) or a violation of a
law of armed conflict obligation (e.g., a cyber attack against civilian
34 See also ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rules 149, 150.
3~ Articles on State Responsibiliry, Ans. 1-2.
36 Artides on State Responsibility. Art. 2
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objects, Rule 37) attributable to the State in question. Abreach of
peacetime rules not involving conflict (e.g., a violation of the law of
the sea or the non-Intervention principle) also constitutes an internationally wrongful act. As an example, a warship of one State is
prohibited from conducting cyber operations that are edverse to the
coastal nation's interests while in innocent passege."
4. The law of State responsibility extends only to an act, or failure to
act, that violates intemationallaw. In other words, an act committed by a
State's organ, or otherwise attributable to it, can ouly amount to an
'intemationally wrongful act' if it is contrary to Intemeuonal lew." The
law of State responsibility is not implicated when States engage in other
acts that are either permitted nr unregulated by international law."

For instance, internationallaw does not address esptonage per se. Thus, a
State's responsibility for an act of cyber espionage conducted by an organ
of the State in cyberspace ls not be engaged as a matter of international
law unless particular aspects of the esptonage violate spedfic international
legal prohibitions (as in the case of cyber esptonage involving diplomatie
communications, Rule 84).
5. The causation of damage is not a precondition to the characterization of a cyber operation as an internationally wrongful act under the
law of State responslbjhty." However, the rule in question may include
damage as an essential element. In such cases, damage is a conditio sine
qua non of the attachment of State responsibility. For instance, under a
customary rule of international Iaw, States are prohlbited from inflicting
significant damage on another State through activities on their own
territory (Rule 5). In the absence of such damage, no responsibility
attaches uuless another rule not containing an element of damage has
been violated.
6. In addition to being internationally wrongful, an act must be attributable to aState to fall within the ambit of this Rule. All acts or omissions
of organs of aState are automatically and necessarily attributable to that
State.4 1 The concept of 'organs of aState' in the law of State responsibility
Is broad. Every person or entity that has that status under the State's
37 Law of the Sea Convention, Art. 19.
3B This is a stringent requirement since, as fcrmulared by the JeT. 'it Is entirdy possible for a
particuIar act ... not to be in violanon ofintemationallaw wirheut necessarilyconsdturing the excrcise of a right confcrred by u'. Kosovo Advisory Oplnicn, para. 56.
39 Kosovo Advisory Opinion, para. 84; Lotus case at 18.
40 Arttcles on State Responsibility, commentary accompanying Art. 2.
41 Articles on Stete Responsibility, Art. 4(1).
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intemallegislation will be an organ of the State regardlessof their function
or place in the governmental hierarchy.Y Any cyber activity undertaken by the intelligence, military, internal securtty, customs, or other
State agencies will engage State responsibility under international law
lf it violates an international legal obligation applicable to that State.
7. It does not matter whether the organ in question acted in compliance with, beyond, or without any Instructions. When committed by an
organ of the State, and provided that organ is acting in an apparently
official capacity,43 even so-called ultra vires acts trigger a State's internationallegal responsibility if they breach international obligations.44
8. For the purposes of the law of State responsibility, persons or
entities that, while not organs of that State, are specificallyempowered by
Its domestic law to exercise 'governmental authortry' are equated to State
organs." When acttng in such a capacity, their actions, as with State
crgans, are attributable to that State. Examples include a private
corporation that has been granted the authority by the government to
conduct offensive computer network operations against another State,
as weIl as a private enttty empowered to engage in cyber intelligence
gathering. It is important to emphasize that State responsibility is
ouly engaged when the entity in question is exercising elements of
governmental authortty. For example, States might have legislation
authorizing private sector Computer Emergency Response Teams
(CERTs) to conduct cyber defence of governmental networks. While
so acting, their activities automatically engage the responsibility of
their sponsoring State. However, there are no State responsibility
implications when a private sector CERT is performing information
security services for private companies.

42 Articles on State Responsibility, Art. 4(2).
43 Articles on State Responsibility, para. 13 of commentary accompanying Art. 4; ·A
particular problem is to determine wherher aperson who is aState organ acts in that
capacity . It is irrelevant for this purpese that the person concerned may have had ultericr
or improper motives or may be abusing public power. Where such a person acts in an
apparently official capacity, or under colour of authority, the actions in question will be
attributable to the State. The disnnction between unauthorized conduct of aState organ
and purdy private conducr has been clearly drawn in intemational arbitral decisions ..
The case of purely private conduct should not be confused with that of an organ
functioning as such but acting ultra vires or in breech of the rules governing its operation.
In this lauer cese. the organ ts nevertheless acting in the name of the Stete.'
44 Articles on Stare Responsibility, Art. 7.
4~ Articles on Stare Responsibility. Art. 5. and accompanying commentary.
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9. In certain circumstances, the conduct of non-State actcrs may
be attributable to aState and give rise to the State's intemationallegal
responsibiliry/" Article 8 of the Articles on State Responsibility, which
restates eustomary international law, Dates 'the conduct of aperson or
group of persons shall be considered an act of aState under international
law if the person or group of persons is in fact acting on the Instructions
of or under the direction or control of, that State in carrying out the
conduct'J" This norm is particularly relevant in the cyher context. For
example, States may contract with a private company to conduct eyber
operations. Similarly, States have reportedly called upan private citizens
to conduct cyher operations against other States or targets abroad (in a
sense, 'cyber volunteers').

10. The International Court of Iustice has held, in the context of
military operations, that aState is responsible for the acts of non -State
actors where it has 'effecttve ccntrol' over such actors.t" For instance, the
provision by aState of cyber expertise during the planning of specific
cyber attacks may, depending on how deep the involvement goes, give
rise to State responsibility for any Internaticnally wrongful acts ccmmitted by such non-State actors. lt is sometimes asserted that uncertainty
surrounds the degree cf 'contrcl' required for a non-State actor's conduct
to be attributable to the State. In Tadic, the International Criminal
Tribunal for the Former Yugcslavia adopted an 'cverall control' test - a
less stringent threshold - in the context of individual criminal responsibility and for the purpose of determining the nature of the armed
conthct." However, in the Geneeide judgment, the International Court
of [ustice distinguished such an evaluation from that conducted for the

46 Articles on Stete Responsibillty, Arts. 9. 10. The International Group of Bxperts reached
the ccnclusion that it is currently difficult to imagine seenarios in which Art. 9 resuns in
State rcsponsibility given its requiremcnt that the conduct be carried out in the absence or
defaujt of the official authorities. The International Group of Experts was uncertain
whether Art. 10, which addresses the conducr of an insurrecticnal er other movement
that becomes a govcmment, accurarely reflects customery internationallaw.
47 Articles on Stare Respcnsibility, Art. 8. 'In the text of arttele 8, the three terms "mstructions", "direction" and "control" are disjunctive; it is sufficient rc establish any one of
them. At the same time it is made cleer that the instructjons, direction or control must
relate to the conduct which is seid to have amounted to an internationaUy wrongful act.'
Articles on State Responsibility, para. 7 of commentary accompanying Art. 8.
48 The Court artlculated the effective control standard for the first time in the Nicaragua
judgment, para. 115. See also Geneeide judgment, paras. 399-401.
49 Tadic Appeals Chamber judgment, paras. 131. 145.
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purpose of establishing State responsibility.Y Nevertheless, even by an
'overall control' test, the requisite control would need to go beyond 'the
mere financing and equipping of such forces and involv]e] also participation in the planning and supervision of military operations'J" Moreover,
as noted below, even ifthe lower 'overall control' test were to be adopted,
it would not apply to individuals or unorganized groupS.52
11. These situations must be distinguished from those in which private citizens, on their own initiative, conduct cyber operations (so-called
'hacktivists' or 'patriotic hackers'). The material scope of applicability of
Article 8 is relativelystringent in that it is limited to instructions, direction,
or contrcl. The State needs to have issued specific instructions or directed
or contralled a particular operation to engage State responsibility.V
Merely encouraglng or otherwise expressing support for the independent
acts of non-Stete actors does not meet the Article 8 threshold.
12. The place where the act in question takes place, or where the
actors involved are located, does not affect the determination of whether
State responsibility attaches. For instance, consider a group in State A
that assimilates computers located in State B into its botnet. The group
uses the botnet to overload computer systems in State C based on
instructions received from State D. The conduct is attributable under
the law of State responsibtliry to State D. Note that State A cannot be
presumed responsible solely based on the fact that the group was located
there, nor can it be presumed that State B bears responsibility for the
group's acts merely because of the location of the bots on its territory.
13. This rule applies only to attribution for the purposes ofState responsibility. However, a State's tnvolvement with non-Stete actors may itself
constitute a violation of intemationallaw, even in cases where the actions
of the non-State actors involved cannot be attributed to the State. Por
50 Genocide judgment, paras. 403-405.
Tadi, Appeals Chamber judgment, para. 145.
~2 The Tadic Appeals Chamber judgment nored at para. 132. that: 'It should be added that
courts have taken a different approach with regard to individuals or groups not organised
info military structures. With regard to such individuals or groups. courts bave not
considered an overall or general tevet of control tc be sufficient, but have instead insisted
upcn specitic Instructions or directives aimed at the commission of specihc acts, or have
required public approval of those acts foUowing their commission,'
53 'On the other hand, where persons or groups have committed ects under the effective
centrot of a State, the condition for attribution will still be met even if particular
instructiona may have been ignored. The conduct will have been committed under the
centrot of the State and it will be attriburable to the Stare in accordance with article 8.'
Articles on Srate Responsibility, para. 8 of commentary accompanying Art. 8.
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instance, if State A provides hacking tooIs that are subsequently employed
by an insurgent group on its own initiative against State B (Le., the group
is not acting under the control of State A), the mere provision of these tools
is insufficient to attribute the group's attack to State A. Nevertheless, such
assistance can itself constitute a violation of intemationallaw. 54
14. Even when the conditions of Artide 8 are not initially met, acts
may be retroactively attributed to the State. 55 Pursuant to Artide 11 of

the Artides on State Respcnsibility, 'Conduct which is not attributable to
aState under the preceding articles shall nevertheless be considered an
act of that State under international law if and to the extent that the
State acknowledges and adopts the conduct in question as its own.'56
For instance, consider computer operations conducted by non-State
actors agatnst a State. If another State later expresses support for them
and uses its cyber capabilities to protect the non-State actors against
counter-cyber operattons, State responsibility will attach for those operations and any related subsequent acts of the group. Note that this
provision is narrowly applied. Not only are the conditions of 'acknowledgement' and 'adoption' cumulative, they also require more than mere
endorsement or tacit approval."
Rule 7 - Cyber operations launched from governmental

cyber infrastructure
The mere fact that a cyber operation has been launched or otherwise
originates trom govemmental cyber intrastructure is not sufficient
evidence for attributing the operation to that stete, but is an indication that the State in question is associated with the operation.
1. lt must be emphasized that this Rule only relates to operations
launched or originating from governmental cyber infrastructure. It does
not address operations routed through such infrastructure (Rule 8). Additionally, it does not apply to operations launched or otherwise initiated
'4

SeeNicaraguajudgment, para. 242.

~~ Tehran Hostages case, para. 74: "The approval given to these facts by the Ayatollah

Khomeini and other organs of the Iranian Srate, and the decislon to perpetuate them,
translated continuing occuparion of the Embassy and derennon of the hosrages tnto acrs
of thaj Stete. The militants, authors of the invasion and jaIlers of the hcstages, had now
become agents of the Iranian Stare for whose acts the Stare itsclf was intemationaIly
responsible.'
,6 Articles on Stare Respcnsibllity, Art. 11.
'7 Articles on Srate Responsibility, commentary accompanying Art. 11.
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from cyber infrastructure that does not qualify as govemmental cyber
infrastructure, even if located on the State's territory. This Rule should
not be understood as predetermining the evidentiary conclusions that
States may draw as to the attribution of cyber events.
2. With regard to its governmental character, it is Immaterial
whether the respective cyber infrastructure is owned by the government
or remains the property of a private entity, as in the case of items leased
by the government. Provided the use is non-commercial, it does not
matter which governmental purposes the respective equipment serves.
Furthermore, all branches of govemment are covered by the term.
Accordingly, the Infrastructure may be used for military, police, customs,
or any other governmental purposes.
3. Rule 7 merely denotes that the fact that a cyber operanon has been
mounted from govemment cyber infrastructure is an indication of that
State's Involvement. In and of itself the Rule does not serve as a legal
basis for taking any action against the State Involved or otherwise holding
it responsible for the acts in question. Prior to the advent of cyber
operations, the use of governmental assets, in particular military equipment, would typically have been attributed to the State without question
because of the unlikelihood of their use by persons other than State
organs or individuals or groups authorized to exercise governmental
functions. This traditional approach cannot be followed in the cyber
context. lt may well be that government cyber infrastructure has come
under the control of non-State actors who then use it to conduct cyber
operations.
4. Note that each situation must be considered in context. For
instance, a regular pattern of taking control of governmental cyber
infrastructure by a non-State group in order to launch cyber operations may serve as a counter-Indication that aState is associated
with a particular operation. Similarly, reliable human intelligence that
indicates governmental computers will be, or have been, employed by
non-State actors to conduct operations mtght also suffice. Indeed,
spoofing Is a widely used cyber technique, destgned to feign the
identity of another individual or organization. lts particular relevance
in this context was demonstrated by the incidents involving Estonia
(2007) and Georgia (2008).
5. Operation of the Rule is not limited to a State's own territory.
Examples would include cyber operations launched from ships on the
high seas, aircraft in international airspace, and satellites in outer space
over which aState exercises exclusive controI.

Rule 8 - Cyber operations routed through a Slate
The fact that a cyber operanon has been routed via the cyber infrastructure Ieeeted in aState is not suffident evidence for attributing
the operation to that State.
1. This Rule addresses cyber operations launched from the cyber infrastructure located in one State that are routed through government or 000government cyber infrastructure located in another. In such a situation, the
latter cannot be presumed to be associated with the cyber operation. This is
because the characteristics of cyberspace are such that the mere passage of
data through the infrastructure Ioeated in aState does not presuppose any
involvement by that State in the associated cyber operation.
2. Recall that pursuant to Rule 5 aState must not knowingly allow its

cyber infrastructure to be used for acts adverse to the rtghts of other
stetes." However, the International Group of Experts was unable to
achieve consensus as to whether that Rule applies to States through
which cyber operations are routed. To the extent that it does, the State
of transit will bear responsibility for failing to take reasonable measures
to prevent the transit.
3. There may be other criteria accordmg to which the respective act
can be attributed to a State (Rule 6). For Instance, this Rule is without
prejudice to the rights and obligations of neutral States during an international armed conilict (Rules 91 t095).
Rule 9 - Countermeasures
AState injured by an internationally wrongful act may resort to
proportIonate coantermeasures, including cyber countermeasures,
against the responsibIe State.
1. Rule 9 and its accompanying Commentary are derived from
Articles 22 and 49 to 53 of the International Law Commission's Articles
on State Responsibility. It must be noted that certain provisions of the
Articles are controversial and may not reflect customary international
law. These are discussed below.
2. Countermeasures are necessary and proportionate actions that a
'victim State' takes in response to a violation of internationallaw by an
'offending Stete'. The acts comprising the countermeasures would be
,g

On the nature of these rights. see Rule 5 and accompanying Commentary.
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unlawful were it not for the offending State's conduct. Such countermeasures must be intended to induce compliance with internationallaw
by the offending State. For example, suppose State B launches a cyber
operation against an electrical generaüng facility at a dam in State A in
erdet to coerce A into increasing the flow of water into a river running
through the two States. State A may lawfully respond with proportionate
countermeasures, such as cyber operations against State B's Irrigation
control system.
3. Pursuant to Arttele 49(1) of the Articles on State Responsibility,
the sole permissible purpose of countermeasures is, as noted, to induce
the responsible State to resume compliance with its international legal
obligations (or to achieve compliance directly). The majority of the
International Group of Experts accordingly agreed that if the internationally wrongful act in question has ceased, the victim State is no longer
entitled to Initiate, or to persist in, countermeasures, including cyber
countermeesures.F' The Experts noted that State practice is not fully in
accord, leaving the law on countermeasures ambiguous. States sometimes
appear to be motivated by punitive considerations when resorting to
countermeasures, especially when imposed after the other State's violation
of international law has ended. It is therefore far from settled whether
the restrictive approach adopted by the International Law Commission
reflects customary internationallaw.
4. In general, countermeasures, including cyber countermeasures,
can only be resorted to by the injured State after having called upon
60
the State in question to cease its internationally wrongful act. This
requirement is not absolute, in that aState is entitled to take 'urgent
countermeasures' which are necessary for the preservation of its rtghts,
even in advance of the injury.61While the term 'urgent countermeasures'
is not authoritatively defined in international law, the International
Group of Experts agreed that these procedural requirements largely
reflect customary International law.
5. Uncertainty restdes, however, in the substantive requirements
that apply to the implementation of countermeasures. It is generally
accepted that 'Countermeasures shall not affect: (a) the obligation to

59 Articles on State Responsibility, Art. 53.
60 Art. 52(1)(b) ofthe Articles on State Responsibilityrequires the State taking the measures
to 'notify the responsible Stare of any decislon to take counterrneasures and offer to
negotiate with that Stete'.
61 Articles on State Responsibility. Art. 52(2).

refrain from the threat or use of force as embodied in the United
Nations Charter; (b) obligations for the protection of fundamental
human rights; (c) obligations of a humanitarian character prohibiting
reprisals; [or] (d) other obligations under peremptory norms of general
international law'.62 While points (b)-(d) are relevant in the cyber
context, the critical issue is point (a). The majority of the International
Group of Experts agreed that it implies that cyber countermeasures
may not involve the threat or use of force (Rule 11); the legality of
threats or uses of force is exdusively regulated by the United Nations
Charter and corresponding norms of customary international law.
A minority of Experts favoured the approach articulated by Iudge
Simma in the International Court of [ustice's Di! Platforms judgment.
He took the position that proportionate countenneasures could involve
a limited degree of military force in response to circumstances below
the Artide 51 threshold of 'armed attack,.63 However, all Experts
agreed that cyber countermeasures may not rise to the level of an
'armed atteck' (Rule 13).
6. Cyber countermeesures 'shall, as far as possible, be taken in such
a way as to permit the resumption of performance of the obligations
in quesüon'P' In short, they should, to the extent feasible, consist of
measures that have temporary or reversible effects. In the realm of cyberspace, this requirement implies that actions involving the permanent
disruption of cyber functions should not be undertaken in circumstances
where their temporary disruption is technically feasibleand would achieve
the necessary effect. As indicated by the phrase 'as far as pcssible', the
requirement that the effects of the cyber countermeasures be temporary
or reversible is not of an absolute nature.
7. Although the Articles on State Responsibility impose no requirement for countermeasures to be quantitatively or qualitatively similar
to the violation of international law that justified them, widespread
agreement exists that countermeasures must be 'proportionate' to be
lawful. Two tests of proportionality have been advanced. The first,
arttculated in the Naulilaa arbitral award, requires that countermeasures be proportionate to the gravity of the Initiating breach. 65 The
objective of this test is to avotd escalation. The second test, drawn
from the International Court of [ustice's GabCfkovo-Nagymoros
62 Articles on Stete Responsibility, Art. 50.
63 Dil PlatforTns judgment, paras. 12-13 (separate 0finion of Iudge Simma).
64 Artic1es on State Responsibility, Art. 49(3).
6 Naulilaa arbitration at 1028.
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judgment and reflected in Artide 51 of the Articles on State Responsibility, requires that countermeasures must be commensurate with the
injury suffered, taking into account the gravity of the Internaticnally
wrongful act and the nghts in question. 66 While the International
Group of Experts conduded that neither test had achieved a degree
of acceptance such as to exdude the other, it was agreed that the
availability of countermeasures by cyber means expands the options
available to the victim State for a proportionate response.
8. Article 48 of the Articles on State Responsibility provtdes that a
'State other than an Injured State is entitled to invoke the responsibility
of another State ... if (a) the obligation breached is owed to a group of
States induding that State and is established for the protection of a
collective interest of the group; ur (b) the obligation breached is owed
to the international community as a whole'. The International Group
of Experts agreed that Article 48 accurately reflects customary international law. However, it is often difficult to determine when obligations are owed to a particular group of States as distinct from
obligations owed to an individual State. Additionally, disagreement
exists among international law experts as to which norms and cbltgations have erga omnes eharacter.
9. Countermeasures may not be directed against individuals or
violate peremptcry norms of internationallaw.
10. lt is important to dtsttngutsh ccuntermeasures from actions
taken based on the 'plea of necesstty'. Under certain ctrcurnstances,
States may invoke the plea of necessity in crder to justify protecttve
(eyber) measures that violate the interests of other States. Aeeording to
Arttele 25 of the Artides on State Responsibility, 'necesstry' ts an
accepted ground precludmg wrongfulness under international law.
The threshold for the invoeation of necessity is high; the plea of
neeessity may only be invoked in exeeptional cases,67 and the precise
scope and Iimits of this plea remain the subject of some debate. 68
Whether aState may use force in accordance with the plea of necessity
is higWy uncertam."
11. Necessity is not dependent on the prior unlawful conduct of
another State. Moreover, it may justify such measures as are necessary
Gabllkovo-Nagymoros Project (Hung. v. Siovak.), 1997 l.c.l. 7. para. 85 (25 September).
67 Artide:s on Stete Re:sponsibility. Art. 25(1) and accompanying commentary.
68 Articles on Stare Responsibility, commcntary accompanying Art. 25.
6'l Articles on Stete Rcsponsibility, commcntary accompanying Art. 25.
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to protect essential interests of aState against a grave and imminent peril
even though those measures affect the interests of other States (or even
the international community as a whole) which are not necessarily
responsible for creating the condition of necessity. The measures, however, may not 'seriously impair' the 'essential' interests of States affected
by them." Ultimately. the determination of whether actions may be
taken based on a plea of necessity requires a balancing of interests
between the State invoking the plea and those of the affected States (or
whole international community).
12. In cases where the exact nature and, in particular, origin of a
cyber incident are unclear, certain protective (eyber) measures may be
justified on the basis of the plea of necessity. For example, if aState is
faced with a cyber incident that endangers its essential interests and
there is no other way to address the situation, it may in some cases
temporarily shut off certain cyber infrastructure, even if domg so
affects cyber systems in other States. Similarly, if faced with significant
cyber operations against a State's critical infrastructure, the plea of
necessity could justify a State's resort to counter-hacking. Nevertheless, as the International Law Commission has pointed out. the course
of action selected must be the 'only way' available to sefeguard
the interest in question and it must not seriously impair the essential
interests of other States or those of the international community as a
whole?l
13. The term 'countermeasures' is used in this Rule as a legal term
of art that must be distinguished from the military term 'countermeasures', which refers to activities destgned to defeat the operation of a
weapon. Countermeasures must also be differentiated from acts of
retorsion. Acts of retorsion are sc-called 'unfriendly', althou~ lawful,
measures that aState takes vts-a-vis one or more other States. 2 Unlike
countermeasures, acts of retorsion do not require a preceding unlawful
act and they may be undertaken with retaliatory or coercive mottves.
For example, during the 2007 Estonian cyber incidents, banks end
other businesses, in consultation with the Estonian CERT and government ministries, suspended some services to Internet protocol (IP)
addresses from Russia. In this regard, note that since the ITU
70 Articles on Stere Responsibility, Art. 25(l)(b) and accompanying commentary.
71 Articles on State Responsibility, Art. 25 and acoompanying commentary. See also
Gablfkovo-Nagymoros Project, para. 55.
72 Articles on Stare Responsibility, chapeau commentary accompanying Chapter II of Pt 3.
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Constitution allows States to stop or suspend international telecommunications when appropriate, the action did not qualify as a
countermeasure.P Pinally, countermeasures as dealt with here must
be distinguished from belligerent reprisals, which are available only
during an armed conflict, subject to special rules (Rule 46).

73 Art. 34 perrnits stoppege of individual private telecommunlcations on the basis of
security concems. Art. 35 allows a State to suspend international telecommunications,
provided immediate notification is given to other Stetes Parties to the Convention.

2

The use of force

1. The International Court of [ustice has stated that Articles 2(4)
(Rules 10 to 12) and 51 (Rule 13 to 17) ofthe United Nations Charter,
regardmg the prohibition of the use of force and self-defence respectively,
apply to 'any use of force, regardless of the weapons employed'.' The
International Group ofExperts unanimously agreed that this statement is

an accurate reflection of customary international law. Therefore, the
mere fact that a computer (rather than a more traditional weapon,
weapon system, or platform) is used during an operation has 00 bearing
on whether that operaüon amounts to a 'use of force'. Similarly, it has 00
bearing on whether aState may use force in self-defence.
2. State practlce is only beginning to darify the application to eyber
operations of the jus ad bellum, the body of international law that
governs a State's resort to force as an Instrument of its national policy.
In partlcular, the lack of agreed-upon definltlons, crlterla, and thresholcls
for application, creates uncertainty when applytng the jus ad bellum to
the rapidly changing realities of cyber operatlons. The International
Group of Experts acknowledged that as cyber threats end opportunities
continue to emerge and evolve, State practice may alter contemporary
Interpretations and applications of the jus ad bellum in the cyber context.
The analysis set forth in this chapter examines the norms resident in
the jus ad bellum as they exist at the time of the Manual's adoption by
the International Group of Experts in July 2012.
SECTION I:

PROHIBITION OF THE USE OF FORCE

Rule 10 - Prohibition of Ihreat or use of force
A cyber operation that constitutes a threat or use of force agatnst
the territorial integrity or politica1 independence of any Stete, or that
I

Nudear Weapons Advisory Opinion, para. 39.
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is in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United
Nations, is unlawful.
1. Article 2(4) of the United Nations Charter provides that 'All
Members [of the United Nations] shall refrain in their international
relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity
or political independence of any State, or in any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.' The prohibition is
undoubtedlya norm of customary tnternattonal law.'
2. In addition to the specific prohibition of threats or uses of force
against the territorial integrity or political independence of any State, the
United Nations charter's travauxpreparatoires suggest that the referencein
Arttele 2(4) to threats or uses of force inconsistent with the 'purposes of the
United Nations' (laid down in Article 1 ofthe charter) was intended to create
a presumption ofillegalityfor any threat or use of force.3 In other words, even
acts that are not directed against either the territorial integrity or political
independence of a State may neverthelessviolate the prohibition if they are
inconsistent with the purposes ofthe United Nations. There are two widely
acknowledged exceptions to the prohiliition on the use of force - uses of
force authorized by the Security Council under Chapter VII (Rule 18) and
self-defencepursuant to Article 51 and customary internationallaw (Rule
13). The International Group of Experts dtd not take a position as to the
lawfulnessof other uses of force, such as humanitarian Intervention.
3. The terms 'use of force' and 'threat of the use of force' are defined
in Rules 11 and 12 respectively.
4. An action qualifying as a 'use of force' need not necessarily be
undertaken by a State's armed forces. For example, it is dear that a cyber
operation that would qualify as a 'use of force' if conducted by the armed
forces would equally be a 'use of force' if undertaken by a State's intelligence agencies or by a private contractor whose conduct is attributable
to the State based upon the law of State responsibility. With regard to
those entities whose actions may be attributed to States, see Rules 6 to 8.
5. Although, by its own express terms, Article 2(4) applies solely to
Members of the United Nations, the prohibition also extends to nonMember States by virtue of customary internationallaw. However, ArticIe
2(4) and its customary internationallaw counterpatt do not apply to the

~ i:;~:~~~I;:~~~'J~~~:I~~~~~s. 65 (1945); Doc. 784, 1/1127, 6 UN.C.I.D. Docs. 336
(1945); Doc. 885, V1/34, 6 U.N.C.LD. Docs. 387 (1945).
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acts of non-State actors, including individuals, organized groups, and
terrorist organizations, unless they are atlributable to aState pursuant to
the lawofState responsibility (Rule 6). In such a case, itwould be the State,
not the non-State actor, which is deemed to be in violation. The actions of

non-State actors may be unlawful under international and domestic law,
but not as a violation of the prohibition on the use of force.

6. Tbe fact that a cyber operation does not rise to the level of a use of
force does not necessarily render it lawful under international law. In
particular, a cyber operation may constitute a violation of the prohibition
on Intervention, Although not expressly set out in the United Nations
Charter, the prohibition of Intervention is implicit in the principle of
the sovereign equality of States laid out in Article 2(1) of the United
Nations Charter. It is mentioned in a number of treaties and United

Nations resolutions, the most significant of which is the Declaration on
Friendly Relations. Accordtng to the International Court of [ustice, the
principle is 'part and parcel of customary internationallaw'.4
7. The precise scope and content of the non-intervention principle
remains the subject of some debate. In the Nicaragua case, the International Court of [ustice held that 'the principle forbids all States or
groups of States to intervene directly or indirectly in the internal or
external affairs of other States'.5 Therefore, 'a prohibited intervention
must accordtngly be one beartng on matters in which each State is
permitted, by the principle of State sovereignty, to dectde freely. One of
these Is the chotce of a pclitical, economic, social and cultural system,
and the formulation of foreign pclicy." For instance, the Court held
that supplying funds to insurgents was 'undoubtedly an act of intervention in the internal affairs of Nicaragua', although not a use of force."
8. It is clear that not all cyber interference automattcally violates the
international law prohibition on intervention; 'interference pure and
simple is not Intervention'," As noted by the Court in Nicaragua, 'intervention Is wrongful when it uses methods of coercton'," It follows
that cyber espionage and cyber exploitation operations lacking a coerclve
element do not per se violate the non-Intervention prtnctple. Mere intrusion into another state's systems does not violate the non-intervention

4 NICaragua judgment. para 202
6 NIcaraguajudgmenr. para 205
8 I OPPENHEIM'S INTERNATIONhL

9th 00. 1992).
9 Nicaragua judgment, para. 205.

:; Nicaragua judgment, para. 205.
7 Nicaragua judgment, para. 228.
Law: PEACE 432 (Roben Iennings and Arthur

Watts eds.,
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principle. In the view of the International Group of Experts, this holds
true even where such Intrusion requires the breaching of protective virtual
barriers (e.g., the breaching of firewalls or the cracking of passwords).
9. The assessment, however, becomes complex when it comes to
other operations along the broad spectrum of cyber operations. In these
cases, the determination of whether the principle of non-intervention has
been violated, particularly the detennination of whether there has been
an element of coercion, depends on the circumstances of each individual
case. The dearest cases are those cyber operations, such as the employment of the Stuxnet worm, that amount to a use of force. Such operations
are also acts of intervention because all uses of force are coercfve per se.
10. Cyber operations falling below the use of force threshold are more
difficult to characterize as a violenon of the prtnctple of non-intervention.
Acts meant to achieve regime change are often described as a dear violation. So too is coercive 'political interference'. when such actions are
taken or facilitated by cyber means, they constitute prohibited Intervention.
Cases in point are the manipulation by cyber means of elections or of public
opinion on the eve of elections, as when online news services are altered in
favour of a particular party, false news is spread, or the online services of
one party are shut off. ABalways, the decisive test remains coercion. Thus, it
is clear that not every form of political or economic interference violates the
non-intervention principle.

Rule 1I - Definition of use of fcrce

A cyber operation constitutes a use of force when its sca1eand effects
are comparable to non-cyber operations rising to the ievel of a use
of force.
I. This Rule examines the term 'use of force' found in Rule 10. The
United Nations Charter offers no criterfa by which to determine when an
act amounts to a use of force. In dtscusstons regarding the appropriate
threshold for a use of force, the International Group of Experts took
notice of the Nicaragua judgment. In that case, the International Court
of [ustlce stated that 'scale and effects' are to be constdered when
determining whether particular actions amount to an 'armed attack'
(Rule 13).10 The Experts found the foeus on scale end effects to be an
equally useful approach when distinguishing acts that qualify as uses of
10 NIcaragua judgment. para. 195.
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force from those that do not. In other words, 'scale and effects' is a
shorthand term that captures the quantitative and qualitative factors
to be analysed in determining whether a cyber operation qualifies as a
use of force.
2. There is no authoritative definition of, or criteria for, 'threat' or
'use of force'. However, certain categories of coercive operations are not
uses of force. At the 1945 Charter drafting conference in San Prancisco,
States considered and rejected a proposal to include economic coercion
as a use of force." The issue arose again a quarter of a century later
during the proceedings leading to the General Assembly's Declaration on
Friendly Relations. The question of whether 'force' included 'all forms of
pressure, including those of a political or economic character, which have
the effect of threatening the territorial integrity or political independence
of any State' was answered in the negative.P Accordingly, whatever
'force' may be, it is not mere economic or political coercion. Cyber
operations that involve, or are otherwise analogous to, these coercive
activities are definitely not prohibited uses of force.
3. As an example, non-destructtve cyber psychologtcal operations
intended solely to undennine confidence in a government or economy
do not qualify as uses of force. Additionally, the International Court of
[ustice held in the Nicaragua cese that merely funding guerrillas engaged
in operations against another State did not reach the use of force
threshold. 13 Thus, for instance, merdy funding a hacktivistgroup conducting cyber operations as part of an insurgency would not be a use of force.
4. A use of force need not involve the employment of military or
other armed forces by the State in question. In Nicaragua, the International Court of Iustice found that arming and training a guerrilla force
that is engaged in hostilities against another State qualified as a use of
forcc." Therefore, providing an organized group with malware and the
training necessary to use it to carry out cyber attacks against another
State would also qualify.
5. This condusion raises the question of whether affording sanctuary
(safe haven) to those mounting cyber operations of the requisite severity
11 6 V.N.C.LO. Docs. 334, 609 (1945); Dcc. 2, 617(e)(4), 3 U.N.Cl.G. Docs. 251, 253-4
(1945).
12 UN GAOR Special Comm. on Friendly Relations, UN Doc. AJAC.125/SR.110 to 114
(1970). See also Rep. of tbe Special Conun. on Friendly Relations and Cooperation
Among States, 1%9, UN GAOR, 24th Sess., Supp. No. 19, at 12, UN Doc. A17619
(1969). The draft declaration contained text tracking that ofUN Charter Art. 2(4).
13 NIcaraguajudgment, para. 228.
14 Nicaragua judgment, para. 228.
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amounts to a 'use of force' (or 'armed attack').15 The majority of the
International Group of Experts took the position that in most cases
simply granting sanctuary is insufficient to attribute the actions of nonState actors to the State for the purpose of finding a use of force by that
State. Similarly, they did not deern the failure of aState to police its
territory in order to prevent the launch of cyber operations to be a use
of force (but see Rule 5 on the obligations of States vis-a-vis control over
cyber infrastructure). That said, the majority agreed that the provision
of sanctuary coupled with other acts, such as substantial support or
providing cyber defences for the non-State group, could, in certain
circumstances, be a use of force.
6. In determining whether an act constitutes a 'use of force', it is
useful to consider the notion of 'armed attack', which is the threshold at
which aState may lawfully use force in self-defence (Rule 13). In the
Nicaragua judgment, the International Court of Iusttce distinguished the
'most grave' forms of the 'use of force' {those constituting an 'ermed
attack' for the purposes of the law of self-defence) from other less grave
forms.16 The International Group of Experts agreed, therefore, that any
cyber operation which rises to the Jevelof an 'armed attack' in terms of
seale and effects pursuant to Rule 13, and which is conducted by or
otherwise attributable to aState, quallfies as a 'use of force'.
7. The International Group of Experts acknowledged a contrary view
whereby the distinction between the two concepts is either so narrow
as to be insignificant or non-existent. This position, articulated by the
United States after the Nicaragua judgment, asserts that any illegal use of
force can qualify as an armed attack triggering the right of self-defence:
there is no gravity threshold distinguishing illegal uses of force from
armed attacks.F On this view, no gap exists between an unlawful use
of force and an armed attack, although the principles of necessity and
proportionality that apply to actions in self-defence may Iimit the
responses available to aState that has been attacked.
8. T0 summarize, some cyber actions are undeniably not uses of
force, uses of force need not involve a State's direct use of armed force,
rs See Dedaration on Friendly Relations (addressing the issuc of State acquiescence to
organized activities on its territory).
16 Nic.aragua judgment. para. 191. The Court pcinted rc the Declaraticn on Friendly
Relations. noting that while certain of the actions referred to therein consütuted anned
attacks, others only qualltied as uses of force.
17 See, e.g., Abraham D. Sofaer, International Law and the Use 01 Force. 82 AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF INTERNATIONAL Lsw PaOCEEDINGS 420. 422 (1988).
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and all anned attacks are uses of force. This leaves unresolved the question
as to what actions short of an armed attack constitute a use of force. Acts
that injure or kill persons or damage or destroy objects are unambiguously
uses of force (see the Commentary to Rule 13 ex:pressing an analogous
condusion, but requiring the harm to be 'sigmficant']. Since other cases are
less clear, the International Group of Experts took notice of an approach
that seeks to assess the likelihood that States will characterize a cyber
operation as a use of force.18 The method expounded operates on the
premise that in the absence of a condusive definitional tbreshold, States
contemplating cyber operations, or that are the target thereof, must be
highly sensitive to the international community's probable assessment
of whether the operations violate the prohibition on the use of force.
9. The approach focuses on both the level of harm inflicted and
certain qualitative elements of a particular cyber operation. In great part,
it is intended to identify cyber operations that are analogous to other
non- kinetic or kinetic actions that the international community would
describe as uses of force. To the extent such operations would be assessed
as reaching the use of force threshold, so too would cyber operations of
the same scale and effects. The approach suggests that States are likely to
consider and place great weight on the following factors, inter alia, when
deciding whether to characterize any operation, including a cyber operation, as a use of force. lt must be emphasized that they are merely factors
that influence States making use of force assessments; they are not formal
legal cnteria.
(a) Severity. Subject to a de minimis rule, consequences involving physical harm to individuals or property will in and of themselves qualify
the act as a use of force. Those generating mere inconvenience or
irritation will never do so. Between the extremes, the more consequences impinge on critical national interests, the more they will
contribute to the depiction of a cyber operation as a uee of force.
In this regard, the scope, duration, and intensity of the consequences
will have great bearing on the appraisal of their severity. A cyber
operation, like any operation, resulting in damage, destruction,
injury, or death is highly likely to be considered a use of force.
Severity is self-evidently the most significant factor in the analysis.

18

This app-oach was originally p-oposed in Michael N. Schmitt, Computer Network and the
U5e 01 Force in International Law: Thought on a Normative Pramework, 37 COLUMBIA
JOURNAL OF TRANSNATIONAL LAW 885, 914 (1999).
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(h) Immediacy. The sooner consequences manifest, the less opportunity
States have to seek peaceful acccmmodation of a dispute or to
otherwise forestell their harmful effects. Therefore, States harbour a
greater concern about immediate consequences than those that are
delayed or build slowly over time, and are more likely to characterize
a cyber operation that produces immediate results as a use of force
than cyber actions that take weeks or months to achieve their
intended effects.
(e) Directness. The greater the attenuation between the inttial act and
its consequences, the less likely States will be to deern the actor in
violation of the prohibition on the use of force. Whereas the Immediacy factor focuses on the temporal aspect of the consequences in
question, directness examines the chain of causation. Per instance,
market forces, access to markets, and the like determine the eventual
consequences of economic coercion (e.g., economic downtum). The
causal connection between the initial acts and their effects tends to
be indirect - economic sanctions may take weeks or even months to
have a significant effect. In armed actions, by contrast, cause and
effect are dosely related. An explosion, for example, directly hanns
people or objects. Cyber operattons in which the cause and effect
are clearly linked are more likely to be characterized as uses of force.
(d) Invasiveness. Invasiveness refers to the degree to which cyber operations intrude into the target State or its cyber systems contrary to
the interests of that State. As a rule, the more secure a targeted
cyber system, the greater the concern as to its penetration. For
example, intrusion into a military system that has been accredtted
at Evaluation Assuranee Level 7 (EAL7) of the Common Criterla
is more invasive than merely exploiting vulnerabilities of an openly
accessible non-accredited system at a civilian university or small
busincss." Additionally, the degree to which the intended effects
of a eyber operation are limited to a partieular State increases the
perceived invaeiveness of those operations.
Domain name ls a lughly visible Indicatcr in cyberspace and for
that reason may carry etgntficance in assessing the extent of invasiveness of an operation. Cyber operations that specifically target
the domain name of a particular State (e.g., 'mtl.ee') or of a
particular State organ may, for thts reason, be considered more
19

Common Cnrerie for Information Technology Securiry Evaluation, International Standard ISO/lEe 15408, ver. 3.1 (July 2009).
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invasive than those operations directed at non-State specific
domain name extensions such as '.corn'.
This factor must be cautiously applied in the cyber context. In
particular, computer network exploitation is a pervasive tool of
modem espionage. Though highly invasive, cyber espionage does
not rise to the level of a use of force due to the absence of a direct
prohibition in internaüonal law on espionage per se (Rule 66). Thus,
actions such as disabling cyber security mechanisms in order to
monitor keystrokes would, despite their invasiveness, be unlikely to
be seen as a use of force. This does not mean that acts undertaken
in order to enable eyber espionage will not constitute a use of force.

Für example, a non-consensual penetration of national airspace by
a military aircraft serving as a platforrn for eyber espionage can
sometimes qualify as a use of force.
(e) Measurabilityof effects. This factor denves from the greater willingness of States to characterize actions as a use of force when the
consequences are apparent. Traditionally, the armed forces carried
out operations that qualified as uses of force and the effects of the
operations were generally measurable (as in the case of battle darnage
assessments). In the cyber realm, consequences may be less apparent.
Therefore, the more quantifiable and identifiable a set of consequences, the easier it will be for aState to assess the situation when
determining whether the cyber operanon in question has reached
the level of a use of force. Accordingly, a cyber operation that can
be evaluated in very specific terms (e.g., amount of data corrupted,
percentage of servers dtsabled, number of confidential files exfiltrated) is more likely to be characterized as a use of force than one
with difficult to measure or subjective consequences.
(j) Military character. A nexus between the cyber operation in questicn
and military operations heightens the likelihood of characterization
as a use of force. This contention is supported by the fact that the
United Nations Charter is particularly concerned with military
actions. Its preamble provides that 'armed force shall not be used,
save in the common interest',20 while Artide 44 uses the term
'force' without the qualifier 'armed' in a situation that dearly
refers to the use of military force. Further, the use of force has

20

UN Charter, Preamble.
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traditionally been understood to imply force employed by the
military er other armed forces.
(g) State involvement. The extent of State involvement in a cyber
operation lies along a continuum from operations conducted by a
State itself (e.g., the aetivities of its arrned forees or intelligence
agencies) to those in which its involvement is peripheral. The dearer
and doser a nexus between aState and cyber operations, the more
likely it is that other States will characterize them as uses of foree
by that State.
(h) Presumptive legality. International law is generally prohibitive in
nature." Aets that are not forbidden are permitted, absent an express
treaty er aecepted customary law prohibition, an act is presumptively
legal Por instance, intemational law does not prohibit propaganda,
psychological operations, espionage, er mere economic pressure per
se. Therefore, acts falling into these and other such categories are
presumptively legal (although in a particular situation they may in
fact violate an internationallaw norm). This being so, they are less
likely to be considered by States as wes of force."
10. These factors are not exhaustive. Depending on the attendant
circumstances, States may look to others, such as the prevailing political
environment, whether the eyber operation portends the future use of

21 Lotus case at 19.
22 The enterte of the analysis may be evaluated in light of quesnons such as the following:

(a) Severity: How many people were killed? How large an area was attackedt How much
darnage was done within this area?
(b) Immediacy; How soon were the effects of the cvber operation feit? How quicldy did
its effects abate?
(c) Directness: Was the action the proximate eause ofthe effects! Were there contrtbuting causes giving rise to those effects?
(d) lnvasiveness: Did the action involve penetrating a cyber network intended to be
securet Was the locus of the acticn wirhin the target country?
(e) Measurability: How can the effects of the acrion be quannfied] Are the effects of the
action distinct from the results of parallel or competing actions! How certain ls the
calculation ofthe effectst
(f) Military character: Did the military conduct the cyber operation! Were the anned
forces rhe target of the cyber operarioni
(g) Stete lnvolvement: Is the State directly or indirectly invclved in the act in questtont
But for the acting State's sake, would the action bave occurred!
(h) Presumptive legality: Has this category of action been generally characterized as a use
of force, or characterized as one that is not? Are the means qualitatively sbnilar to
others presumed legitimate under internationallaw?
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military force, the identity of the attacker, any record of cyber operations by the attacker, and the nature of the target (such as critical
infrastructure). Moreover, the factors operate in concert. As an
example, a highly invasive operation that causes only inconvenience
such as temporary denial of service is unlikely to be classified as a use
of force. By contrast, some may categorize massive cyber operattons
that cripple an economy as a use of force, even though economic
coercion is presumptively lawful.
11. Finally, it must be understood that 'use of force' as used in this
Rule and 'armed attack' (Rule 13) are standards that serve different
normative purposes. The 'use of force' standard is employed to determine
whether aState has violated Artide 2(4) of the United Nations Charter

and the related customary internationallaw prohibition. By contrast, the
notion of 'armed attack' has to do with whether the target State may
respond to an act with a use of force without itself violaring the prohibition on using force. This distinction is critical in that the mere fact that a
use of force has occurred does not alone justify a use of force in
response.P States facing a use of force not amounting to an armed attack
will, in the view of the International Group of Experts, have to resort to
other measures if they wish to respond lawfully,such as countermeasures
(Rule 9) or actions consistent with the plea of necessity (Commentary
accomparrying Rule 9).

Rule 12 - Definition of threat offorce
A cyber operatien, or threatened cyber operation, constitutes an
unIawful threat of force when the threatened actloo, if carried out,
would be an unlawful use of force.
1. This Rule examines the term 'threat' as used in Rule 10.
2. The phrase 'cyber operation, or threatened cyber operation' in this
Rule applies to two situations. Tbe first is a cyber operation that Is used to
communicate a threat to use force (whether kinetic or cyber). The second
is a threat conveyed by any means (e.g., public pronouncements) to carry
out cyber operations qualifying as a use of force.
3. 11 is generally accepted that threats by States and officials in a
position to make good those threats are lawful if the threatened action
23 But see discussion of countermeesures rising to the level of use of force in the Commentary accompanying Rule 9 (notlng a minority view allowing oountermeasures at this
level).
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is itself lawful.24 There are two recognized exceptions to the international law prohibition on the use of force: the exercise of the right
of self-defence and actions implementing a United Nations Security
Council resolution under Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter
(Rules I3 and 18). For instance, it would be lawful to threaten that a
State will defend itself forcefully if attacked. Threatening other actions
that do not violate internationallaw would likewise be lawful.
4. Although threats are usually intended to be coercive in effect,
there is no requirement that a specific 'demand' accompany the threat.
The essence of a threat is that it is explicitly or impliedly communicative in nature. Actions which simply threaten the security of the
target State, but which are not communicative in nature, do not qualify.
For example, consider the case in which tensions between State A end
State B are high. State A begins aggressivelyto develop the capability to
conduet massive malicious cyber operattons against State B. The mere
acquisition of such capabilities that can be used to conduct wes of
force does not constitute a threat. However, if the leader of State
A announces, either on a conditional basis or otherwise, that the
capabilities will be used for that purpose against State B, State A will
be in violation of this Rule.
5. The International Group of Experts was divided as to whether a
State manifestly lacking any capability to make good its threat, can
violate this Rule. Despite the difference of opinion, it must be noted that
cyber capability is not as dependent on a State's size, population, or
economic and military capacity as Is the capacity to use conventional
force. This means that it may be more difficult for aState to evaluate
the capacity of another State to make good on its threat to use force by
cyber means. Therefore, this issue plays a diminished role in evaluating
cyber threats.
6. Similarly, no consensus could be achieved regarding aState that
possesses the capability to carry out the threat but which clearly has no
intention of doing so. An example would be that of aState that possesses
an offensive cyber capability and whose leader utters threats against other
States for purely domestic political reasons.

24

By distinguishing lawful from unlawful threats, the International Court of [ustice conceded the extstence ofthe fonner: '[I]f it is to be lawful, the dedared readiness of aState to
use force must be a use of force rhat is in confonnity with thc Charter,' Nuclear Weapons
Advisory Opinion, para. 47.
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SECTION 2:

SELF-DEFENCE

Rule 13 - Self-defence against armed atlack
AState that is the target of a cyber operation that zises to the level of
an armed attack may exercise its inherent right of selt-defence.
Whether a cyber operation constitutes an armed attack depmds on
its sca1e and effects.
1. According to Article 51 of the United Nations Charter, '[n]othing
in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or

collective self-defence If an anned attack occurs against a Member of the

United Nations, until the Security Council has taken the measures
necessary to maintain international peace and security'. This Article
recognizes and reflects the customary right of self-defence.
2. An armed attack must have a trans-border element. This criterion
is always met when one State engages in a cyber operarten otherwise
qualifying as an armed attack against another State, or directs non-State
actors, wherever they may be, to da so. Tbc more difficult case involves

cyber operations by non-State actors against one State that are not
conducted on behalf of another State. The issue of whether non-State
actors not acting on behalf of a State can initiate an armed attack is dealt
with below. With regard to acts organized, conducted, and directed solely
from within a State's own terrltcry, States may use force in accordance
with their own dornesäe laws (informed by internationallaw standards
such as human rtghts law and, in sltuatlons of non-international armed
contlict, the law of armed ccnflict).
3. The right to employ force in self-defence extends beyend kinetic
armed artacks to those that are perpetrated entirely through cyber
operations. The International Group of Experts unanimously conduded
that some cyber cperatlons may be sufficiently grave to warrant
classtfytng them as an 'armed attack' within the meantng of the Charter.
This condusion Is in accord with the International Court of [ustlce's
insistence in Its Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinlcn that the chotce of
means of attack Is immaterial to the Issue of whether an cperatlon
quallfies as an armed attack.25 Moreover, the posltion Is consistent with
State pracüce." For example, It Is unlversally accepted that chemical,
25

Nudear Weapons Advisory Opinlon, para. 39.

26 See, e.g.• White Hause eyber Strategy,at 10. 13.
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btologtcal, and radiological attacks of the requisite scale and effects to
constitute armed attacks trigger the right of self-defence. This is so,
despite their non-kinetic nature. because the ensuing consequences can
indude serious suffering or death. Identical reasoning would apply to
cyber operations.
4. The International Group of Experts was divtded as to whether the
notion of armed attack, because of the term 'armed', necessarily involves
the employment of 'weapons' (Rule 41). The majority took the position
that it did not and that instead the critical factor was whether the
effects of a cyber operation, as distinct from the means used to achieve
those effects, were analogous to those that would result from an action
otherwise qualifying as a kinetic armed attack,
5. In the view of the International Group ofExperts, the term 'armed
attack' is not to be equated with the term 'use of force' appearing in
Rule 11.27 An armed attack presupposes at least a use offorce in the sense
of Article 2(4). However, as noted by the International Court of Iustice,
not every use of force rises io the level of an armed attack, 28 The scale
and effects required for an act to be characterized as an armed attack
necessarily exceed those qualifying the act as a use of force. Only in
the event that the use of force reaches the threshold of an armed attack
is aState entitled to respond uslng force in self-defence.
6. The phrase 'scale and effects' Is drawn from the Nicaragua judgmenr." In that case, the Court identified scale and effects as the criteria
that distinguish actions qualifying as an armed attack from those that
do not. It noted the need to 'distinguish the most grave forms of the use
of force (those constituting an armed attack) from other less grave
forms', but provided no further guidance in this regard.'? Therefore,
the parameters of the scale and effects criteria remain unsettled beyend
the indication that they need to be grave. Tbat said, some cases are clear.
The International Group of Experts agreed that any use of force that
injures or kills persons or damages or destroys property would satisfy
the scale and effects requirement. They also agreed that acts of cyber
inteUigence gathering and cyber theft, as well as cyber operations that
involve brief or periodic interruption of non-essential cyber services, do
not qualify as armed attacks.

27

However, not

an Stetes accept

this view. Sec discussion in Commentacy accompanying

Rulell.
28 Nicaragua judgment, para. 191.
30 NIcaragua judgment, para. 191.

29 Nicaragua

judgment, para. 195.
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sufficient to characterize the cyber operation as an armed attack. By the
same approach, a cyber operation directed against major components
(systems) of a State's critical infrastructure that causes severe, albeit not
destructive, effects would qualify as an armed attack.
10. A further challenging issue in the cyber context involves determining which effects to consider in assessing whether an action qualifies
as an armed attack. The International Group of Experts agreed that all
reasonably foreseeable consequences of the cyber operation so qualify.
Consider, for example, the case of a cyber operation targeting a water
purification plant. Sickness and death caused by drinking contaminated
water are foreseeable and should therefore be taken into account.
11. The International Group ofExperts was divided over the issue of
whether the effects in question rnust have been intended. For instance,
consider the example of cyber espionage by State A against State B that
unexpectedly results in significant darnage to State B's cyber infrastructure. Same Experts were not willing to characterize the operanon as
an armed attack, although they acknowledged that measures could be
taken to counteract the negative effects of the operation (especially in
accordance with the principle of necessity dtscussed in the Commentary
to Rule 9). The majority of the International Group of Experts took the
view that intention is irrelevant in qualifying an operation as an armed
attack and that oniy the scale and effects matter. However. any response
thereto would have to comport with the necessity and proportionality
criteria (Rule 14); the former would prove a significant hurdle in this
respect. All the Experte agreed that the lawfulness of the response
would be determined by the reasonableness of State B's assessment as
to whether an armed attack was underway.
12. A cyber armed attack by State A against State B may have bleedover effects in State C. lf those effects meet the scale and effects criteria
for an armed attack, the majority of the International Group of Experts
would condude that State C is entitled to resort to the use of force in selfdefence, so long as the defensive action complied with the necessity and
proportionality criteria. Indeed, even if the cyber operations against State
B do not qualify as an armed attack, this would not predude the bleedover effects from amounting to an armed attack against State C. As to the
issue of unintended bleed-over effects, see the discussion of intent above.
13. No international eyber incidents have, as of2012, been unambiguously and publicly eharacterized by the international community as reaehIng the threshold of an armed attaek. In partieular, the 2007 cyber
operations against Estonia, which were widely referred to as 'cyber war',
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were not publicly characterized by either Estonia or the international
community as an anned attack. The International Group of Experts
agreed with this assessment on the basis that the scale and effects threshold
was not reached. A closer case is the 2010 Stuxnet operations. In light of
the damage they caused to Iranian centrifuges, some members of the
International Group of Experts were of the view that the operations had
reached the armed attack threshold (unless justifiable on the basis of
antidpatory self-defence (Rule 15)).
14. lt is also necessary to consider the issue of the 'originator' in
determining whether an act qualifies as an anned attack. It is incontrovertible that an act conducted by organs of aState may so qualify. It is
equally indisputable that the actions of non-State actors may sornetimes

be attributed to aState for the purpose of finding an armed attack. In the
Nicaragua judgment, the International Court of Iustice stated that
An armed attack must be understood as induding not rnerely action by
regular forcesacrossan international border, but also 'the sending by or
on behalf of aState of armed bands, groups, irregulars or rnercenaries,
which carry out acts of armed forceagafast another State of such gravity
as to amount to' (inter aUa)an actual ermed attack conducted by regular
forces, 'or its substantiaI Involvement therein·.3 5

15. For instance, if a group of private individuals under the direction
of State A undertakes cyber operations directed against State B, and the
consequence of those actions reaches the requisite scale and effects, State
A will have comrnitted an armed attack. This same conclusion would
apply to cyber operations conducted by a single individual at the direction of aState.
16. The issue of whether acts of non-State actors can constitute an
armed attack absent direction by aState is controversial. Traditionally,
Arttele 51 and the customary international law of self-defence were
characterized as applicable solely to armed attacks undertaken by one
State against another. Violent acts by non-State actors fell within the law
enforcement paradigm. However, the international community characterized the 9/11 attacks by Al Qaeda on the United States as an armed
attack trtggertng the inherent right of sclf-dcfcncc." Such State practice
3S NIcaragua judgment, para. 195.
36 The Security Council adopted numerous resohrrions recognizing the applicability of the
right of self-defence. See. e.g., S.c. Res 1368 (12 September 2001); S.C. Res. 1373
(28 September 2001). International organizations such es NATO and manyindividual States
rook the same approech. See, e.g.• Press Release, NATO. Statement by the North Atlantic
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appears to signal a willingness of States to apply the rtght of self-defence
to attacks conducted by non-State actors. Moreover, while Article 2(4)
addresses the actions of States, Article 51 contains no such limitation
vis-a-vis armed attacks (although the text does make it dear that only
States enjoy the right of self-defence). For its part, the International
Court of [ustice does not seem to have been prepared to adopt this
approach.Y
17. The majority of the International Group of Experts concluded
that State practice established a right of self-defence in the face of armed
attacks by non-State actors, such as terrorist or rebel groups. They would
extend this right to self-defence against cyber operations conducted by
Information technology corporations or Internet service providers if
the operations reached the armed attack threshold. As, an example, the
majority of the International Group of Experts would consider a devestating cyber operation undertaken by a group of terrorists from within
State A against critical infrastructure located in State B as an armed
attack by those cyber terrorists against State B. A minority of the Group
did not accept this premise.
18. The members of the International Group of Experts acknowledged the significant uncertainty that exists within the internationallaw
community regardtng such matters as the degree of requisite organization a group must have (lf any) to be capable of mounting an armed
attack as a matter of law and any geographical limitations that may bear
on this issue. Additionally, those Experts who took the position that a
non-Stete group unaffiliated with aState could conduct an armed attack
were split over the issue of whether a single individual mounting an
operanon that meets the scale and effects threshold could do so.
19. The object of an action meeting the scale and effects requirement
may also determine whether it quallfies as an armed attack. If the object
of action satisfying the trens-border and scale and effects criteria consists
of property or persons within the affected State's territory, the action is
an armed attack against that State. lt must be noted that the International
Group of Experts did not achieve consensus on whether further criteria
must be met in order to bring into operation the right of self-defence.
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Council (12 September 2OCI1); Terrorist Threat ro rhe Amerkas, Res. 1, Twenty-Fourth
Meeting ofConsultation ofMinisters ofForeign Affairs,Terrorist Threat to the Americas,
DAS Doc. RGZ4/RES.1I01 (21 September 2OCI1); Brendan Pearson, PM Commits toMutual
Defence. AUSTRAUAN F1NANCIAL REVIEW, 15 September 2001, at 9.
Wall Advisory Opinion, para. 139; Armed Activities in Congo judgment, paras. 146-7.
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while some took the position that attacks sole1y motivated by pure1y
private interests would not trigger the right of self-defence, others were of
the view that motives are irrelevant. This issue is like1yto be resolved
through State practice.
20. If the object in question consists of property or citizens situated
outside the State's territory, it is sometimes uncertain in internationallaw
whether the cyber operation can qualify as an anned attack. Attacks
against non-commercial govemment facilities or equipment, and govemment personnel, certainly qualify as anned attacks so lang as the abovementioned criteria are met. For instance, a cyber operation undertaken
by State A to kill State B's head of State while abroad would amount to
an anned attack, The determination of whether other operations are
anned attacks depends on, hut is not limited to, such factors as: the extent
of darnage caused by the operation; whether the property involved is State
or private in character, the status of the individuals who have been
targeted, and whether the operations were politically motivated, that is,
conducted against the property or individuals because of their nationality.
No bright-line rule exists in such cases. Consider a cyber operation
conducted by State A to kill the CEO of one of State B's State-owned
corporations abroad. Opinions among the members of the International
Group of Experts were divided as to whether the operation amounted
to an armed attack.
21. The exercise of the right of self-defence is subject to the requirements of necessity, proportionality, imminence, and immediacy (Rules
14 and 15). Of course, the exercise of selt-defence is also subject to the
existence of a reasonable determination that an armed attack is about to
occur or has occurred, as weH as to the identity of the attacker. This
determination Is made ex ante, not ex post facto.
22. Se1f-defence measures may be conducted from, and directed
against entities on or in, the territory of the originator State, the victim
State's territory, the high seas, international airspace, or outer space
(subject to applicable space law).
23. When defensive cyber operations are initiated from, or employ
assets located in, aState to which the attack cannot be attributed, the
principle of sovereignty must be carefully considered. It is indisputable
that se1f-defence actions may be taken on foretgn territory with that
State's consent without violating its sovereignty. Therefore, the key issue
with regard to defensive action on another State's territory is how to
characterize non-consensual actions. The International Group of Experts
was divided. The majority concluded that self-defence against a cyber
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armed attack in these circumstances is permissible when the territorial
State is unable (e.g., because it lacks the expertise or technology) or
unwilling to take effective actions to repress the relevant elements of
the cyber armed attack. In particular, they emphasized that States have a
duty to ensure their territory is not used for aets contrary to international
law (Rule 5). By contrast, a minority of the Group took the position that
using force in self-defence on the territory of aState to which the armed
attack is not attributable is impermissible, although other responses, such
as an action based on the piea of necessity (Rule 9), might be appropriate.
This, of course, presumes the absence of either the consent of that State
or an authorization by the United Nations Security Council (Rule 18).
23. Those Experts who accepted the legality of cross-border defensive actions emphasized that the victim State must first demand that the
territorial State put an end to the activities comprising the armed attack.
The victim State must also afford the territorial State an opportunity
to address the situation. These requirements derive from an international
law obligation to respect (to the greatest extent possible) the sovereignty
of the State on which the defensive actions are to take place. Additionally,
they are procedural safeguards against amistaken (or premature} conclusion as to the unwillingness or inability of the territorial State to
address the situation. There may be exceptional situations where there
is no time to convey a demand to the latter or for the Jatter to resolve
the situation. If immediate action to repel a cyber armed attack is
required to defeat the attack or minimize its consequences. the targeted
State may act immediateiy in selt-defence. Thus, these requirements are
context-specific.

Rule 14 - Necessity and proporlionality
A use of force involving cyber operations undertaken by aState in
the exercise of its right of selt-defence must be necessary and
proportionate.
I. Actions in self-defence must meet two criteria - necessity and
proportionality. The International Court of Iustice acknowledged both in
the Nicaragua judgment and Iater confirmed them in its üil Platforms
judgment," The Nurernberg Tribunal also recogntzed the crtterta."
.;s NICaragua judgment. paras. 176, 194: Nudear Weapons Advisory Opinion, para. 41: Oil
39

Platforms judgment, paras. 43, 73-4, 76.
Nuremburg Tribunal judgment at 435 (referring to the Caroline formula).
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As illustrated by these decisions, they undoubtedly reflect customary
intemationallaw. It is important to note that the concepts of necessity
and proportionality in the jus ad belium are distinct from the concept of
military necessity and the rule of proportionality in the jus in bello.
2. Necessity requires that a use of force, including eyber operations
that amount to a use of force (Rule 11), be needed to successfully repel
an imminent armed attack or defeat one that is underway. This does
not mean that force has to be the only available response to an armed
attack. It merely requires that non-forceful rneasures be insufficient to
address the situation. Of course, the forceful actions may be combined
with non-forceful rneasures such as diplomacy, economic sanctions,
or law enforcement.
3. The key to the necessity analysis in the cyber context is, therefore,
the existence, or lack, of alternative courses of action that do not rise to
the level of a use of force. Shonld passive (as distinct from active) cyber
defences like firewallsbe adequate to reliably and completely thwart a cyber
armed attack, other measures, whether cyber or kinetic, at the level of a use
of force are Impermissible. Similariy, if active cyber operations not rising to
the level of use of force are adequate to deter or repel armed attacks
(imminent or on-golng), forceful cyber or kinetic alternatives would be
barred by the necessity criterion. However, when measures falling short of a
use of force cannot alone reasonably be expected to defeat an armed attack
and prevent subsequent ones, cyber and kinetic operations at the level of a
use of force are permissible under the law of selt-defence.
4. Neeessity is judged from the perspective of the victim State.
The determination of necessity must be reasonable in the attendant
circumstances. For example, consider a case in which State A is conducting cyber attaeks against State B's eyber infrastructure resulting in
significant physical destruction and the loss of Iife. Previous attempts
to negotiate have been unsuccessful. State B launches cyber operations
of its own to defend itself. Unbeknownst to State B, State A had already
decided to stop its attacks. This fact does not deprive State B's defensive cyber operations of their quality as lawful uses of cyber force in
self-defence.
5. Proportionality addresses the issue of how much force, including
uses of cyber force, is permissible once force is deemed necessary. The
criterion limits the seale, scope, duration, and intensity of the defensive
response to that required to end the situation that has given rise to the
right to act in self-defence. It does not restriet the amount of force used
to that employed in the armed attack since the level of force needed

to successfully mount a defence is context-dependent; more force may be
necessary, or less force may be suffictent, to repel the attack or defeat one
that is imminent. In addition, there is no requirement that the defensive
force be of the same nature as that constituting the armed attack.
Therefore, a cyber use of force may be resorted to in response to a kinetic
armed attack, and vice versa.
6. The proportionality requirement should not be overstated. It may
be that the originator of the cyber armed attack is relatively invulnerable
to cyber operations. This would not preclude kinetic operations in an
effort to compel the attacker to desist, although they must be scaled to
that purpose.

Rule 15 - Imminence and immediacy
The right to use force in self-defence arises if a cyber anned attack
OCClU'S or is imminent. It is further subject 10 a requirement of
immediacy.
1. Textually, Article 51 of the United Nations Charter refers to a
situation in which 'an anned attack occurs'. Clearly, this covers incidents
in which the effects of the anned attack have already materialized, that
is, when the cyber armed attack has caused, or is in the process of
causing, damage or injury. It also encompasses situations in which a
cyber operation is the first step in the launch of an armed attack. The
paradigmatic case involves cyber operations directed against another
State's air defences to 'prepare the battlefield' for an air campaign.
2. The majority of the International Group of Experts took the
position that even though Article 51 does not expressly provide for
defensive action in antidpation of an armed attack, aState need not wait
idly as the enemy prepares to attack. Instead, aState may defend itself onee
the armed attack is 'imminent'. Such action is labelIed 'anticipatory selfdefence'J'" This position is based on the standard of imminenee articulated
in the nineteenth century by US Secretary of State Webster following the
Carotine incident. In correspondence with his British counterpart, Lord
Ashburton, regardtng a British incursion into American territory to attack
Canadian rebels during the Mackenzie Rebellion, Webster opined that
40 For support regarding the notion, see Derek W. Bowett, SELF-DEFENCE IN INTERNATIONAL LAw 188-9 (1958). Bowett tinds suppcrt for this in the travauxofthe Charter's
drafting committee. lbid. at 182 {quottng Report of the Rapporteur of Committee I to

Commission I. 6 U.N.C.I.O. 459 (13 Iune 1945».
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the right of self-defence applied only when '[the] necessity of self-defence
[was] instant, overwhelming,leaving no choice of means, and no moment
for deliberation,.41 Although the incident actually had nothing to do
with actions taken in anticipation of attack (the attacks in question were
on-going), Webster's formulation has survtved as the classic expression
of the temporal threshold for anticipatory defensive actions; indeed,
the Nurernberg Tribunal cited the Caroline correspondence with
approval.V
3. The International Group of Experts acknowledged the view held
by some commentators that acts in self-defenceare permissible only once
an attack has actually been launched; anticipatory self-defence is prohibited.43 A nuanced version of this approach asserts that action in selfdefence is permissible in the face of an incipient attack that has not
reached its destination.« The speed of cyber operations would usually
preclude them from falling into this category, No member of the International Group of Experts shared these views.
4. There are variations among approaches to anticipatory selfdefence.4 5 One approach requires that the armed attack be about to be
launched, thereby imposing a temporal limitation on anticipatory
acnons." The majority of the International Group of Experts rejected
this strict temporal analysis. They took particular note of the 'last feasible
window of opportunity' standard.f By this standard, aState may act in
anticipatory self-defence against an armed attack, whether cyber or
kinetic, when the attacker is dearly committed to launehing an armed
attack and the victim State will lose its opportunity to effectivelydefend
itself unless it acts. In other words, it may act anticipatorily only during
41

Letter from Daruel Webster to Lord Ashburton (6 August 1842), reprinted in
NATIONAL LAW DIGEST 412 (John Bassett Moore ed.• 1906).

42 Nuremburg Tribunal judgment at 435.
43 See. e.g.. lan Brownlie, INTERNATIONAL
44
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the last window of opportunity to defend itself against an armed attack
that is forthcoming. This window may present itself immediately before
the attack in question, 0[, in some cases, long befcre it occurs. The critical
question is not the temporal proximity of the anticipatory defensive
action to the prospective arrned attack, but whether a failure to act at
that moment would reasonably be expected to result in the State being
unable to defend itself effectively when that attack actually starts.
5. Consider a situation in which the intelligence servtce of State
A receives incontrovertible information that State B is preparing to

launch a cyber attack that will destroy State A's primary oll pipeline
within the next two weeks. The attack involves causing the microcontrollers along the pipeline to increase the pressure in the pipeline,

resulting in a series of explosions. Intelligence services have no information on the specific vulnerability to be exploited, thereby preventing
effecttve eyber defence of the microcontrcllers. Hcwever, they do have
informaticn that those involved in conductlng the attaek will be
gathered at a particular locaticn and time. State A would be justified
in ccncluding that the necessity of self-defence is imminent, and
strikes against those individuals would be lawful as proportionate
anticipatory self-defence should lesser means be inadequate.
6. In assesslng such cases, a distincticn must be drawn between
preparatory actions and those that constitute the initial phase of an
attaek. Take the case of the Insertton of a legte bomb. The insertion will
qualify as an imminent armed attack if the specified ccnditicns for
activation are likely to occur. The situation is analogous to the laying of
naval mines in shipptng routes passtng through the territorial sea of the
target State. This situation must be distinguished from that of emplacing
remotely activated malware. If the initiatcr is merely acquiring the
capability to initiate an armed attack in the future, the critericn of
immlnence is not met. However, if the initiator has actually decided to
conduct an armed attack using the malware, an armed attack becomes
imminent at the point that the victim State must act lest it lose the
opportunity to defend itself effectively. Of course, it will often be difficult
to make the distinction in practice. The lawfulness of any defensive
response will be determined by the reasonableness of the victim State's
assessment of the situation.
7. Preventive strikes, that is, those agatust a prospective attacker
who lacks either the means or the intent to carry out an armed attack,
do not qualify as lawful anticipatory self-defence. Aecordingly, the fact
that an overtly hostile State is capable of launehing cyber attacks - even
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devastating ones - does not alone entitle a potential victim State
to act defenstvely with force. The potential victim State must first
reasonably conclude that the hostility has matured into an actual
dectsion to attack. Until arrrving at this conclusion, the victim State's
response would be limited to non-forceful measures and referral of
the matter to the Security Council (Rule 18). Of course, even if
one State has the intent and opportunity to conduct an armed attack
agairrst another, the right of the victirn State to take defensive meas-

ures at the use of force level does not mature until such time as
failure to act would deprive the victirn of its ability to defend itself
effectively when the attack does come.
8.

The requirement of immediacy (as distinct from the require-

ment of imminence discussed above) distinguishes an act of selfdefence from mere retaliation. It refers to the period following the
execution of an armed attack wirhin which the victim State may
reasonably respond in self-defence. Factors such as the temporal
proximity between attack and response, the perrod necessary to Identify the attacker, and the time required to prepare a response are
relevant in this regard.
9. A further issue in this regard is how to assess the length of
time within which a self-defence situation continues following the
eompletion of the particular incident forming the basis for the right
of self-defence. For instance, a cyber armed attaek may commence
with a wave of cyber operations against the victim State. The selfdefenee situation does not necessarily conelude with the termination
of those cyber operations. If it is reasonable to conelude that further
eyber operations are likely to follow, the victim State may treat those
operations as a 'cyber campatgn' and continue to aet in self-defence.
However, if such a conelusion is not reasonable, any further use of
force, whether kinetic or cyber, Is liable to be characterized as mere
retaliation. In the final analysis, the requirement of immediacy botls
down to a test of reasonableness in light of the circumstances prevailing at the time.
10. In some cases, the fact that a cyber armed attack has occurred or is
occurring may not be apparent for some time. This may be so because the
cause of the damage or injury has not been identified. Similarly, it may be
that the initiator of the attack is not identitied until well after the attack.
The classtc example of both situations is employment of a worm such
as Stuxnet. In such cases, the criterion of immediacy is not met unless
the conditions described in the previous paragraph apply.

Rule 16 - Collectiveself-defenee
Tbc right of self-defence may be exercised collectively. Collective selfdefence against a cyber operation amounting to an anned attack may
only be exercised at the request of the viclim State and within the
scope of the request.
1. The right to collective self-defence authorizes aState or multiple
States to come to the assistance of another State that is the victirn of
an armed ettack." This right, explicitly set forth in Artide 51 of the
United Nations Charter, reflects customary internationallaw.
2. Before aState may come to the assistance of another State in
collective self-defence, it must have received arequest for such assistance
from the victirn of the anned attack. 49 Both the victirn State and the State
providlng assistance must be satisfied that there is an imminent (Rule 15)
or on-going armed attack. There is no rule in customary international
law permitfing one State to engage in collective self-defence of another
State solelyon the basts of the former's own assessment of the situation.
3, When a State exercises collective self-defence on behalf of another
State, it must do so within the scope of the other's request and consent.
In other words, the right to engage in collective self-defence is subject
to the conditions and limitations set by the victim State. That State may,
for instance, limit the assistance to non-kinetic measures or to passive
rather than active cyber defences.
4. Collective self-defence may be exercised either on the basis of a
previously concluded collective defence treaty or an ad hoc arrangement. As an example, NATa Allies have agreed 'that an armed attack
against one or more of them in Europe or North America shall be
considered an attack against them all and consequently they agree
that, if such an armed attack occurs, each of them, in exercise of
the right of individual or collective self-defence recognized by Article
51 of the Charter of the United Nations, will assist the Party or
Parties so ettecked'i'" An example of an ad hoc arrangement is

48 Per the different modalhles of collective self defence, see Yoram Dinstein, WAR, AGGRESSION ANDSELP-DEFENCE,278-80 (5th ed. 2011).
49

Nicaragua judgment, para. 199. In Nicaragua, the International Court of Iusnce articu-

lated a requirement fcr a 'declaration' by the Stare thar has been the victim ofthe anned
attack. Ibid. paras. 232-4. The International Group of Experts concluded that this
requlrement ls satisfied by the request for assistance.
-o North Atlantic Treaty (Washington Treary), Art. 5, 34 V.N.T.S. 234.
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the assistance provided to Kuwait by a coalition of States in 1990-}
in response to the armed attack by Iraq.
5. The requirements of necessity, proportionality, imminence, and
immediacy (Rules 14 and 15) apply to collective self-defence.

Rule 17 - Reporting measures of self-defence
Measures lnvolving cyber operations undertaken by States in the
exercise of the right of self-defence pursuant to Article 51 of the
United Nations Charter shall be immediately reported to the United
Nations Seeurity Council.
1. The requirement to report exercises of self-defence to the United
Nations Security Council is found in Article 51 of the United Nations
Charter. The failure of a Member of the United Nations to report actions
that it takes in self-defence to the Security Council is a violation of its

obligations under Arttele 51.5 1 However, the reporting requirement
should not be interpreted as customary internationallaw. In Nicaragua,
the International Court of Iustice specifically addressed this question. It
held that 'it is dear that in customary international law it is not a
condition of the lawfulness of the use of force in self-defence that a
prccedure so dosely dependent on the content of a treaty commitment
and of the institutions established by it should have been followed'.52
Therefore, the failure does not divest the State in question of the right to
act in self-defence.
2. According to Artide 51, the right to act in self-defence continues
until the Security Council 'has taken measures necessary to maintain
international peace and security'. The nature and scope of the measures
encompassed in this provision are a matter of controversy. The majority
of the international Group of Experts took the position that the Council
must expressly divest the State of its right of self-defence under Article
51. All Experts agreed that only the Security Council enjoys such authority, although it has never exerctsed it.
3. The fact that aState is lawfully conducting actions in the exercise
of its right of self-defence, or has elected not to do so, does not deprive
the Security Council of its authority in relation to the maintenance of
international peace and secunty under Chapter VII of the Charter.

~l NIcaragua judgment, para. 235.

~2 Nicaragua judgment, para. 200.
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SECTION 3: ACTIONS OF INTERNATIONAL
GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

Rule 18 - United Nations Security Council
Should the United Nations Security Council determine that an act
constitutes a threat to the peace, breach ofthe peace, or act of aggression,
it may authorize non-forceful measures, lncluding cyber operations. If
the Security Council considers such measures to be inadequate, it may
decide upen forceful measures, lncluding cyber measures.

1. This Rule is based on Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter.
Arttele 39 of the Charter empowers the Security Council to 'determine
the existence of any threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of
aggression and [to] make recommendations, or decide what measures
shall be taken in accordance with Arucles 41 end 42, to maintain or
restore international peace end security'. To date, the Security Council
has never determined that a cyber operation constitutes a threat to the
peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression. However, it is incontrovertible that the Security Council has the authority to do so.
2. Although the Security Council typically exercises its authority
under Article 39 with regard to specific incidents or situations, it has
labelled two significant phenomena as threats to the peaee - international
tcrrortsm" end the proliferation of weapons of mass destrucüon." The
Security Council could equally decide that particular types of eyber operations amount to a threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of
aggression in abstracto, that is, without reference tc particular acts that
have or are about to occur. For instance, it is within the authority of the
Security Council to determine that cyber operations dtrected at national
banking systems or critical national infrastructure qualify as such.
3. Once It has made the determination under Article 39, the Seeurity
Council may consider taking measures pursuant to Article 41. That
Article provides that the Couneil 'may dectde what measures not lnvolving the use of anned force are to be employed to give effeet to its
decisions, and it may eall upon the Members of the United Nations to
apply such measures. These may include complete or partial interruption
of economic relations and of rail, sea, air, postal, telegraphie, radio, and
other means of communication, and the severance of diplomatic
~3 See,e.g.• S.c. Res. 1373 (28 September 2001).

~4 See,e.g.,S.c. Res. 1540 (28 April 20(4).
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relations.' Non-forceful measures are those that da not rise to the level of
a use of force (Rule 11). The list of measures referred to in Article 41
of the Charter is non-exhaustive. 55
4. The reference to 'complete or partial interruption of ... postal,
telegraphlc, radio and other means of communication' in Article 41 is
especially irnportant in the cyber context This provision, in light of the
Council's wide margin of discretion, confirms that the Security Council
may decide upan a complete or partial interruption of cyber communications with aState or non-State actor. 56
5. All United Nations Member States are obliged to implement
Security Council decisions (as distinct from recommendations) under
Chapter VIl of the Charter. Generally, Security Council resolutions leave
it to States to decide upan the specific means by which they fulfil their

obligation to implement the Council's decisions at the domestic level. In
the case of sanctions involving cyber communications, domestic implementation would be indispensable. For instance, it may be necessary to
require Internet service providers (government and private alike) to
adopt restrictive measures. Accordingly, States might have to adopt
domestic legislation or regulations that compel Internet service prcvtders
subject to their jurisdiction to comply with the terms of the particular
resolution (Rules 2 and 3).
6. The last sentence ofRule 18 is based on Article 42 ofthe Charter. 57
Once the Security Council determines that a threat to the peace, breach of
the peace, or act of aggression exists and that non-forceful measures
would be inadequate or have proved to be inadequate to maintain
or restore international peace or securtty." it may authorize the use
ss Tadic, Decisicn on the Defence Motion for Interlocutory Appeal, para. 35.
Per example, in 2001, the Monitoring Mechanism on Sancüons agemst UNIT A raised the
possibility of measures being taken to mterrupt Internet connecrions with UNITA.
Monitoring Mechanism on Sauetions against UNIT AReport, appended to Letter from
the Chairman of the Security Council Committee established pursuant to Resolution
864 to the Presidenr of the Security CounciJ (12 Ocrober 2(01), paras. 64-9, UN Doc.
SI200l/966.
~7 Art. 42 of the United Nations Charter provides. 'Should the Security Council consider
that measurcs provided for in Article 41 would be inadequate or have proved tc be
inadequate, it may take such action by air, sea, er land forces as may be necessary 10
maintain or restore international peace and security. Such action may mclude dernonstrations, blockade, and other operations by air, sea, or land forces of Members of the
United Nations.'
58 As the wording of thls Rule makes clear, 'measures not involving the use of armed force'
do not need to have been actuaUy taken, Le.,the United Nations Securlty Councll may
immedlately resort to the measures envisioned under the second sentence of Ibis Rule.
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of force. Consider a situation in which State A is developing a nuclear
weapons capability. That State has ignored demands by the Security
Council to put an end to its activities and has weathered economic
sanctions authorized pursuant to Artide 41. The Security Council could
authorize Member States 10 conduct cyber operations against State
A designed to disrupf the weapons programme.
7. In the context of this Rule, the Security Council often provides
that 'all necessary measures' (or similar language) may be taken to
implement aresolution. S9 The phrase implies the authority to employ
cyber operattons against the State or entity that is the object of the
resolution in question. It also encompasses taking kinetic action against
the cyber capabilities of that State or entity. Of course, any measures
taken must fall within the scope of the resolution's mandate or
authorization.
8. lt is uncertain whether other rules of international law limit the
authority of the Security Council to authorize or mandate action. For
instance, a mandate specifically to conduct cyber attacks against civilians
or civilian objects would generally violate international humanitarian
law (Rule 32). It is unsettled whether a Security Council authorization
to conduct such attacks would as a matter of law override the prohibition. Whatever the case, it is dear that adecision by the Security Council
to disregard rules of internationallaw should not be taken lightly. Under
no circumstances may the Security Council deviate from rules of a jus
cogens nature.
9. While Artide 42 indkates that enforcement measures may be
taken by 'air, sea or land forces of Members of the United Nations', the
International Group of Experts agreed that any action undertaken on the
basis of thle Rule may be implemented by, or against, cyberspace
capabilities.

Rule 19 - Regional organizations
International organizations, arrangements, or agencies of a regional
character may conduct enforcement acnons, involving or in response
59 An example can be found in S.G Res. 678, para. 2 (1991) (Iraq-Kuwait): 'Authorizes
Member States co-operating with the Goverrunent ofKuwait, unless Iraq on or befo-e 15
January 1991 fully implements ... the above-mentioned resclutions, to use all necessary
means to uphold and implement resolution 660 (1990) and alI subsequent relevant
resolutions and to restore international peace and security in the area'.
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to cyber operations, pursuant 10 a mandate from, or authorization by,
the United Nations Security Council

1. This Rule is based on Chapters VII and VIII of the United Nations
Charter whereby the Security Council may turn to regional arrangements
or agencies for enforcement action under Its authority. It is a point of
contention in internationallaw as to whether the regional arrangement
or agency may engage in enforcement action in the absence of an express
authorization to do so by the Security Council.
2. The term 'regional' is drawn from Artide 52(1) of the United
Nations Charter, according to which the arrangements or agencies
addressed in Chapter VIII of the charter are regional sysrems of collective security 'appropriate for regional action'. Qualification as a regional
arrangement or agency is not clear-cut. For instance, NATO has always
taken the position that It is not such an organization because its purpese
is primarily one of collecttve defence as opposed to collective security.
With respect to Rule 19, technical quahficatton as a regional organization
is irrelevant because the Security Council may authorize the taking
of enforcement measures by any grouping of States, whether organjzed
in advance or on an ad hoc basis, under Chapter VII.
3. The phrase 'enforcement actions' in this Rule derives from Article
53(1) of the Charter. 60 It refers to the power conferred on the Security
Council under Articles 41 and 42, that is, to authorize or mandate nonforceful or forceful measures in order to maintain or restore international
peace and security. Enforcement action must be distinguished from
action [including cyber operations) taken by regional arrangements or
agencies on the basis of collective self-defence (Rule 16).
4. The text of the Rule makes dear that enforcement actions by
regional arrangements or agencies may include cyber operations. It also
recognizes that enforcement actions may be taken in response to situations consisting in part or in whole of cyber activities.
5. The terms 'mandate' and 'authorizaüon' are included to distinguish situations in which the Security Council spedfically designates a
particular entity to conduct operations from those in which individual
States or regional entities act pursuant to a broader authorization by the
Security Council that has not spectfically designated it (e.g., an ad hoc
coalition). Rule 19 indudes borh situations.

60 Thls phrase or equivalent phrases werc also used in UN Charter Arts. 2(5), 2(7), 5, 11(2),
45.48.49, and 50. None of these provisions centeins a definition.
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The law of armed conflict generally

Rule 20 - Applicability of the iaw of armed conflict
Cyber operations executed in the contcxt of an anned conflict are
subject to the law of armed contlict.
1. Tbe law of armed conflict applies to cyber operations as it would
to any other operations undertaken in the context of an armed conflict.
Despite the novelty of cyber operations and the absence of specific rules
within the law of armed conflict explicitly dealing with them, the International Group of Experts was unanimous in finding that the law of
armed conflict applies to such activities in both international and noninternational armed conflicts (Rules 22 and 23).1
2. Acondition precedent to the applicationofthe lawofannedconflict is
theexistenceofan annedconflict Theterm 'armed conflict' wasfirstused ina
law of war codification in the 1949 Geneva Convenüons.' but has never been
authoritativdy definedas a matteroftreaty law.It has today replaced the term
'war' for law of anned conflict purposes. As used in this Manual, armed
conflict refers to a situation involving hostiliües, induding those conducted
ustng cyber means." The term takes on a different meaning forthe purposes of
characterizing international and non-international anned conflict Rules 22
and 23 discuss the extent ofhostilities required to reach those thresholds.
3. To illustrate, in 2007 Estonia was the target of persistent cyber
operations. However, the law of ermed conflict did not apply to those
cyber operations because the situation did not rise to the level of an
armed conflict. By contrast, the law of armed conflict govemed the cyber
operations that occurred during the international armed conflict between
I For a Stare position on thts issue, see, e.g., US Departmenr of Defense, Cyberspace Policy
Report - AReport to Congress Pursuant to the National Defense Authorization Act for
Piscal Year 2011, Section 934, at 7, 9 (November 2011).
2 Geneva Conventions I-N, Art. 2.
3 Occupaücns that meet no armed resisrance also qualify as armed conflicts despite the
absence ofhostilities. Geneva Conventions I-IV. Art. 2.
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Georgia and Russia in 2008 beeause they were undertaken in furtheranee
of that conflict. The latter ease illustrates that in a situation of on-gotng
kinetic hostilities amounting to an armed conflict, the applicable law of
international or non-international armed conflict will govern cyber operations undertaken in relation to that conflict. The precise aspects of the
law of armed confliet that apply depend on whether the conflict is
international or non-international in character.
4. The term 'cyber operations' indudes, but is not limited to, 'eyber
attacks' (Rule 30). As used in this Manual, eyber attaeks is a term of art
referring to a specific eategory of cyber operations. Certain cyber operations, sueh as those affecttng the delivery of humanitarian assistance
(Rule 86), are governed by the law of armed conflict even when those
operations do not rise to the level of an 'attack'.
5. The International Group ofExperts adopted the phrase 'in the eontext
of an armed conflict' as a compromise formula with respect to the scope of
the law of armed conflict. All members of the International Group of
Experts agreed that there must be a nexus between the cyber activity and
the armed conflict for the law of armed conflict to apply to the activity in
question. However, they differed as to the nature of that nexus. According to
one vtew,the law of armed conflict governs any cyber activity conducted by
a party to an armed conflict against its opponent (note, in this regard, the
discussion on attributability in the Commentary to Rule 22). According to
the second vtew,the cyber activity must have been undertaken in furtherance
of the hostilities, that ls, in order to contribute to the onginator's military
effort. Consider a cyber operation conducted by State A's Ministry ofTrade
against a private corporation in enemy State B in order to acquire commercial
secrets during an armed conflict According to the first view,the law of armed
confliet would govem that operation because it is being conducted by a party
to the armed confliet against a corporation of the enemy State. Those Experts
adopting the second view eonsidered that the law of armed eonflict does not
apply because the link between the activity and the hostilities is insufficient.
6. The International Group of Experts noted that the precise parameters of the phrase 'in the eontext of are less dear in a non-international
armed eonfliet. This is beeause aState retains eertain law enforeement
obligations and rights with respect to its territory in whieh the hostilities
are taking place, notwithstanding the armed conflict," To the extent that
4 Of course a State may also have law enforcement responsibllities during an international
armed conflict. However, such responsibllities tend to be more pronounced during a noninternational armed conflict.
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it is involved in purely law enforcement activities, domestic and human
rights law, not the law of armed conflict, apply.
7. The law of armed conflict does not embrace activities of private
individuals or entities that are unrelated to the armed conflict. Take, for
example, the case of a private corporation that is engaging in theft of Intelleetual property to achieve a market advantage over a competitor in the enemy
State. In principle, the law of armed conflict does not govern such activity.
8. The applicability of the law of armed conflict does not depend
upon the qualification of the situation under the jus ad helium (Chapter
2). Pursuant to the principle of equal application of the law of armed
conflict, even aresort to anned force that is unlawful from the perspective of jus ad helium is subject to the law of armed conflict."
9. It should be noted that the application of the law of armed conflict
to cyber operations can prove problematic. It is often difficult to identify
the existence of a cyber operation, its originator, its intended object of
attack, and its precise effects. Still, these questions of fact do not prejudice
the application of the law of armed conflict.
10. To the extent an express rule of the law of armed conflict does
not regulate cyber activities, regard should be had to the Martens Clause,
found in Hague Convention IV,6 the 1949 Geneva Convennons." and
Additional Protocol 1.8 The text in Hague Convention IV provtdes that:
Until a more complele code of the laws of war has been issued, the High
Contracting Parties deern it expedient to declare that, in cases not
induded in the Regulations adopted by them, the inhabitants and the
belligerents remain under the prolection and the rule of the principles of
the law of nations, as they result from the usages established among
civilized peoples, from the lews ofhumanity, and the dictates ofthe pubhc

consclence.

To the extent that cyber activities are conducted in the course of an armed
con:flict, the Martens Clause, which reflects customary intemationallaw,

s Paragraph 5 of the preamble to Additional Protocol I provides that Its provisions, as weil
as those of thc four 1949 Geneva Conventions, 'must bc fullyapplied in all circumstances
to all persons who an: proteered by those Instruments, wirheut any adverse distinction
based on the nature or origin of the armed contllct ur on the causes espoused by or
attributed to the Parties to the conflict'. See also UK MANUAL, paras. 3.12, 3.12.1;
CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 204.
6 Hague Convention IV, preamble.
7 Geneva Convention I, Art. 63; Geneva Convention 11,Art. 62; Geneva Convention Ill, Art.
142; Geneva Convention IV, Art. 158.
8 Additional Protocol I, Art. 1(2).

functions to ensure that such activities are not condueted in a legal
vacuum. This point is without prejudice to the disputed question of the
applicabilityof human nghts law during arrned conflict.
Rule 21 - Geographicallimitations
Cyber operations are subject to geographieallimitations imposed by
the relevant provisions of international law applicable during an
armed contlict.
1. The law of armed conflict (which includes the law of neutrality), in
conjunction with other fields of internationallaw (e.g.,the law of the sea,
air law, and space law, where applicable in armed confbct"), prescribes
the geographjc space in which cyber operations may be conducted.
Relevant legal issues include the place from which cyber operations are
launched, the location of any necessary instrumentalities, and the location of target cyber systems. As a rule, cyber operations may be conducted from, on, or with effects in the entire territory ofthe parties to the
conflict, international waters or airspace, and, subject to certain limitations, outer space. Cyber operations are generally prohibited elsewhere.
or particular importance in this regard is the law of neutrality, because
cyber operations can transit neutral territory and may have unintended
effects therein. Neutrality is dtscussed in Chapter 7.
2. Restrietions based on geographicallimitations may be particularly
difficult to Implement in the context of cyber warfare. Por instance,
consider a cyber attack using cloud computlng techniques. Data used
to prosecute the attack from one State may be replicated across servers
in a number of other States, including neutral States, but only observably
reflected on the systems where the attack is initiated and completed. As
discussed in Rules 8 and 92, there ts no general prohibition on the mere
transit of data through areas where the conduct of cyber operattons is
otherwise prohibited during an armed conflict.
3. According to the traditional view of the law of armed confltct,
military operations during a non-international arrned conflict must be
limited to the territory (including the territorial sea) and national airspace of the State in which the contlict is taking place. However, events
over the past decade such as the conflict in Afghanistan and transnational counter-terrorist operations have caused this bright line to
9

For instance, Art. 88 of the Law of the Sea Convention is inapplicable during anned
confllct.
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become blurred. Today the exact geographical scope of non-international
armed conflict raises a number of complex issues. Many States and
commentators now take the view that a non-international armed conflict
may extend to areas beyond the borders of the State in question, arguing
that it is the status of the actors, not geography, which is the deterrninative factor in dassification of conflict (Rule 23).10 Others maintain the
traditional view, although they generally accept the notion of 'spill over'
of that conflict into neighbouring States.

Rule 22 - Characterization as international anned conflid
An international anned conflict exists whenever there are hostilities.
which may include OI be limited to cyber cperatiens, occurring
between two OI more States.

1. The generally accepted criteria for the existence of an international
armed conflfct, which reflect customary international law, are derived
from Common Artide 2 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions. 11 The Artide
provides.
The present Convention shall apply to alI cases of declered war or of any
other armed conflict which may arise between two or more of the High
Contracting Parties even if the stete of war is not recognized by one of
them. The Convention shall also apply to alI cases of partial or total
cccupatlon of the territory of a High Contracting Party, even if the said
occupation meets with no armed resistance.P

Reduced to basics, an armed contlict under this Rule requires both
'international' and 'armed' components.
2. The International Group of Experts agreed that a conflict is
international if two or more States are involved as parties on opposing
sides. lt also agreed that a conflict is international when non-State actors
under the 'overall control' of one State engage in hostilities against
another State (see discussion below). As a practical matter, it may be
difficult to ascertain whether aState is controlling a non-State actor's
cyber activities.

Harold Hongju Koh, The ObamaAdministration and International Law, Address at the
Annual Meeting ofthe American Society oflnternabonal Law (25 March 2010).
para. 3.2; US COMMANOER'S HANDBOOK, para. 5.1.2.1~ CANADIAN MANUAL
at GL-9; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 202; AMW MANUAL, Rule l(r).
12 Geneva Conventions [-IV, Art. 2.
10

11 UK MANUAL,
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3. The question of whether the actions of a non-State organized
armed group against Olle State may be attributed to another State such
that a conflict is international was explicitly addressed in the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia's Tadit Appeals
Chamber judgment.P The Appeals Chamber articulated an 'overall control' test in determining that Bosnian Serb units were sufficiently directed
by the Pederal Republic of Yugoslavia to conclude that an international
armed conflict existed." As the Chamber explained,
ccntrol by aState over subordinatearmed forceser müitias or paramilitary units may be of an overall character (end raust compnse more than
the mere provision of financial assistance or military equipment or

training). This requirement, however, does not go so far es to include
the issuingof specificorders by the Stete,or its directionof each individual operation. Under internationallaw it Is by no means necessarythat
the controlling euthorttles should plan all the operations of the units
dependent on them, choose their targets, or gtve specific instructions
concerning the conduct of military operetlonsand any allegedviolaticns
of international bumanitarian law. The conrrol required by international
law may be deemedto exist wben aState (or, in the context of an armed
conflict, the Party to the conilict)has a rolein organising,coordinatingor
planning the military actions of tbe militarygroup, in addition to financing, tr:ining and equipping or providing operational support to that
group.

4. The International Court of [ustice has observed that the overall
centrot test 'may well be ... applicable and suitable,16 for classification
purposes; the International Criminal Court has also adopted n.'?Applying
the test, lf State A exercises overall control over an organized group of
computer hackers that penetrate State B's cyber infrastructure and cause
significant physical damage, the armed conflict qualifies as 'international'
in nature. State A need not have instructed the group to attack particular

13 Tadii, Appeals Chamber judgment, paras. 131-40, 145.
14 Tadii, Appeals Chamber judgment, paras. 131, 145, 162.
I~ Tadic, Appeals Chamber judgment, para. 137.
16 Geneeide judgment, para. 404. Note that the Court also addressed the issue of the
attribution of thc genocide by Bosnian Serb anned forces at Srebrenica to the Federal
Republic ofYugoslavia.lt usefully distinguished berween the degree of control necessary
to dassify a conflict as international and that required in order to hold aState internationally responsible for the acts ofnon-State actors. With regard to the latrer situation,
it adopted Art. 8 of the Articles on State Responsibility as an accurate reflecrion of
customary internationallaw. Gellodde judgment, paras. 398-401,413-14.
17 Lubanga judgment, para. 541.
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aspects of the infrastructure, but, instead, only needs to have exerted
sufficient control over the group to instruct it to mount a campaign
against cyber infrastructure cyber targets.
5. Mere support for a group of non-State actors involved in a noninternational armed conflict does not 'internationalize' the conflict. In
other words, support alone does not transform a non-international
armed conflict into an international armed conflict between the supportIng State and the State in whose territory the conflict is occurrtng. As
noted above, the TadiC Appeals Chamber found that financing, training,
equipping, and providing operational support by aState to a non-State
group was not, without more, sufficient to characterize the situation
between the two States concerned as internationa1.1B If the State's support
does not rise to the level of overall control over the group, it may
nevertheless be unlawful as an intervention in the domestic affairs of
the State concerned (Commentary accompanying Rule 10),19
6. Despite the absence of a definitive bright-line test regarding support, the International Group of Experts did agree that the threshold for
internationalization is a high one. For example, merely taking measures
to maintain rebel access to the national cyber infrastructure was not
considered by the Experts to suffice. Similarly, the provision of cyber
attack tools for rebel use would not reach the threshold. By contrast,
providing specific intelligence on cyber vulnerabilities that renders particular rebel cyber attacks possible would, in their view, suffice.
7. Some cases are more difficult to assess. Consider a cyber operation
conducted by State A to assist rebels in State B. The operanon is designed
to shur down State B's cyber communications capabilities. 1t might be
argued that the operation internationalizes the conflict if State B relies
upon the system for military communications. If it does not so rely, it
may be less easy to characterize the operation as sufficient to internationalize the conflict. Of course, if State A actually participates in the conflict
on behalf of the non-State group, and its acticns reach the 'armed' level
(see below), an international armed conflict between the two States
would exist irrespective of the degree of control exercised over the group.
8. The overall control test is inapplicable to the conduct of individuals, or insufficientiy organized groups. According to the International
Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia,such individuals or groups
must receive specific instructions (or subsequent public approval) from

18

Tadic, Appeals Chamber judgment, para. 137.

19

UN Charter Art. 2(1).

aState before their conduct can be attributed to that State for the purpose
of deterrnining the existence of an international armed conflict.20 As an
example, there is no definitive evtdence that the hacktivists involved
in the cyber operations against Estonia in 2007 operated pursuant to
instructions from any State, nor did any State endorse and adopt the
conduct. Per these reasons (bestdes the issue of whether the conflict
was 'armed'}, the situation cannot be characterized as an international
armed conflict.
9. Some members of the International Group of Experts took the
position that an international armed conflict can also exist between a
State and a non-State organized armed group operating transnationally
even if the group's conduct cannot be attributed to aState. They point
out that such conflicts are not confined within the borders of a single
State, and therefore have an international element.21 The majority of the
Experts rejected this view on the ground that such conflicts are noninternational in eharaeter (Rule 23).
10. For States Party to Additional Protoeol I, armed conflicts in
which peoples are fighting against eolonial domination, allen occupation,
or racist reglmes in the exercise of their right of self-determination are to
be considered international armed conflicts.22
11. In addition to being international, an international armed conflict must be 'armed'. The law of armed conflict does not directly address
the meaning of the term 'armed conflict', but the notion clearly requires
the existence of hostilities. Therefore, the International Group of Experts
included the concept of hostilities in this Rule. Hostilities presuppose the
collective application of means and methods of warfare (Rule 41). The
constituent hostilities may involve any combination of kinetic end cyber
operations, or eyber operations alone. Of course, hostilities exist whenever one State engages in 'cyber attacks' (Rule 30) against another.
12. Although hostilities are, for the International Group of Experts,
undeniably a condltion precedent to the armed component of international armed confltct, controversy exists as to the threshold of the
requisite violence. According to the ICRC commentary to the 1949
Geneva Conventions, 'Any difference arising between two States and

2() Tadic Appeals Chamber judgmenl, paras. 132, 137, 141. 145. Adoption or endorsement
ofconduct of a non-State group was firsr addressed in the TehranHostages casc, para. 74.
21 See discussion in HCJ 769/02. The Publie Committee against Torture in Israel v. The
Govemment 0/ Israel, para. 18 [2006] (Isr.].
22 Additional Protocol I, Art. 1(4).
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leading to the intervention of armed forces is an anned conflict ...
It makes no difference how long the conflict lasts, or how much slaughter
takes place.,23 For example, a cyber operation that causes a fire to break
out at a small military installation would suffice to initiate an international armed conflict. The competing view requlres greater extent,
duration, or intensity of hostilities, although proponents of this view
have not agreed on any particular threshold. 24 Its advocates point out
that State practice demonstrates that there have been a number of
isolated incidents such as sporadic border clashes or naval incidents
that were not treated as international armed confliets. By analogy, a
single cyber incident that causes only limited damage, destructton, injury,
or death would not necessarily initiate an international armed confliet for
these Experts. Notwithstanding this difference of opinion, it would be
prudent to treat the threshold of international armed confliet as relatively
low. In alllikelihood, such incidents will be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis in light of the attendant circumstances.
13. To be 'armed', a conflict need not involve the employment of the
ermed forces. Nor is the involvement of the armed forces determinative.
For example, should entities such as civilian intelligence agencies engage
in cyber operations otherwise meeting the anned criterion, an armed
contliet may be triggered. Similarly, using the armed forces to conduct
tasks that are normally the responsibility of non-military agencies does
not alone initiate an armed conflict. For example, the fact that the armed
forces undertake cyber espionage directed at another State does not in
itself result in an armed confltct, even if it is typically performed by
civilian intelligence agencies.
14. The 2010 Stuxnet operation against SCADA systems in Iran, as
a result of whtch centrifuges at a nudear fuel processing plant were
physically damaged, illustrates the difficulty of making the armed
determinaticn. The International Group of Experts was divided as to
whether the damage sufficed to meet the armed enterten. Characterization was further complicated by the fact that questions remain as
to whether the Stuxnet operanon was conducted by aState or by
23 ICRC GENEVA CONVENTION I COMMENTARY

at 32; ICRC GENEVA CONVENTION 11

COMMENTARY at 28; ICRC GENEVA CoNVENTION III COMMENTARY at 23; ICRC GENEVA
CoNVENTION IV COMMENTARY at 20.
Humanitarian Law, in TRE HANDBOOK
24 Christopher Greenwood, Scope Application
OF INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAw 45, 57 (Dieter Fleck ed., 2nd ed. 2008); Howard

0/

S. Levie, Tne Status

0/
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VIRGINIA JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL LAw 611, 613-14 (1991).

individuals whose conduct is attributable to aState for the purposes of
finding an international armed conflict.
15. As illustrated bythe Stuxnet ineident, significantlegaland practical
challengesstand in the way of definitivelyconcluding that a cyberoperation
has initiated an international armed conflict To date, no international
armed conflict has been publidy characterized as havtng been solely
precipitated in cyberspace.Nevertheless,the International Group ofExperts
unanimously concluded that cyber operations alone might have the potential to cross the threshold of international armed conflict.
16. So long as the armed and international criteria have been met, an
international armed conflict exists. This is so even if a party does not
recognize the conflict as SUCh.2 5 The determination is a factual one.
17. In certain cases, the law ofinternational armed conflict applies
despite the absence of hostilities. In particular, a belligerent occupation
meeting with no armed resistance will, as a matter of law, trigger
application of that body of law.26 Additionally, an international armed
conflict can come into existence merely by virtue of a declaration of
war." Finally, it is generally accepted that the establishment of a naval or
aerial blockade initiates an international armed conflict. However the
international armed conflict arises, the law of armed conflict will govern
all cyber operations conducted in the context of that conflict.
Rule 23 - Characterization as non-international armed conflict
A non-inlemational armed conflict exisls whenever there is prolracted
armed violence, which may include or be limiled 10 cyber operations,
occuning between governmental armed forces and the forces of one
or more armed groups, or between such groups. The confrontation
musl reach a minimum level of inlensity and the parties involved in
the conflict musl show a minimum degree of organization.
1. This Rule is a general restatement of the customary international
law of armed conflict regarding the threshold for the existence of a noninternational armed conflict. The first sentence is based on Common
Article 3 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions, which reflects customary
international laW. 28 That Article applies to 'armed conflicts not of an
2~ Geneva Conventions I-IV. Art. 2.
Geneva Conventions I-IV. Art. 2.

26

Geneva Conventions I-IV. Art. 2.

27
28

Note that Art. 8(c) of the Rome Statute adopts the Common Article 3 threshold with
regard to war crimes committed during a non-international armed conflict. See aha UK
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international character occurring in the territory of one of the High
Contracting Parties', that is, to situations in which hostilities occur
between governmental armed forces and non-governmental organized
armed groups or between such groupS.29 The second sentence is based
on case law development of the issues of intensity and organization.
2. Application of the law of arrned conflict does not depend on the
type of military operation or on the specific means and methods of
warfare employed. Therefore, cyber operations alone, in the absence of
kinetic operations, can bring a non-international armed conflict into
existence. Given the requisite threshold of violence and the degree of
organization of the arrned groups required for a non-international armed
conflict (discussed below), cyber operations in and of themselves will
only in exceptional cases amount to a non-international armed confllct.
Of course, if a conflict quallfies as a non-international armed conflict by
virtue of on-golng kinetic operaticns, the Iawof non-international armed
conflict wonld govern any associated cyber operaticns.
3. By Common Artide 3, a non-international armed conflict occurs
'in the territory of one of the High Contracting Parties'. This text has
generated a debate over the geographical sccpe of non-international
armed conflict. One school of thought holds that the word 'one' in the
quoted phrase siguifies that non-international armed conflicts are confined to those that take place within the territorial boundaries of a single
State. By this interpretaticn, an armed conflict that crosses a border
would generally quaHfy as an international armed ccnflict. A secend
school of thought, adopted by the majority of the International Group
of Experts, holds that the 'one' is a reference to the territory of any of
the Contracting Parties. Accordingly, the phrase imposes no territorial
limitations so Iong as the relevant States are Party to the 1949 Geneva
Conventions,3° Thus, if cyber attacks are undertaken during a noninternational armed contlict from outside the territcry of the State, that
fact alone will not cause the contlict to be international in charecter."
It must also be borne in mind that the transit of data through cyber
MANUAL,
MANUAL,

para. 3.3; AMW MANUAL, commenlary accompanying Rule 1(0; NlAC
para. LU (hmiting the geographreal scope of such conflicts).

29 Tadic, Decision on the Defence Motion for lnterlocutory Appeal. paras. 67. 70; UK
MANUAL, para. 3.5 (as amended). See generally US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK para.
5.1.2.2; CA.NADIAN MANUAL at GL-13; GERMAN MANUAl., paras. 20l-11.
30 See,e.g.,Hamdan v. Rums/eId.548 US 557, 630-1 (2006) (applying Common Article3 to
conflict occurring across multiple States' polltical boundaries).
31 See,e.g.,AMW MANUAL. commentary accompanymg Rule 2(a).
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infrastructure located outside aState in which a non-international armed
conflict is occurring does not Tender the conflict international.
4. The law of armed conflict applies to all activities undertaken in
pursuit of the armed conflict, and all associated effects (e.g., collateral
damage), wherever they occur in the territory of aState involved in a
non-international anned conflict. This means that in that State there is
00 'zone of conflict' to which applicability of law of armed conflict is
confined. Moreover, the International Group of Experts agreed that the
law of armed conflict applies to activities conducted in the context of the
conflict that occur outside the State in question. This is of particular
importance because cyber activities in furtherance of a non-international
armed conflict may weil be launched remotely, far from the location of
the conventional hostilities. Same States have weak regulatory regimes
governing cyber activities or are technically incapable of effectively
policing cyber activities occurring on their territory. They offer an
appealing base of operaüons for those engaged in cyber attacks against
the government durtng a non-international armed contlict. The International Group of Experts acknowledged the existence of a narrower
approach that accepts the possibility of a non-international armed conllict
which crosses borders, but that imposes a requirement of geographical
proximity to the State Involved in the conflict.
5. The term 'armed confltct' is not expressly defined in the law of
armed contlict for the purposes of finding that a confllct is noninternational in character. However, It is dear that 'situatlons of internal
disturbances and tenslons, such as riots, isolated and sporadle acts of
vlolence, and other acts of a similar nature' are not induded. This
standard is set forth in Artide 1(2) of Additional Protocol 11 and is
today acknowledged as retlecting the customary internationallaw distinctlon between non-international armed confllcts and hostilities not
meeting the threshold for such contltcts." Spcradic cyber Incldents,
including those that directly cause physlcal damage or injury, do not,
therefore, constitute non-international armed conflict. Similarly, cyber
operations that incite Incidents such as civil unrest or domestic terrorism do not qualify. For instance, the calls that appeared on the Internet
for riots by the Russian minority in Estonia in 2007 cannot be regarded
as meeting that threshold.
32 Art. 8{Oof the Rome Statute excludes such situations from the ambit oftarmed conflicts
not of an international character'. See also UK MANUAL, para. 15.2.1; CANADIAN
MANUAL, para. 1709; AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 2(a).
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6. The threshold for non-international armed conflict has been further developed in case law. In Tadtc, the International Criminal Tribunal
for the Former Yugoslavia affirmed that a non-international armed
conflict exists when there is protracted armed violence between organIzed armed groups within aState. 33 This holding is widely accepted as
setting forth the two key criteria for qualification as a non-international
armed conflict - intensity of the hostilities and the involvement of an
organized armed group." Subsequent judgments of the International
Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia have de-emphasized the
importance of other factors, such as geographical scope and temporal
duration, subordinating these concepts within the concept of tntensttyr"
7. Various indicative criteria have been suggested to facilitate the
determination whether a given situation has met the required intensity
threshold. 36 The International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia has looked to such factors as the gravity of attacks end their
recurrencer" the temporal and territorial expansion of violence and
the collective character of hosnüuesr" whether various parties were able
to operate from a territory under their controk" an increase in the number
of government forcesi'" the mobilization of volunteers and the distribution
and type of weapons among both parties to the confltctr" the fact
that the conflict led to a large displacement of people" and whether the
conflict is the subject of any relevant scrutiny or action by the Security
Council.43 In view of the intensity threshold, cyber operations alone can
trigger a non-international armed conflict in only rare cases.
8. The development of further State practice notwithstanding, network intrusions, the deletion or destruetion of data (even on a large scale),

33 Tadic,Decision on the Defence Motion for Interlocutory Appeal, para. 70.
34 See, c.g.,Milokvie decrsion, paras. 16-17; Prosecutor v. Furundiija, Case No. IT -95-17/1T, Trial Chamber judgment, para, 59 (Int1 Crim. Trib. for the Former YugosIavia,
10 December 1998); DeIaUe judgment, para. 183; UK MANUAL, para. 15.3.1.
33 Haradinaj judgment. para. 49.
36 See, e.g-, Haradmaj judgment, paras. 40-9; Lubanga judgment, para. 538; lCRC GENEVA
CONVENTION I COMMENTARY at 49-50; lCRC GENEVA CoNVENTION IIn COMMENTARY
at 3s-6; lCRC GENEVA CoNVENTION IV COMMENTARY at 3s-6.
37 Mr!die judgment, para. 419; Hadiihasanovlcjudgmenr, para. 22; Limaj judgment, paras.
135-67.
38 HadZihasanovic judgmenl, para. 22; Miwscv;cdecision, paras. 28-9;
39 Miwsevicdecision, para. 29; De/aUe judgment, para. 187;
40 Limaj judgment, paras. 146, 159, 164-5; Milokvic decision, para. 30.
41 Mr/dit judgment, paras. 39-40, 407--8; Milosevicdeclsion, paras. 31.
41 Haradinaj judgment, para. 49.
43 Mr!dii judgment, paras. 420-1.
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computer network exploitation, and data theft da not amount to a
non-international anned conflict. The blocking of certain Internet functions and services would not, for example, suffice to trigger a noninternational armed conflict, nor would defaclng governmental or other
official websites.
9. As noted in the Tadic Appeals Chamber judgment, the violence
that qualifies an armed conflict as non-international must be protracted,
although the term 'protracted' has not been quantified in the law.44 It is
dear, however, that the qualifying violence need not be continuous in
nature.Y Frequent. albeit not continuous, cyber attacks occurring within

a relatively defined period rnay be characterized as protracted.
10. The International Group of Experts struggled with the question
of whether non-destructive cyber operations conducted during civil
disturbances or in connection with other acts of violence not qualifying
as a non-international armed conflict can ttp the scale and cause the
hostilities to eise to the level of an armed conflict. For instance, assume an
organized armed group has orchestrated civil disturbances. Although
destruction of property is Involved, such destruction is insufficiently
severe to meet the intensity criterion for non-international armed conflict. The International Group of Experts achieved no consensus as
to whether non-destructtve but severe cyber operations satisfy the intensity criterion.
1I. For a non-international armed conflict to exist, there must be at
least one non-Stete organtzed armed group involved in the hosnhttes."
Such a group is 'armed' if it has the capacity of undertaking cyber attacks
(Rule 30). It ts 'organized' if it is under an established cornmand structure
and has the capacity to sustain military operanons." The extent of
organization does not have to reach the level of a conventional militarily
disciplined unit. 48 However, cyber operations and computer attacks by

« Tadic, Decision

on the Defence Motion for Inreelocurory Appeal. para. 70. In AbeIla, the
Inter-American Commlssion on Human Righrs characterized a 3O-hour clash between
dissidenr armed forces and the Argentinian military as non-international arrned contlicr.
AbelL1 v. Argentma. Case 11.l37, Inter-Am. C.H.R., Report No. 55/97, OEA\Ser.L\V

\II.98, doc. 6 rev. (1998).
4~ In Limaj, the International Criminal Tribunal for the Pormee Yugoslavia concluded that
the conflict in Kosovo in 1998 could be descnbed as 'periodic arrned clashes occurring
virtually continuously at mtervals averaging three 10 seven days over a widespread and
expanding geographie area'. Limaj judgment. paras. 168, 171-3.
46 AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 2(a).
47 Limaj judgment, para. 129.
48 Limaj judgment, paras. 132-4.
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private individuals da not suffice. Even small groups of hackers are
unlikely to fulfil the requirement of organization. Whether or not a given
group is organized must be determined on a case-by-case basis.
12. To assess organization, the International Crlminal Tribunal for
the Former Yugoslavia has taken into account numerous factors. For
instance, in Limaj, the Tribunal considered, inter alia: the organization
and structure ofthe Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA),which had a general
staff and created eleven zones with a commander for each; the adoption
of internal regulations; the nomination of a spokesperson: the issuance
of orders, political statements and communiques: the establishment of
headquarters; the capacity to launch coordinated action between KLA
units, the establishment of a military police and discipllnary rules; the
ability of the KLA to recruit new members and its capacity to provide
military training; the creation of weapons distribution channels, the
use of uniforms and various other equipment; and the participation by
the KLA in political negotiations to resolve the Kosovo crisis.49
13. This raises the question of 'virtual' organization in which all
activities that bear on the criterion occur online. At one end of the
speerrum are hackers who operate wholly autonomously. The mere fact
that many hackers are attacking aState, for example, would not render
them organized. At the other is a distinct online group with aleadership
structure that coordinates its activities by, for instance, allocating specified cyber targets amongst themselves, sharing attack tools, conducting
cyber vulnerability assessments, and doing cyber damage assessment
to determine whether 'reattack' is required. The group is operaring
'cooperatlvely'. The majority of the International Group of Experts
agreed that the failure of members of the group physically to meet does
not alone preclude it from having the requisite degree of organization.
14. lt has been asserted that the organization must be of a nature to
allow implementation of the law of armed conflict.50 If so. the requirement would be difficult to comply with in the case of a virtual armed
group since there would be no means to Implement the law with regard
to individuals with whom there is no physical contact. The International
49 Limaj judgment, paras. 94-129. The International Cnminal Tribunal for Rwanda uses the
same tesr as the International Cnmtnal Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia 10 evaluate both
the intensity and organizalion of tbe parnes 10 the conflict for each of their cases. Akayesu
judgment, paras. 619-21.
so TCRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 4470. This requirement is express
with regard to Additional Prolocolil contlicts (Art. 1(1)), but il is uneleer whether it
applies as well to Common Article 3 type conflicls.
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Group of Experts was dtvided as to whether such difficulty would bar
qualification as an organized armed group.
15. The more difficult case is that of an informal grouptng of individuals who operate not cooperatively, but rather 'collectively', that is
simultaneously but without any coordination. For instance, acting with
a shared purpose, they access a common website which contains tools
and vulnerable targets, but da not organize their eyber attacks in any
fashion. The majority of the International Group of Experts took the
position that an informal grouping of individuals acting in a collective
but otherwise uncoordinated fashion cannot comprise an organjzed
armed graup; there rollst be a distinct graup with sufficient organizational structure that operates as a unit. Others suggested that whether an
informal graup meets the organization criterion would depend upon
a variety of context-specific factors, such as the existence of an informal
leadership entity directing the group's activities in a general sense,
identifying potential targets, and maintaining an Inventory of effective
hacker tools. All the Experts agreed that the mere fact that individuals
are acting toward a collective goal does not satisfy the organization
criterion. For example, if a website offers malware and a list of potential
cyber tergets, those who Independently use the site to conduct attacks
would not constitute an organized armed group.
16. Although Common Artide 3 specifically provides that its application does not affect the legal status of the parties to a conflict, States
have often been reluctant to admit the existence of a non-international
armed confhct. Whether a non-international armed contlict exists is a
question of fact that depends on the level of violence taking place and the
parties' degree of organization. It is therefore an objective test that is
unaffected by the subjective views of those engaged in the hostilitieS.51
17. Additional Protocol II governs certain non-international armed
conflicts for Parfies thereto. An Additional Protocol II conflict is one
which takes place between the armed forces of aState and dissident
armed forces or other organized armed groups that control sufficient
territory so 'es to enable them to carry out sustained and concerted
military operations,.52 Unlike Common Artide 3. the Protocol does not
apply to armed conflicts occurring only between non-State armed groups
and requires physical control of territory. Control over cyber activities
alone is insufficient to constitute control of territory for Additional

~l Akayesli judgment. para. 603.

~2 Additional Protocolll, Art. leI).
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Protocol 11 purposes (although control over cyber activities may be
indicative ofthe degree ofterritorial control a group enjoys).

Rule 24 - Criminal responsibility of commanders and superiors
(a) Commanders and other superiors are criminally responsible for
ordering cyber operations that constitute war crimes.
(b) Commanders are also criminally responsible if they knew or,
owing to the circumstances at the time. should bave known their
subordinates were committing, were about to ccmmtt, or bad committed war crimes and falled to take aIl reasonable and available
measures to prevent their commission ur to punish those responsible.
1. This Rule emphasizes that commanders and other superiors do
not escape criminal responsibility by virtue of the fact that they dtd not
personally commit an act that constitutes a war crime. It is found in
treaty and case law.s3 Applicable in both international and noninternational armed conflict, Rule 24 reflects customary international
law.S4 No basis exists for excluding the application of the Rule to cyber
operations that constitute war crimes.
2. Related Articles in Geneva Conventions I to IV set forth the
principle expressed in lit. (a}.ssTheystipulate that Parties to the instrument
must enact domestic legislation that provides 'effective penal sanctions for
."13 Geneva Convention 1, Art. 49; Geneva Convention 11,Art. 50; Geneva Convention 111,
Art. 129; Geneva Convention IV, Art. 146; Cultural Property Convention, Art. 28; Secend
Cultural Property Protocol, Art. 15(2). Additional Protocol I, Arts. 86-7; Rome Statute,
Arts. 25(3)(b), 28.
54 Rcme Statute, Art. 25(3); ICfY Statute, Art. 7(1); ICTR Statute, Art. 6(1); Sierra Leone
Statute, Art. 6(1); United Nations Transitional Administration in Bast Timor, Art. 14(3);
UN Doc. UNTAET/REG/2000/lS (6 Iune 2000); US CoMMANDER'S }{ANDBOOK, para.
6.1.3; UK MANUAL, paras. 16.36-16.36.6; CANADIAN MANUAL. para. 1504; ICRC CusTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rules 152, 153. The jurisprudence of international tribunals illustrates the application of the principle of command responsibility. See, e.g., Prosecutor v.
Blaskic,Case No. IT-95-14-T, Trial Chamber judgment, paras. 281-2 (In1'1Crim. Trib.
for the Former Yugoslevia 3 March 2000); Prosecutor v. Krstii, Case No. 1T-98-33-T,
Trial Chamber judgmenl, para. 605 (Int'l Crim. Trib. for rhe Former Yugoslavia 2 August
2001); Kayishema judgment, para. 223; Akayesu judgment, paras. 472-4, 483; Delalic,
judgment, paras. 333-4; Martic, Case No. IT-9S-Il-R61, Review of lndietment, paras.
20-1 (In1'1 Crim. Trib. for the Former Yugoslavia 8 March 1996); Prosecutor v. Rajic,
Cese No. 1T-95-12-R61, Review ofthe Indictment, paras. 1,59,71 (Int'l Crim. Trib. for
the Former Yugoslavia 13 September 19%).
ss Geneva Convention I, Art. 49; Geneva Convention H, Art. 50; Geneva Convention llt,
Art. 129; Geneva Convention IV, Art. 146.
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persons committing, or ordering to be committed, any of the grave
breaches' of the Conventions. The Articles further obligate Parties to search
for persons alleged to have committed such offences and either to bring
them before their own courts, or to hand them over to another Party for
prosecution when that Party has made out a prima fade case as to the
matter in question.
3. In the context of cyber warfare, the Rule imposes criminal responsibility on any military commander or other superior (including civilians) who orders eyber operations amounting to a war ctime. 56 A clear
example is erdering cyber attacks to be conducted against civilians who
are not directly participating in hostilities (Rule 32). Similarly, erdering
indiscriminate cyber attacks to be launched would result in the criminal
responsibility of the person so erdering the attack, regardless of whether
that individual took any personal part in the actual conduct of the
operation (Rule 49).
4. Such responsibility extends down through the chain of command
or control. For example, a subordinate comrnander who orders his or her
troops to comply with an order from a superior to commit a particular
war crime Is equally respcnsible for erdering a war crime. Similarly,
consider the case of a senior cornrnander who orders cyber operations to
be conducted to achieve a particular operational effect without specifying
how those operations are to be conducted. A subordinate commander at
any level who in cornpliance with the order directs those under his control
to launch cyber attacks against protected persons or places would be
individually responsible for the attacks.
5. Lit. (b)'s requirement to take measures to prevent war crimes or
punish those who have committed thern is based on Artide 87 of
Additional Protocol I. A commander or other superior who becomes
aware that a cyber operanon may have resulted in a war crime must
accordingly take steps to ensure the matter Is investigated as appropriate
in the circurnstances and reported to appropriate investigative and
judicial authorities.V
6. The concept of responsibility for acts that a comrnander or superior may not have ordered, but which he or shc should have known of,
was enunciated decades before adoption of the ProtocoI, in the case of
General Yamashita. A US military commission following the Secend
WorId War held that Yamashita had failed to exercise 'effecttve control'
>6

Thls exreraion Is based on the Rome Statute, Art. 28(b).

~7 See, e.g., Rome Statute, Art. 28(a)(ii), (bHiii).
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over certain of his forces that had committed atrocities, and that the
nature of the offences themselves provided prima fade evidence of
bis knowledge thereof. 58 In the decades since the decision, this finding
has matured into the standard found in lit. (b).
7. Article 28(a) of the Rome Statute sets forth a contemporary
articulation of the principle. It provtdes that a
military ecrumander or person effecttvelyacting as a military commander
shall be criminally responsible for cnmes within the jurisdicticn of the
Court committed by forces under his or her effective command and
control, or effectiveauthority and control as the case may be, as a result
of his or her failure to exercise control properly over such forces, where.
Ci) That military commander or person either knew or, owing to the

circumstances at the time, should have known that the forces were
committing or ebout to commit such crimes; and
(ü) That military commander or person failed to take all necessery and

reasonable measures within his or her power 10 prevent or repress
their commission or to submit the matter to the competent authorities for investigation and prosecution.

Al> this extract illustrates, thc key to the notion is thc exercise of or the
ability to exercise, effective control over those who have committed the
actual offences.59
8. The extension of criminal responsibilityto commanders who knew
or should have known that an operation constituting a war crime has
been, is being, or will be conducted is especially important in the context
of cyber warfare/" In order to avoid criminal responsibility for the acts
of their subordinates, commanders and other superiors must take appropriate steps to become aware of the operations being conducted by

~g Trial of Generel Tomoyuki Yamashita, 4 L...w REpORTS

OF TRIALS OF WAR CRIMINALS 1,
sec. 12 (948). 11must be noted that rhe decision has sometimes been criticized on the
basis that Yamashita was held responsible for acts commirted in very remote areas.
However, the legal principle of command responsibility enunclated in the case is

uncontested.
~9 The prindple also appears in the starutes of the international crimina1 tribunals. ICTY
Statute, Art. 7(3); ICTR Statute, Art. 6(3). See also e.g. BlaJklc judgment, paras. 62, 91,
218,417,484,632; Prosecutor v. HalIlovie, Case No. IT-01-48-T, Trial Chamber judgment, paras. 38-100, 747, 751-2 (16 November 2005); Kordii and Cerkez,Case No. IT-

95-14/2-A, Appeals Chamber judgment, para. 827 (Int'1 Crim. Trib. for the Former
Yugoslavia 17 December 2004); Kayishema judgment, paras. 209-10, 216-18, 222-5,
228-9,231. See also UK MANU....L, para. 16.36.5; CAN....D1AN MANUAL, para. 1621.
60 Note that Art. 28 of the Rome Statute applies to all crimes within the jurisdiction of the
International Criminal Court, not just war crimes.
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their units, understand those operations and their consequences, and
exercise control over them. Admittedly, the technical complexity of eyber

operations complicates matters. Commanders or other superiors in the
chain of command cannot be expected to have a deep knowledge of eyber

operations; to some extent, they are entitled to rely on the knowledge
and understanding of their subordinates. Nevertheless, the fact that
cyber operations may be technically complicated does not alone relieve
commanders or other superiors ofthe responsibilityfor exercising contral
over subordinates. Of course, wilful or negligent failure to acqnire
an understanding of such operations is never a justification for lack of
knowledge. As a matter of law, commanders and other superiors are
assumed to have the same degree of understanding as a 'reasonable'
commander at a comparable level of command in a similar operational
context. In all cases, the knowledge must be sufficient to allow them to
fulfil their legal duty to act reasonably to identify, prevent, or stop the
commission of cyber war crimes.
9. Note that the individuals addressed by this Rule need not be a
'commander' or be acting as such. For example, Artide 28(b) of the
International Criminal Court Statute extends responsibility to 'superiors'
who have 'effecttve responsibility and control' over their subordinates,
although it appears to have set a slightly higher standard by using
the phraseology knew or 'consciously dtsregarded information which
dearly indicated' the eommission of a war crtme." There is no requirement for military status. The Rule would eneompass, for instance, civilian
superiors of civilian intelligence or seeurity agencies that conduct eyber
operations during an armed confltct.

61 Rome Statute, Art. 28(b). See also Prosecutor v. DefaIie. Case No. IT-96-21-A, Appeals
Chamher judgment, paras. 239, 254 (20 February 2001); UK MANUAL, para. 16.36.6;
CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 1621.
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Conduct of hostilities

SECTION L

PARTICIPATION IN ARMED CONFLICT

Rule 25 - Participation generally

The law of armed conflict does not bar any category of person from
participating in cyber operations. Hcwever, the legal consequences of
parlicipation dfffer, based on the nature of the armed conflict and the
category 10 which an individual belongs.
1. The customary international law of armed conflict does not
prohibit any individual from participating in an armed conflict,
whether international or non-international. it should be noted that
Arttele 43(2) of Additional Protocol I provtdes that 'members of the
armed forces of a Party to a conflict (other than medical personnel and
chaplains covered by Article 33 of Geneva Conventlon iU) are combatants, that is to say they have the right to participate directly in
hostilities'. This provision, appltcable in international armed conflict,
confirms that combatants enjoy Immunity in respect of the acts undertaken as part of the hostilities. 1t does not prohibit others from
engaging in those hostilities.
2. Although the law of armed conflict contains no prohibition on
participation, it does set forth consequences that result from such particlpation. Three are of particular importance: combatant immunity,
pnsoner of war status, and targetability. The Issue of targetability Is dealt
with in Rules 30 to 59 on attacks. Entitlement to combatant Immunity
and prisoner of war status depend on whether the individual concemed
is a combatant in an international armed conflict. These issues are
discussed in the following two Rules.
3. In accordance with Rule 35. a civtlian who directly participates in
hostilities loses certain protecüons attendant to civtlian status for such
time as he or she so participates.
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Rule 26 - Members of the armed forces

In an international armed conßict, memben of the armed forces of a
party to the confl.ict who, in the ooune of cyber operaticns, fall to
comply wtth the requirements of oombatant status lose their entitlement to combatant immunity and prisoner of war status.

1. The generally accepted understanding of combatancy derives from
the Hague Regulations.' Geneva Convention III adopts the standard in
Artide 4A with regard to the entitlement to prisoner of war status.'
Although Article 4A(I), (2), (3), and (6) is textually applicable ouly 10 such

starus, it ts universallyunderstood as reflectingthe customary international
law criteria for combatancy. The notion of combatancy is limited to international armed conflict; there is no non-international anned conflict
equivalent of either prisoner of war status or combatant immunity.
2. According to the majority of the International Group of Experts,
customary internationallaw provtdes that individuals who are nationals of the capturing party are not entitled to combatant status."
A minority of the Experts argued that there is no basis in international
law for this position.
3. Combatants are entitled to treatment as prisoners of war in
eccordance with Geneva Convention III upen caprure." They are also
entitled to combatant immunity, that is, they may not be prosecuted for
having engaged in belligerent acts that are lawful under the law of armed
conflict," Por instance, a combatant who conducts cyber operations that
violate domestic criminal law may not be prosecuted for such actions
so long as they are carried out in compliance with the law of armed
conflict. Combatant immunity is a customary internationallaw principle
recognized in Artide 43(2) of Additional Protocol I.
4. There are two categories of combatant." The first consists of
'members of the anned forces of a Party to the conflict as weil as
1 Hague Regulations, Art. 1.

2 US COMMANDER'SHANDBOOK, para. 5.4.1.1; AMW MANUAL, Rule IO(b)(i) and accompanying commentary. But sec ICRC INTl!RPRETIVEGUIDANCE at 22.
3 See, e.g., Prosecutor v. Koi [1968] A.C. 829 (P.c. 1%7). See also Yoram Dmstein, TRE
CONDUCT Oll HOSTILITIES UNDER TRE L..w OF INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICT 46
(2nd 00. 2010).
4 Geneva Convention III, Art. 4A. Technically, they are entitled to this starus as soon as they
fall "into the power of the enemy'. Ibid. Arts. 4A, 5.
s US COMMANDER'SHANDBOOK,para. 5.4.1.1.
6

See also Rule 27 regarding levees en messe.
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members of militias or volunteer corps forming part of such armed
forces'.7 This category primarily includes members of a State's armed
forces.
5. The second category comprises 'members of other militias and
members of other volunteer corps, including those of organized resistanee movements, belortging to a Party to the conflict'.8 Such organized
armed groups are assimilated to the armed forces and as a group must,
pursuant to Arttele 4A(2) of Geneva Convention III and customary
international law, fulfil four conditions:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

be commanded by aperson responsible for his subordinates;
wear a distinctive emblem or attire that is recogruzableat a distance;
carry arms openly; and
conduct operations in accordance with the law of armed conflict.

Irregular forces that meet these conditions and beleng to a party to the
conflict qualify as combatants, and are entitled to combatant immunity
and prisoner of war status."
6. In Geneva Convention III, the four conditions are set forth
with regard only to organized armed groups assimilated to the armed
forces. The majority of the International Group of Experts took the
position that the four requirements are implicit in the Conventions
for members of the armed forces and that, therefore, only members of
the armed forces who meet the four requirements qualify for combatant status, and its attendant benefits. A minority of the Experts took
the position that the requirements are limited to those groups assimilated to the armed forces. By this position, the sole qualification
for combatant status for members of the armed forces is status as
members.
7. Every State organ meets the requirement of belongmg to a partyto
the conflict. The issue of belongmg only arises with respect to organized
armed groups that are assimilated to the armed forces, that is, those
groups addressed in Article 4A(2) of Geneva Convention 111. The concept of 'belongmg to' was examined durtng the meetings that resnlted
7 Geneva Convention 1II, Art. 4A(l). See also Geneva Convention I, Art 13(1); Geneva
Convention 1I, Art. 13(1).
s Geneva Convention III, Art. 4A(2). See also Geneva Convention I, Art. 13(2); Geneva
Convention H, Art. 13(2).
9 US COMMJ\.NDEIl'S HJ\.NDBOOK, para. 5.4.1.1. But see1CRC INTERPIlETIVE GUIDJ\.NCE at 22
(noting that 'strlctlv speaking' the criteria apply only to status as a combatant with regard
to prisoner ofwar entitlements).
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in the ICRC Interpretive Guidance. 1o The International Group of Experts
agreed with the approach taken in the Guidance. By this approach,
'the concept of "belonglng to" requires at least a de facto relationship
between an organized group and a Party to the conflict'. Such a relationship need not be officially declared; it may be 'expressed through tacit
agreement or conclusive behaviour that makes clear for which party
the group is fighting,.11 & an example, aState may turn to a group of
private individuals to conduct cyber operations during an armed conflict
because the group possesses capability or knowledge that State organs do
not. The group belongs to a party to the conflict and, so long as it meets
the other requirements of combatancy, its members will enjoy combatant
status. Of course, during a non-international armed conflict, an organized non-State group is the party to the conflict.
8. If a person engaged in cyber operations during an armed conflict
Is a member of an organized armed group not belonging to a party to the
conflict, it does not matter if the group and its members comply with the
four criteria of combatancy. That person will not have combatant status
and therefore not be entitled to combatant immunity or to be treated as
a prisoner ofwar. Such a person would be an 'unprivileged belltgerent',
as dtscussed below.
9. The condition of being commanded by aperson responsible for
subordinates is best understood as an aspect of the requirement that the
group in question be 'organized'. The criterion of organization was
previously dtscussed in the context of non-international armed conflict
(Rule 23). There, the unique nature of virtual organizations was highhghted. The same constderattons apply in the present context. While not
normally an issue in respect of regularly constituted State armed forces,
or even well-establtshed organized armed groups, a claim of combatant
status could be significantly weakened if the persons asserting that status
are part of a loosely organized group or association. This could result,
for example, from organizing solely over the Internet. In a similar vein,
members of such a group may have difficulty establishing that they are
acting under a responsible commander. Even more problematic Is
the requirement that the group be subject to an internal disciplinary
system capable of enforcing compliance with the law of armed conflict.
Cumulatively, these requirements make it highly unlikely that a purely
lCI See

also ICRC INTERPRETIVE GUIDANCE at 23-4 (citing rCRC GENEV" CONVENTION III

COMMENTARY).
11 lCRC lNTERPRETIVE GUIDANCE at 23.
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virtual organization would qualify as an organized armed group for
the purposes of determining combatant status.
10. Combatant status requires that the individual wear a 'fixed
distinctive sign,.12 The requirement is generally met through the wearing
of uniforme. There is no basis for deviating from this general requirement
for those engaged in cyber operations. Same members of the International Group of Experts suggested that individuals engaged in cyber
operations, regardless of circumstances such as distance from the area of
operations or clear separation from the civilian population, must always
comply with this requirement to enjoy combatant status. They emphasized that the customary intemationallaw of anned conflict in relation to
combatant immunity and prisoner of war status offers no exceptions to
this rule. Artide 44(3) of Additional Protocol I does provide for an
excepüon.P However, it does not reflect customary inremenonal law.l"
11. Other Experts took the pcsition that an exception to the requirement to wear a distinctive sign exists as a matter of eustomary international law. They argued that the requirement only applies in
circumstances in which the failure to have a fixed distinctive slgn might
reasonably cause an attacker to be unable to distinguish between civilians
and combatants, thus placing civilians at greater risk of mistaken attack.
Consider a situation in which a Special Forces team is tasked to identify
and attack a military cyber control facility located in a duster of similar
civilian facilities.A failure of the military personnel in the facility to wear
uniforms would make it more difficult for the Special Forces team to
distinguish the military from civilian facilities, thereby heightening the
risk that the civilian facilities will mistakenly be made the object of etteck
12. Some of these Experts limited the exception in the previous
paragraph to situations in which combatants engaged in cyber operations
are located within a military objective for which there is aseparate

12 Tbc ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY.Rule J06, provides that 'Combetants must distin-

guish themselves from the civilian population while they are engaged in an attack nr in a
military operation preparatory to an attack. lf they fail to do so, they do not have the right
to priscner-cf-war status,'
13 Some Stetes Party to the Protcccl limit its application to occupled tenitory and the
situation referred in Art. 1(4) of the sarne treaty. See, e.g.. UK Additional Protocol
Ratification Statement, para. (g). See also UK MANUAL,paras. 4.5~4.5.3.
14 Michael ,. Matheson. Remarks in Session One: The United States Position on the Relation
ofCustomary International Law to rhe Pnnocols Additional to the 1949 Geneva Coevestions, 2 AMERICAN UNIVERSITY JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL LAW AND POLICY 419, 425
(1987).
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requirement of marking, Le., a warship or military aircraft. For instance,
since military aircraft are required to bear an external mark signi:fying
nationality and military status, they argued that there is no specific
requirement for milita;l personnel on board to wear a distinctive sign
indicating their status.'
13. The issue of whether computers and software constitute weapons
is discussed in Rule 41 and its accompanying Commentary. However,
even if they qualify as weapons, the requirement to carry arms openly has
Iittle application in the cyber context.
14. The obligation to comply with the law of armed conflict attaches
to the group as a whole. Individual members of a group that adopts the
tactic of conducting cyber attacks against civilian cyber infrastructure
do not qualify for combatant status even ifthey individually comply with
the law. By contrast, although a group may generally comply with the
Iaw, various individual members of the group may commit war crimes.
Those individual members who conunit the war crimes retain their
combatant status, but may be tried for them.
15. A party to a conflict may incorporate a paramilitary or armed
law enforcement agency into its armed forces." The majority of the
International Group of Experts took the position that this provision of
the law does not extend to intelligence or other government agencies not
entrusted with law enforcement functions. However, a minority of the
Experts argued that the issue fell within the classic domain of State
sovereignty and that therefore aState is free to incorporate any entity
it wishes into the armed forces.
16. Although Article 43(3) of Additional Protocoll provides that the
other parties to a conflict shall be noufied of such incorporation, failure to so
notify the enemy does not imply that the individuals concerned remain
civiltans.V Once such groups have been properly incorporated into the
anned forces, their members may conduct cyber operations to the same
extent as members of the regular anned forces. The fact that they also
continue to perform a law enforcement function has no bearing on this
status. Absent incorporation, the cyber activitiesof such groups are govemed
by the rules pertaining to participation in hostilities (Rules 25 and 35).

15 They will generally do so, however, in order to exhibit their status as members of the
anned forces in the event that they become separated from the aircraft. AMW MANUAL,
commentary accompanying Rule 117.
16 Additional Protocol I, Art. 43(3).
17 AMW MANUAL commentary accompanying Rule 10.
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17. Members of the armed forces or groups assimilated to the armed
forces who do not qualify for combatant status (and civilians taking a
direct part in hostilities, Rule 35) are unprivileged belligerents. All
members of the International Group of Experts agreed that unprivileged
belligerents, as defined in this rule, enjoy no combatant immunity and
are not entitled to prisoner of war status.V Such persons are subject
to prosecution under the domestic laws of the capturing State far conducting cyber operations that are unlawful under domestic law even if
such acts are lawful under the law of armed conflict when committed by
a combatant. The dassic examples are conducting cyber attacks against
military personnel or military objectives. An unprivileged belligerent,
like any other individual, including a combatant, may be prosecuted for
commission of a war crime.
18. A5 noted above, a division of opinion exists with regard to the
four conditions for combatant status that apply to groups assimilated to
the anned forces. For those Experts who took the position that the
conditions apply equally to the armed forces, a member of the armed
forces captured while wearing no distinctive attire (or emblems) is not
enntled to prlsoner of war status. Those Experts taking the contrary
position would conclude that the indfvidual's membership in the armed
forces suffices for entitlement to prisoner of war status, although, in
certain spectfic circumstances, wearing civilian clothing might be perfidious (Rule 60) or subject the individual concemed to being treated as a
'py (Rule 66).
19. The International Group of Experts agreed that unprivileged
belligerency as such Is not a war crtme.l" However, they recogntzed the
existence of a contrary position.
20. In a non-international armed ccnfltct, the notion of belligerent
(combatant) immunity does not exist. Domestic law exclusively determines the question of any immunity from prosecunon." In this regard,
it must be remembered that many cyber activities, like certain forms of
hacking, have been criminalized as matters of domestic law. Far instance,
IS US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, paras. 5.4.1.2, 11.3. Seme members ofthe International
Group of Experts took the position that civilians entitled to prisoner of war status
pursuant to Art. 4A(4) and (5) of Geneva Convention III enjoy no immunity if they
participate in hosülitles, but would not lose prisoner of war status.
19 AMW MANUAL,commentary acoompanying Rule lll(b).
20 UK MANU"-t, paras. 15.6.1, 15.6.2. The stetement is not absolute. Por instance. consider
the case of a foreign diplomat who hes taken a direct part in hosüliües in a manner that
violates the law of the Srate to which she IS accredited.
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if a member of either the anned forces or the opposition forces hacks
into the adversary's computer systems, domestic law will determine the
legalityof such actions. Note that domestic law often permits members of
the armed forces and law enforcement agencies to conduct activities
such as the use of force that would otherwise be unlawfuI. Of course,
any State or international tribunal with jurisdiction over the individual
and the offence may proseeute someone, including a member of
the State's security forces, who commits war crimes during a noninternational armed conflict.

Rule 27 - Levee en masse
In an international armed ccnflict, inhabitants of unoccupied territory who engage in cyber operations as part of a levee en masse enjoy
combatant immunity and prisoner of war status.

1. This rule is based on Article 2 of the Hague Regulations and
Arttele 4A(6) of Geneva Convention IU. It retlects customary internanonal law," but does not apply to non-international anned confltct.
2. A tevee en masse consists of the inhabitants (t.e., not an individual or a small group) of non-occupied territory 'who on the approach
of the enemy spontaneously take up arms to resist invading forces,
without having time to fonn themselves into regular armed units,.22 In
light of the requirements for an invasion and for the territory to be
unoccupied at the time the acts of resistanee occur, the circumstanees
under which a teveeen masse can exist are factually limited.P Levees en
masse need not be organized, and although their members must carry
arms openly and respect the laws and customs of war, they need not
wear a distinctive emblem or other identifying attire. 24 The ICRC
Commentary to Geneva Convention IU states that the notion of a Ievee
en masse is 'applicable to populations which act in response to an
21 US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 5.4.1.1; UK MANUAL, paras. 4.8,11.12; CANADIAN
MANUAL. para. 306; GERMAN MANUAL, paras. 310, 501: ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY,
commentary accompanying Rule 106.
22 Geneva Convention III, Art. 4A(6). See also ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, commentary
accompanying Rule 5, which explains that members of a levit en masse are an exception
to the definition of dvilians in that althcugh they are not members of the armed forces,
they qualify as combatants.
23 UK MANUAL, para. 4.8; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 310. See also lCRC INTERPR.ETlVE
GUIDANCE at 25.
24 1CRC GENEVA CONVENTION 111 COMMENTARY at 67.
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order by their government given over the wireless'.25 Extension to
orders given by cyber means is appropriate.
3. As applied in the cyber context, application of the eoneept is
somewhat problematic. Consider a ease in which members of the
population spontaneously begin to mount eyber operations in response
to an Invasion oftheir country. Ifthe operations involve a large segment
of thc population and if they target the invading force, those involved
will arguably qualify as members of a levee en masse. However, the
means and expertise necessary to engage effectively in cyber operations
may be relatively limited in the population. lt is undear whether a
levee en masse ean be comprised solely of a significant portion of the
cyber-capable members of the population.
4. Moreover, a Ievee en masse was historically understood as Involving a general uprising of the population to repel an invasion by an
approaching force. Since it did not contemplate military operations deep
into enemy territory, It Is questionable whether individuals launehing
cyber operations against enemy military objectives other than the invading forces ean be eonsidered members of a levee en masse.
5. The International Group of Experts was divided as to whether the
prtvlleges associated with the Ievee en masse concept apply to a civilian
population eountering a massive cyber attack, the effeets of which are
comparable to those of a physieal invasion by enemy forees. Accordtng
to a majority of the Experts, the eoneept of levee en masse is to be
understood in a narrow sense, requiring the physical invasion of
national territory.

Rule 28 - Mereenaries
Mereenarles involved in cyber operations do not enjoy eombatant
imrnunity or prtsoner of war status.
I. Article 47{I) of Additional Protoeol I reflects a eustomary international law rule that mercenaries, including those engaged in eyber
operations, are unprivileged belhgerents." As the notions of eombatant
status and belligerent immunity do not apply in non-international
armed confltct, this Rule has no relevance to non-international anned

confltct.
23 ICRC GENEVA CONVENTION
26

UK MANUAL, paras.
para. 303;

MANUAL.

m CoMMENTARY at

4.10--4.10.4

(as amended);

67.

CANADlAN MANUAL,

lCRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule 108.

para. 319; GERMAN
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2. The most widely accepted definition of mercenary is found in
Artide 47(2) of Additional Protocol I. It sets forth six conditions that
must be cumulatively fulfilled: special recruitment; direct participation in
hostilities; desire for private gain as primary motivation; neither a
national of a party to the conflict nor a resident of territory controUed
by a party; not a member of the armed forces of a party to the conflict:
and not sent by another State on official duty as a member of its armed
forces. For example, consider a private company located in State A that is
engaged by State B to conduct cyber operations on its behalf in its armed
conflict with State C. So lang as the six criteria are fully met, its employees who conduct the cyber operations are mercenaries, and thus unprivileged belligerents. The same would be true with regard to a 'hacker for

hire' who meets the criteria, even if operating alone and far from the
battlefield.
3. It is dear that no person qualifying as a mercenary enjoys combatant status. This is especially important in light of the criminalization

of mercenarism by many States.
Rule 29 - Civilians

Civilians are not prohibited from directly partidpating in cyber operations amounting to hostilities, but fodeit their protection from
attacks for such time as they so partidpate.
1. As noted in Rule 25, no rule oftreaty or customary international
law prohibits civilians from directly participating in hostilities during
etther international or non-international armed conflict. However, they
lose their protection from attack (Rule 32) when doing so (Rule 35).27
2. In eccordance with customary international law, Arttele 50(1) of
Additional Protocol I defines civilians in negative terms as being all
persons who are neither members of the armed forces nor of a levee
en masse.This approach is implicit in Geneva Conventions IIi and IV. As
a general matter, then, during an international armed confltct, civilians
are persons who are not members of the armed forces or of groups
assimilated to the armed forces (e.g., organized resistance groups
belonging to a party to the confltct) and who are not participants in a
Ievee en masse (Rules 26 and 27).

27 US COMMANDER'S

HANDBOOK, para. 8.2.4; UK MANUAL, para. 5.3.2. (as amended);
CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 318; NIAC MANUAL. paras. 1.1.2, 1.1.3, 2.1.1.2; AMW
MANUAL.chapeau to sec. F.
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3. The majority of the International Group of Experts agreed that
civilians retain civilian status even if they direetly participate in cyber
hostilities. For instance, consider an international anned conflict in
which civilian patriotic hackers independently undertake offensive cyber
operations against the enemy's forces. Such Individuals may be lawfully
targeted, and, unless they qualify as participants in a levee en masse,
lack combatant immunity for their actions. A minority of the Group took
the position that these Individuals qualify as neither combatants nor
civilians, and therefore do not benefit from the protections of Geneva
Conventions 111 or IV, respectively.
4. The fact that there is no combatant status in respect of noninternational armed contlict sometimes results in differing terminology.
Neither Common Article 3 to the Geneva Conventions nor Additional
Protocol 11defines the tenn 'civilian'. For the purposes of this Manual,
civilians in a non-international arrned conflict are those individuals
who are not members of the State's anned forces, dtssident armed forces,
or other organtzed anned groups.
5. Although the law of armed conflict does not prohibit participation
in a non-international armed confltct, aß particlpants remain subject
to its spedfic prohibitions, such as that on attacking individuals takmg
no active part in hostilities (Rule 32), Moreover, civilians are subject to
prosecution under the domestic law of the State that captures them,
which may include a prohibition on participation.

SECTION 2:

ATTACKS GENERALLY

1. The law of armed conflict applies to the targettng of any person or
object during armed conflict irrespective of the means or methods of
warfare employed. Consequently, beste principles such as distinction and
the prohibition of unnecessary suffering will apply to cyber operations
just as they do to other means and methods of warfare. The applicability
of particular treaty rules is determined by such matters as whether aState
is a Party to the treaty in question, its status as a party to the confltct, and
the type of anned conflict (international or non-international).
2. The principles and Rules set forth in the seetions regarding attacks
(Rules 30 to 58) apply equally to situations in which cyber means are
used to take control of enemy weapons and weapon systems, as in the
case of taking control of an unmanned combat aerial system (UCAS) and
using it to conduct attacks.
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3. Artide 49(3) of Additional Protocol I limits the Protocol's provtsions on the conduct of hostilities 'to any land, air or sea warfare which
may affect the civilian population, individual civilians or dvilian objects
on land. They further apply to all attacks from the sea or from the air against
objectives on land hut do not otherwise affect the rules of international
law applicable in armed conflict at sea or in the air,' The International
Group ofExperts agreed that despite this apparent limitation, Stare practice
was such that the principles expressed in the section, to the extent they
reflect customary international law, apply equally to attacks to or from
the land, at sea, or in the air?8 The only exception to this conclusion
applies with regard to precautions in attack (see Section 7 of this chapter).

Rule 30 - Definition of cyber altack
A cyber attack is a cyber cperatlen, whether offensive or defensive,
that is reasonably expected to cause inJury or death to persons er
damage or destruction to objects.
1. For the purposes of the Manual, this definition applies equally in
international and non-international armed confhct."
2. The notion of 'attack' is a coneept that serves as the basis for a
nwnber of specifie limitations and prohibitions in the law of armed eonflict.
Por Instance, civilians and civilian objects may not be 'attacked' (Rule 32).
This Rule sets forth a definition that draws on that found in Arttele49(1) of
Additional Protocol I: 'attacks means acts of violence against the adversary,
whether in offenee or defenee'. By this widely accepted definition, it is the
use of violence against a target that distinguishes attacks from other
military operations. Non-violent operations, such as psychological eyber
operations or cyber espionage, do not qualify as attacks,"
3. 'Aets of violence' should not be understood as limited to activities
that release kinetic force. This is well settled in the law of armed conflict.
In this regard, note that chemkal, biological, or radiologkal attacks do
not usually have a kinetic effect on their designated target, but it is
universally agreed that they constitute attacks as a matter of law." The
2B Experts involved in the AMW Manual prccess arrived at the same conclusion. AMW
MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 30.
29 NIAC MANUAL, para. 1.1.6; lCRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS CoMMENTARY, para. 4783

andn.19.

para. 474.
Tadic, Decision on the Defence Motion for Interlocutory Appeal, paras. 120, 124

30 GeRMAN MANUAL,

31

(regarding chemical weapons).
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crux of the notion lies in the effects that are eaused. To be eharacterized
as an act of violence, an action must result in the consequences set forth
in this Rule, which are explained below. Restated, the consequences of an
operation, not its nature, are what generally determine the scope of the
term 'attaek'; 'vtolence' must be considered in the sense of violent
consequences and is not limited to violent aets. For instance, a cyber
operation that alters the running of a SCADA system controlling an
electrical grtd and results in a fire qualifies. Since the consequenees are
destruetive, the operation is an attack.
4. All members of the International Group of Experts agreed that the
type of eonsequential harm set forth in this Rule qualifies an action as an
attaek., although, as dtscussed below, there are nuanees to its applieation.
The text of numerous Articles of Additional Protocol I, and the ICRC
commentary thereto, supports this eonclusion. For instanee, Arttele 51(1)
sets forth the general principle that the 'civilian population and individual civilians shall enjoy general prctection against dangers arising from
military operations'. Other Articles provtde further suppcrt. The rules of
proportionality speak of '1055 of civilian life, injury to civilians, damageto
civilian objects, or a combination thereof. 32 Those relating to protection
of the environment refer to 'widespread, long-term, and severe damage',33
and the protection of dams, dykes, and nuclear electrical generafing stations ts framed in terms of'severe losses among the civilian populaücn'r'"
The Experts agreed that de minimis damage or destruction does not meet
the threshold of harm required by this Rule.
5, The ward 'cause' in this Rule is not limited to effects on the
tergeted eyber system. Rather. it eneompasses any reasonably foreseeable
consequential damage, destruction, injury, or death. Cyber ettacks
seldom involve the release of direct physical force against the targeted
cyber system; yet, they can resuIt in great harm to Individuals or objects.
For example, the release of dam waters by manipulating a SCADA
system could eause massive downstream destructton without damaging
the system. Were this operation to be eondueted using kinetic means, like
bombing the dam, there is no question that It would be regarded as an
attaek. No rationale exists for arriving at a different conclusion in the
cyber context.
6. Although the Rule is limited to operations against individuals or
physical objects, the limitation should not be understood as excluding
32 Additional Prctocol I. Arts. 51(S)(b), 57(2)(a)Iüi). 57(2)(b).
33 Additional Prctocol I. Arts. 35(3), 55(1).
4 Additional Prorocol l, Art. 56(1).
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cyber operations against data (which are non-physical entities) from the
ambit of the term attack.. Whenever an attack on data results in the injury
or death of individuals or damage or destruction of physical objects,
those individuals or objects constitute the 'object of attack' and the
operation therefore qualifies as an attack.. Further, as discussed below,
an operation against data upon which the functionality of physical
objects relies can sornetimes constitute an attack..
7. The phrase 'against the adversary' in Article 49(1) could cause
confusion by suggesting that destructive operations must be directed at
the enemy to qualify as attacks. The International Group of Experts
agreed that such an interpretation would make little sense in light of
für instance, the prohibitions on attacking civilians and civilian objects."
The Experts agreed that it is not the status of an action's target that
quahfies an act as an attack, but rather its consequences. Therefore,
acts of vjolence, er those having violent effects, directed against civilians
or civilian objects, or other protected persons or objects, are attacks.
8. While the notion of attack extends to Injuries and death caused
to Individuals, it is, in light of the law of armed confltct' s underlying
humanitarian purposes, reasonable to extend the definition to serious
illness and severe mental suffering that are tantamount to Injury. In
particular, note that Article 5i(2) of Additional Protocol I prohibits 'acts
or threats of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror
among the civilian populatlon'. Since terror is a psychological condition
resulting in mental suffering, inclusion of such suffering in this Rule
Is supportable through analogy.
9. With regard to digital cuItural property, see the Commentary
accompanying Rule 82.
10. Within the international Group of Experts, there was extensive
discussion about whether interferenee by eyber means with the functionality of an object constitutes damage or destruction for the purposes of
this Rule. Although some Experts were of the opinion that it does not, the
majority of them were of the view that interferenee with functionality
qualifies as damage if restoration of functionality requires replacement of
physical eomponents. Consider a cyber operation that is directed against
the computer-based control system of an electrical distribution grid.
The operation eauses the grid to cease operating. in order to restore
distribution, either the control system or vital components thereof must

3~ See also AMW MANUAL. commentary ro Rule l(e).
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be replaced. The cyber operation is an attack.. Those experts taking this
position were split over the issue of whether the 'damage' requirement is
met in situations where functionality can be restored by reinstalling the
operating system.
11. A few Experts went so far as to suggest that Interference with
functionality that necessitates data restoration, while not requiring physIcal replacement of components or reinstallation of the operafing system,
qualifies as an attack. Por these Experts, it is immaterial how an object
is disabled. the object's loss of usability constitutes the requisite damage.
12. The International Group of Experts discussed the characterization of a cyber operation that does not cause the type of damage set forth
above, but which results in large-scale adverse consequences, such as
blocking email communications throughout the country (as distinct from
damaging the system on which transmission relies). The majority of
the Experts took the position that, although there might be logic in
characterizing such activities as an attack, the law of armed conflict does
not presently extend this far. A minority took the position that should
an armed conflict involving such cyber operations break out, the international community would generally regard them as attack.. All Experts
agreed, however, that relevant provisions of the law of armed conflict
that address situations other than attack, such as the prohibition on
collective punishment (Rule 85), apply to these operations.
13. lt should be noted that a cyber operation mlght not result in the
requlslte harm to the object of the operation, but cause foreseeable
collateral damage at the level set forth in this Rule. Such an operation
amounts to an attack to which the relevant law of armed conflict applies,
particularly that regardlng proportionality (Rule 51).
14. A cyber operation need not actually result in the intended
destructive effect to qualify as an attack..36 During the negotiation of
Additional protocol l the issue of whether laying land mines consntuted
an attack arose. The 'general feeling' of the negotiators was that 'there is
an attack whenever a person is directly endangered by a mine laid,.37By
analogy, the Introducnon of malware or production-level defects that are
either time-delayed or activate on the occurrence of a particular event is
an attack when the intended consequences meet the requisite threshold
of hann. This is 50 Irrespective of whether they are activated. Same
members took thc position that although there is no requirement that
36 See also

AMW MANUAL,

commentary to

Rule

37 lCRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY,

L[e],
para.

1881.
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the eyber operation be successful, an attack only transpires once the
malware is activated or the specified act occurs.
15. An attack that is successfully intercepted and does not result in
actual harm is still an attack under the law of armed confltct. Thus, a
cyber operation that has been defeated by passive cyber defences such as
firewalls, anti-virus software, and intrusion detection or prevention
systems nevertheless still qualifies as an attack if, absent such defences,
it would have been likely to cause the requisite consequences.
16. Cyber operations may be an integral part of a wider operation
that constitutes an attack. As an example, a cyber operation may be used
to disable defences at a target that is subsequently kinetically attacked. In
such a case, the cyber operation is one component of an operation that
qualifies as an attack, much as laser designation makes possible attacks
using laser-gutded bombs. The law of armed conflict on attacks applies
fully to such cyber operations.
17. lf an attack is conducted against civilians or civilian objects in the
mistaken but reasonable belief that they constitute lawful targets, an attack
has nonetheless occurred. However, ifthe attacker has fully complied with
the requirement to verify the target (Rule 53), the attack will be lawful.
18. lt may be the case that the target of a cyber attack does not realize
it has been attacked. For instance, a cyber attack directed agalnst civilian
infrastructure may be designed to appear as if the ensuing damage
resulted from simple mechanical malfunction. The fact that a cyber
attack is not recognized as such has no bearing on whether it quallfies
as an attack and ls subject to the law of armed conflict thereon.
19. Care ls requtred when identifying the originator of an attack. To
illustrate, an individual may receive an email with an attachment containing malware. Execution of the malware, which occurs automatieally
upon opening, will cause the requisite level of harm. If that individual
unwittingly forwards the email and it does cause such harm, he or she
will not have conducted an attack; the email's originator will have done
so. By eontrast, lf the Intermediary forwards the email knowing it
contains the malware, both individuals will have conducted an attack..

Rule 31 - Distinction
Tbe prlnciple of distlnction applles to cyber attacks.
1. The 1868 St Petcrsburg Dedaration provides that 'the only legitimate object which States should endeavour to aeeomplish during war Is

to weaken the military forees of the enemy'. This general principle is the
foundation upon which the principle of distinction is based. The
principle of distinction is one of two 'cardinal' principles of the law of
armed conflict recognized by the International Court of [ustice in its
Advisory Opinion on the Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear
Weapons?8 The other is the prohibition of unnecessary suffering
(Rule 42). Accordlng to the Court, these principles of eustomary international law are 'Intransgressible'r'"
2. Article 48 of Additional Protocol I codifies the eustomary international law principle: 'In order to ensure respect for and protection of
the civilian population and civilian objects, the Parties to the eonflict shall
at all times distinguish between the civilian population and combatants
and between civilian objects and military objectives and accordingly shall
direct their operations only against military objectives.' The principle
applies in both international and non-international armed conflict. It is
included in virtually all military law of armed conflict manuals, ts cited
in unofficial compilations of the customary internationallaw of armed
confltct, and appears in the statutes of international tribunals.t"
3. In non-international armed conflict, the principle of distinetion
oblfgesthe parties to distinguish between civilians, on the one hand, and
members of State armed forces and organized armed groups, including
members of the regular or dissident armed forces, on the other." The
International Group of Experts agreed that this obligation also requires
the parties to distinguish between military objeetives and civilian objeets
despite the fact that Artide 13 of Additional Protocol 11was originally
not meant to extend to civilian objects."

38 Nudear Weapons Advisory Opinion, para. 78. According to the Court, 'Stetes must never
make civilians the object oEattack and must consequently never use weapons that are
incapable of distinguishing between civilian and military targets.'
39 Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion, para. 79.
40 See, r.g.• US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 5.3.2; UK MANUAL, para. 2.5-2.5.3 {as
amended); CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 423; AMW MANUAL, Rule 10; NIAC MANUAL,
para. 1.2.2: ICRC CUSTOMARY 1HLSTUDY,Rules I, 7: SANREMOMANUAL. Rule 39, Rome
Statute, Arts. 8(2)(b)(i) and {ii), 8(2)(e)(i) and [ii).
41 NIAC MANUAL, para. 1.2.2. In Tadic,the International Crlminal Tribunal for the Former
Yugoslavia recognized distinetion as applicable in non-internsticnal armed confiict.
Tadle. Decision on the Defence Motion for Interlocutory Appeal, paras. 122, 127.
42 ICRCAnDlTlONALPROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 4759 (noting that Art. 13 of Prorocol
II provides no general protection for civilian objects). But see NIAC MANUAL, para. 1.22;
ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule 10 (identifying general protection fcr civilian objects
in non-international armed oonflict).
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4. Artides 51 and 52 of Additional Protocol I reflect the principle of
distinction by setfing forth protections for the civilian population and
civilian objects respectively (Rules 32 to 40). It also undergirds various
Artides that extend special protection to particular protected persons and
objects,43 and is the basis from which the principle of proportionality and
the requirement to take precautions in attack arise (Rules 51 to 58).
5. Certain operations directed against the civilian population are
lawful.44 Por lnstance, psychological operations such as dropping leaflets or
making propaganda broadcasts are not prohibited even if civilians are the
intended eudence." In the context of cyber warfare, transmitting email
messages to the enemy population urging capitulation would likewisecomport with the law of armed conflict.46 Only when a cyber operation against
civiliansör civilian objects (or other protected persons and objects] rises to
the Ievelof an attack is it prohibited by the principle of distinction and those
rules of the law of armed conflict that derive from the principle. Whether a
partieular cyber operation qualifies as an 'attack' is the subject ofRule 30.
6. Since the principle of distinction is intransgressible, any rationale
or justification for an attack not permitred by the law of armed conflict is
irrelevant in determining whether the principle has been vtoleted."
As an example, an attack against a civilian object would be unlawful
even if it shortened the course of the contltct and thereby saved civilian
Iives. Similarly, cyber attacks against a civilian Ieader's private property
designed to pressure him into capitulation would be unlawful if
the property qualified as a civilian object irrespective of whether the
conflict would likely be shortened.
7. The principle of distinction, as used in this Rule, must not be
confused with the obligation of combatants to distinguish themselves
from the civilian populaticn (Rule 26).
43 Additional Prctoccl I, Arts. 53--6.
44 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY. para. 1875.
4~ AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 13(b). Of course, this is only so lang as
the acticns do not violate the prohibition on terrorizing the clvillan population sct forth
in Rule 36.
46 During the 2003 Invasion of Iraq, "Tbousends oflraqi military officers received e-mails on
the Iraqr Defense Ministry e-mail systcm just befcre the war started.' They were told to
place tanks and armoured vehicles in formation and abandon them, walk away. and go
horne. Richard A. Clarke and Robert K. Knake, CYBERWARFARE: THE NEXT THREAT TO
NATIONAL SECURITY AND WHAT TO 00 ABOUT h 9-10 (2010).
47 Of course, if a civilianis auacking a member of the armed forces for reasons unrelated to
the conflict, the member of the armed forces may defend hirn or herself This prindple
applies in the cyber comext.
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Rule 32 - Prohibition on altacking civilians
The civilian population as such. as well as individual ctvtlians, shall
not be tbe object of cyber attack.
I. This rule is based on the principle of distinction, set forth in Rule
31. lt has been codified in Artide 51(2) of Additional Protocol land
Artide 13(2) of Additional Protocol II and is undoubtedly reflective of
customary internationallaw in both international and non-international
armed confhct."
2. As to the definition of 'civilian', see the Commentary to Rule 29.
The 'civilian population' comprtses all persons who are civilians. The
presence within the civilian population of individuals who do not come
within the definition of civilians does not deprive the population of its
civilian character. 49
3. For a cyber operation to be prohibited by this Rule, it must qualify
as an attack. The term attack is defined in Rule 30.
4. Under this Rule, the 'object' of a cyber attack is the person against
whom the cyber operation is directed. Although protected from being
made the object of attack, civilians lose their protection for such time as
they directly participate in hostilities (Rule 35).
5. To qualifyas the object of an attack, the harm to the relevant person
(or object) must meet the level set forth in Rule 30. Per instance, consider
the case of a cyber operation intended to harm a particular individual by
manipulating her medicallnfonnation stored in a hospital's database. She
would be the object of attack, but the database would not be if the damage
thereto does not rise to the level requtred for an attack. By contrast,
consider the case of a cyberattack against the SCADAsystem of a chemical
plant that is designed to cause an explosion. The explosion is planned to
result in the release of toxic substances that wtll ktll the surroundtng
population. The chemical plant and the population are both objects of
attack because the requlsite level of harm is reached as to each of them.
48 US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK. para. 8.3; UK MANUAL. paras. 2.5.2 (as amended), 5.3;
CANADIAN MANUAL, paras. 312,423; GERMAN MANUAL, paras. 404, 502; AMW MANUAL,
Rule 11 and accompanying commentary; NIAC MANUAL. para. 2.1.1.1; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule I. Seealso Rome Statute, Arts. 8(2)(b)(i) and (ii), 8(2)(e)(i) and (ü);
Martii judgment, paras. 67-9; Galie Appeals Chamber judgment, paras. 190-2.
49

Additional Protocol I, Arts. 50(2). 50(3).
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6. The fact that a cyber attack directed against a military objective
(Rule 38) foreseeably causes incidental damage, destruction, injury, or
death to civilians or civilian objects does not make those individuals and
objects the 'objects of attack'.so Consider a cyber operation designed
to down military aircraft by attacking a military air traffic control system.
The aircraft are lawful objects of attack. However, civilians on the ground

who are injured or killed when the aircraft crash would not qualify
as objects of attack. Instead, any protection such persons enjoy would
derive from the principle of proportionality and the requirement to
take precautions in attack (Rules 51 to 58).

Rule 33 - Doubt as to status of persons
In case of doubt as to whether a person is a ctvtltan, that person shall
be considered to be a civilian.
1. The International Group of Experts concluded that Rule 33 is
reflective of customary international law and is applicable in international and non-international armed confltcts.f The presumption of
civilian status in cases of doubt is codified in Article 50( 1) of Additional
Protocol I. Some law of arrned con.flict manuals recognize this Rule.52
2. A number of Experts were unable to accept an interpretation of
the Rule whereby the attacker alone bears the burden of disproving
civilian status in cases of doubt. They noted that since a defender has
an obligation to take passive precautions (Rule 59), such an outcome
would be inappropriate. Subject to this interpretation, they accepted
indusion of Rule 33 in this Manual.
3. The precise threshold at which the doubt is sufficient to bring this
Rule into operation is unsettled. On ratffication of Additional Protocol I,
a number of States Party made relevant statements conceming Article
50(1). The United Kingdom. for instance, observed that the Article
applies only in cases of 'substantial doubt still remaining' efter 'assessment of the Information from all sources which is reasonably available to
them at the relevant time',53 In centrast to substantial doubt, the concept
so US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 8.3.1.
51 See,e.g.,AMW MANUAL,commentary accompanying Rule 12(a); ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL
STUDYcommentary accompanying Rule 6.
52 UK MANUAL,para. 5.3.1; CANADlAN MANUAL,para. 429.
53 UK Additional Protocol Ratification Statement, para. (h); UK MANUAL,para. 5.3.4 (as
amended).
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of 'reasonable doubt' has been used für the purposes of determining
liability under international criminallaw. 54 Whatever the precise threshold of doubt necessary to bring the Rule into play, it is clear that the
mere existence of some doubt is insufficient to establish a breach.
4. The issue of doubt is especially important in the cyber context. In
many countries, the use of compute-s and computer networks by civilians is pervasive, and the networks that civilians and the armed forces use
may be conjoined. In such cases, computer use, or the use of a particular
network, may not per se indicate military status. This predicament is
compounded by the fact that the individuals are usually not physically
visible while engaged in eyber activities.
5. The presumption as to civilian status is distinct from the issue of
uncertainty as to direct participation in hostilities. In other words, the
presumption set forth in this Rule applies when there is doubt as to
whether the individual is a combatant or civilian. In the case of dtrect
participation, the individual is by definition a civilian; thus, the matters
about which doubt can exist relate to that individual' s activities, not his
or her status. On the presumption in the context of direct participation,
see the Commentary accompanying Rule 35.
6. Although there is no directlyequivalent rule in the law relating to
non-international armed conflicts because the notion of eombatancy
does not exist in those conflicts (Rule 26), the customary principle of
distinetion applies. Consequently, dunng non-international armed confliets, a presumption that an individual is a civilian protected against
attack attaches whenever sufficient doubt on the matter exists.

Rule 34 - Persons as lawful objects of attack
The following persons may be made the object of cyber attacks:
(a) members of the armed forces,
(b) members of organized armed groups;

(c) civilians taking a direct part in hostilities; and
(d) in an international armed confllct, participants in a leveeen masse.
1. This Rule applies in both international and non-international
armed conflict, except as noted in lit. (d).55 Its preeise fonnulation
is derived by negative implication from other Rules set forth in this
'-l

GaUe Trial Chamber judgment. para. 55.

55

NlAC

MANUAL.

para. 2.1.1.
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Manual. Rule 32 prohibits attacks against civilians, thereby suggesting
that, subject to other restrictions in the law of armed conflict, those
who are not civilians may be attacked. Rule 35 provides that despite
betng civilians, individuals who directly participate in hostilities lose
their protection from attack. With regard to a levee en masse, the
conclusion that its participants may be attacked is drawn by inference
from the fact that they enjoy combatant status (Rule 27).
2. Status or conduct may render an individualliable to attack. The
targetability of the first two categories of persons Is based on their status,
whereas the targetabtltty of the latter two depends on the conduct in
which they engage.
3. The term 'members of the armed forces' is defined and discussed
in the Commentary accompanying Rule 26. In general, it refers
to members of the regular armed forces and groups, such as certain
volunteer groups or resistance movements, that are assimilated to the
regular armed forees. However, members of the armed forces who are
medieal or religious personnel, or who are horsde combat,are not subjeet
to attaek,56 Individuals are hors de combat if they have been wounded
or are siek and they are neither engeging in hostile aets nor attempttng
to escape, have been captured, or have surrendered. A member of the
armed forces who, despite being sick or wounded, eontinues to engage in
cyber operations direeted agatnst the enemy, or that enhance or preserve
57
his or her own side's military capabilities, is not hors de combat.
4. The International Group ofExperts was divided over qualification as
a member of an organlzed armed group (Cornmentary to Rule 23). Some of
the Experts took the position that mere membership in such a group suffices.
In other words, onee it is reliably established that an individual belongs to an
organized armed group, that individual may be attacked on the same basis as
a member of the armed forces. Other Experts adopted the position set forth
in the ICRC Interpretive Guidanee, whieh limits membership in organized
armed groups to those individuals with a 'eontinuous combat function,.58

'6 Geneva Convention I, Arts. 24, 25; Additional Protocol 1, Art. 41; US CoMMANDER'S
HANDBOOK, paras. 8.2.3, 82.4.1, 8.2.4.2; UK MANUAL, para. 5.6; CANADlAN MANU"L,
para. 309; GERMANMANUAL, para. 601; AMW MANUAL, Rule 15(b); NIAC MANUAL,
paras. 2.3.2, 3.2; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule 87.
57 See,e.g.,ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS CoMMENT"RY, paras. 1621-2 (characterlzing an
attempt to communicate with one's own side as a 'hostile act'].
58 ICRC INTERPRETIVE GUID"NCE at 27. The notion involves an individual undertaking a
'continuous function for the group involving his or her direct partidpation in hostilities'.
lbid. at 33.
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For these Experts, individuals who do not have such a function are to be
treated as civilians who may only be attacked for such time as they directly
participate in hostilities.The controversy over continuous combat function is
relevant in both international and non-international anned conflict. All
members of the International Group of Experts agreed that, with regard to
a group that consists of both military and political or social wings, only the
military wing qualifies as an organized armed group.
5. The International Group of Experts was also divtded over whether
an organized arrned group involved in an international arrned conflict
must 'belong to a party to the conflict' to be subject to this Rule. For
instance, a particular group may be involved in cyber attacks for reasons
other than providing support to one of the parties, such as religious or
ethnic animosity towards their opponent or a desire to take advantage of
the instability generated by the arrned conflict to accumnlate power.
The notion of 'belonging to a party' was examined in the Commentary
to Rule 26. Some Experts adopted the approach taken in the ICRC
Interpretive Guidance by which members of a group that does not belong
to a party to the conflict are to be treated as civilians for the purposes of
that coniltct." Accordingly, they can only be targeted for such time as
they directly participate in hostilities. Other Experts took the position
that for the purposes of this Rule, no such requirement exists; all
members of the group may be targeted based on their status as such.
6. With regard to civilians directly participating in hostilities, see
Rule 35 and the accompanying Comrnentary.
7. An interesting question in this regard is the qualification of private
contractors. The International Group of Experts agreed that individual
contractors are civilians who may only be targeted based on their direct
participation in the hostilities (Rule 35). The more difficult case involves
a company that has been contracted by a party to the conflict to perform
specific mllitary operations such as cyber attacks against the enemy.
The rnajority of Experts took the position that the company qualifies as
an organized armed group belonging to a party.60 By contrast, the
S9 The Guidance does note that the group may be a party to a separate non-international
armed conflict with its opponent if the violence reaches the required threshcld. ICRC
INTERPRETIVE GUIDANCE at 23-4.
60 SeeICRC INTERPRETIVE GUIDANCE at 38-9 (noting that contractors effectively incorpcrated into the armed fcrces of a party to the conflict by being given a continuous combat
function would become members of an organized armed group and would nc longer, for
the purposes of the distincrion principle, qualify es dvilians). On qualification as an
organized armed group. see Commentary accomparrying Rule 23.
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minority was of the view the contractual relationship would not be seen
as a sufficient basis for regardlng the company as belonglng to a party
(Rule 35). However, even according to the minority view, those members
of the company directly participating in the hostilities may be attacked.
8. Civilian govemment employees, such as members of inteiligence
agencies, sometimes conduct cyber operations during an armed conflict.
In the event a particular graup of such individuals qualifies as an
organized anned graup, its members are subject to attack in accordance
with this Rule. Other civilian government employees are civilians who are
targetable only for such time as they directly participate in hostilities

(Rule 35).
9. Persons who are taking part in a levee en masse are targetable
throughout the period of their participation therein. For targeting purposes, they are not treated as civilians directly participating in hostilities,
that Is, the 'for such time' criterion does not apply (Rule 35). The criteria
for qualification as a levee en masse are discussed in the Commentary
accompanying Rule 27.

Rule 35 - Civilian direcl participants in hostilities
Civilians enjoy prctectton against attack unless and for such time
as they directly partidpate in hostilities.
1. This Rule is drawn from Arttele 51(3) of Additional Protocol land
Article 13(3) of Additional Protocoill. lt is customary internationallaw
in both international and non-international armed confltct,"
2. Rule 35 does not apply to members of the armed forces, organized
armed groups, or participants in a teveeen masse. For the purposes of
this Rule, such individuals are not civilians. 62 The Rule's application is
limited to individuals who engage in hostilitles without affiliation to
any such group and to members of ad hoc groups that do not qualify
as an 'organized armed group' (for instance, because they lack the
requtstte degree of organization). On the requirements for qualification
öl

62

US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK. paras. 8.2.2. 8.3; UK MANUAL, paras. 5.3.2 (as amendedl,
15.8; CANADlAN MANUAL. paras. 318. 1720; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 517; AMW
MANUAL. chapeau to sec. F: NIAC MANUAL, paras. 1.1.3, 2.1.12; lCRC CUSTOMARY
IHL STUDY, Rule 6.
The ICRC lnterpretive Guidance limits its analysis of civilian status to siruarions involving the conduct of hostiliries. ICRC INTERPRETJVE GUIDANCE at 11. That analysls, like
that sct forth in rhis Commenrary, is wirheut prejudice to the question of civilian status
for other purposes. such as derennon.
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as an organjzed armed group, especially with regard to 'continuous
combat function', see the Commentary aeeompanying Rule 34.
3. An act of direct participation in hostilities by civilians renders
thern liable to be attacked, by cyber or other lawful means. Additionally,
hann to direct participants is not considered when assessing the
proportionaltty of an attack (Rule 51) or determining the precautions
that must be taken to avoid harming civilians during military operations
(Rules 52 to 58).

4. The International Group of Experts generally agreed with the
three cumulative criteria for qualification of an act as direct participation
that are set forth in the ICRC Interpretive Guidance. First, the act (or a
dosely related series of acts) must have the intended or actual effect of
negatively affecting the adversary's military operations or capabilities,
or inflicting death, physical harm, or material destruction on persons or
objects protected against direct attaek (threshold of herm)." There is
no requirement for physical damage to objects or harm to individuals.
In other words, aetions that do not qualify as a cyber attack will satisfy
this eriterion so long as they negatively affect the enemy militarily. An
example of an operation satisfying the criterion is a eyber operation
that disrupts the enemy's command and control network. Some
members of the International Group of Experts took the position that
acts that enhance one's own military capacity are induded, as they
neeessarily weaken an adversary's relative position. An example is maintaining passive cyber defences of military cyber assets. Second, a direct
eausallink between the act in question and the harm intended or Inflicted
must exist (causal link).64 In the previous example, the disruption to
the enemy's command and control Is directly eaused by the cyber attack;
the criterion is met. Finally, the acts must be direetly related to the
hostilities (belligerent nexusj." In the example, the fact that the system

63 'In order to reach the required threshold ofharm, a specific act must be likdy to adversely
affect the military operations or military capadty of a party to an arrned confllct er.
ahernatfvely, to inflict death, injury, or destruction on persons or objects proteered
against direct attack,' ICRC INTERPRETIVE GUIDANCE at 47. See also AMW MANUAL,
commentary accompanying Rule 29.
M 'In order for the requirement of direcj causation to be satisfied, there must be a direct
causal link between a specltic act and the harm likely to resalt either from that act, or
from a coordinated milijary operation of which that act constitures an integral pan.'
ICRC INTERPRETIVE GUIDANCE at 51. Seealso AMW MANUAL, commentary to Rule 29,
M 'In crder to rncet the requirement of helligerent nexus, an acr must he specifically
designed to directly cause the required ihreshold of harm in support of a party to the
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is used to direct enemy military operations fultils the condition. lt must be
cautioned that although the majority agreed on these criteria, differences
of opinion existed as to their precise application to particular actions.66
5. Clearly, conducting cyber attacks related to an anned conflict
qualifies as an act of direct participation, as do any actions that make
possible specific attacks, such as identifying vulnerabilities in a targeted
system or designing malware in order to take advantage of particular
vulnerabilities. Other unambiguous examples indude gathering lnformation on enemy operations by cyber means and passing it to one's own
armed forces and conducting DDoS operations against enemy military
systems. On the other hand, designing malware and making it openly
available online, even if it may be used by someone involved in the conflict
to conduct an attack, does not constitute direct participation. Neither
would maintaining computer equipment generally, even if such equipment is subsequently used in the hostilities. A more difficult situation
arises when malware is developed end provided to lndividuals in circumstances where it is clear that tt will be used to conduct attacks, but where
the precise intended target is unknown to the supplier. The International
Group of Experts was divided as to whether the causal connection between
the act of providing the maiware and the subsequent attack ts, in such a
situation, sufficiently direct to qualify as direct participation.
6. The criterion of belligerent nexus rules out acts of a purely criminal or private nature that occur during an anned conflict. For example,
criminals who use cyber means to steal State funds belonging to a party
to the conflict, but with a view to private gain, would not be direct
participants in hostilities. Some members of the International Group
of Experts, however, were of the view that if individuals use cyber means
to steal funds, private or public, such theft would constitute direct
participation lf for example, the operation was conducted to finance
particular military operations.
7. Any act of direct participatton in hostilities by a civilian renders
that person targetable for such time as he or she is engaged in the
qualifying act of direct parncipation.V All of the Experts agreed that this

conflict and to the detrimenr of anothee,' ICRC INTERPRETlVE GUiDANCE at 58. See also
AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 29.
For mstancc, there is a well-known, on-going debare over whether assembly of hnprovised explosive devices or acting as a voluntary human shie1d quahfies as direct
partidpation.
67 For further elaboration, see lCRC INTERPRETlVE GUIDANCE at 70-3.
66
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would at least include actions immediately preceding or subsequent to
the qualifying act.68 For instance, travelling to and from the location
where a computer used to mount an operation is based would be encompassed in the notion. Some of the Experts took the position that the period
of participation extended as far 'upstream' and 'downstream' as a causallink
extsted'" In a cyber operation, this period might begin onee an individual
began prohing the target system for vulnerabilities,extend throughout the
duration of activities agalnst that system, and include the period during
which damage is assessedto determine whether 're-attack' is required.
8. A particularly important issue in the cyber context is that of
'delayed effects'. An example is emplacement of a logic bomb designed
to activate at some future point. Activation may occur upon lapse of a
predetermined period, on command, or upon the performance of a
particular action by the target system (e.g., activation of the :firecontrol
radar of a surface-to-air missile site). The majority of the International
Group of Experts took the position that the duration of an individual's
direct participation extends from the beginning of his involvement in
mission planning to the point when he or she terminates an active role in
the operaticn. In the example the duranon of the direct participation
would run from the conunencement of planning how to emplace the
logjc bomb through activation upon conunand by that individual. Note
that the end of the period of direct participation may not necessarily
correspond with the point at which the damage occurs. This would be
so in the case of emplacement of the logic bomb by one individual and
later activation by another. The key with regard to targetability is ascertaining when a particular individual's participation begins and ends.
9. A minority ofthe International Group ofExperts would characterize
emplacement and activation by the same individual as separate acts of
direct participation. By their view, the completion of emplacement
would end the first period of direct participation and taking steps later to
activatethe logicbomb would mark the conunencement of a second period.
10. A further issue regarding the pertod of dtrect participation, and
thus susceptibility to attack, involves a situation in which an individual
launches repeated cyber operations that qualify as direct participation.
Such circumstances are highly likely to arise in thc context of cyber
operations, for an individual may mount repeated separate operations
68 TCRC INTERPRETIVE GUIDANCE at 67-8.
69

See Yoram Dinstein, TH!! CONDUCT OF HOSTILITIES UNDER THE LAWOF
ARMED CONFLICT at 147-9 (2nd ed 20(0).
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over time, either against the same cyber target or different ones. The
International Group of Experts was split on the consequence of repeated
actions with regard to the duration issue. Some of the Experts took the
position, adopted in the ICRC Interpretive Guidance, that each act must
be treated separately in terms of direct participation analysis. 70 Other
Experts argued that this position makes little operational sense. It would
create a 'revolving door' of direct participation, and thus of targetability.
Por these Experts, direct participation begins with the first such cyber
operation and continues throughout the period of intermittent activity.
1I. Consider the example of an individual hacktivist who has, over
the course of one month, conducted seven cyber attacks against the
enemy's command and control system. By the first view, the hacktivist
was only targetable while conducting each attack. By the second, he was
targetable for the entire month. Moreover, in the absence of a dear
indication that the hacktivist was no Ionger engaging in such attacks,
he or she wonld have remained targetable beyond that period.
12. The International Group of Experts was divided over the issue of
whether a presumption against direct participation applies. Some Experts
took the position that in case of doubt as to whether a civilian is engeging
in an act of direct participation (or as to whether a certain type of activity
rises to the level of direct participation), a presumption agairrst direct
participation attachee." Other Experts objected to the analogy to Rule 33
(regarding the presumption in cases of doubt as to status). They were
of the view that when doubt over these issues exists, the attacker must, as
a matter of law, review all of the relevant information and act reasonably
in the circumstances when deciding whether to conduct the attack.

Rule 36 - Terror altacks

Cyber attacks, or the threat thereof the primary purpose of which is
10 spread terror among the civilian population, are prohibited.
1. Rule 36 is based upon Article 51(2) of Additional Prolocol 1 and
Article 13(2) of Additional Protocol 11.It reflects customary internationallaw
and applies equally in non-international and international armed conflict.72
7() ICRC INTERPRETIVEGUIDANCE at 44-5, 70-1.
71 For the argument in favour of such a presumptfon, see ICRC INTERPRETIVEGUIDANCEat

75-6.
72

GaUe Appeals Chamber judgment, paras. 86-98, 101-4; US COMMANDER'SHAND800K,
para. 8.9.1.2; UK MANUAL, paras. 5.21, 5.21.1; CANADIAN MANUAL, paras. 617, 1720;
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2. To breaeh this Rule, a cyber operation must amount to a 'eyber
attaek', or threat thereof, as that term is applied and interpreted in Rule
30. The limitation to cyber attaeks is supported by the ICRC Additional
Protocols Commentary, whieh notes with respect to Article 51(2) that
'This provision is intended to prohibit acts 0/ violence the primary
purpose of which is to spread terror among the eivilian population
without offering substantial military advantage.f" As an example of the
Rule's application, a cyber attack against a mass transit system that
eauses death or injury violates the Rule if the primary purpose of
the attaek is to terrorize the civilian population. It should be noted that
such an operation would also eonstitute an unlawful attaek against
eivilians and cfvilian objeets (Rnles 32 and 37).
3. The prohibition in this Rule extends to threats of cyber attaeks,
whether conveyed by cyber or non-cyber means. For instance, a threat to
use a cyber attaek to dtsable a city's water distribution system to contaminate drinking water and cause death or illness would violate the Rule if
made with the primary purpose of spreading terror among the dvilian
population. On the other hand, consider the example of a false tweet
(Twitter message) sent out in order to eause panic, falsely indicating that
a highly eontagious and deadly disease is spreadtng rapidly throughout
the population. Beeause the tweet is neither an attack nor a threat thereof,
it does not violate this Rule.
4. It must be emphasized that the essenee of the prohibition is its
foeus on the purpese of a cyber attack, specifieally the spreading of terror
among a civilian population. While a lawful cyber attaek against a
military objeetive, including eombatants, might eause terror, this is not
the type of attaek eovered in this Rule. As noted in the ICRC Additional
Protoeols Commentary to Article 51(2), this provision is 'intended to
prohibit aets of violenee, the primary purpose of which is to spread
terror, without offering substantial military advantege', The eommentary
eorreetly points out that 'there is no doubt that aets of violenee related
to astate of war almost always give rise to some degree of terror among
the population'.7 4

GERMAN MANUAL, para. 507; NlAC MANUAL, para. 2.3.9; lCRC CUSTOMARYIHL STUDY.
Rule 2; AMW MANUAL, Rule 18 and accompanying commentary.
73 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY,para. 1940 (emphasis added].
74 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTQCOLS CoMMENTARY, para. 1940. See also UK MANUAL, para.
5.21.1; ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY,para. 4786.
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5. A violation of Rule 36 requires an intent to spread terror amongst
the populatton. The International Group of Experts agreed that terri:fying
one or only a few individuals, even if that is the primary purpose of the act
or threat, does not suffice, although engaging in an act of violence against
one person in order to terrorize a significant segment of the population
would violate this Rule." Consensus also existed that this Rule does not
prohibit conducting attacks against enemy combatants in order to terrorize them.
6. The text of Rule 36 only extends to conducting or threatening
cyber terror attacks. However, employing cybermeans to communicate a
threat of kinetic attack with the primary pur pose of terrorizing the
civilian population is likewise prohibited by the law of armed conflict.
7. It should be noted that Arttele 33 ofGeneva Convention IV prohibits 'measures of intimidation or of terrorism'. Unlike the norm set forth
in Artiele 51(2) of Additional Protocol I, which is reflected in this Rule, the
Artide 33 prohibition is not limited to attacks that have a primary purpose
of terrorizing those individuals. However, it extends only to protected
persons as defined in Article 4 of that treaty. A minority of the International Group ofExperts took the position that the confluence of Artide
33, Artide 51(2), and State practice has resulted in a customary norm
prohibiting anyoperations, including cyber operations, intended (whether
the primary purpose or not) to terrorize the civilian population.

SECT!ON 4:

ATTACKS AGAINST OBlECTS

Rule 37 - Prohibition on attacking civilian objects
Civilian objects shall not be made the object of cyber attacks. Computers, computer networks, and cyber infrastmcture may be made the
object of attack if they are military objectives.
1. The prohibition on attacking civilian objects derives historically from
the 1868 St Petersburg Declaration, which provided that 'the only legitimate
object which States should endeavour to accomplish during war is to weaken
the military forces of the enemy'." Tbis norm has since been codified in

n GaUi Trial Chamber judgment, para. 133.
76 St Petersbueg Declaration, prearnble. See also Hague Regulations, Art. 25 (noting 'attack
or bombardment ... of towns, villages, dwellings, or buildings which are undefended ls
probibited').
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Artide 52(1) of Additional Protocol I and applies in international and noninternational arrned conflict as customary internationallaw.77
2. Por a cyber operation to be prohibited by this Rule, it must qualify
as an 'attack'. The term attack is defined in Rule 30.
3. Civilian objects are those objects that do not qualify as military
objectives. Civilian objects and military objectives are defined in Rule 38.
4. The International Group of Experts agreed that the determination
of whether an object is a civilian object protected from attack, and not
a military objective, must be made on a case-by-case basis.
5. The mere fact that a cyber attack is directed against a civilian
object is sufficient to violate this Rule: it does not matter whether the
attack is unsuecessful.
6. It is important to distinguish this Rule, whtch prohibits directing
attacks at civilian objects, from that which prohibits indiscriminate
attacks (Rule 49). The present Rule prohibits attacks that make a protected object the 'object of attack'. In other words, the attacker is 'aiming'
at the civilian object in question. Indiscrlminate attacks, by contrast, are
unlawful because they are not directed at any particular object (or
person), irrespective of whether some of the targets struck qualify as
military objectives. This Rule must also be distinguished from Rule 43,
which prohibits the use of indiscriminate methods or means of warfare.

Rule 38 - Civilian objects and military objectives
Civilian objects are all objects that are not military objectives. Military
objectives are those objects which by their nature. location. purpcse,
or use, make an effective contribution to military action and whose
total or partial destrucnon, capture or neutralization. in the clrcumstances ruling at the time, offers a definite military advantage. Military objectives may include computers, computer networks, and cyber
infrastructure.
1. Artide 52(1) of Additional Protocol I defines civilian objects in the
negative as 'all objects which are not military objectives'. The term
'military objective' was first defined in the 1923 Hague Draft Rules of
Air Warfare as 'an objective whereof the total or partial destruetion
77 US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 8.3, UK MANUAL, para. 5.24, CANADIAN MANUAL,
para. 423, GERMAN MANUAL, para. 451: AMW MANUAL, Rule 11 and accompanying
commentary: NIAC MANUAL, para. 2.1.1.1; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rules 7, 9, 10. See
also Rcme Statute, Alts. 8(2)(b)(ii), 8(2)(e)(iii), (xii).
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would constitute an obvious military advantage for the belltgerent'."
It has since been codified in Artide 52(2) of Additional Protccol I,
which defines military objectives as 'those objects which by their nature,
location, purpose or use make an effective contribution to military action
and whose total or partial destruction, capture or neutralization, in
the circumstances ruling at the time, offers a definite military advantage'.
This definition has been adopted by many States in their military
manuals and is considered reflective of customary intemationallaw in
both non-international and international armed conflict.Ylt also appears
in numerous other treaty instruments.P''
2. As used in this Manual, the term 'military objectives' refers only
to those objects meeting the definition set forth in this Rule. The Inter-

national Group of Experts took this approach on the basis that the lawful
targetability of individuals is dependent on either status (Rule 34) or
conduct (Rule 35), and therefore requires a different analysis from
that set forth in Article 52(2) of Additional Protocol I.
3. The term 'military objective' is belng used in this Rule, end
throughout the Manual, in its legal sense. It is a term of art in the law
of armed conflict. This legal term is not to be confused with the meaning
of the term in operational usage, that is, to refer to a goal of a military
operation. Per example, an operation may be destgned to neutralize
particular electronic communications. The messages are military objectives in the operational sense, but they do not constitute a military
objective in the legal sense for the reasons set forth below. However,
the hardware necessary to transmit and receive the messages would
amount to a military objective in the legal sense.
4. The meaning of the term 'cbject' is essential to understanding
this and other Rules found in the Manual. An 'cbject' is characterized
in the ICRC Additional Protocols Commentary as something
'visible and tangible' .81 This usage is not to be confused wtth the
meaning ascribed to the term in the field of computer science, which
connotes entities that can be manipulated by the commands of
a programming language. For the purpose of this Manual, computers,
7ll Hague Air Warfare Rules, Art. 24(1).
79 US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOX, para. 8.2; UK MANUAL. para. 5.4.1; CANADIAN MANUAL,
para. 406; GERM ....N M ....NU....L. para. 442; AMW M ....NU....L, Rule I(y); NIAc M ....NU....L, para.
1.1.4; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule 8; SAN REMO MANUAL. Rule 40.

80 Mines Protocol, Art. 2(4); Protocol on Prohibitions and Restrietions on the Use of
Incendiary Weapons. Art. 1(3), 10 Ocrober 1980, 1342 V.N.T.S. 137.
III 1CRC ADDiTiONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY. paras. 2007-8.
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computer networks, and other tangible eomponents of eyber infrastructure constitute objects.
5. The majority of the International Group of Experts agreed that the
law of armed conflict notion of object should not be interpreted as
including data. Data is intangible and therefore neither falls within the
'ordinary meaning' of the term object 82 nor comports with the explanation of it offered in the ICRC Additional Protocols Commentary.
Nevertheless, as noted in the Commentary to Rule 30, a cyber operation
targeting data may, in the view of the majority of the Experts, sometimes
qualify as an attaek when the operation affects the functionality of
computers or other cyber systems. A minority of the Experts was of the
opinion that, for the purposes oftargeting, data per se should be regarded
as an objeet. In their view, failure to do so would mean that even the
deletion of extremely valuable and important civilian datasets would
potentially escape the regulatory reach of the law of armed conflict,
thereby contradlcttng the customary premise of that law that the civilian
populancn shall enjoy general protection from the effects of hostilities, as
reflected in Article 48 of Additional Protocol I. Por these Experts, the key
factor, based on the underlying object and purpese of Article 52 of
Additional Protocol I, is one of severity, not nature ofharm. The majority
characterized this position as de legeferenda.
6. Objects may qualify as military objectives based on any of the four
criteria set forth in the Rule (nature,location, purpose, or use).83'Nature'
involves the inherent character of an object, and typieally refers to those
objects that are fundamentally military and destgned to contribute to
military action. 84 Military computers and military cyber infrastructure
are paradigmatic examples of objects that satisfy the nature criterion.
Of partieular importance in the cyber eontext are military command,
control, communications, computer, intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissanee ('C 4ISR') systems. For instanee, military cyber systems,
wherever located, and the facilities in which they are permanently
housed, qualify as military objectives. The fact that civilians (whether
government employees or contraetors) may be operating these systems is
irrelevant to the question of whether they qualify as military objectives.

32 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, Art. 31(1), 23 May 1969, 1155 U.N.T.5. 331.
33 See AMW MANUAL, Rule 22 and accompanying commentary. US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 8.2; UK MANUAL, paras. 5.4.4(c)-(e).
S4 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTQCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 2020 (stating 'this category ccmprjses aIl objects directly used by the armed forces').
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7. Objects may also qualify as military objectives by thetr 'Iccation'.
Location normally refers to a geographical area of parttcular military
importance;85 therefore, for instance, an IP address (or block of IP
addresses) is not a location (although it is associated with cyber
infrastructure that may qualify as a military objective). It is not the
actual use of an area but the fact that by its location it makes an
effective contribution to enemy military action that renders it a military objective. Por instance, a cyber operation against a reservoir's
SCADA system might be employed to release waters into an area in
which enemy military operations are expected, thereby denying its use
to the enemy (subject to Rule 83). In tbts case, the area of land is a

military objective because of its military utility to the enemy. This
characterization justifies using eyber means to release the reservoir's
waters.
8. When a civilian object or facility is used for military ends, it
becomes a military objective through the 'use' cntenon." For Instance,
if a party to the conflict uses a certain civilian computer network for
military purposes, that network loses its civilian character and becomes a
military cbjective. This is so even ifthe networkalso continues to be used
for civilian purposes (wtth regard to attacking such 'dual-use' entities, see
Rule 39). Further examples of civilian objects that may become military
objectives by use, and which would therefore be liable to cyber attack,
include civilian rail networks being used by the military, civilian television or radio stations that regularly broadcast military information, and
civilian airfields used to launch and recover military aircraft. Care must
be taken in applying this criterion. For example, an entire computer
network does not qualify as a military objective based on the mere fact
that an individual router so qualifies.
9. The issue of civilian factories occupied the particular attention of
the International Grcup of Experts. All Experts agreed that a factory that
produces computer hardware or software under contract to the enemy's
armed forces is a military objective by use, even if it also produces items
for other than military purposes. All Experts further agreed that a factory
that produces items that the military only occasionally acquires is not a
military objective. The difficult case involves a factory that produces
8~ lCRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 2021.
86 Hague Regulations, Art 27 (noting that civilian objects enjoy proteered status unless
'used at the time for military pcrposes'). See also ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS CoMMENTARY, para. 2022.
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items that are not specifically intended for the military, but which are
frequently put to military use. Although all of the Experts agreed that
the issue of whether such a factory qualifies as a military objective by use
depends on the scale, scope, and importance of the military acquisitions,
they were unable to arrive at any definitive conclusions as to precise
thresholds.
10. Civilian objects that have become military objectives by use can
revert to civilian status if military use is discontinued. Onee that occurs,
they regain their protection from attack. However, if the discontinuance
is only temporary, and the civilian object will be used for military
purposes in the future, the object remains a military objective through
the 'purpose' criterion. lt must be eautioned that the mere fad that
a civilian object was once used for military purposes does not alone
suffice to establish that it will be so used in the future.
11. The 'purpose' criterion refers to the intended future use of an
object, that is, the object is not presently being used for military purposes.
but is expected to be so used in the furure." It aequires the status of a
military objective as soon as such a purpose becomes clear; an attacker
need not await its conversion to a military objective through use if the
purpose has already crystallized to a sufficient degree. For instance, if
reliable information becomes available that a party to the conflict is about
to purchase particular computer hardware or software for military purposes, those items immediately become military objectives. Similarly, a
party that makes known its intention to appropriate civilian transponders on a communications satellite for military use renders those transponders military objectives.
12. Difficulty often arises in determining the enemy's intentions. The
law of armed conflict provides no particular standard of likelihood
for concluding that a civilian object will be converted to military use,
nor does it set forth the required degree of reliability for the information
on which such adetermination is made. Instead, the law generally
requires the attacker to act as a reasonable party would in the same or
similar circumstances. In other words, the legal question to be asked is
whether a reasonable attacker would determine that the reasonably
available information is reliable enough to conelude that the civilian
object is going to be converted to military use.

87 ICRc ADDiTiONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para.

2022.
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13. Ta qualify as a military objective, the object in question must,
through one of the foul" criteria, make 'an effective contribution to
military action'. This Iimiting dause requires that a prospective target
contribute to the executicn of the enemy's operations

OI"

otherwise

directly support the military activities of the enemy.88 For instance, if a
factory makes computer hardware that is used by the military, the
contribution qualifies. Similarly, a website passing coded messages to
resistance forces behind enemy lines is making an effective contribution
to military action, thereby rendering the cyber infrastructure supporting
the website a military objective. One merely inspiring patriotic sentiment
among the population is not making such a contribution, and therefore,
as a civilian object, is not be subject to cyber attack,
14. The majority of the International Group of Experts was of the
opinion that objects that satisfy the nature criterion are always targetable,
subject to other applicable rules of the law of anned conflict. For these
Experts, the requirements that a military objective be an object that makes
an effective contribution to military action and that attacking it will yield a
definite military advantage are inherently met for objects that are military in
nature, Under this view, a military computer network necessarily makes an
effective contribution and its destruction, damage, or neutralization always
provide an attacker with a definite military advantage.
15, A minority of the Experts held the view that the definition of
military advantage limits attacks on objects that might qualify by their
nature to situations in which a resulting definite military advantage can
be identified. In the network attack example, they would conclude that
even though the network is military in nature, a determination must still
be made as to whether a military advantage accrues to the attacker
through the network's destruction, damage, or neutralization before it
qualifies as a military objective. 89
16, A major issue in the law of anned conflict is whether 'warsustaining' economic objects can qualify as military objectives, The US
Commander's Handbook gives an affirmative answer to this question. The

8$

&9

Hague Regulations, Art. 23(g) (prohibiting destruction not 'imperatively demanded by
the oecesstdes ofwar').
This opinion is based on the wording of Art. 52(2) of Additional Protoool I, which sers
forth a two-pronged test: (I) the object 'makels] an effective contribution to mllitary
acrion' and (2) its 'total or partjcular destructjon, capturc or neutralization, in the
circumstances ruling at the time, offen a definite military advantage'. The majority
agreed with the two-prcng test, but rook the position that the secend prong ts always
met with regard to military objecdves by nature.
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Handbook replaces the phrase 'military action' with 'war-fighttng or warsustaining capability',90 explaining 'economic objects of the enemy that
indirectly but effectively support and sustain the enemy's war-fighting
capability may also be attacked'." Advocates of this approach would, as
an illustration, argue that it is lawful to launch cyber attacks against the
enemy State's oll export industry if the war effort depended on the
revenue from oll sales. The majority of the International Group of
Experts rejected this position on the ground that the connection between
war-sustaining activities and military action was too remote. They would
Iimit the notion of military objective to those objects that are war-fighting
(used in combat) or war-supporting (otherwise making an effective
contribution to military action, as with factories productng hardware or
software for use by the military) and that otherwise fulfil the criteria of a
military objective as defined above.
17. 'Military advantage' refers to that advantage accrulng from an
attack. Such advantage must be assessed by reference to the attack
considered as a whole and not only from isolated or particular parts of
an ettack'" For instance, cyber attacks may be conducted against a
military objective far from a loeation where a related major operation
is about to be mounted in crder to decetve the enemy as to the aetual
loeation of the pending operation. In itself,the military value of the eyber
attaek is insignificant since the operations are planned to occur elsewhere. However, the success of the ruse may determine the success of the
overall operation. In this ease, the military advantage is that anticipated
from the operation as a whole, of which the ruse is apart, This point is
also erucial with regard to the applieation of the principle of proportionality and the requirement to take precautions in attack (Rules 51 to 58),
lt must be eautioned that the notion of 'attack eonsidered as a whole'
refers to a specifie operation or series of related operations, not the
entire war.
18, The term 'military advantage' is meant to exelude advantage that
is not military in nature. In partieular, it would exelude advantage that
Is exclusivelyeconomic, political, or psychologieal. Thus, for instance, a

90 US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOIC, para. 8.2.
91 US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOIC, para. 8.2.5. SeealsoAMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 24.
92 UK MANUAL, para. 5.4.40); UK Additional Prorocol Rarification Statement, para. (i);
GERMAN MANUAL, para. 444; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, commentary accompanying
Rule14.
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cyber attack on a civilian business sector, while yielding an advantage
to the attacker in the sense that it would generally weaken the enemy
State, would not necessarily result in military advantage in the sense
of affecting on-gotng or prospective military operatjons in a relatively
direct fashion. Of course, the sector would also fall to qualify as a
military objective because it does not mak.e an effective contribution to
military action.
19. Ta qualify as a military objective, the military advantage likely to
result must be 'definite'. The ICRC Additional Protocols Commentary
provides:
It is not legitimate to launch an attack which only offers potential or
indeterminate edventages. These ordering or executingthe atteck must
have suffident Information available to take this requirement Into
accounn in cese of doubt, the safetyof the civilianpopulation,which Is
the aim of the Protocol,must be taken Into consideratlon'"

20. The term 'definite' does not imply any particular quantum of
advantage. Of course, the degree of advantage accruing from an attack
bears on the proportionality of an attack (Rule SI). Accordingly, a cyber
attack Is lawful only when the attacker reasonably concludes that the
'total or partial destruction, capture, or ueutralisation' of the nominated
target will yield an actual military advantage. Cyber attacks anticipated to
produce only a speculative advantage are prohibtted."
21. The assessment of advantage is made With regard to the 'circumstances ruling at the time'. Por exarnple, a civilian air traffic control system
used for military purposes while a damaged military system is being
repaired qualifies as a military objective and may be subjected to cyber
attack. However,once the military system is restored and the civiliansystem
is returned to exclusively civilian use, it no Ionger qualifies as a military
objective (absent apparently reliable information that allowsthe attacker to
reasonably conclude that the enemy will use it again in the future for
military purposes). lt would neither qualify on the basis of any of the four
criteria, nor would an attack thereon yield any definite military advantage.
22. The military advantage need not result from the destruction or
damage of the military objective itself. The reference to capture and
neutralization is especiallyimportant in this regard. Por instance, attacking
a server through which the transmissions of an enemy command and

93 ICRC ADDITIONAL
94 UK MANUAL, para.

PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY,
5.4.4(i).

para. 2024.
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control facility pass can result in military advantage. No damage is done to
the command and control facility, but its neutralization results in definite
military advantage for the attacker.
23. Cyber operations create opportunities to influence civilian
morale. Possibilities range from denial of service operations to cyberfacilitated psychologtcal warfare. An effect on civilian morale may not be
considered in determining whether an object of attack qualifies as a
military objective since a dedine in civilian morale Is not a 'military
advantage' as that tenn is used in this Rule. Of course, an attack carried
out against an object that otherwise qualifies as a military objective can
have an incidental negative impact on civilian morale. This fact has no
bearing on the target's qualification as a military obiective. It is especially
important to note that a dedine in civilian morale is not to be considered
collateral darnage in the context of either the rule of proportionality or
the requirement to take precautions in attack (Rules SI to 58).
24. When assesstng whether a nominated target is a military objective
in the cyber context, it must be borne in mind that the use of the Internet
and other cyber infrastructure by military personnel may be for reasons
unrelated (or ouly indirectly re1ated) to the hostilities. For instance, military
personne1 in the field often use civilian phone or email services to communicate with families and friends, pay bills, etc. The International Group
of Experts was divided over whether such use renders that civilian
cyber infrastructure subject to attack as a military objective through use.
The majority took the position that the cyber infrastructure upon which
the services depend does not so qualify because the services do not make
an effective contribution to the enemy's military action and, byextension,
their denial would not yield adefinite military advantage to an attacker. The
minority suggested that since thc use of the cyber infrastructure contributes
to the morale of the enemy forces, conducting an attack against it would
confer a military advantage. They cautioned that this sort of conclusion
should not be crafted so broadly as to suggest that any object qualifies as
a military objective if damage to it hurts enemy morale. For the Experts
taking this position, the deciding factor in this particular case was the
actual use by military forces deployed to the area of operations. Moreover,
they emphasized that the issues of proportionality and precautions in
attack would have to be considered by an attacker. All Experts concurred
that if the civilian email services are betng used to transmit militarily useful
Information, the infrastmcture used to transmit them is a militaryobjective.
25. Another interesting case discussed by the International Group of
Experts involved media reports. If such reports effectively contribute
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to the enemy's operational pieture, depriving the enemy of them might
offer a definite military advantage [Commentary accompanying Rule 79).
Same members of the International Group of Experts took the position
that cyber infrastructure supporting their transmission qualifies as a
military objective, although they cautioned that the infrastructure could
only be attacked subject to the Rnles regardlng attack, especially
those on proportionality and precautions in attack (Rules 51 to 58). In
particular, they noted that the latter requirement would usually result
in an obligation to only mount cyber operations designed to block the
broadcasts in question. Other Experts argued that the nexus between
the cyber infrastructure and military action is too remote to qualify the
infrastructure as a military objective. All members of the International
Group of Experts agreed that such assessments are necessarily contextual.
26. An attacker's assessment that an object is a military objective is
made ex ante, that is, in light of the facts as reasonably assessed by the
attacker at the time of the decision to attack. For example, If a cyber
attack is unsuccessful because effective enemy cyber defences prevent
it and the attack ytelds no military advantage, this does not deprive the
object of its character as a military objective.

Rule 39 - Objects used for civilian and military purposes
An object used for both civilian and military purposes - including
computers, computer networks, and cyber infrastructure - is a mili-

tary objective.
1. The object and purpose of this Rule is to clarify the issue of 'dualuse' objects, since it is often the case that civilian and military users share
computers, computer networks, and cyber infrastructure. Any use or
future use contributing to military action renders an object a military
objective (Rule 38).95 As a matter of law, status as a civilian object and
military objective cannot coexist; an object is etther one or the other. Thls
principle confirms that an duel-use objects and facilities are military
objectives, without qualjficatjon.?"
2. An attack on a military objective that Is also used in part for
civilian purposes is subject to the principle of proportionality and the
95 Hague Regulations, Art. 27 (protecting civilian bulldings 'provided they are not being
used at the time for military purposes').
% US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK. para. 8.3; AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying
Rule 22(d); ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, commentary accompanying Rule 8 (noting
that status depends on application of the definition of military objective).
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requirement to take precautions in attack (Rules 51 to 58). Accordingly,
an attacker is required to conslder any expected harm to protected
civilians or civilian objects or to dearly distinguishable civilian components of the military objective when determining whether an attack would
be lawful.97 For instance, consider a pendlng attack against a server farm
that contains servers used by the military. Civilian companies are ustng
a number of servers in the farm exclusively for civilian purposes. The
planned cyber attack will be conducted against the facility's cooling
system in order to cause the facility to overheat, and thereby darnage
the servers it contains. Expected damage to the civilian servers must be
factored into the proportionality calculation and be considered when
assessing feasible precautions in attack.
3. Cyber operations pose unique challenges in this regard. Consider a
network that Is being used for both military end civilian purposes.1t may
be impossible to know over which part of the network military transmissions, as distinct from civilian ones, will pass. In such cases, the entire
network (or at least those aspects in which transmission is reasonably
like1y) qualifies as a military objective. The analogy is a road network
used by both military and civilian vehicles.Although an attacker may not
know with certainty which roads will be travelled by enemy military
forces (or which road will be taken If another is blocked), so long as it is
reasonably likelythat a road in the network may be used, the network is a
military objective subject to attack. There is no reason to treat computer
networks differently.
4. Recent conflicts have highlighted the use of soclal networks for
military purposes. For example, Facebook has been used for the organjzation of armed resistance operations and Twitter for the transmission of
information of military value. Three cautionary notes are necessary.First,
it must be remembered that this Rule is without prejudice to the rule of
proportionality and the requirement to take preeautions in attaek
(Rules 51 to 58). Seeond, the issue of the legality of eyber operations
against social networks depends on whether the operations rise to the
level of an attaek (Rule 30). If the operations do not, the issue of qualifieation as a military objective is moot. Third, their military use does not
mean that Faeebook or Twitter as such may be targeted; only those
eomponents thereof used for military purposes may be attacked.

97

But see

US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK.

para. 8.3.2.
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5. In theory, the application of the definition of military objectives
could lead to the condusion that the entire Internet can become a
military objective if used for military purposes. However, the International Group of Experts unanimously agreed that the circumstances
under which the Internet in its entirety would become subject to attack
are so highly unlikely as to render the possibility purely theoretical at the
present time. Instead, the International Group of Experts agreed that, as a
legal and practical matter, virtually any attack against the Internet would
have to be limited to discrete segments thereof. In this regard, particular
attention must be paid to the requirement to conduct operations in a
manner designed to minimize harm to the civilian population and
civilian objects (Rule 52), as wen as the limitations on treating multiple
military objectives as a single target (Rule 50).
6. An attack on the Internet itself, er large portions thereof, might
equally run afoul ofthe principle ofproportionality (Rule 51). The Internet is used heavily for civilian emergency response, civil defence,disaster
relief, and law enforcement activities. It is also employed for medical
diagnosis, access to medical records, ordering medicine, and so forth.
Any damage, destruction, injury, or death resulting from disruption of
such services would have to be considered in determining whether an
attack on the Internet comported with the principle of proportionality.
7. A compllcated case involves a system that generates imagery or
location data for civilian use but that is also useful to the military during
an armed conflict. For instance, the system may provide precise real-time
information regarding ship, including warship, Iocation. Similarly, a
system may generate high-resolution imagery of land-based objects and
Iocations, induding military objectives. If the enemy uses the imagery,
the system becomes a military objective by the use or purpese criteria.
Since such systems serve civilian purposes, the rule of proportionality
(Rule 51) and the requirement to take precautions in attack (Rules 52
to 58) would, depending on the effects caused, apply to any attack on
them. In particular, if it Is feasible to degrade, deny, disrupt, or alter the
signals in question using cyber means instead of conducting an operation
that rises to the level of an attack (and that causes collateral damage)
doing so would be required by operation of Rule 54. If the operation
contemplated does not rise to thc level of an attack, very few law of
armed conflict issues remain. For instance, it would dearly be lawful to
alter the position data ofvessels, although the requirement of 'due regard'
would apply vis-a-vis merchant vessels and neutral warships. In thc event
infrastructure associated with the system is located in neutral territory,
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or is of neutral character and is located outside belligerent territory,
account must also be taken of the limitations set forth in Rules 91 to 94.
8. The notion of dual-use targettng must be distinguished from the
question of whether civilian objects may be requisitioned, or otherwise
used, for military purposes. Consider the case of military forces requiring
more network bandwidth to conduct military operations. To acquire the
required bandwidth, a party to the conflict may, subject to the Rules in
this Manual, engage in network throttling of civilian (or governmental)
systems or block network access by civilians in its own or enemy
territory. This situation is analogous to taking control of public roadways
for exclusive use by the military. However, the party may not acquire
network bandwidth, whether governmental or private, through actions
on neutral territory or involving neutral platforms outside belligerent
territory (Rules 91 end 92).
Rule 40 - Doubt as 10 status of objects

In case of doubt as to whether an object that Is nonnally dedicated to
civilian purposes is being used to make an effective contribution
to military action, a determination that lt is so being used may only
be made following a careful assessment.
1. This Rule applies in international and non-international armed
conflict.98
2. Rule 40 addresses the topic of doubt as to the conversion of a
civilian object to a military objective through use. in the lex scripta, the
issue of doubt is regulated in Article 52(3) of Additional Protocol l for
Parties to that instrument. The Arttele provides: 'in case of doubt
whether an object which is normally dedlcated to civilian purposes '"
is being used to make an effectivecontribution to military action, it shall
be presumed not to be so used', lt establishes, in the event of doubt, a
rebuttable presumption that objects ordinarily devoted exclusively to
civilian use are not used for military purposes. In other words, doubt is

legally resolved in favour of civilian status. Addilionally, Arttele 3(8)(a) of

the Amended Mines Protocol contains identical language.
3. Note that the scope of the Rule is limited to the criterion of use in
relation to qualification as a military objective. Purther, the Rule only
98 UK MANUAL, paras. 5.24.3. 5.4.2 (bcth as amended); CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 429;
GERMANMANUAL, para. 446; AMW MANUAL, Rule 12(h); ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY,
commentary accompanying Rule 10.
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applies as to the issue of whether or not the object in question is 'making
an effectivecontribution to military action'. 99 It does not bear on the issue
of whether or not destruction, damage, capture, or neutralization of the
object will yield a definite military advantage. The sole issue addressed by
this Rule is the standard for assessing whether or not a civilian object has
been converted to military use. All other questions with regard to quallfication as a military objective are addressed through application of the
requirement to take precautions in attack (Rules 52 to 58).
4. The International Group of Experts could not achieve agreement
on whether Article 52(3) of Additional Protocol I reflected customary
intemationallaw. The majority ofthe Experts argued that it did. The ICRC
Customary IHL Study acknowledges a lack of clarity regarding the issue,
nevertheless, the Study seems to support the posltion that Article 52(3),
especially in light of its reaffirmation in Article 8(3)(a) of the Amended
Mines Protocol, is customary tnternauonal law.'?" Other Experts denied the
existence of a presumption of civilian use and argued that the Article
improperly shifted the burden of proof with regard to the precise use of
an object from the defender to the attacker. lOl The Experts who objected to
the presumption's customary status took the position that such presumptions apply ouly to doubt as to the status of individuals (Rule 33). Since the
text of the Rules required consensus, this disagreement resulted in adoption
of the phrase 'may only be made following a careful assessment', instead of
the more definitive 'shall be constdered' language of Rule 33.
5. This Rule binds all who plan, approve, or execute an attack.
They must do everything feasible to verify that the objectives to be
attacked are neither civilian objects nor subject to special proteenon
(Rule 53). When in doubt, the lndividuals involved in the operanon
should request additional tnformanon.l'"
6. Rule 40 applies in the case of objects 'normally dedicated to civilian
purposes' .lO3 Non-exhaustive examples include: civilian Internet services,
civilian social networks, civilian residences, commercial businesses,
factories, libraries, and educational facilities.104 The term 'normally
99 Additional Protocol I, Art. 52(2).
100 ICRC CUSTOMAKYIHL STUDY, commentary accornparrying Rule 10.
101 United Stetes Departmenr of Defense, CoNDUCT OF THE PERSIAN GULF WAR: FINAL
REPORT TO CoNGRESS 616 (April 1992).
102 ICRC ADDITIONAL PKOTOCOLSCOMMENTAKY,para. 2195.
10J Additional Protocol I, Art. 52(3). Seealso AMW MANUAL. commentarv accornparrying
Rule 12(b).
104 UK MANUAL, para. 5.4.2.
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dedicated' denotes that the object has not been used for military purposes
in any regular or substantial way. Infrequent or insignificant use by the
military does not permanently deprive an object of civilian status.
7. In cases where a particular nominated target is normally employed
for civillan purposes but an attacker suspects that it may have been
converted, at least in part, to military use, the target may only be attacked
following a careful assessment of the sttuatton. The assessment must be
sufficient to establish that there are reasonable grounds to conclude that
the conversion has occurred. In arriving at this conclusion, an attacker
must take into account all the information available at the time. One
important criterion in establishing the reasonableness of the conclusion
is the apparent reliability of the information, including the credibility of
the source or sensor, the timeliness of the information, the likelihood
of deception, and the possibility of misinterpretation of data.
8. Absolute certainty that an object has been so converted is not
necessary. DoOOt is often present in armed conflict and any such requirement would clearly run contrary to State practlce. What is required is
sufficiently reliable information that would lead a reasonable commander
to conclude the enemy is using the potential target for military purposes,
that is, to make an effective contribution to military action. In other worcls,a
reasonable attacker would not hesttate before conducting the strike despite
the doubt,105
9. Issues of doubt must be assessed in light of the information
reasonably available to the attacker at the time of attack and not that
revealed after the fact: the analysis is ex ante.106 An attacker who has
taken all feasible steps to discern the use of an object and reasonably
condudes the enemy is ustng the target for military purposes has

lOS AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 12(b).
106The UK Additional Protocols Ratitication Statement para. (c) states, 'Military commanders and others responsible for planning. deciding upon. or execuüng attacks
necessarily have to reach decisions on the basls of their assessmcnt of the information
from all sources which is reasonabty available to tbem at the relevant time.' Sunilarly,
Canada made the following Statement of Understending on ratitication of Additional
Protocol I: 'Ir is the understanding of the Government of Canada tbat, in relation to
Articles 48, 51rc 60 indusive, 62 and 67, military commanders and others responsfble
for planning, deciding upon or executing attacks bave to reach declsions on the basls of
thefr assessmenr of tbe Information reasonably available to them at the relevant time und
that such decisions cannot be judged on the basls of Information which has subsequently
come to light.' Canada Additional Protocol Ratitication Statement, reprintedin DocuMENTS ON THE LAwsOF WAR. 502 (Adam Roberts and Richard Guelff eds., 3rd ed. 2000).
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eomplied with the requirements under this Rule. The reasonableness of
the conclusion must be assessed based on the information gathering
capabilities available to the attacker and not on information and intelligence capabilities that may be possessed by other armed forces or
nations. Of course, in some circumstances, an attacker may lack the
means to gather information reasonably to conclude the object is being
so used; the absence of such means cannot be used to justify an attack.
10. It must be recalled that formerly civilian objects that have
become military objectives through use will revert to being civilian as
soon as the military use ceases. For instance, where the military temporarily (perhaps even momentarily) uses an information system normally
dedicated to civilian use, such as the temporary use of social networking
media for military purposes, particular attention must be paid to the
possibility of any reconversion to civilian use. As another example,
consider a case in which a human intelligence source reports that a
university computer system in enemy territory is betng used for military
purposes. A cyber operational planning team is eharged with assessing
the aecuracy of this report, but is unable to confirm that the system is
presently being put to military use. In this eireumstanee, it may not be
attaeked; only measures short of attaek would be permissible. One must
be eautious in this regard. If the eyber infrastrueture might have been
eonverted baek to purely civilian use but will be used for military
purposes in the future, it qualifies as a military objeetive by virtue of
the purpose eriterion (Rule 38).
11. Defenders must faeilitate an attacker's efforts to resolve the status
of 'objects dedicated to religion, art, science or eharitable purposes,
historic monuments, hospttals, and places where the siek and wounded
are collected' by means of distinctive markings or by notifying the
attacker beforchend.t'"
SECT!ON 5:

MEANS AND METHODS OF WARFARE

Cyber operations are not explicitly referred to in existing law of
ermed conflict treaties. However, in the Nuclear Weapons Advisory
Opiniou, the International Court of [ustice affirmed that 'the established
principles and rules of humanitarian law.. appl[y] to all forms of
warfare, and to all kinds of weapons, those of the past, those of the
1.
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Hague Regulations. Art. 27.
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present and those of the future'.I08 The International Group of Experts
adopted the same approach by conduding that the general rules that
determine the legality of weapons will also determine the lawfulness of
cyber methods and means of warfare.
2. The Rules set out in this section apply in relation to methods and
means of warfare that aState develops or procures for use by its own armed
forces. Moreover, they apply to any means of warfare over whtch aState
acquires controL AState that acquires control by cyber means over enemy
weapons is subject to the law of armed conflict applicable to those weapons.
Consider the case of an Unmanned Combat Aerial System (UCAS) armed
with cluster munitions. Ifthe State that acquires control over this system is a
Party to the Cluster Munitions Conventton.P" it would be prohibited from
using the UCAS to deliver such weapons. The notion of acquiring control
implies that the Party using cyber means exercises sufficient control over

the system to employ it as if it were its own. This situation must be
distinguished from one in which cyber means are used to attack, neutralize,
or otherwise interfere with enemy systems, as in the case of taking control
of an enemy UCAS in order to cause it to crash.

Rule 41 - Definitions of means and methods of warfare
For the purposes of this Manual:
(a) 'means of cyber warfare' are cyber weapons and their associated
cyber systems; and
(b) 'methods of cyber warfare' are the cyber tacncs, technlques, and
procedures by which hostUities are conducted.
1. The terms 'means' and 'methods' ofwarfare are legal terms ofart
used in the law of armed conflict. They should not be confused with the
broader, non-legal term 'cyber operanon' used throughout this Manual.
Cyber operation simply denotes a particular cyber activity. The
definitions set forth in this Rule are applicable in both international
and non-international armed confltct.
2. For the purposes of thts Manual, cyber weapons are cyber means
of warfare that are by desfgn, use, or intended use capable of causing
either (i) injury tö, or death of, persons; or (Ii) damage to, or destrucnon
IOll Nuclcar Weapons Advisory Opinion, para. 86.
109 Convention on Cluster Munitions, 3 December 2008, 48 INTERNATIONAL LEGAL MATERIALS 357 (2009).
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of, objects, that ls, causing the consequences required for qualification of
a cyber operation as an attack (Rule 30).llO 'Ihe term means of cyber
warfare encompasses both cyber weapons and cyber weapon systems.
A weapon is generally understood as that aspect of the system used to
cause damage or destruction to objects or injury or death to persons.
Cyber means of warfare therefore include any cyber devtce, materiel,
instrument, mechanism, equipment, or software used, designed, or
intended to be used to conduct a cyber attack (Rule 30).
3. A distinction must be drawn between the computer system, which
qualifies as a means of warfare, and the cyber infrastructure (e.g., the
Internet) that connects the computer system to the target that the system
is used to attack. 'Ihe cyber Infrastructure is not a means of warfare
because an object must be in the control of an attacking party to
comprise a means of warfare.
4. The term 'methods of warfare' refers to how eyber operations
are mounted, as distinct from the instruments used to conduct
them.'!' Por instanee, consider an operation using a botnet to conduet
a distributed denial of service attaek. In this example, the botnet is the
means of cyber warfare while the distributed denial of service attack is
the method of cyber warfare. Active cyber defenees are encompassed
in the notion of methods of eyber warfare, whereas passive eyber
defenees are not.
5, The phrase 'cyber tactics, technlques, and procedures whereby
hostilitles are conductcd'!'? does not include eyber activities that, for
instance, involve eommunieations between friendly forces. On the other
hand, it is intended to denote more than those operations that rise to the
level of an 'attack' (Rule 30). For example, a particular type of eyber
operation designed to interfere with the enemy's capability to communicate may not qualify as an attack (as that term is used in this Manual),
but would constitute a method of warfare.
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See AMW MANUAL,commentary accompanying Rule I (t). See also International Committee of the Red Cross, A Guide to the Legal Review 0/ New Weapo"s, Meal1S,al1d
Methods 0/ War/are: Measures to Implement Artide 36 0/ Additional Protocol [0/1977,

88 INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF TAE RED CROSS, 931, 937 n. 17 (2006) (referring to a
proposcd definition of weapons put forward by the US 000 Working Group as, 'All
anns, munitions, materie!, Instruments, mechanisms or devices that have an intended
cffect of injuring. damaging, destroying or disabling pcrsonnd or property').
ru See AMw MANUAL,Rule l{v) and accompanying oommentary.
uz As to the meaning of tactics, techniques, and procedures, see US OEP....RTMENTOF TAE
ARMY,FIELDMANUAL3.0 (change I), OPERATIONS, paras. 0-5 to 0-6 (27 February 2008).
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Rule 42 - Superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering
lt is prohibited to employ means or methods of cyber warfare that are
of a nature to cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering.

1. This Rule is based on Artide 23(e) of the Hague Regulations and
Artide 35(2) of Additional Protocol 1.113 It reflects customary internationallawand is applicable in both international and non-international
armed conflict. 114
2. This Rule applies only to injury or suffering caused to combatants,
members of organtzed armed groups. and civilians directly participating
in hostilities. Other individuals are immune from attack in the first place.
Any incidental harm to them caused during an attack would be govemed
by the rule of proportionality and the requirement to take precautions in
attack (Rules 51 to 58). In other words, superfluous injury and unnecessary suffering are not to be equated with the notion of incidental injury
to civilians.
3. The term 'superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering' refers to
a situation in which a weapon or a particular use of a weapon
aggravates suffering without providing any further military advantage
to an attacker. lIs As noted by the International Court of [ustice,
weapons may not 'cause a harm greater than that unavoidable to
achieve legitimate military objectives'.116
4. The use of the word 'nature' confirms that a cyber means or
method of warfare violates this Rule if it will necessarily cause unnecessary suffering or superfluous injury, regardless of whether it was intended

ur These nctlons find their origin in the Preamble to the 1868 St Petcrsburg Dedaration.
See also Rome Statute, Art, 8(2)(b)(xx); Conventional Weapons Convention, Preamble: Convenrion on the Prohibition on the Use, Stockpiling, Producnon and
Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and on their Destruction, Preamble, 3 December
1997,2056 V.N.T.S. 211.
114 See US COMMANDI!R'S HANDBOOK. para. 9.1.1; UK MANUAL, para. 6.1: CANADIAN
MANUAL, paras. 502, 506, 508; GERMAN MANUAL, paras. 401, 402; AMW MANUAL, Rule
5(b); NlAC MANUAL, paras. 1.2.3,2.2.1.3; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule 70.
ll~ Although there is historical signifieance to the use of the twc terms, 'unnecessary
suffering' and 'superfluous injury', for the purposes of this Manual the International
Group of Experts treated them as a unitary concept. Doing so is consisrem with the
original authentie French text 'milux superflus· in the 1899 and 1907 Hague Regulations.
See AMW MANUAL, commentary aecompanying Rule 5(b); ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 1426. Use ofboth terms emphasizes that the concept extends
to both physical and severe mental harm.
116 Nuclear Weapons Advisory Opinion, para. 78.
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to da so. Means er methods of cyber warfare also violate the prohibition
if designed to needlessly aggravate injuries or suffertng."?
5. Only the normal use of a means or method of cyber warfare is
considered when assessing compliance With the Rule. The purpose is
to judge its lawfulness per se. The assessment is made by reference to

the envisioned use of the means or method of cyber warfare under
nonnal circumstances and when directed at its intended category of
target. The prohibitlon extends to the use of otherwise lawful means
of warfare that have been altered in order to exacerbate suffering
or injury.
6. Means and methods of cyber warfare will only in rare cases violate
this Rule. It ls, however, conceivable that means or methods of warfare

that are lawful in the abstract could bring about suffering that is unnecessary in relation to the military advantage sought. For example, consider
an enemy combatant who has an Internet-addressable pacemaker device
with a built-in defibnllator. lt would be lawful to take control of the
pacemaker 10 kill that individual or render him hors de combat. for
example by using the defibrillation function to stop the heart. However,
it would be unIawful to conduct the operaucn in a manner that is
intended to cause additional pain and suffering for their own sake, that
ts, unrelated or patently excessfve to the lawful military purpose of
the operatton.I'" Examples of such unlawful actions would include
stopping the target's heart and then reviving hirn multiple times before
finally killing him. Doing so would occasion suffering that served no
military purpese.

Rule 43 - Indiscriminate means or methods
It is prohibited 10 employ means or methods of cyber warfare that are

indiscriminate by nature. Means or methods of cyber warfare are
indiscriminate by nature when they cannct be:
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The International Group of Experte took the same position in this regard as their
ccunterparts who drafted the AMW ManuaLAMW MANUAL, oomrnentary accompanyingRule5(b).
Such conduct would amount to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or, under certain
circumstances, even torture. For the dcfinition of torture, see Convention against
Torrure and Other Perms of Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment,
Art. I, 10 Deeember 1984, 1465 V.N.T.S. 85. Regarding cruel, inhuman, or degrading
treetment, sec Delalii judgment, para. 543.

(a) directed at a specffic military objective, or
(b] limited in their effects as required by the law of armed conftict
and consequently are of a nature to strike military objectives and
civilians or civilian objects without distinetion.
1.

Rule 43 is based on Arttele 51(4)(b) and {c) of Additional Prctocol

I and represents customary internationallaw in both international and
non-international armed conflict.'!" It derives from the customary
principle of distinction, which is codified in Arttele 48 of Additional
Protocol I and set forth in Rule 31.
2. This Rule deals only with the lawfulness of means or methods of
cyber warfare per se, as distinct from the lawfulnessoftheir use in particular circumstances (with regard to the indiscriminate use of weapons, see
Rule 49). In other words, the issue with whtch this Rule is concerned is
whether the contemplated cyber weapon is inherently indiscriminate.
3. Lit. (a) prohibits the use of any means or method of warfare that
cannot be directed against a specific lawful target. This Rule does not
prohibit imprecise means or methods of warfare. Instead, the prohibition
extends only to those means or methods that are essentially 'ehots in
the dark' .120 In other words, an indiscriminate cyber means or method
under lit. (a) is one where it is impossible 10 predict whether it will
strike a specific military objective rather than a computer or computer
system protected by the law of armed conflict.
4. Lit. (b) addresses cyber means or methods that are capable of
being directed against a specific target in compliance with lit. (a), but are
of a nature 10have effects that cannot be limited in any circumsrences.P'
The crux of lit. (b) is a prohibition on weapons that by thetr nature
generate effects that are incapable of being controlled and therefore can
spread uncontrollably intc civilian and other protected computers and
computer networks end cause the requisite degree ofharm. In particular,
fit. (b) encompasses cyber weapons that create an uncontrollable chain
of events.122 To illustrate, assume that malware employed by aState is
119 US COMMANDER'SHANDBOOK. para. 9.1.2; UK MANUAL,para. 6.4; CANADIAN MANUAL,
para. 509; GERMAN MANUAL, paras. 401, 454-6; AMW MANUAL, Rule 5(a); NIAc
MANUAL. para. 2.2.l.I; ICRC CUSTOMARYIHL STUDY, Rules 12, 71. See also Rome
Statute. Art. 8(2)(b)(xx); Amended Mjnes Protocol, Art. 3(8)(b) (prohibiting boobytraps
that 'cannot be directed at a specific military objective').

:~: ~~~~:7~:~A7;:~~;::~:=~~y~;:~.(~~3.

122 AMW MANUAL, commen1ary accompanying Rute 5(a).
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capable of targeting specific military computer networks. However, once
introduced into such a network, it will inevitably, and harmfully, spread
into civilian networks in a way that cannot be controlled by the attacker.
Such malware would violate fit. (b) of this Rule. To the extent the effects
of the means or method of warfare can be limited in particular circumstances, it does not violate fit. (b).
5. The harmful effects that are likely to be uncontrollably spread by
virtue of the cyber means or method in question must rise to the level of
harm that would amount to collateral damage (Rule 51). In particular,
the uncontrollable spread of harmless effects or those that are merely
inconvenient or annoying is irrelevant when assessing the legality of a
means or method of cyber warfare under fit. (b). Consider the employment of Stuxnet-Iike malware that spreads widely into civilian systems,
but only damages specific enemy technical equipment. The malware does
not violate fit. (b).
6. Use of means of warfare that have indiscrirninate effects in a
particular attack due to unforeseeable system malfunction or reconfiguration does not violate this Rule. Of course, the weapon must only be
fielded after it has been assessed as lawful, pursuant to a proper and
thorough legal review (Rule 48).
7. The International Group of Experts struggled to identify means and
methods of cyber warfare that might violate this Rule. For instance, even
though a cyber means of warfare may be unable to distinguish one target
from another, it could lawfully be introduced into a closed military network.
In such a case, there would be little risk of it striking protected systems
or having uncontrollable effects on such systems. Nevertheless, in light of
the rapidly advancing state of technology in this field, the International
Group of Experts agreed that the inclusion of the Rule was useful

Rule 44 - Cyber booby traps
lt is forbidden to empIoy cyber booby traps associated with certain
objects specified in the law of armed conflict.

I. This Rule is derived from the Mines Protocol and Amended Mines
Protocol It reflects customary internationallaw in both international and
non-international armed conflict 123 Both Protocols define a boobytrap as
12J US COMM"'NDER'SH"'NDBOOK, para. 9.6; UK M"'NU"'L. para. 6.7; C"'N"'DMN MANU",L.
para. 522; GERMANM"'NU"'L, para. 415; NIAC M"'NU"'L, para. 22.3.1; ICRC CUSTOMARY
IHL STUDY, Rule 80. Note thar the scope of Amended ProtocoI Il extends to
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'any device or material which is designed, constructed or adapted to kill or
injure, and which functions unexpectedly when a person disturbs or
approaches an apparently hannless object or perfonns an apparently safe
act' .124 Definitional faetors significantly limit the scope of the prohibition.
2. The International Group of Experts struggled with the question of
whether a cyber boobytrap qualified as a device. The Experts agreed that
the appropriate way to interpret the term in the cyber context is to foeus
on the function of the entity in question. In other words, there is DO
reason as a matter of law to differentiate between a physical object that
serves as a booby trap and cyber means of achieving an equivalent
objectlve. The alternative view is that only tangible equipment may
constitute a device for the purposes of this Rule.
3. A number of other definitlonal factors affect the application of this
Rule. First, a cyber booby trap must be deliberately configured to operate

unexpectedly. Codes that inadvertently or incidentally function in an
unforeseen manner are not booby traps in the legal sense, because
they are not designed to operate as such. Second, to qualify as cyber
booby traps, codes or malware must be 'designed, constructed, or
adapted to kill or injure'!25 In the cyber context the operation of the
cyber means of warfare must eventually and intentionally result in
such consequences. Cyber weapons that only harm objects are outside
the scope ofthe definition. Third, to qualify as a cyber boobytrap, a cyber
weapon must appear innocuous or harmless to a reasonable observer, or
the observer must be performing an apparently safe act. In other words,
the person setting the cyber booby trap must intend the act that will
trigger it to appear harmless.126 Finally, the cyber weapon must in
some way be associated with certain specified objects.127 Several are of
particular relevance in the cyber context. These include objects associated
non-international armed confllct fcr Parties thereto. Amended Mines Protocol. Art. 1(2).
Note also that the Convention on Conventional Weapons extends 10 non-international
armed confljct for Parries therero that have ratified the extenston in scope. Conventional
Weapons Convention, Art. 1(2), as amended 21 December 2001, 2260 V.N.T.S. 82.
124 Amended Mines Protccol, Art. 2(4); Mines Protocol, Art. 2(2).
us Amended Mines Protccol, Art. 2(4); Mines Protoccl, Art. 2(2).
126 Consider the example of a device fitred to a door, referred to in the UK MANUAL,
para. 6.7.1.
121 Amended Mines Protocol. Art. 7; Mines Protocol, Art. 6(1). The prohibition extends
to 'any booby-rrap in the form of an apparently harmless portable object which is
specifically designed and construcred to contain explosive material and to deronare
when it is disturbed or approached' and to those artached to: (i) internationally
recogmzed protective emblems, signs or signals, (ii) sick, wounded or dead personst
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with medical funetions; the care or edueation of children; religious
functions; and eultural, historie, or spiritual functions.
3. As an illustration of this Rule, consider an email with an attachment
containing malware, such as an embedded kill-switch, sent to an employee
of a water treatment plant, purportedly from his physidan. When opened,
the malware is designed to eause the purification process at the plant,
which serves both military and civilian users, to be suspended, thus
allowing untreated water into the water supply on whieh the soldiers rely.
Illness is the intended purpose. The malware is an unlawful eyber booby
trap beeause the recipient reasonably believes that the act of opening an
email from his physician is safe to himself and others, and because it
appears to be related to medical activities. This is so regardless of whether
the operation eomplies with the principle of proportionality (Rule 51).
4. Treaty provisions confirm that this Rule operates without prejudiee to other aspects of the law of armed conflict. Thus, a cyber booby
trap that does not violate the letter of this Rule may nonetheless violate
the rule against perfidy (Rule 60) or other mies of the law of armed
conflict. Moreover, note that the Mines Protocol and Amended Mines
Protocol impose specific requirements regardtng use of booby traps,
including provisions as to precautions and removal.':"

Rule 45 - Starvation
Starvation of civilians as a method of cyber warfare is prohibited.
1. This Rule is based on Article 54( 1) of Additional Protocol 1 and
Article 14 of Additional Protocol 11. It reflects customary international
law in both international and non-international armed confltcts.F"
2. Por the purposes of this Manual, the term 'starvation' means deliberate1ydepriving a civilian population of nourishment {including water)
(ili) burial or cremation sites or graves: (iv) medical facilities, medical equipment,
medical suppltes er medical transportation: (v) clnldren's toys or other portable objects
or products specially designed for the feeding,hea1th, hygiene, clothfng or education of
children; (vi) food or drink, (vii) kitchen utensils or applianees except in military
establishments, military locations or military supply depots; (vili) objects c1early of a
religious nature; [ix] histune monuments, works of art or places of worship whkh
cönstitute the cultural or spiritual bentage of peoples, (x) animals or their carcasses.
Mines Pectccol. Art. 6( I).
128 Amended Mines Protocol, Am. 9, 10: Mines Protocol, Art. 7.
129 UK M....NU....L. peras. 5.27, 15.19; C....N....01....N M....NU....L. paras. 618, 708. 1721: AMW
MANUAL. Rule 97(a); NIAC MANUAL, para. 2.3.10; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY,
Rule 53. See also Rome Statute, Art. 8 (2)(b)(xxv).
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with a view to weakening er killing it. 130 The civilian population need
not comprise the enemy's entire population.
3. Reference to 'as a method of cyber warfare' excludes from the Rule
the incidental starvation of the civilian population as a result of the
armed conflict. For the Rule to be breacbed, starvation must be a tactic
delfberately employed by one of the parties to the conflict against the
civilian population.
4. Only in exceptional cases will eyber operations vtolate this Rule.
Such a violation could, however, arise during an armed conflict in
which a party seeks to annihilate the enemy civilian population through
starvation. As part of its campaign of starvation, it launches cyber
operations for the exclusive purpose of disrupting transportation of

food to civilian population centres and targets food processing and
storage facilities in order to cause food stocks used by civilians to spoil.
It is the hunger of civilians that these operations are destgned to cause
that quallfies the actions as prohibited starvation of the population
(see also Rule 81 regardtng protection of objects indispensable to the
civilian populanon). Denying foodstuffs to enemy armed forces or
organized armed enemy groups does not violate this Rule, even if the
incidental effect affects civilians. 13 1 Such incidental starvation effect
would instead be assessed pursuant to the rules of proportionahty and
precautions (Rules 51 to 58).

Rule 46 - Belligerentreprisals
Helligerent reprtsala by way of cyber operations against:

(a) prisoners of war;
(b) intemed civilians, civillans in occupied territory or otherwise in
the hands of an adverse party to the contltct, and their property;
(c) those hors de combat; and
(d) medical perscnnel, facUities, vehicles, and equipment are
prohibited.

para. 2089. The AMW Manual, in the
commentary accompanying Rule 97(a), refers tc 'annihilating or weakening the civilian
population by deliberately depriving it of its sources of food, drinking water or of other
essential supplies, thereby causing it to suffer bunger or otherwise affecting tts
subsistence'.
UK MANUAL. para, 5,27.1; AMW MANUAL. commentary accompanying Rule 97(a).

130 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY,
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Where not prohibited by internationallaw, belligerent reprisals are
subject to stringent conditions.
1. This Rule is based on the various prohibitions on belligerent
reprisal set forth in the Geneva Conventions, the relevant provisions of
which are discussed below. The concept of belligerent reprisal is limited
to international armed conflict. 132
2. Belligerent reprisals are acts that would be in violation of the law
of armed conflict were they not being undertaken in response to violations by the enemy.133 Reprisals may only be undertaken in order to
induce or compel compliance with the law by the enemy.'?' Their sole
motivating purpose of securing future compliance by the adverse party is
what distinguishes them from revenge, punishment, and retaliation.
3. As dealt with in this Manual, belligerent reprisals are distinet from
countermeasures (Rule 9). Unlike countermeasures, belligerent reprisals
occur only during an armed confüct, are undertaken only in response
to violations of the law of armed confüct, and may permit the use of
armed force.
4. International consensus as to the legality of some forms ofbelligerent reprisal is lacking. Nevertheless, the International Group of Experts
agreed that It is incontrovertible that reprisals using cyber means are
prohiblted if undertaken against the wounded, slck, shipwrecked, medical
personnel, medical units, medical establishments, or medical transports,
chaplatns.P" prisoners of war;136 and intemed civilians and civilians in
the hands of an adverse party to the confllct who are protected by Geneva
Convention IV, or their property.P" The near-untversal ratification of the
Geneva Conventions and consistent subsequent State practice confinn

132 See ICRC CUSTOMARYIHL STUDY, Rule 148.
133 Naulilaa arbitration, at 1025; US COMMANDER'SHANDBOOK, para. 6.2.4.
134 US COMMANDER'SHANDBOOK,para. 6.2.4; Frits Kalshoven, BELLIGERENTREPRJSALS33
(2nd ed. 2005).
1J~ Geneva Convention 1, Art. 46; Geneva Convention H, Art. 47. See also US CoMMANDER'S
HANDBOOK,para. 6.2.4.2; UK MANUAL, para. 16.1B.a; GERMAN MANUAL, paras. 476-9.
136 Geneva Convention ll], Art. 13. See also US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 6.2.4.2;
UK MANUAL, para. 16.18.b; CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 1019: GERMAN MANUAL, para.
479.
137 Mines Protocol, Art. 3 (prohibiting the use ofboohy traps as a means ofreprisal against
the civilian population): Geneva Convention IV, Art. 33. See also US CoMMANDER'S
HANDBOOK,para. 6.2.4.2; UK MANUAL, para. 16.18.c; CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 1121;
GERMAN MANUAL, para. 479; ICRC CUSTOMARYIHL STUDY,Rule 146.
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that these prohibitions are now accepted as customary international
law that binds all States.
5. With regard to belligerent reprisals other than against the persons and objects enumerated in this Rule, the ICRC Customary IHL

Study condudes that to be lawful, reprisals: (1) may only be taken in
reaction to a prior serious violation of the law of anned conflict and

ouly far the purpose of inducing the adversary to comply with the law;
(2) may ouly be carried out as a measure oflast resort when 00 other
lawful measures to induce the adversary to respect the law exist; (3)
must be proportionate to the original violation; (4) must be approved
by the highest level of government; and (5) must cease as soon as
the adversary complies with the law!38 States generally accept these

conditions. 13 9
6. There is 00 requirement that reprisals be in kind. Cyber operations may be used to conduct belligerent reprisals in response to kinetic
violations of the law of armed conflict, and vice versa.
7. Consider a situation in which the armed forces of State Aare
bombing military medical facilities in State B, which is not a Party to
Additional Protocol 1.140 In response and after repeated demands to
desist, State B's Prime Minister approves a cyber attack against apower
generation facility used exelusively to provide power to the civilian
population. The cyber attack is intended solely to compel State A to
refrain from continuing to attack medical facilities, and the Prime Minister has issued strict orders to cease reprisal operations as soon as State
A does so. State B's belligerent reprisals would comply with this Rule
(although the same result will not hold for a Party to Additional Protocol
I for which Article 52( 1) prohibits reprisals against civilian objects).

133 ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY. Rule 145 and accompanying commentary. It must be

noted that the Sludy suggests that it is difficult to 'assert thai a right to resort to such
repnsals continues to exist on the strength of the practice of only a limited nuraber of
States, some of which is ambiguous. Hence, there appears. at a minimum, to exist a trend
in favour of prohibiting such reprisals.' lbld., commentary accompanying Rule 146.
Anticipatory reprisals are not permitred. nor can they be in response to a violation of
another type oflaw. The duty to make a prior demand for cessation ofunlawful conduct
hefore undertaking a heiligerem reprisal and the obligation to make the purpese of a
reprisal public are generally included as sub-condiuons of the requiremenr that the
taking of reprisals is a measure of last resort, or as separate ccnditions.
139 See generallyUS COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK. para. 6.2.4.1; UK MANUAL, paras. 16.19.1,
16.19.2; CANAOIAN MANUAL, para. 1507; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 478.
140 Thai is, which is not subjcct to Additional Protocol I, Art. 52(1) (prohihiting reprisals
agalast civilian property).
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By contrast, adecision to conduct cyber attacks against State A's military
medical facilities would be unlawful as a prohibited reprisal since, as
noted, they are protected from attack in reprisal.
8. A number of the members of the International Group of Experts
were of the opinion that reprisals against cultural property are prohibited
as a matter of customary international laW. 14 1 Other members of the
Group were not convinced that such a prohibition had matured to a rule
of customary intemationallaw, but acknowledged that States Party to the
1954 Hague Cultural Property Convention would be prohibited by Article 4(4) from conducting such operations.

Rule 47 - Reprisals under Additional Protocol I
Additional Protocol I prohibits Stales Parties from making the civilian population, individual civilians, civilian objects, cultural objects
and places of worsfup, objects indispensable to the survival of the
civilian populatlon, the natural envircnment, and dams, dykes, and
nudear e1ectrical generating stations the object of a cyber attack by
way of reprisal.
l. Articles 20, 51(6), 52(1), 53(c), 54(4), 55(2), and 56(4) of Additional Protocol I provide the basis for this Rule, which applies in
international armed contlicts. 142 Upon ranficanon of Additional
Protocol I, certain States adopted understandings with regard to
reprisals against civilians that have the effect of making the prohibition
conditional. Noteworthy in this regard are the United Kmgdom':" and
France. l 44 Therefore, in application of this Rule, States must detennine
141 ICRC CUSTOMARY LAw STUDY,Rule 147.
142 See also Amended Mines Protocol, Art. 3(7); Mines Protocol, Art. 3(2).
143 The United lGngdom noted that: "The obligations of Articles 51 and 55 are accepted on

144

the basis that any adverse party against which the UK might be engaged will itself
scrupulously observe those obligations. If an adverse party makes serious and deliberate
attacks, in violanon of Article 51 or Artic1e52 against the civilian population or civilians
or against civilian objects, er, in violanon of Articles 53, 54 and 55, on objects or items
proteered by those Artic1es, the UK will regard itself as entitled to take measures
otherwise prohibited by the Artlcles in question to the extent that it considers such
measures necessary for the sole purpese of compelling the adverse party to cease
committing violations under those Articles, but only after fonnal warning to the adverse
party requinng cessatlcn of the violations has been disregarded and then only after a
decision taken at the highest level of govemment.' UK Additional Protocol Ratification
Statement, para. (m}.
In ratifying Additional Pjotocol I, France did not reserve in relation to Art. 51(6).
It dtd, howeve-, make a sratement in -elanon to Art. 51(8) that appea,s to be intcndcd
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their position vis-a-vis Article 51(6) of Additional Protocol I and whether
that instrument is applicable in the conflict in question. 145

2. The International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia
has held that reprisals against civilians violate customary international
law. 146 However, commentators and States contest the Tribunal's assertion with respect to customary status. 147 Additionally, in its Customary
IHL Study, the International Committee of the Red Cross concludes that,
because of contrary practice, a customary rule prohibiting reprisal attacks
on civilians has yet to crystallize. 148 Application of this Rule is accordingly limited to those States that are Party to Additional Protocol land
have not reserved on the issue.
3. The concept of belligerent reprisal does not exist in 000international armed conflict. Therefore, a rule setting forth a prohibition
on conducting attacks against already protected persons and objects
would be superfluous.

Rule 48 - Weapons review
(a) All States are required to ensure that the cyber means of warfare
that they acqulre or use comply with the mies of the law of armed
conflict that bind the State.
(b) States that are Party to Additional Protocol I are requIred in the

study, developmem, aequisitiou, or adoption of a new means or
method of cyber warfare to determine whether its employment
would, in some or aß ctrcumstances, be prohibited by that Protocol
or by any other rule of intemationallaw applicable to that State.
1. The tenns 'means' and 'merhod' of cyberwarfare are defined in Rule 41.
2. Lit. (a) of this Rule derives from the general duty of compliance
with the law of armed conflict as reflected in Artide 1 of the i907 Hague
Convention IV and Common Article 1 of the Geneva Conventicns. The
International Group of Experts agreed that in the case of means of
to retain the possibility of reprisals against civilians. French Additional Protocol Ratification Statement, para. 11, avai/able at www.icrc.org/ihl.nsffNORM/
D8041036B40EBC44CI256A34004897B2?OpenDocument.
145 The UK position is set out in UK MANUAL, paras. 16.19.1, 16.19.2.
146 Prosecutor v. KupreSkit, Case No. IT-95-16-T, Trial Chamber judgment, paras. 527-33
(Int'l Crim. Trib. for the Penner Yugoslavia 14 lanuary 2000).
147 See US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para, 6.2.4; Yorain Dinstein, THE CoNDUCT OF
HOSTlL!T1ES UNDER THE LAwOF INTERNATIONAL ARMEDCONFL!CT 260 (2nd ed 2010).
148 ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, comrnentary accompanying Rille 146.
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warfare, this limited obligation has matured through State practice
into customary intemationallaw. 149 LU. (b) is based on Article 36 of
Additional Protocol I. The International Group of Experts was divided
as to whether it represented customary international law and therefore
it is represented in this Manual as an obligation applicable only to States
Party to that treaty, which applies only to international anned conflict.
3. As regards IU. (a), the International Group of Experts was divided
over whether there is an affirmative duty to conduct a fonnallegal review of
means of warfare prior to their use. The majority took the position that this
obligation is satisfied so lang as aState has taken steps to ensure that their
means of warfare are in accordance with the law of armed conflict. For
instance, the advice of a legal advisor at the relevant level of command
was deemed by these Experts to suffice in lieu of a formal legal review.
4. LU. (a) only requires States to take those steps necessary to ensure
means of cyber warfare they acquire or use comply with the law of anned
conflict. The International Group of Experts was divided over whether the
obligation extends to methods of warfare. Some argued that it does, whereas
others suggested that, although methods of warfare must comply with the
law of armed conflict generally, there is no affirmative duty to take the
specific step of conductmg a fonnallegal review to ensure such compliance.
5. The obligations set forth in lit. (b) are broader, encompassing the
study, development, acquisition, and adoption of new means and methods
of cyber warfare. Purther, the paragraph requires the review to address
whether employment ofthe means or method will comply with international
law generally, not only the law of anned conflict. Por instance, the review
would necessarily include assessment of any applicable anns control regime.
6. Article 36 prescribes no particular methodology for conducting
the reviews required by lit. (b), nor is there any obligation for aState to
disclose the review. ISO
7. With regard 10 both Iit. (a) and lit. (b), the fact thaI a supplying State
has already reviewed a method or means of cyber warfare does not relteve an
acquiring State of its obligation to consider the means by reference to its own
intemationallawobligations. In complying with this obligation, the acquiring State may be assisted by a legal assessment conducted by the supplying

para. 5.3.4; UK MANUAL, paras. 6.20--6.20.1; CANAOIAN
MANUAL, para. 405~ AMW MANUAL, Rule 9. See also US
REvIEW OF WEAPONS AND CYBER CAPABIUTIES, AIR FORCE

149 US CoMMANOER·S HANOBOOK,
MANUAL,
AIR

para. 530; GERMAN

FORCE,

LEGAL

INSTRUCT!ON 51-402 (27 fuly 2011).

I~O See ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 1470 {discussing disclosure).
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State,but retainsthe obligationto satisfyitselfas to compliance with the legal
rules by which it is bound. A detenninalion hy any State that the ernplox·
ment of a weapon is prohibited or permitted does not bind other Stetes.'

1

8. The determination of the legality of a rneans or method of cyber
warfare must be made by reference to its normal expected use at the time

the evaluation is conducted.W If a rneans or method of cyber warfare is
being developed for immediate operational use, the lawyer who advises

the commander planning to use it will be responsible for advising
whether the eyber weapon and the intended method of ustng It aceerd
with the State's internationallaw obligations. Any significant changes to
rneans or methods necessitate a new legal review. AState is not required
to foresee or analyse possible misuses of a weapon, for almost any
weapon can be misused in ways that would be prohibited.
9. For example, consider a cyber capability to degrade an adversary's
land-based radar system. The software that causes the degradation of the
radar signal is the weapon end requires a legal review, as does the rootkit
required to enable the weapon to operate. Likewise, any significant changes
to them require a new legal review. Minor changes that do not affect their
operational effects, such as testing or debugging to eliminate unwanted
functionality, would not trigger the requirement for a subsequent review.
10. Legalreviews ofa means ormethod ofcyberwarfare should consider
such matters as whether: (i) it is, in its normal or intended cireumstances
of use, of a nature 10 cause superfluous injury or unnecessary suffering
(Rule 42); (ii) it is by nature indiscriminate (Rule 43); (iii) its use is intended
or may be expected to breach law of anned conflict mies pertaining to
the environment to which the State is party;153and (iv) there is anyad hoc
provision of treaty or eustomary intemationallaw that directlyaddresses it.
11. Infonnation that might support a legal review includes a technical
description of the cyber means or method, the nature of the generic targets it

131 ICRC
1~2 ICRC

AOOITION"'L PROTOCOLS CoMMENT"'RY, para. 1469.
AooITIoN"'L PROTOCOLS CoMMENT"'RY, para.

1466.

m lfthe State is Partyto the Environmental Modification Convention 1976. and the cyber
means or method of warfare is intended to make use of environmental moditication
techrriques, that wculd breach its obligations under that convention. Convention on the
Prohibition of Military or Any Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques,
18 May 1977. 1108 V.N.T.S. 151. For a State Party to Additional Protocol I or a State that
otherwisc: acccpts those rules, a cyber means or method of warfare that is intended, or
may be expected, to cause widespreed, long-term, and severe damage to the natural
environment would breach Arts. 35(3) and 55 of Additional Protocol land customary
internationallaw respectively.
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is to engage,Its intended effecton the target,how it willachievethis effect,its
precision and ability to distinguish the target system from any dvilian
systems with which it is networked, and the scope of intended effects.Such
infonnation can come from sources like test results, reports as to past
operational use, computer modelling, operational analysis, concepts of
use documents, and general information regarding its employment.
SEeTION 6:

CONDUCT OF ATT ACKs

Rule 49 - Indiscriminate attacks
Cyber attacks that are not directed at a lawful target, and consequently
are of a nature to strike lawful targets and civllians or civilian objec1s
without distinction, are prohibited.
I. This Rule is based on Article SI(4)(.) of Additional Protocol I and
is considered customary internationallaw. 154 It applies in both international and non-international armed confliCt. 155
2. Note that Arttele SI(4)(b) and (c) of Additional Protocol I also
provides that attacks employing means or methods of warfare that
cannot be directed, and those having uncontrollable effects, are indiscriminate and therefore prohibited. These issues are dealt wrth in Rule 43
and Its accompanying Commentary.
3. Rule 49 prohjbtts cyber attacks (Rule 30) that are not directed at a
member of the armed forces, a member of an organized armed group, a
civilian directly participating in hostilities, or a military objective, that is,
a 'lawful target'. The cyber weapon in question is capable of betng
directed at a lawful target (and is therefore not prohibited by Rule 43),
but the attaeker falls so to direct it. For example, consider a eyber attaek
in which a malicious seript is embedded in a file containing a digital
image posted on a public website. When a vulnerable computer' s browser
downloads that file, the script runs and the computer is damaged. The
attacker knows that both military and civilian users access the web server.
The placement of the malware is indiscriminate because opening the
image will infect the computer of anyone accessing the website who
154 US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK para. 5.3.2; UK MANUAL, paras. 513-5.23.2; CANADIAN
MANUAL, paras. 416, 613; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 404: AMW MANUAL, Rille 13; ICRC
CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rules 11-12; SANRI!MO MANUAL, Rille 42(b).
155 Amended Mines Protocol, Art. 3(8); ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, commentary
accompanying Rille 11; NIAC MANUAL, para. 2.1.1.3.
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has a eomputing deviee that is vulnerable to that attaek veetor.
A diseriminate means of warfare has been employed indiseriminately.
4. Although not expressly stated in this Rule, the International
Group of Experts unanimously agreed that cyber attaeks employing
means or methods of warfare that in the circumstances cannot be
directed at a specific military objective, or which in the circumstances
produce effects that cannot be limited as required by the law of armed
eonflict, are prohibited. This conclusion is based on Article 5I(4)(b) and
(c), which the Experts agreed aceurately reflects customary international
law. They noted that weapons that are otherwise discriminate might be
ineapable ofbeing employed diseriminately in certain circumstances. For
example, consider malware designed to disable a certain type of SCADA
system (and thereby damage systems whieh rely upon it) upon installation by using a flash drive. Use on a military base where its effects will
be Iimited to the targeted system is diseriminate. However, if the malware
is delivered via flash drives left at various eyber eonferenees in the hope
the drives will eventually be used at a military base (but It will also more
than likely disable civilian systems), its use would violate this Rule.
5. Indiscriminate attaeks under this Rule must be distinguished from
attaeks intentionally directed against eivilians and civilian objects (Rules
32 and 37). Whether an attaek is indiseriminate should be assessed on a
case-by-ease basis. Faetors to conskler include: the nature of the system
into which the malware is introdueed or which is plaeed at risk; the
nature of the method or means of cyber warfare employed: the extent
and quality of planning; and any evtdence of indifferenee on the part of
the cyber operator planning, approving, or eondueting the attaek. l 56
6. Indiscrhninate attaeks, like direet attaeks against civilians and
civilian objects, need not be sueeessful to be unlawful. For instanee, an
indiseriminate eyber attaek launehed into a network serving both
civilian and military users without regard for whom it will affeet
may be bloeked by the network's firewall. The fact that the attaek
was launehed suffiees to violate this Rule.
7. Rule 49 must be distinguished from Rule 50. Whereas the former
prohibits attaeks that are indiscriminate beeause they are not aimed, the
latter prohibits another form of indiscriminate attacks, those that are
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See, e.g-, Martii judgment, paras. 462-3 (eeviewing the specific ctrcumstancc of an attack
with clusrer munitions into a densely pcpulated area and finding that an indiscrimlnate
atteck cccu-red), UK MANUAL, para. 5.23.3; AMW MANUAL, commcntary accompanyingRule 13(b).
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aimed at cyber infrastructure that contains both military objectives and
civilian eyber assets in situations in which the military objectives alone
could have been targeted.

Rule 50 - Clearly separated and dislincl military objectives
A cyber attack that treats as a single target a nuraber of clearly discrete
cyber military objectives in cyber infrastnIcture primarily used for
civilian purpose.s is prohibited if to do so would harm protected
persons or objects.
1. This Rule is based on Article 51(5)(.) of Additional Prolocol I. It
reflects eustomary international law in both international and noninternational anned eonflict. 157
2. The attacks proseribed by the Rule violate the law of armed
contliet because they are indiscriminate. In traditional armed conflict,
this principle precludes targettng an area in which civilian objeets and
military objectives are eomingled when it is feasible to individually
attack the military targets therein. With regard to eyber operations,
the prohibition should not be conceived of in the physical sense, and
thus territorially. As an example, military computers may be connected
to a network that predominantly hosts civilian computers. Assume that
the military computers can be attacked individually (for instance, if
their IP addresses are known). However, the attacker chooses a method
of cyber attack that will neutralize the military computers, but also
damage the civilian ones. This method of cyber attack would violate
Rule 50 because the attacker treats the military computers as a single
target and by doing so harms the civilian computers when it was not
necessary to do so. Similarly, consider two military servers located in a
server farm that is part of a large data centre primarily hosting servers
for civilian use. An attack that shuts down the entire server farm's
cooling system in order to overheat and damage the servers it contains
would violate this Rule if it is technically feasible to use cyber means to
just shut down the cooling subsystems of the server clusters containing
the two military servers.

157 Amended Mines Peotocol, Art. 3(9); US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK. para. 5.3.2; UK
MANUAL, para. 5.23.2; CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 416; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 456;
AMW MANUAL,comrncntary accompanying Rille 13(c); NIAC MANUAL,commentary
accompanying 2.1.1.3; ICRC CUSTOMARY iHL STUDY,Rille 13.
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3. The International Group of Experts took the position that this
Rule applies even when the attaek is proportionate (Rule SI). In other
words, a cyber attaek against a dual-use system will be unlawful whenever the individual military components thereof eould have been attaeked
separately. In much the same way that area bombing is impermissible in
an air attaek when attacking individual targets loeated in a coneentration
of civilians, eyber attacks must be directed, if feasible, against individual
military components of a cyber infrastructure consisting of military and
civilian components.
Rule 51 - Proportionality
A cyber attack that may be expected to cause inddentalloss of civUian
life, injury to dvilians, damage to dvllian objects, or a combination
thereof which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and direct
military advantage antidpated is prohibited.
I. This Rule is based on Articles 51(5)(b) and 57(2)(ili) of Additional
Protoeol 1.158 It is often referred to as the rule ofproportionality, although as
a technieallegal matter the issue is one of excessiveness,not proportionality.
This principle is generally accepted as customary intemationallaw applieable in international and non-internatioual armed conflictS.159
2. As stated in Rules 32 and 37, it is unlawful to make civilians or
civilian objects the object of eyber attack. By contrast, this Rule deals with
situations in which civilians or civilian objects are incidentally harmed,
that is, they are not the intended objects of attack. Incidental death or
injury to civilians, or damage er destructton of civilian objects, is often
tenned 'collateral damege'. As this Rule makes clear, the fact that civilians or civilian objects suffer harm during a cyber attack on a lawful
military objective does not necessarily render said attaek unlawful per se.
Rather, the lawfulness of an attack in which collateral damage results
depends on the relationship between the hann an attacker reasonably
expects to incidentally cause to civilians and civilian objects and the
military advantage that he or she anticipates as a result of the attack.

1311 See also Secend Cultural Property Protocol, Art. 7; Amended Mines Protocol, Art. 3(8);
Mines Protocol, Art. 3(3).
159 US CoMMANDER'SHANDBOOK,para. 5.3.3: UK MANUAL, paras. 523.2, 15.15.1: CANADIAN MANUAL at GL-5: AMW MANUAl., Rule 14 and accompanying commentary;
NIAC MANUAL, para. 2.1.1.4; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY. Rule 14; ICRC ADDITIONALPROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 4772.
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3. This Rule envisages a situation where a cyber attack on a military
objective will result in harm to civilian objects, induding computers,
networks, or infrastructure, or to civilians, that could not be avoided
pursuant to Rules 52 to 58. It should be noted in this regard that cyber
attacks on military objectives are sometimes launched via civilian communications cables, sateilites, or other civilian infrastructure. When
thls is the case, they might harm that infrastructure. In other words, a
cyber attack can cause collateral damage during transit and because of
the cyber attack itself. Both forms of collateral darnage are to be considered in application of tOO Rule.
4. As an example of the operation of this Rule, consider the case of a
cyber attack on the Global Positioning System. The system is dual-use
and thus a lawful target. However, depriving the civilian users of key
information such as navigational data is likely to cause damage to, for
instance, merchant vessels and civil aircraft relying on Global Positioning
System guidance. If this expected harm is excessive in relation to the
anticipated military advantage of the operation, the operation would
160
be forbidden.
5.

Cyber operations may cause inconvenience, Irritation, stress, or

fear, Such consequences do not qualify as collateral damage because they
do not amount to 'Incidental loss of civilian Jffe, injury to civilians,
damage to civilian objects'.'?' Such effects are not to be considered when
applying this Rule. The International Group of Experts agreed that the
notion of 'damage to civilian objects' might, in certain circumstances,
include deprivation of functionality (Rule 30). When this is the case, it is
to be considered in a proportionality evaluation.
6. Collateral damage can consist of both direct and lndirect effects.
Direet effects are 'the immediate, first order consequences [of a eyber
attack], unaltered by intervening events or mechanisms'. By contrast,
Indirect effeets of a cyber attaek comprise 'the delayed and/or displaced
second-, third-, and higher-erder consequences of action, ereated
through intermediate events or mechanisms'.162 The collateral damage
factored into the proportionality ealculation includes any indirect effects
that should be expected by those individuals planning, approving, or
executing a cyber attack. Por example, if Global Positioning Satellite data
Is bloeked or otherwise disrupted, aecidents involving transportation
160 Rome Statute, Art. 8(2)(b)(iv).
161 AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 14.
162 JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF, JOINT PUBLICATIQN )-60: JOINT

TARGETING

I-IO (2007).
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systems relying on the data can be expected in the short term, at least
until adoption of other navigational aids and techniques. Similarly, an
attacker may decide to insert malware into a specific military computer
system that will not only disable that system, but also likely spread to a
limited number of civilian computer systems, thereby causing the type of
damage qualifying as collateral darnage for the purposes of this Rule.
These effects, if they are or should have been expected, must be considered in the proporticnality analysis. 163 By contrast, if the malware is
unexpectedly or unforeseeably transferred via, for instance, a portable
storage device into civilian systems, the ensuing consequences will not
be considered when assessing compliance with this Rule.
7. Only collateral damage that is excessive to the anticipated concrete
and direct military advantage is prohlbited. The tenn 'excessive' Is not

defined in internationallaw. However, as stated in the AMW Manual,
excessiveness'is not a matter of counting civilian casualties and comparing them to the number of enemy combatants that have been put out of
action' ,164 The amount of harm done to civilians and their property
in the abstract is not the prirnary issue. Instead, the question is whether
the harm that may be expected is excessive relative to the anticipated
military advantage given the circumstances prevailing at the time. Despite an assertion to the contrary in the ICRC Additional Protocols
Commentary.I'" the majority of the International Group of Experts took
the position that extensive collateral damage may be legal if the anticipated concrete and direct military advantage Is sufficiently great. Conversely, even slight damage may be unlawful if the military advantage
expected Is negligible.
8. The term 'concrete and direct' removes mere speculation from the
equation of military advantage. While the advantage from a military
action is seldom precisely predictable, requjrtng the anticipated advantage to be concrete and direct obliges decision-makers to anticipate a real
and quantifiable benefit.l 66 The commentary to Arttele 51 of Additional
Protocol I states that 'the expression "concrete and dtrect" was intended
163

164
165
166

This understanding of the Rule is supported by the US Commander's Handbook,
which stetes that indirect effects of an attack may be one of the factors induded
when weighing anticipated incidental injury or dearh to proteered persons. US
COMM"NOBR'S H"NOBOOK, para. 8.11.4.
AMW M"NU"L, commentary aceompanying Rule 14.
ICRC AODITION"L PROTOCOLS CoMMENT"RY, para. 1980.
UK M"NU"L, para. 5.33.3 (as amended); CAN"Dl"N M"NU"L, para. 415. The AMW
Manual observes that the 'term "concrere and direct" refers to military advantage that is

162
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to show that the advantage concerned should be substantial and relatively
dose, and that advantages which are hardly perceptible and those which
would only appear in thc long term should be disregarded',167
9. When determining the concrete and dtrect military advantage
anticipated, it is generally accepted as customary intemational law that
the 'military advantage anticipated from an attack is intended to refer to
the advantage anticipated from the attack considered as a whole and not
only from isolated or particular parts of the attack'}68 Per instance, a
cyber operanon could occur in conjunction with another form of military
action, such as a cyber attackon an installation's air defence radar during
conventional strikes on that installation. In this case, the concrete and
direct military advantage to be considered with regard to the cyber attack
would be that anticipated from the entire attack, not just the effect on
the air defences. Similarly, a single cyber attack mtght be planned to
convince the enemy that a particular target set is going to be the foeus
of fortheoming attaeks, thereby causing the enemy to misdirect its
defensive measures. The actual focus of the main attack lies elsewhere.
Any expeeted eollateral damage from the first eyber attaek must be
assessed in light of the antieipated military advantage deriving from the
main attack.
10, 1t is important to note that the standard for this Rule is prospective. The use of the words 'expected' and 'anticipated' indicates that its
application requires an assessment of the reasonableness of the determination at the time the attaek in question was planned, approved, or
exeeuted. l 69 In making such determinations, all apparently reliable
clearly identifiable end, in many cases, quantifiable'. AMW MANUAL, commentary
accompanying Rule 14.
167 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 2209.
168 The text is drawn from the UK Additional Protocols Ratification Statement. para. (i).
Australia, Germany, Haly, and the Nerherlands have stated slmilar Understendings.
availabie at www.icrc.orglihl.nsfJWebSign?ReadForm&id=740&ps",P. See also UK
MANUAL, para. 5.33.5; CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 415; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 444:
ICRC COSTOMARY IHL STUDY, commentary accompanying Rule 14; NIAC MANUAL,
commentary accompanying para. 2.1.1.4. Por the purposes of international criminallaw,
the Rome Statute employs the term 'overall' in referrlng to military advantage. Rome
Statute, Art. 8 (2)(b)(iv). Footnote 36 of Art. 8(2)(b)(iv) ofthe Rome Statute Elements of
the Crimes stetes, "I'he erpressten "concrere and direct overall military advantege" refers
to a military advantage that is Foreseeabte by the perpetrator at the relevant time:
169 See GaU, Trial Chamber judgment, paras. 58-60; Triai cf Wilhelm LIst and Others (The
Hostages Trial), Cast No. 47, VIII Law Reports of Trials of War Criminals 34, 69 (UN
War Crimes Commission 1948) (setting forth 'Rendulic Rule'); AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 14.

information that is reasonably availablemust be considered.V"The Rule is
not to be applied with the benefit of hindsight.
11. Expectation and anticipation do not require absolute certainty of
occurrence. By the same token, the mere possibility of occurrence does
not suffice to attribute expectation or anticipation to those planning,
approving, or executing a cyber attack. The terms 'exfected' and 'anticipated' allow for a 'faidy broad margin of judgment'.' 1
12. There was a discussion among the International Group of
Experts over whether and to what extent uncertainty as to collateral
damage affects application of the Rule.The issue is of particular relevance
in the context of cyber attacks in that it is sometimes very difficult to
reliably determine likely collateral damage in advance. A minority of the
Experts took the position that the lower the probability of collateral
damage, the less the military advantage needed to justify the operanon
through application of the rule of proportionality. The majority of
Experts rejected this approach on the basis that once collateral damage
is expected, it must be calculated into the proportionality analysis as
such; it is not appropriate to consider the degree of certainty as to
possible collateral damage. The attacker either reasonably expects it or
the possibility of collateral damage is merely speculative, in whtch case it
would not be considered in assessing proportionality.
13. The International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia
addressedthe question of the reasonablenessof the ultimate proportionality
decision in the Galiejudgment. The Trial Chamber held 'In determining
whether an attack was proportionate, it is necessary to examine whether
a reasonably well-informed person in the cireumstances of the actual
perpetrator, making reasonable use of the information availableto him or
her, could have expected excessive civilian casualties to result from the
attack.'l72

170 UK MANUAL, para. 5.20.4 (as amended): CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 418; NIAC

MANUAL. commentary accompanying para. 2.1.1.4. See also UK Additional Protocols
Ratification Statement. para. (c): 'Military commanders and others responsable for
planrung, deciding upon, or executing attacks necessarily have to reach decisions on
the basis of their assessrnent of the information from all sources which is reasonably
available to them at the relevant time: Austrta, Belgium, Canada, Haly, the Netherlands,
New Zealand. and Spain made similar statements, available at www.icrc.orglihl.nsf/
WebSign?ReadForm&id=740&ps=P.
171 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS CoMMENTARY, para. 2210.
172 Ga/i, Trial Chamber judgment, para. 58.
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14. Sparing one's own forces or capabilities was considered by a
minority of the International Group of Experts to be a factor when
performing a proportionality calculation. Consider a situation in
which an attacker decides not to map the 'cyber battle space' for fear
that doing so might reveal information that could enhance an enemy
counterattack. The majority of the International Group of Experts
rejected the premise that the maintenance of one's own forces and
capabilities in this situation is appropriate for inclusion in the calculation of military advantage. Instead, they took the position that such
considerations are only appropriate when evaluating feasibility in the
precautions in attack context (Rules 52 to 58).
15. This Rule must be clearly distinguished from the requirement
to take precautions in attack (Rules 52 to 58), which requires an
attacker to take steps to minimize civilian harm regardless of whether
expected collateral darnage is excessive in relation to the military
advantage anticipated.

SECTlON 7:

PRECAUTIONS

1. As noted in Artide 49(3) of Additional Protocol I, the provisions
on precautions 'apply to any land, air or sea warfare which may affect
the civilian population, individual civilians or civilian objects on
land. They further apply to all attacks from the sea or from the air
against objectives on land but do not otherwise affect the rules of
international law applicable in armed conflict at sea or in the air.'
Therefore, the Rules of this section apply to any operation having
effects on land.
2. The generally required standard under this section is 'feasibility'.
There is a different standard for cyber operations at sea or in the air that
are not directed against land-based targets, but which may have effectson
the clvilian populatton!" Arttele 57(4) of Additional Protocol I, which
expressly relates to military operations at sea or in the air, states that 'all
reasonable' rather than 'all feastble' precautions must be taken. This ls
reflected in the US Commander's Handbook, which uses the term 'all
reasonable precauuons'.'?" The lCRC commentary to the provision states

173 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY,
174 US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK,

para. 8.3.1.

para. 2230.
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that the term 'reasonable' is to be interpreted as 'a little less far-reaching'
than fall feasible precautions,.17S
3. Consider the case of a cyber attack against a warship. According to
the majority of the International Group of Bxperts, the necessary precautions would not encompass a mapping of the entire cyber infrastructure

of which the warship is apart. Even though such mapping might be
technically possihle and militarily feasible, these Experts concluded that
it would not be reasonable to undertake the mapping hecause the

primary foeus of the operation is a target beyond land territory. The
minority of the International Group of Experts concluded that
the distinction is so highly nuanced as to be of little practical relevance;
the applicable legal regime is operationally the same. 176 This is the
current International Committee of the Red Cross position. In the
example above, these Experts maintained that the attacker must perform those precautionary measures that are both technically possible
and militarily feasible.
4. The duty of the attacker to take precautions is set forth in Rules 52
to 58, The ohligations of the party to the conflict defending against
attacks are set forth in Rule 59.

Rule 52 - Constant care
During hostilities involving cyber operations, eonstant care shall be
taken to spare the civUian populatton, individual civUians, and civUian
objects.

I. The Rule Is based on Artide 57(1) of Additional Protocol land ts
considered customary in both international armed cönflict and noninternational armed conüict."?
2. The notion of hostilities is defined in the Commentary accompanying Rule 22. It is not limited to cyber attacks.V"
ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLSCoMMENTARY,para. 2230.
AMW MANUAL at commentary accompanying Rule 30.
Second Cultural Property Protocol, Art. 7(h); Amended Mines Protocol. Art. 3(10):
Mines Protocol, Art. 3(4); US COMMANDER'SHANDllOOK, para. 8.1; UK MANUAL,paras.
5.32 (as amended), 15.15, 15.15.1; GI!RMAN MANUAL, para. 447; AMW MANUAL, Rules
30,34, chapeau 10 sec. G; NIAC MANUAL, para. 2.11; ICRC CUSTOMARYIHL STUDV,
Rule 15.
1111 UK MANUAL, para. 5.32: ICRC ADDITIONALPROTOCOLSCOMMI!NTARV, para. 2191. See
also ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLSCoMMENTARV,para. 1875 (offering an explanatlon
ofthe term 'operations').

175
176

171
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3. As used in this Rule, the term 'spare' refers to the broad general
duty to 'respect' the civilian population, that is, to consider deletenous
effects of military operations on civilians. 179 It supplements the obligation to distinguish between combatants and civilians and between military objectives and civilian objects (Rule 31), the rule of proportionality
(Rule 51), and the requirement to takeprecautions inattack (Rules 52 to 58).
4. The law of armed conflict does not define the term 'constant care'.
The International Group of Experts agreed that in cyber operations,
the duty of care requires commanders and all others involved in the
operations to be continuously sensitive to the effects of their activities on
the crvilian population and civilian objects, and to seek to avoid any
unnecessary effects thereon. 180

5. Use of the word 'constant' denotes that the duty to take care to
protect civilians and civilian objects is of a continuing nature throughout
all cyber operations; all those involved in the operation must discharge
the duty. The law admits of no situation in which, or time when,
individuals involved in the planning and execution process may ignore
the effects of their operations on civilians or civilian objects. 18 1 In the
cyber context, this requires situational awareness at all times, not merely
during the preparatory stage of an operation.
6. Given the complexity of cyber operations, the high probability of
affecting civilian systems, and the sometimes limited understanding
of their nature and effects on the part of those charged with approving
cyber operations, missiön planners should, where feasible, have technical
experts available to assist them in determining whether appropriate
precautionary measures have been taken.
7. In light of the duty to respect the civilian population, it is selfevidently unlawful to use the presence of civilians to shield a lawful target
from cyber attack or to otherwise shield, favour, or impede military
operations. For instance, placing civilians at an electrical generating
faeility qualifying as a military objective in order to shield it from eyber
attaek would violate this Rule. This prohibition, set forth in Article 5[(7)
of the Additional protocol, refleets eustomary law.182 Although the
179 iCRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 2191IBO UK MANUAL, para. 5.32.1.
IBI AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 30.
IB2 US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK. para. 8.3.2: AMW MANUAL, Rule 45; ICRC CUSTOMARY
iHL STUDY,Rule 97. See also Rome Statute, Art. 8(2)(b)(xxiü). Specjfic prolubitions on
using prisoners of war and dvilians protected under Geneva Convcntion IV exist.
Geneva Convention III, Art. 23; Geneva Convention IV, Art. 28

prohibition does not ex:tend to civilian objects in general (as distinct from
civilians), it is expressly prohibited to use medical facilities for the
purposes of shielding. 183 Extension of the prohibition to the use of
medical cyber infrastructure as a shield is reasonable.

Rule 53 - Verification of targets

Those who plan or dedde upon a cyber attack shall do everything
feasible to verify that the objectives to be attacked are neither dvilians
nor civilian objects and are not subject to special protection.
1. This Rule is based on Article 57(2)(a)(i) of Additional Prolocol
I and is aceepted as customary internationallaw in both international
and non-international armed eontliets. 184
2. This Rule applies to cyber operations that qualify as an 'attack'.
The term 'attack' is defined in Rule 30.
3. An important feature ofRule 53 is its focus on planners and decisionmakers. Those who exeeute eyber attacks may sometimes also be the ones
who approve them. In the case of eertain attacks, the individual actually
exeeuting the attaek has the capability to determine the nature of the target
and to caneel the operanon. This individual is thus in a position to decide
whether the attack is to be undertaken and therefore is obligated to exercise
his or her eapability to verify that the person or object to be attacked is a
lawful target. On other occasions, the person executing the attack may not
be privy to information as to its character or even the identity of the target.
He or she may simply be carrying out instructions to deliver the cyber
weapon against a predetennined part of the eyber infrastructure. Under
these circumstances, the duty of the individual carrying out the cyber attack
would be limited to those measures that are feasible in the ctrcumstances.t'"
4. The limitatiön to those who plan or decide upon eyber attacks
should not be interpreted as relieving others of the obligation to take
appropriate steps should information come to their attention that suggests an intended target of a cyber attack is a protected person or object,
or that the attaek would otherwise be prohibited. For example, assume
18] Additional Protocol I. Art. 12(4).
184 GaUe Trial Chamber judgment, para. 58; US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK,para. 8.1; UK
MANUAL.para. 5.32.2 (as amended), CANADIANMANUAL,para. 417; GERMAN MANUAL,
para. 457; AMW MANUAL,Rule 32(a) and chapeau to sec. G; NIAC MANUAl, commentary accompanying para. 2.1.2; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDV,Rule 16.
18~ AMW MANUAL,commentary accompanying Rule 35.
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that a cyber attack is planned and all preparations are completed, including mapping the network and determining the nature of the target
system. The attackers are awaiting authorization by the approving
authority. Assume further that an operatot is continuously monitoring

the network. Any material changes in the eyber environment of the
proposed target must be relayed to the commander and other relevant
personnel as soon as possible.

5. The obligation to da 'everything feasible' is to be interpreted
identically to the obligation to take 'all feasible precautions' in Rule 54.
'Peasible' has been widely interpreted as that which is 'practicable or
practically possible, taking into account all circumstances ruling at the
time, induding humanitarian and military constderettons'J'" In the
context of cyber attacks, feasible precautions might include gathering
intelligenee on the network through mapping or other processes in order
to allow those responsible reasonably to determine the attack's likely
effeets, particularly on the civilian population or civilian objects. There
is no obligation to take measures that are not feasible. It may, for
example, not be feasible to map the target because doing so will disclose,
and thus enable defences against, the intended operation.
6. When gathering sufficient information to verify the target is not
praeticable or practically possible, the decision-maker may have to refrain
from conducttng an attack, or otherwise modify the eoncept of operations.
For instanee, if an attacker is unable to gather reliable information as to
the nature of a proposed eyber target system, the decision-maker would
be obligated to limit the scope of the attaek to only those components
or capabilities of the system with regard to which there is sufficient information to verify their status as lawful targets.

Rule 54 - Choke of means or methods
These who plan or dectde upon a cyber attack shall take all feasible
precautions in the choice of means or methods of warfare employed in
such an attack, with a view to avoiding, and in anyevent to minimizing,
incidental injury to ctvilians, loss of civilian ltfe, and damage to or
destruction of dvilian objects.
lB6 Amended Mines Protocol, Art. 3(10); UK Additional Protocols Ratitication Statement,
para. (b). Seealso US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 8.3.1; UK MANUAL, para. 5.32 [as
amended); CANAD1AN MANUAL at A-4; AMW MANUAL, Rule l(q); ICRC CUSTOMARY
IHL STUDY, commentary accompanying Rule 15.

I. This Rule is based upon Article 57(2)(a)(ü) of Additional Protocol
1. lt reflects customary international law and is applicable in international
and non-international arrned conflicts. 187
2. Even if the hann to civilians and ctvilian objects expected to result
during an attack ls not excessive relative to the anticipated military advantage, and is therefore in compliance with Rule 51, feasible precautions must
be taken to minimize collateral damage. Rule 54 specifically addresses the
obligation to consider alternative weapons or tactics to minimize collateral
damage to civilians or civilian property. lt should be noted that the Rule
requires consideration of both cyber and kinetic options for achieving the

desired military effectwhile minimizing coUateral damage.
3. The term 'all feasible precautions' in this Rule has the same meaning as 'everything feasible' in Rule 53 and the Commentary to that Rule
applies equally here. In particular, an attacker need not seleet alternative
weapons or tactics that will yield less military advantage to the attacker.

4. 'Means' and 'methods' are defined in Rule 41.188 With regard to
the application of this Rule to those who execute attacks, see the Commentary to Rule 53.
5. The issue of indirect effects is central to cyber operations because
of the interconnectivity of computers, particularly between military and
civilian systems. The US Commander's Handbook acknowledges the
appropriateness of constdering indirect effects as collateral damage.P"
The International Group of Experts agreed with this view. Therefore,
a person who is planning or ustng a cyber means or method must take
all feasible precautions to avoid, or at least minimize, indirect as weil as
direct collateral damage. This obligation affects not only the choice of
the cyber means used, but also how it ts employed.
6. To illustrate operation ofthis Rule,consider the case of an attacker
who seeks to insert malware into a closed military network. One method
of doing so would involve placing the malware on a thumb drive used
by someone working on that closed network. The attacker would have
to assess the possibility that the thumb drive might also be used on
computers connected to civilian networks and thereby cause collateral

187 UK MANUAL, paras. 5.32, 5.32.4 (both as amended): CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 417;
GERMAN MANUAL,paras. 457, 510; AMW MANUAL,Rule 31(b), chapeau to sec. G; NIAC
MANUAL, para. 1.1.1.b: ICRC CUSTOMARYIHL STUDY,Rule 17.
188 See, c.g., UK MANUAL, para. 5.32.4. Purther, para. 5.32.5 provides a list of factors (0 be
189
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damage. In such a case, It might be possible to design different malware
(means) that will minimize the likelihood of collateral damage. The
Stuxnet attaek appears to have been planned with this Rule in mtnd,
in that the cyber weapon employed was destgned to seek out a specific
type of industrial process-control system, operating with a particular
combination of hardware and software.

Rule 55 - Precautions as to proportionality
Those who plan or decide upon attacks shall refrain from deciding
to launch any cyber attack that may be expected to cause incidental
loss of civilian hfe, injury to dvilians. damage to civilian objects or
a combination thereof which would be excessive in relation to the
concrete and direct military advantage anticipated.
1. Rule 55 is based on Artide 57(2)(a)(iii) of Additional Protoeol I. lt
reflects customary international law and Is applicable in international
and non-international armed conflicts.190
2. This Rule is to be distinguished from Rule 51. Rule 51 sets forth
the general rule on proportionality and is rooted in Artide 51(5)(b) of
Additional Protocol I. Rule 55 merely emphasizes that individuals who
plan or decide upon cyber attacks have a continuing personal obligation
to assess proportionality. As noted in the Commentary to Rule 53, in
many situatlons an individual executing a cyber attack will be in a
position to 'decide upon' it. This is particularly important in the context
ofRule 55. For instance, if a cyber operator becomes aware that an attack
being execured will unexpectedly result in excessive collateral damage,
he or she must terminate the attack. Rule 57 addresses the duty to caneel
or suspend attacks when new information becomes available that indicates the attack will violate the rule of proportionality.
3. Rule 55 applies in the same fashion as Rule 51. The Commentary
to that Rule applies equally here.

Rule 56 - Choice oftargets
For States party to Additional Protocol I. when a choice is possible
between several military objectives for obtaining a simUar military
advantage, the objective to be selected for cyber attack sball be tbat the
para. 417; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 457; AMW
and chapeau tc sec. G: lCRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY. Rule IS.

190 CANADIAN MANUAL,
32(()

MANUAL,

Rule

attack on which may be expected 10 cause the least danger to civilian
lives and to civillan objects.
1. This Rule is based on Article 57(3) of Additional Protocol!. A
substantial majority of the International Group of Experts agreed that
this Rule reflecte customary international law and is applicable in international and non-international armed confltcrs.'?' However, a minority
ofthe Experts took the position that Article 57(3) had not matured into
customary international law and therefore this Rule is not binding on
States that are not Party to that instrument.
2. Rule 56 applies to cyber operations that qualify as an 'attack'. The
term attack is defined in Rule 30.
3. In contrast to the other sub-paragraphs of Article 57, Article 57(3)
does not specify to whom it is directed. Therefore, Rule 56 has been
drafted to apply to an persons who are involved in target selection,
approval, and execution of the attack.
4. Based upon the text of Article 57(3), the International Group of
Experts understood the consequences of the danger referred to in thls
Rule as limited to injury, death, damage, or destruction by the direct
or indirect effects of a cyber attack. Damage would, for the majority of
the International Group of Experts, include, in certain circumstances,
deprivation of functionality (Rule 30).
5. Whether a choice is posslble is a question of fact to be determined in the circumstances ruling at the time. For the Rule to apply the
options must be more than mere possibilities; they must be reasonable
with regard to such factors as practicality, military viability, and technological prospect of success.
6. It must be borne in mind that the Rule only applies in the case
of targets the attack upon which will yield similar military advantage. The
military advantage does not have to be identical qualitative1y or quantltatively. Instead, the issue is whether an attack on the alternative target
would achieve comparable military effects.l'"
7. The military advantage is to be determined in light of the operation as a whole and not based solelyon that accruing from an individual
attack. Thus, even if the alternative attack is likely to occasion less

191 UK MANUAL, para. 5.32 [as amended); CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 716; GERMAN
MANU"'L, para. 457: AMW MANUH, Rule 33, chapeau to sec. G; NIAC M",NU"'L, para.
2.1.2d; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY,RuIe 2l.
192 AMW MANUAL,commentary accompanying RuIe 33.
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coUateral damage, there will be no obligation to undertake it if it would
not achieve the military purpose for which the original attack is designed.
8. For instance, consider a situation in which an attacker seeks to
disrupt enemy command and control. One option is to conduet cyber
attacks against elements of the dual-use electrical grid on which the
enerny's communication system relies. However, such attacks are likely
to result in significant, albeit proportional, collateral damage. A second
militarily feasible option is to conduct cyber attacks directly against the
enemy's command and control network. If the latter would be expected
to achieve the desired effect on enemy command and control (ehe same
military advantage), while resulting in less collateral damage, this
option must be selected.

Rule 57 - Cancellation or suspension of attack
Those who plan. approve. or execute a cyber attack shall cancel or
suspend the attack if it becomes apparent that:
(a) the objective is not a military one or is subject to special pretecüom or
(b) the attack may be expected 10 canse, directly or indirectly, Incidental loss of civilian life, injury 10 cfvilians, damage 10 civilian
objects, or a combination thereof that would be excessive in
relation to the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated.
1. Rule 57 reflects Arttele 57(2)(b) of Additional Protocol I. It is
customary in character and applies in both international anned conflict
and non-international armed conflict. 19 3
2. This Rule applies to cyber operations that qualify as an 'attack'.
The tenn attack is defined in Rule 30.
3. Lit. (a) reflects the fact that the requirement to ensure that protected persons and objects are not attacked applies beyond the planning
phase into its execution. It is a corollary to Rule 53, which sets forth a
requirement to take feasible measures to verify the status of the target.
4. Lit. (b) is a corollaryto Rule 51, which sets forth the general rule of
proportionality, and Rule 55, which applies to those who plan or approve
attacks. lt applies to situations in which, although all necessary precautions have been taken, new information makes it dear that an attack that
has been previously decided upon will cause excessive collateral damage.
193 NlAC MANUAL. para. 2.1.2(c): ICRC CUSTOMARYIHL STUDY, Rule 19.

The interpretation of the terms used in tOO Rule is identical to that set
forth in the Commentary to Rule 51.
5. The practicality of suspending or cancelling an attack is casespecific. For instance, in some cases, such as the placement of a logic bomb
as part of a rootkit, there may be many opportunities to cancel or suspend
an attack. Duration ofthe cyber attack itself, which can range from seconds
to months, can also determine the attacker's ability to suspend or cancel.
6. The requirement of 'constant care' in Rule 52 implies a duty to
take 'all feasible measures' to determine whether an attack should be
cancelled or suspended. An example is monitoring the operation.
7. The notion of facts 'becoming apparent' Is not entirely passive.
Rather, an attacker who initiates a cyber attack has a duty to monitor the
attackas long as it is feasible to do so. Some cyber attacks may be difficult to
continuously monitor, thus making it practically difficult to know whether
to cancel or suspend them. This would heighten the degree of scrutiny that
is merited durtng the planning and decision phases of the attack.
8. Constder a case in which, before the initiation of hostilities, State
A distributes rootkits in a segment of the military communication network
of State B. After hostilities have commenced, a cyber operation to activate
the logic bombs on board these rootkits is approved. In the course of this
operation, the rootkits' sniffer component detects that State B has recently
connected its emergency services communication system to its military
communication network, thereby raising the issue of proportionality. State
A must suspend its cyber attack until it can satisfy itself that the attack
would be proportionate, for example by conducnng further reconnaissance
in order to ascertain the likely harm to the civilian population that will be
caused by the disabling of the emergency services communication system.
Rule 58 - Warnings

Effective advance warning shall be given of cyber attacks that may
affect the civilian population unless cireumstances do not pennit.
l. This Rule derives from Article 57(2)(c) of Additional Protocol
land Article 26 of the Hague Regulations. The International Group of
Experts agreed that it is reflective of customary internationallaw applicable in international armed conthcts.'?'
para. 5.32.8; C\NADIAN MANUAL, para. 420; GERMAN M",NUAL, paras.
447, 453, 457; AMW MANUAL, Rule 37 and accompanying commentary; lCRC CusIHL STUDY, Rule 20.

194 UK MANUAL,
TOMARY
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2. The International Group of Experts agreed that this Rule extends
to non-international armed conflicts as a matter of customary international law, although they acknowledged the existence of arguments
that its application was limited durtng such conflicts to certain treaty
obligations. 195
3. Rule 58 applies only to cyber attacks as defined in Rule 30; it does
not apply to cyber operations falling short of that level. Additionally, it
does not apply to situations in which civilian objects will be damaged or
destroyed without the civilian population belng placed at rlsk, This point
Is especially important in the cyber context since cyber attacks will often
darnage dvilian cyber infrastructure without risking harm to persons.
4. The law of armed conflict does not define the term 'affect' as used
in Article 57(2)(c) of Additional Protocol I. In light of the limitation of
the Article's application to attacks and the reference to 'loss of civilian
life [and] injury to civilians' in other aspects of the requirement to take
precautions in attack (Rules 54 to 57), the majority of the International
Group of Experts concluded that the Rule applies ouly in cases where
civilians are at risk of injury or death. The minority took a broader
approach by nottng the requirement to take precautions to 'spare' the
civilian population in Rule 52. All the Experts agreed that effects that
consisted of mere inconvenience, irritation, stress, or fear to civilians
196
would not meet the threshold of this Rule.
5. Por the purposes of the Rule, 'effective' means that the intended
recipient is likely to receive the warning and understand it in sufficient
197
time to be able to act.
Cyber means may be an effective way of
delivering a waming of both cyber and kinetic attacks. Other waming
techniques may also be effective in gtving warning of a cyber attack. The
determination of whether a warning is likely to be effective depends on
the attendant circumstances.
6. Warnings may be conveyed through the enemy if it is reasonable
to condude in the circumstances that the enemy will warn its population.
For instance, if duel-use cyber infrastructure is to be attacked, the
attacking force may elect to warn the enemy of the Impendtng attack
19~ Por Stetes Parties, Art. 3(U) of the Amended Mine Protocol scts forth a warning
requirement in non-international armed conflict with respect to, inter alia, booby traps
(Rule 44). Similarly, warning requirements extst with regard to cultural property (Rule
82) fcr Stetes Party to the Secend Cuhural Property Prorocol, Arts. 6(d), 13(2)(c)(ii). See

also AMW MANUAL. Rule 96.
196 AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 37.
197 See UK MANUAL, para. 5.32.8.
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on the assumption that the enemy will warn the civilian population to
take steps to minimize any expected collateral damage. However, if it
is unreasonable to conclude the enemy will da so (perhaps because the
enemy wants to use affected civilians and civilian objects as shields), such

a warning will not suffice. Instead, the attacker would need to directly
warn the civilian population itself, subject to the conditions set forth in
this Commentary.

7. The means of warning need only be effective; there is DO requirement that the means chosen be the most effective available. For instance,
a party to the conflict may intend to attack a service provider that serves
both military and civilian users. The attacker may eleet to provide notice
of the Impending attack via national news media rather than by sending
text messages to each civilianuser. Even though the technique might be a

more effective means of warning, noti.fication through the media would
be sufficiently effective to meet the requirements of this Rule.
8. The phrase 'unless circumstances do not permit' reflects the fact
that wamings can prejudice an attack. 198 When cyber attacks require
surprise, wamings do not have to be glven. For example, surprise may be
necessary to ensure that the enemy does not mount effective cyber
defences agalnst an attack. Similarly, surprise may be necessary to ensure
the enemy does not pre-empt an attack by striking first at the attacker's
cyber assets. Consider, for example, a cyber operation involvlng placement of a kill-switch into the target computer's control system, to be
activated on the occurrence of some future event or after the pessage of a
spectfied period. A waming that would gtve the enemy an opportunity
to locate and neutralize the device need not be given (or may be general).
Surprise might also be necessary for force protection. As an example, a
warning could allow the enemy to monitor the cyber attack such that
It will be able to strike back. Equally, the cyber attack may form part of
a broader military operation and advance waruing may expose troops
tnvolved to greater risk. Given the current state of technology, the
likelihood of wamings betng feasible in the cyber context is low.
9. Waruings of cyber attacks, or cyber warnings of kinetic attacks,
may have a general character. An example would be a warning that cyber
attacks are to be conducted against dual-use electrical generanon facilities
throughout enemy territory without specifying precise targets.

193 UK MANUAL para. 5.32.8; CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 420; AMW MANUAL, commentary
acoompanying Rule 37; lCRC ADDITiONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 2223.
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10. A party to the eonfliet may issue a warning as a ruse, that is, in
order to mislead the enemy (Rule 61). For instance, a false announcement of an attaek affecting dual-use systems might prove militarily useful
in causing the enemy to take its military assets off-line. However, even
though ruses of war are not prohibited in this regard, they are unlawful If
they have the effect of influencing the population to disregard future
valid wamings of attack.

Rule 59 - Precaulions against the effects of cyber atlacks
The parties to an armed conflict shall, to the maximum extent feasfble,
take necessary precautions to protect the civilian population, individual civilians, and civilian objects under their control against the
dangen resulting from cyber attacks.
I. 'Ihis Rule is based on Arttele 58(c) of Additional Protocoll.lt refleets
199
eustomary internationallaw applieable in international armed eonfliets.
2. The majority of the International Group of Experts took the position that the Rule's applieation was limited to international armed conflict. These Experts doubted that in ternationallaw would impose a general
obligation on aState to take aetions to protect its own population from
attacks during a non-international armed confllct; any decision to do so
would be a matter within its discretion. A minority of the Experts would
extend applieation of the Rule to non-international armed eonflicts. 2OO
3. The obligation to take precautions under this Rule differs from that
under Rules 52 to 58 insofar as this Rule relates to preeautions against the
effects of cyber attaeks, that is, to 'passive preeautions' that must be taken
by the parties to the conflict in anticipation of the possibility of eyber
attacks. In other words, whereas Rules 52 to 58 set forth an attacker's
obligations as to precautions, Rule 59 addresses those of adefender.
Examples of passive precautions include segregating military from civilian
cyber infrastructure; segregating computer systems on whieh critical civilian infrastructure depends from the Internet; backing up important civilian data; making advance arrangements to ensure the timely repair
199 US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 8.3; UK MANUAL, paras. 5.36-5.36.2; CANADIAN
MANUAL, para. 421; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 513; AMW MANUAL, Rules 42-5; ICRC
CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY,Rule 22.
200 ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule 22. See also the obligation to take passive precautions with respect to cultural property, Second CulturaJ Property Protocol, Art. 8; AMW
MANUAL, chapeau to sec. H; NIAC MANUAL, para. 2.3.7 (placement of military

objecuves).
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of important computer systems; dlgitally recording important cultural
or spiritual objects to facilitate reconstruction in the event of their destruction: and using antl-virus measures to protect civilian systems that might
suffer damage or destruction durtng an attack on military cyber
Infrastructure.
4. Not all sub-paragraphs of Arttele 58 of Additional Protocol
I have been incorporated into this Rule since Arttele 58(c). which this
Rule reflects, captures the totality of the requirement to take passive
precautions; It is a 'catch-all' provision that encompasses the requlrements set forth in the other sub-paragraphs. The omission of the
remaining sub-paragraphs of Artide 58 should therefore not be interpreted as implying that the obligation to take passive precautions is in

any way diminished in the case of cyber attacks.
5. Note that Arttele 58(c) refers to protection against the 'dangers
resulting from milltary operations', while Rule 59 limits applieability to
'attacks'. All members of the International Group of Experts agreed that
preeautions agalnst cyber attacks were eneompassed in the Rule. The
majority, however, were unwilling to extend its application to aß eyber
operations on two grounds. First, these Experts maintained that Article
58 applies only to attaeks, as indicated by the title of the Article in
Additional Protoeol I. Seeond, even if Article 58 is meant to apply to
aß operations, they took the position that no equivalent eustomary law
exists. The minority took the contrary position on the basis that Article
58(e) refers to 'operations' and that tberefore the norm should be understood in its broader sense.
6. Passive precautionary obligations are subject to the eaveat 'to the
maximum extent feasible'. The term 'maximum extent' emphasizes the
importance of taking the requisite measures. It does not imply, however,
the existence of an obligation to do everything that, though theoretically
possible, is not practicaßy possiblej'" Indeed, the ICRC eommentary to
Artide 58 notes 'it is dear that precautions should not go beyond
the point where the life of the population would beeome difficult or even
impossible,.202 As to the meaning of the word 'feasible' for the purposes
of this Manual, see the Commentary accompanying Rule 53.
7. It rnay not always be feasible for parties to the conflict to segregate
potential military objectives from civilian objects. For example, apower
generanon plant or an alr traffic control centre may serve both military
201

See Commentary accompanying Rule 53.

202 ICRC ADDITiONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY,

para. 2245.
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and civilian purposes. Civilians and civilian objects might be present
at these lawful targets and it may not be feasible to segregate them in
accordance with this Rule. Similarly, it might be impossible to segregate
the civilian and military functions of the infrastructure. When segregation cannot be accomplished, a party to the conflict remains obltged, to
the maximum extent feasible, to take other measures to protect civilians
and civilian objects under its control from the dangers attendant to
cyber attacks.
8. The concept ofcontrol' was thought of in territorial terms during
the negotiations of Additional Protocol I?03 The International Group of
Experts was divided over the meaning to be attributed to the term in the
cyber context. A majority of the Experts concluded that all civilian cyber
infrastructure and activities located in territory under the control of a
party to the conflict are subject to this Rule. This would indude the
party's unoccupied territory and occupied enemy territory. A minority
took a more nuanced approach, asserting that the prohibition should not
necessarily be conceived of territorially. For them, not every computer
system within territory controlled by a party is within its control for the
purpose of the Rule. As an example, military communications may travel
through civilian computer systems, servers, and routers over which a
party has no de facto contral For these Experts, the obligaticn in this
Rule would not apply in such cases. In view of the 'maximum extent
feasible' caveat, thts division of opinion results in only minor differences
in application of the Rule. All the Experts agreed that if the party can
dictate the operations of a civilian computer system, it is under the
control of that party.
9. On the one hand, the International Group of Experts agreed that
the tenn 'dangers' does not refer to the risk of inconvenience or irritation. For example, the Rule does not require a party to the conflict to
protect civilians from cyber operations that cause temporary inability to
access a website. Similarly, the party is not obliged to protect against the
mere defacement of websites. On the other hand, the Experts also agreed
that the dangers the Rule ts designed to protect against indude death or
injury to civilians or damage to civilian property, that is, collateral
damage. A minority of the International Group of Experts would include
negative effects falling short of this threshold, such as major disruption of
day-to-day life (as distinct from mere inconvenience or irritation).

203 !CRC

ADDiTiONAL PROTOCOLS CoMMENTARY.

para. 2239.
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10. Alihough paragraphs (a) and (b) of Article 58 of Additional
Protocol I are not restated in this Rule, they provide useful guidance.
Artide 58(a) imposes a requirement to remove civilians and civilian
objects from the vicinity of military objectives. 204 Two seenarios in the
eyber context illustrate the danger contemplated. First, a military
objective may be attacked by eyber means in a way that harms nearby
civilians or civilian objects. In such a case, the physical removal of the
civilians and civilian objects would be required to the extent feasible.
Second, cyber attacks may have indirect effects on civilian computers,
computer networks, or eyber infrastructure. Appropriate precautions
in such situations may include separating, compartmentalizing, or
otherwise shielding civilian cyber systems.

11. The obligation in Article 58(b) of Additional Protocol l to 'avoid
locating military objectives within or near densely populated areas',
whtch is implicit in this Rule, addresses the situation in which civilian
objeets are not (yet) located in the vieinity of military objectives; it
is preventive in character.j'" In the eyber eontext, there is no direct
equivalent to 'densely populated areas'. For instanee, although civilians
primarily use social networking medta, these eannot be equated with
densely populated areas, beeause the notion involves physical presenee.
However, the requirement does apply with respect to physically locating
cyber infrastrueture liable to attack in densely populated areas.
12. The commentary to Artiele 58 offers several further examples of
passive precautions. These include well-trained civil defenee forees,
systems for warnings of impending attacks, and responsive fire and emergency services.206 Cyber equivalents might include distributing protective
software products, monitoring networks and systems, maintaining a straregte cyber reserve of bandwidih and cyber eapability, and developing
response eapabilities that prevent bleed over into the civilian system.
13. Rule 59 does not bear on the 'dual-use' issue (Rule 39). State
practiee clearly establishes the legality of using cyber infrastructure for
both military and civilian purposes. Instead, this Rule addresses the issue
of proximity (whether real or virtual) of civilians and civilian objeets to
cyber infrastrueture that qualifies as a military objective, including dualuse targets.
204. AMW MANUAL, Rule 43; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule 24.
20~ AMW MANUAL, Rule 42; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule 23.
206 ICRC ADDiTIONAL PROTOCOU COMMENTARY, paras. 2257-8. See also ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, commentary accompanying Rule 22.
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14. State practice also demonstrates that the failure of adefender to
take passive precautions does not, in itself predude the other side from
conducting a cyber attack. 207 Nevertheless, the International Group of
Experts agreed that even when the enemy does not take passive precautions, an attacker rernains bound by the Rules governtng attacks, especially distinetion, proportionality, and the requirement to take active
precautions (Rules 31 and 51 to 58).1°8 Same of the Experts took the
position that the failure of a party to take passive precautions is an
approprtate consideration when determining whether an attacker has
complied with its obligations to take active precautions.
SECT!ON 8:

PERFIDY, IM PROPER USE,
AND ESPIONAGE

Ruie 60 - Perfidy
In the conduct of hostilities involving cyber operations, it is pro-

hibited 10 kill or inJure an adversary by rescrt 10 perfidy. Ac" that
invite the confidence of an adversary to lead h1m to believe he or she is
entitled to receive, or is obliged to accord, proteenon under the law of
armed conflict wtth intent to betray that confidence constitute perfidy.
1. Perfidy, also referred to as 'treachery', is defined in Artide 37(1)
of Additional Protocol I as '[a]cts inviting the confidence of an adversary
to lead him to believe that he is entitled to, or is obliged to accord,
protection under the rules of international law applicable in armed
conflict, with the Intcnt to betray that confidence'. The prohibition
agatnst killing or wounding by perfidy also appears in Article 23(b)
of the Hague Regulations. This Rule applies in both international and
non-international armed confllct and is considered customary internationallaw.209
2. Whereas Article 37(1) of Additional Protocol I includes acts that
result in the capture of an adversary, the majority of the International
207 ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY,commentary accompanying Ruie 22.
208 See Additional Protocol I. Art. 51(8); AMW MANUAL,Ruie 46; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL
STUDY,commentary accompanying Rule 22.
209 Hague Regulations, Art. 23(0; US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 12.1.2; UK
MANUAL,paras. 5.9, 15.12; CANADIAN MANUAL,paras. 603, 706. 857; GERMANMANUAL,
para. 472; AMW MANUAL,commentary accompanying Rule lll(a); NIAC Manual,
para. 2.3.6; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule 65. Seealso Rome Statute, Arts. 8(2)(b)(xi),
8(2)(e)(ix).
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Group of Experts conduded that customary international law prohibits
only those perfidious acts intended to result in death or injury.210 This
position is based in part on the fact that capture is not referred to in the
Hague Regulations or the Rome Statute.211 A minority ofthe Experts took
the position that as a matter of customary international law, the prohibition also extends to capture. 212 Of course, the prohibition of perfidious
acts leading to capture extends as a matter of treaty law to States Party to
Additional Protocol I durtng conflicts in which that instrument applies.
3. The prohibition has four elements: (1) an act inviting particular
confidence ofthe adversary: (2) an intent to betray that confidence; (3) a
specific protection provided for in international law; and (4) death or
injury ofthe adversary.213
4. The notion of 'adversary' is sufficiently broad to encompass the
situation in which the deceived person is not necessartly the person
whose death or injury results from the deception, provtded the individual
killed or injured was an intended target of the attack.
5. In order to breach the prohibition agatrist perfidr' the perfidtous
act must be the proximate cause of the death or injury. 14Consider the
case of a perfidious email inviting the enemy to a meeting with a
representative of the International Committee of the Red Cross, but
which is actually intended to lead enemy forces into an ambush. The
enemy is deceived, and, while travelling to the purported meeting, their
vehide strikes alandmine (which was not foreseen by the senders of the
email). Any resulting deaths were not proximately caused by the perfidious email because they were not foreseeable, therefore, the prohibition set
forth in this Rule has not been breached.
6. Proximate cause should not be confused with temporal prcxlmity.
In the cyber context, it is possible that a perfidious act inviting the
adversary's confidence will occur at a point in time that is remote from
the act that causes the death or injury. An example Is an email sent by a
military unit to the adversary indicatlng an intention to surrender some
days later at a specific location. At the appointed time and location, the
adversary is ambushed and some of its troops are killed. Rule 60 has
210 See AMW MANUAL, commenlary accompanying Rule lll(a) (discussmg whether the
prohibition against perfidy extends to ects resulting in capture).
211 Hague Regulations, Art. 23(b). Seealso Rome Statute, Art. 8(2)(b)(xi).
212 ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule 65.
213 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS CoMMENTARY, para. 1500; Rorne Staune Elements of the
Crimes, Arts. 8(2)(b)(xi), 8(2)(e)(ix).
214 Bothe et al, NEW RULES FüR VICTIMS 01' ARMED CONFLICTS 204 (1982).
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been violated, even though substantial time has passed since the Initlating perfidlous act.
7. The International Group of Experts was split as to whether the
perfidious act must actually result in the injury or death of the adversary.
The ICRC commentary to Article 37 indicates that the issue was probIematic, but that 'It seems evident that the attempted or unsuccessful act
also falls under the scope of this prohibition'.215 On this basis, some
Experts took the position that the perfidious act need not be successful.
Others were of the view that this position does not accurately reflect
customary law, as evidenced in part by the plain text of Artide 23{b) of
the Hague Regulations and Artiele 37 of Additional Protocol I.
8. The confidence that ls invited must be that the person or object
involved is either protected by the law of anned conflict or is obliged to
accord such protection to the party that ls the subject of the deception.
Examples include feigning the status of civilians (Rule 29), civilian objects
(Rule 38), medical personnel or entities (Rules 70 and 71), United Nations
personnel or objects (Rule 74), or persons who are horsdecombat(Rule 34).
9. The International Group of Experts was divided as to whether the
confidence referred to in this Rule encompasses that of a cyber system.
Some Experts were of the view that it does. An example would be a
situation in which the enemy commander is known to have a pacemaker.
Malware that will disrupt the rhythm of the pacemaker and induce a heart
attack is programmed to falsely authenticate itself as heing generated by
a legitimate medical source. The false authentication is accepted by
the enemy's computer network and the malware attacks the pacemaker
of the adversary commander, causing a heart attack. In this example, the
confidence of the adverse party's computer system has been betrayed and,
according to the majority of the Experts, the Rule has been violated. Other
Experts took the position that the notion of confidence presupposes
human tnvolvement, such that influencing a machine's processes without
consequently affecting human perception falls outside the Rule.
10. The perfidy Rule does not extend to perfidious acts that result in
damage or destruction of property.216 Such perfidious conduct might,
however, be prohibited by another rule of the law of international armed
conflict. For example, the feigning of United Nations observer status to
gain access to an adversary's military headquarters to enable a close access

21~ ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLSCOMMENTARY, para. 1493.
216 AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule Ill(a).
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operation against its secure computer network would not breach the
perfidy rule, but would nonetheless be prohibited (Rule 63).

11. Perfidy must be distinguished from espionage (Rule 66). However, a cyber operation with the primary purpose of espionage that fulfils
the perfidy criteria and results in the death or injury of an adversary
violates this Rule.
12. In an armed conflict, simpIy failing to identify oneself as a
combatant is not perfidy, although it may result in a loss of entitlement
to claim combatant immunity or prisoner of war status (Rule 26).217
SimilarIy,in the cyber context there is no obligation specificallyto mark
websites, IP addresses, or other information technology facilities that are
used for military purposes in order to distinguish them from civilian
objects. However, it may be perfidious to make such websites (or other
cyber entities) appear to have civilian status with a view to deceiving the
enemy in order to kill or injure.
13. There is a distinetion between feigning protected status and
masking the originator of the attaek. A eyber attack in whieh the originator is concealed does not equate to feigning protected status. lt is
therefore not perfidious to eonduct eyber operations that do not disclose
the originator ofthe operation.j'" The situation is analogous to a sniper
attaek in which the location of the attacker or identity of the sniper may
never be known. However, an operation that is masked in a manner that
invites an adversary to conclude that the originator is a civilian or other
protected person is prohibited if the result of the operation is death or
injury of the enemy.
14. The integrated nature of cyber infrastructure makes it Iikely that
civilian cyber infrastructure will be involved in eyber attacks. The fact
that cyber attacks causing death or injury are conducted over eivilian
cyber infrastructure does not in itself make them perfidious. In thts
respect, cyber infrastructure is no different from civilian infrastructure
used to launch a kinetic attack. Exampies include roads used by military
convoys or civilian airports used by military aircraft. The exception to
this general rule is infrastructure that enjoys specially protected status,
such as a medical computer network. This issue is further discussed
below at Rule 71.
217 See Rules 25 and 31 for further dfscusslon on the requirement for combatants to
distinguish themselves from the civilian pepulation.
218 Recalling, however, that if captured, that combatant may subsequently be denied
combatant er prisoner of war stetus.
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15. Perfidy must be distinguished from ruses, which are permissible.
Ruses are acts designed to mislead, confuse, or induce an adversary to act
recklessly, but that do not violate the law of armed conflict (Rule 61).
Rule 61 - Ruses

Cyber operations that qualify as ruses of war are pennitted.
1. This Rule is drawn from Article 37(2) of Additional Protocol
1. Ruses are permitted in both international and non-international armed
conflict.2 19
2. Ruses of war are acts intended to mislead the enemy or to induce
enemy forces to act recklessly, but that do not violate the law of armed
confltct. They are not perfidtous because they do not invite the confidence of the enemy with respect to protected status. The following are
examples of permissible ruses?20

(a) creation of a 'dummy' computer system simulating non-existent
forcesr
(b) transmission of false information causing an opponent erroneously
to believe operations are about to occur or are underway;
(c) use offalse computer identifiers, computer networks (e.g., honeynets
or honeypots), or computer transmissions,
(d) feigned cyber attacks that do not violate Rule 36;
(e) bogus orders purported to have been issued by the enemy commander;
(f) psychological warfare activities;
(g) transmitting falseintelligenceinformation intended for interception;and
(h) use of enemy codes, signals, and passwords.
3. A common element of ruses of war is the presentation to the
enemy of a 'false appearance of what is actually going on, thereby lawfully
gaining a military advantage'i'?' Consider, for example, the use of a
software decoy to deceive the enemy. In response to a rogue software
agent that is tasked with modifying XML tags, the software decoy deflects
para. 12.1.l; UK MANUAL, paras. 5.17, 15.12; GERMAN
para. 471; AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanytng Rule 113; NIAC
commentary accompanying para. 2.3.6; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY. Rule 57.
For examples of ruses in the conventional context, see DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY,
F1ELD MANUAL 27-10, THE LAW OF LAND WARFARE para. 51 (1956). See also US
COMMANDER'S I-lANDBOOK. para, 12.1.1; UK MANUAL. para. 5.17.2; CANADfAN
MANUAL, para. 856; AMW MANUAL, Rule 116.
AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule }16(a).

219 US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK,
MANUAL,
MANUAL,

220

221
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the enemy' s cyber operators by redirecting their attention to a honeypot
that contains false XML tags that appear to have greater military value
than those under attack. The action is a lawful ruse.
4. It is permissible to camouflage persons and objects to blend in with
(ie., to be visually indistinct from) surroundings, induding civilian surroundings, so long as doing so does not amount to perfidy (Rule 60).222
The International Group of Experts was split, however, as to whether it
would be lawful to camouflage a computer or computer network to blend
in with a civilian system in a manner that did not constitute perfidy. Por
instance, a military computer system might use a .com domain in order
to appear to be commercial in nature to make it harder to detect.
The majority of the Experts took the position that doing so would be
un1awful ifthe operation undermined the principle of distinction (Rule 31)
by placing civilians and civilian objects at increased risk.223 The minority
suggested that only the rule of perfidy applies to such cases.

Rule 62 - Improper use of the protective indicators
It is prohibited to make improper use of the protective emblems,
slgns, or signals that are set forth in the law of armed conflict.

1. This Rule of customary and treaty law applies during both international and non-international armed conflict.224
2. The Red Cross and the Red Crescent (as well es the Red Lion and
Sun, now in disuse 22s ) have long been recognized as distinctive protective
emblems.P" Additional Protocol III to the 1949 Geneva Conventions
establishes the Red Crystal as an additional distincüve emblem with equal
AMW MANUAL, Rule 116(e) and accompanying commentary.
UJ AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rute II6(e).
Hague Regulations, Art. 23(0; Additional Protocol I, Art. 38(1); Additional Protocol 11,
Art. 12; Additional Protocol III, Art. 6(1); US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 8.5.1.6;
UK MANUAL, para. 5.10 (as amended); CANADIAN MANUAL, paras. 604-5; GERMAN
MANUAL, paras. 641,932; AMW MANUAL, Rute 112(a) and (b). NIAC MANUAL, para.
2.3.4; lCRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rules 58, 59, 61. See also Rome Statute, Art.
8(2)(b)(vü). Jt is important to note that the laner provision Is of more limited scope,
applying only when 'resulting in death or senous personal injury'. Moreover, the Rome
Sratute contains no equivalent rule in rdation tc non-international armed conflicr.
225 The RedLion and Sun has not been used since 1980. In that year, the govemment of the
lslamic Republic of Iran declared that it would use the Red Crescent. See AMW
MANUAL, n. 404.
226 Geneva Convention 1, Arts. 38-44; Geneva Convention H, Arts. 41-5; US CoMMANDER'S
HANDBOOK, para. 8.5.1.1.
222
224
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statUS.227 This Rule also encompasses improper use of the distinctive sign
for cMI defence,228 the distinctive emblem for cultural property ,229 the flag
of truce,230and electronic protective rnarkings such as those set forth in
Annex I of Additional Protocol 1.23 1 Improper use of these distinctive
indicators jeopardizes Identification of the protected persons and
objects entitled to display them, undermines the future credibility of
the indicators, and places persons and objects entitled to their protection
at greater risk.
3. Unlike the previous Rule relating to perfidy, this Rule's prohibitions are absolute. 2 32 They are not limited to actions resulting (or
intending to result) in the death, injury, or, in the case of aState Party
to Additional Protocol I, capture of an adversary.
4. The term 'Improper use' generally refers to 'any use other than
that for which the emblems were intended', namely identification of the
objects, locations, and personnel performing or serving a protected
function.233 The mere display of a protective emblem, even when a
reasonable person would realize its false nature, violates the Rule.
Improper use does not encompass feigning protected status when protective indicators are not being displayed or used. As an example,
consider an email from a Hotmail account to enemy forces that includes
a bare assertion that the sender is a delegareof the International Committee
of the Red Cross. The action does not breach the Rule because it does
not mlsuse the organization's emblem.
5. The International Group of Experts struggled with the issue of
whether the prohibitions set forth in this Rule applied beyond the
recognized and specified indkators. For instance, they dtscussed whether
the use of an email employing the International Committee of the Red
Cross domain name for purposes related to the contltct violate this Rule.
The Experts took two different approaches.
227 Additional Protocol IIl, Art. 2(1).
228 Additional Protocol I, Art. 66; US CoMMANnER's HANDBOOK, para. 8.5.1.2; UJ(
MANUAL, para. 5.10, n. 41.
229 Cultural Property Convention, Arts. 16, 17; US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK. para. 8.5.1.4;
AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 1I2(a).
230 Hague Regulations, Art. 23(1); Additional Protocol I, Art. 38(1); US COMMANDER'S
HANDBOOK, para. 8.5.1.5; AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 112; ICRC
CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule 58.
231 Additional Protoccl I, Annex I, Art. 9, as amended 30 November 1993. See also US
COMMANDER'S HANDBooK, paras. 8.5.2.1, 8.5.2.3.
232 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 1532.
233 !CRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, commentary accompanying Rule 61.
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6. By the first approach, based upon strict textual interpretation of
the underlying treaty law, this Rule bears ouly on protective indicators, as
distinct from the protected persons or objects they identify. For proponents of this approach, ouly cyber operations that employ electronic
reproductions of the relevant graphlc emblems, or which display the
other protective indicators set forth in the law of armed conflict, are
prohibited. Consider, for example, the use of an email message with
the 'tcrc.org' address extension in order to bypass the enemy's network
data filters and deliver a ptece of malware to the military network. As
this operation does not specifically misuse the Red Cross symbol,
the Experts taking this position concluded that the action would not
violate this Rule.
7. By the secend approach, based upon a teleological interpretation
of the underlying treaty law, the key factar in analysing such situations is
use of an indicatcr upon which others would reasonably rely in
extending protecticn prcvided for under the law of armed conflict. For
these Experts, the previous example would violate this Rule because the
dcmain name 'icrc.org' invites confidence as to the affiliation of the
originator,234
8, This Rule is without prejudice to the adoption of an agreement
between parties to the conflict as to cyber or other indicatcrs of specially
protected statusPS

Rule 63 - Improper use of United Nations emblem
It is prohibited to make use of the distinctive emblem of the United
Nations in cyber operations, except as authorized by that organization.

1. Both treaty and customary international law recognize that
unauthorized use of the distinctive emblem of the United Nations is
prohibited in international and non-international armed conflkt. 236

234 An argument in favour of thls view would be to treat Art. 44 of Geneva Convention
I es extending not only ro the words 'Red Cross' or 'Geaeva Cross' bur also ro '!CRC'.
23~ Geneva Conventions I-III, Art. 6: Geneva Convention IV, Art. 7: rCRC ADDITiONAL
PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 1557.
236 Additional Protoccl I, Art. 38(2): US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 12.4: UK
MANUAL, para. 5.1O.c; CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 605(c); AMW MANUAL, Rule 112(e);
NIAC MANUAL, commentary accompanying para. 2.3.4; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY,
RuIe 60. See also Rome Stature, Art. 8(2)(b)(vii).
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2. Any use of its emblem not authorized by the organization constitutes a violation of this Rule, subject to the exception set forth in the
foUowing paragraph. For instance, sending an email masqueradtng as a
United Nations communication and containing the United Nations
emblem is prohibited. The prohibition applies irrespective of whether
United Nations personnel are deployed to the area of armed conflict.
3. In circumstances where the United Nations becomes a party to an
armed conflict or militarily intervenes in an on-gotng one, the emblem
loses its protective function since United Nations military personnel and
equipment are lawful targets. Of course, United Nations personnel performing non-military functions, and their material and equipment,
remain protected under the law of anned conflict as civilians and civilian
objects respectively.
4. As in the case of the protective indicators addressed in Rule 62. the
International Group of Experts was split on the issue of whether the
emblem has to be used in order to violate this Rule, Whereas some took
the position that it does, others maintained that any unauthorized use of
an apparently authoritative indication of United Nations status suffices. For
a discussion of this matter, see the Commentary accompanying Rule 62.
Rule 64 - Improper use 01 enemy Indicators
It is prohibited to make use of the Hags, military emblems, insignia, or
uniforms of the enemy while visible to the enemy during an erteck,
lncluding a cjber attack.
1. This Rule is based on Article 23(1) 01 the Hague Regulations and
Artide 39(2) of Additional Protocol I. It applies in both international and
non-international armed conflict and reflects customary intemationallaw.237
2. There was consensus among the International Group of Experts
that the use of enemy uniforms, insignia, and emblems is prohibited when
engeging in an attack durtng both international and non -international
armed confllct.P" Artide 39(2) of Additional Protocol I extends the
prohibition beyond use during attacks to actions intended to shield,
237 US

para. 12.5.3; UK MANUAL, para. 5.11; CANADIAN
para. 607; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 473; AMW MANUAL, Rule 112(c); NIAC
para. 2.3.5; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule 62. SeealsoRome Statute, Art.
8(2)(b)(VÜ).
238 Combatants captured wlnle wearing enemy uniforme do not enjoy belllge-ent immunity
and are not entitled to prisoner of war status. See commentary accompanying Rules 25
and 26.
CoMMANDER'S HANDIlOOK,
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favour, protect, or impede military operations. 239 The extension is not
generally considered to form part of customary internationallaw. 240
3. This Rule originates from a historical requirement for visual distinction between opposing forces and their equipment on the battlefield.
As such, the terms "emblem, insignia, or uniforms" refer only to concrete
visual objects, induding national symbols marked on military vehieles
and aircraft' .24 1 It is unlikely that improper use of enemy uniforms
and other indicators will occur during a remote access cyber attack, as
the cyber operato-s would not be in visual contact with the adversary.
However, the use of them during a elose access cyber attack is prohibited.
4. The reference to 'while visible to the enemy' has been included in
this Rule because the International Group of Experts split over the issue
ofwhether customary law prohibits use during any attack, irrespective of
the attendant circumstances. The majority of the International Group
of Experts took the position that such a broad interpretation would serve
no purpose since It is ouly when the attacker's use is apparent to the
enemy that the act benefits the attacker or places its opponent at a
disadvantage. In their estimation, the prohibition therefore only applies
when the individual conducting the cyber attack is physically visible
to his or her adversary. The other Experts were of the view that no such
limitation should be placed on the prohibition since it appears in neither
Article 39(2) of Additional Protocol I, nor in the ICRC Customary
IHL Study's discussion of that Article. However, a11 the Experts agreed
that the conduct cited in this Rule violated customary internationallaw.
5. Unlike misuse of protective indicators (Rule 62), the Rule does not
extend to use of the enemy's emblem or other Indicators of enemy status
in the cyber communications themselves. In other words, it is permissible
to felgn enemy authorship of a cyber communication. This distinction is
supported by State practice regarding lawful ruses. For instance, the UK
Manual cites the fcllowing examples of ruses, each of which is adaptable
to cyber operations: 'transmitting bogus stgnal messages and sending
bogus despatches and newspapers with a view to their being intercepted
by the enemy; making use of the enemy's signals, passwords, radio code
239

240

241

Canada has made a reservation 10 its application of Art. 39(2) to the effect that it would
apply the prohibition only while engaging in attacks and not in ordee to shie1d, favour,
protect, or impede military operencns. CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 607.
There are divergent views as to what consntutes improper use. See AMW MANUAL,
eommentary accompanying Rule 112(c); NIAC MANUAL, commentary accompanying
para. 2.3.5; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, commentary accornpanying Rule 62.
Bothe et al, at 214.
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signs, and words of command; conducting a false military exercise on the
radio while substantial troop movements are taking place on the ground;
pretendlng to communicate with troops or reinforcements which do not
exist ... and giving false ground signals to enable airborne personnel or
supplies to be dropped in a hostile area, or to induce aircraft to land in
a hostile area,.242
6. The application of this Rule is somewhat problematic in the cyber
context because of the possibility of remotely acqulring control of enemy
systems without having physical possession of them. Military computer
hardware is regularly marked. However, such markings are seldom used
to distinguish it from enemy computer hardware. For this reason, the
International Group of Experts agreed that the Rule has no application
with regard to enemy marked computer hardware over which control has
been remotely acquired and that is used for conducting attacks against
the enemy.
7. Situations involving cyber operation employed to gatn control of
other enemy military equipment are more compltcated. For instance, it
might be possible to acquire control of an enemy surface-to-air missile
site that has been marked with the enemy emblem. In such a case, it
would be impossible to remove the enemy's emblem before using the site
to attack enemy aircraft. The ICRC commentary to Article 39(2)
addresses the analogous situation of capturing an enemy tank on the
battlefield and using it against the enemy. The commentary asserts that
enemy markings would first have to be removed. As justification for
applying such a strict rule, the commentary cites the persistent abuse of
enemy uniforms and emblems following the Secend World War. 243 The
majority of the International Group of Experts took the position that
military equipment, the control of which is taken by cyber means, may
not be used for an attack while bearing enemy markings. A minority of
the Experts noted that the commentary both labelIed the issue 'a deltcate
questton' and observed that the equipment could be withdrawn to the
rear in order to be rc-merkcd.F" These Experts took the position that the
tank scenario should have been resolved by assessing the feasibility of
removing or obscuring the enemy markings. In the surface-to-air missile

para. 5.17.2. See also US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK. para. 12.1.1; CANADiAN MANUAL, para. 856; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 471; AMW MANUAL. commentary
accompanying Rute 116(c).

242 UK MANUAL,
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site scenario, they concluded that the site might be used to conduct
attacks since it is not feasible to remove or obscure the enemy markings
prior to doing so. They argued that the Rule is not absolute; it is contextdependent, particularly with regard to feasibility.
8. An exception to Artide 39(2) of Additional Protocol I exists for
the conduct of armed conflict at sea. The exception allows a warship to
fly enemy (or neutral) flags as long as it displays its true colours
immediately before an armed engagement.P" Therefore, warships
flying the enemy or neutral flag may conduct cyber operations until
an engagement commences. The International Group of Experts
agreed that the law is unsettled as to whether a cyber attack (as distinct
from a cyber operation) would be prohibited as an engagement from a
warship displaying enemy or neutral flags.
9. The International Group of Experts noted the existence of separate requirements beyond the scope of this Rule to mark warships and
military aircraft. For instance, in air warfare ouly properly marked
military aircraft may exercise belligerent rightS.246 Such issues arlse in
the case of acquiring control of enemy warships or military aircraft to
conduct belligerent activities other than attack. Consider a cyber operation to assume control of an enemy's unmanned aerial vehide (UAV)
while in flight. The question is whether it must be marked with the
capturing party's military marks before undertaking, for example, reconnaissance missions. Same Experts took the view that most States would
not interpret this requirement as absolute in character. In their view, the
captured U AV would not have to first land immediately and be marked
with the acquiring State's markings. Cyber operations, in their estimation,
undercut the basis for asserting the absolute character of the Rule. Other
Experts, however, considered that there Is an absolute prohibition on
employing the captured vehide for military purposes until the relevant
military and national markings have been applied.

Rule 65 - Improper use of neutral indicators
In cyber operatlons, It is prohibited to make use of flags, military
emblems, insignia, or uniforms of neutral or other States not party to
the conl\ict.
24' US COMMANDI!R'S HANDBOOK, para. 12.5.1; SAN REMO MANUAL, Rule 110.
246 US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, Chapter 12; AMW MANUAL, Rules l(x), 17; Hague Air
Warfare Rules, Arts. 3, 13.
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This Rule is based on Artide 39(l) of Additional Protocol I. It
applies to international armed conflict and is considered part of customary internationallaw. 247 An exception to the Rule exists in relation to
naval warfare.P"
2. It is unsettled whether this Rule applies to non-international armed
conflict. The ICRC Customary IHL Study argues that there is a 'legitimate
expectation that the parties to a non-international armed conflict abide
by this rule' .149 A contrary view is that the Rule does not apply in noninternational armed conflict because the concept of neutrality is limited
to international armed conflicts?50
3. The phrase 'other States not party to the contlict' is drawn from
the text of Artide 39(l). It was Included in order to cover States that have
adopted a narrow interpretation of neutrality.
4. The International Group of Experts agreed that wearing the uniform of a neutral State's armed forces to conduct a close access cyber
attack would be prohibited under this Rnle. However, as in the case of
protective indicators (Rule 62) and United Nations emblems (Rule 63),
the Group was divided over whether employment of other Indicators of
neutral status is prohibited. For example, there was a lack of consensus
as to llSeof a neutral State's govemment domain name. Por a discussion
of the two positions, see the Commentary accompanying Rule 62,
5. See Rules 91 to 95 and accompanying Commentary for further
discussion on neutrality.
1.

Rule 66 - Cyber espionage
(a) Cyber espionage and other forms of information gathering
directed at an adversary during an armed oonflict do not violate
the law of anned conflict.

241 US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 12.3.3; UK MANUAL. para. 5.11; CANADJAN
MANUAL, para. 606; GERMANMANUAL, para. 473; AMW MANUAL, Rulc 1l2(d); ICRC
CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rulc 63.
248 Additional Protocol I, Art. 39(3) (stating that it does not affect 'the existing gcncraIly
recoguized rules of Intematlonal Iaw applicable to espionage or to the use of tlags in the
coeduct of armed conflict at sea'); US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOX, para. 12.3.1; SAN
RI!MOMANUAL, Rule 110.
249 ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, commcntary accompanying Rule 63. See also NlAC
MANUAl, para. 2.3.4.
250 AMW MANUAL, commcntary accompanying Rule 112(d). Tbc AMW Manual notes that
tbe conduct would nevertheless 'be regarded as improper'.
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(b) A member of the anned forces who has engaged in cyber espion-

age in enemy-controlled territory loses the right to be a prisoner
of war and may be treated as a spy if captured before re-joining
the anned forces to which he or she bdongs.
1. The formulation of this Rule is based on customary international
law, Artides 29 and 31 of the Hague Regulations, and Article 46 of
Additional Protocol 1.251 Lit. (b) applies only in international armed
contlict because the concept of espionage is limited to inter-State relationl52 and because the notions of prisoner of war status and combatant
immunity have no application in non-international armed conflicts.
2. For the purposes of this Manual, 'cyber espionage' is defined
narrowly as any act undertaken clandestinely or under false pretences
that uses cyber capabilities to gather (or attempt to gather) information
with the intention of communicating it to the opposing party. The act
must occur in territory controlled by a party to the conflict.253 'Clandestinely' refers to activities undertaken secretly or secretively,254 as with a
cyber espionage operation designed to conceal the identity of the persons
involved or the fact that it has occurred. An act of cyber information
collection is 'under false pretences' when so ccnducted as to create the
impression that the individual concerned is entitled to access the information in question.255 In the cyber domain, it often consists of an
individual masqueradlng as a legitimate user by employing that user's
permissions to access targeted systems and data.
3. Cyber espionage must be distinguished from computer network
exploitation (CNE), which is a doctrinal, as distinct from an international law, concept. CNE often occurs from beyond enemy territory,
using remote access operations. Cyber operators sometimes also use the
term 'cyber reconnaissance'. The term refers to the use of cyberspace
capabilities to obtain information about enemy activities, Information
resources, or system capabilities. CNE end cyber reconnaissance are
not cyber espionage when conducted from outside enemy-controlled
territory.

2:51 US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, paras. 12.8, 12.9; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY,
Rule 107.
252 AMW MANUAL, chapeau to sec. R.
25J Note the definition ofspy' at Hague Regulations, Art. 29; US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK,
para. 12.8; AMW MANUAL, Rute 118.
2:54 AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule H8.
255 ICRC ADDITiONAL PROTOCOLSCOMMENTARY, para. 1779.
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4. Although there is 00 express prohibition on eyber espionage in the
law of armed conflict (or intemationallaw more generally), it is subject
to all prohibitions set forth in that body of law. For instance, eyber
espionage can in some circumstances violate the prohibition on perfidy
(Rule 60). Such conduct may also amount to 'direct participation in
hostilities' by any civilians mvolved, thereby rendering them subject
to attack (Rule 35). Although cyber espionage, whether by civilians or
members of the armed forces, does not violate international law, it
may violate the domestic law of States that enjoy jurisdiction over the
individual or the offence. 256
5. Article 29 of the Hague Regulations employs the tenn 'zone of
operations of a heIligerent'. Article 46(2) of Additional Protocoll expands
the geographical scope of the concept to any territory controlled by enemy
forces. State practice supports this extension as a matter of customary
tnternauoeal law.i" Given the geographie limitation to territory controlled
by the enemy, cyber espionage will most like1yoccur as a dose access cyber
operation, such as when a flash drive is used to gain access to a computer
system.
6. Cyber information gathering that is performed from outside territory controlled by the adverse party to the conflict is not cyber espionage
but, in certain circumstances, may be punishable under the domestic
eriminallaw of the State affected or of the neutral State from which the
activity is undertaken. However, since no eyber espionage is involved,
belligerent immunity would attach when appropriate (Rule 26).
7. The International Group of Experts agreed that the information
in question must be gathered on behalf of a party to the eonflict. For
example, it is not cyber espionage for the purposes of this Rule for
a eorporation located in the territory of a party to the eontlict to use
cyber means to surreptitiously gather information about the commercial
aetivities of a corporation in the territory of another party to the contlict.
8. The majority of the International Group of Experts took the
position that the nature of the information gathered has no bearing on
the characterization of the activity as cyber espionage. By contrast, the
minority agreed with the AMW Manual goSition that the information
involved must be of some military value.i 8
2~6 AMW MANUAL, Rule 119 and accompanying commentary.
2~7 UK M"NUAL,para. 4.9.1; C"N"DIAN M"Nu"L, para. 611; AMW MANU"L,commcntary
accompanying Rule 118.
2~1I AMW MANUAL, Rule 118 and accompanying commenta-y,
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9. Certain acts of cyber espionage involve more than mere
information-gathering activities and can cause damage to computer
systems. Therefore, acts whose primary purpose is eyber esptonage may
sornetimes amount to a cyber attack, in which case the Rules as to cyber
attack apply (Chapler 4).
10. With respect to lit. (b), it Is weil accepted that spiee who are
captured in enemy-controlled territory da not enjoy combatant immunity
or prisoner of war status. However, 'a spy who, after re-joining the army
to which he belongs, Is subsequently captured by the enemy. is treated as
a prisoner of war, and ineurs 00 responsibility for his previous acts
of spying'.2 59 This provision applies to cyber espionage. Accordingly, if a
member of the armed forces who has engaged in cyber espionage in enemycontrolled territory succeeds in re-joining his own forces, he or she is no
longer liable to prosecution for those cyber espionage activities.260

SECTION 9,

BLOCKADE AND ZONES
A.

Blockades

1. The question of whether and to what extent the law of blockade
applies in the cyber context proved to be a particularly challenging issue
for the International Group of Experts. Blockade is a method of warfare
consisting of belligerent operations to prevent a11 vessels and aireraft
(enemy and neutral) from entering or exiting specified ports, airports,
or coastal areas belonging to, oceupied by, or under the control of an
enemy belligerent stare."" A blockade may be established as part of
military operations directed against military forees or as an economic
operation with the strategie goal of weakening an enemy's military power
through the degradation of its economy.262
259 Hague Regulations, Art. 31.
Protocol 1. Art. 46(4); US COMMANDIlR'S HANDBOOK, para. 12.9; UK
MANUAL, para. 4.9.4 (as amended); CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 320; AMW MANUAL,
Rule122.
261 US COMMANDIlR'S HANDBOOK, para. 7.7.1. For adefinition of aerial blockade, seeAMW
MANUAL, chapeau to sec. V.
262 US COMMANDIlR'S HANDBOOK. para. 7.7.5. As part of economic warfare, ablockade has
a direct impact on the commercial relations between neutral Stetes and the blockaded
State. Ir is considered a method of warfare designed ro weaken the economy of an
enemy. However, smce World War 11,Stetes have esrablished blockades most often as an
integral part of military operations directed against military forces (e.g., to deny suppltes,
armamenrs, and reinforcements). See GIlRMAN MANUAL, paras. 1014, 1051-53.
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2. While the law of blockade originally evolved in the context of
maritime operations, the advent of aviation made blockade law relevant
to aircraft as weil. Not only are aircraft used to enforce a naval blockade,
but it has also been recognized that a blockade to prevent aircraft from
entering or exiting specified airfields or coastal areas belonging to, occupied by, or under the control of the enemy, constitutes a lawful method
of aerial warfare.263
3. The common elements of a blockade are: it must be declared
and notified; the commencement, duration, loeation, and extent of the
blockade must be specified in the declaration; the blockade must be
effective; the forces maintaining the blockade may be stationed at
a distance from the coast determined by military requirements; a
combination of lawful methods and means of warfare may enforce
the blockade; access to neutral ports, coasts, and airfields may not be
blocked; cessation, lifting, extension, re-establishment, or other alteration of a blockade must be dedared and notified; and the blockadtng
party must apply the blockade impartially to the aircraft and vessels
of every State.264
4. Given the increasing use of computers and computer systems in
the operation of vesselsand aircraft, cyber means can be used to facilitate
the establishment and enforcement of a naval or aerial blockade. Rule 67
reflects this practice. A more difficult question is whether the use of cyber
means to block neutral and enemy cyber communications to or from
enemy territory or areas under enemy control - a so-called 'cyber
blockade' - is subject to the law of blockade.265
5. The issue of whether these operations amount to a blockade as a
matter of law prompted significant debate within the International
Group of Experts. That debate centred on the applicability of the criteria
for blockade in the cyber context, the technical feasibility of a cyber
263 AMW MANUAL, chapeau to sec. V.
264 US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, paras. 7.7.2-7.7.2.5; UK MANUAL, paras. 13.65-13.73;
CANAOIAN MANUAL, para, 848; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 1052; AMW MANUAL, sec. V;
SANREMOMANUAL, Rules 93-5, 97, 99-101.
26~ This question was prompted by the statement made by the Esteman Minister of
Defence, who declared that the 2007 distributed denial of service attacks against his
nation 'can effective1y bc comparcd to whcn your ports are shut to the sea'. While
the Defence Minister did not cxplicitly use the term 'blockade', it is obvious that
he drew a parallel between the dosure of ports and distributed denial of service
attacks that b10ckcd Estonia's important websires. Johnny Ryan, 'iWar': A New Threat, its
Convenience-and our lncreasingVulnerabi/ity, NATO REVIEW (Winter 2007), availableat
www.nato.int/doculreview/2007/issue4/engiish/analysIS2.html.
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blockade and, thus, characterization of the rules goveming cyber bleckade as lex lata or lex ferenda.
6. A minority of the Experts considered such cyber operattons to be
mere electronic jamming, that is, akin to electronic warfare. The majority
took notice of the fact that naval or aerial blockades were often designed
to create a particular effect that could be achieved by cyber means. For
example, a legitimate goal of blockade has always been to affect negatively the enemy's economy. Since much of present dar economic activity
Is conducted through communications via the Internet, the majority
of the International Group of Experts concluded that it is reasonable
to apply the law of blockade to operations designed to block eyber
communications into and out of territory under enemy control. Por
them, these operations are quatitatively distinct from jamming
communications.
7. The establishment of a blockade traditionally required the specification of a particular geographical hne that aircraft or vessels mfght not
cross. This raises the question of whether a Iine of blockade can be
articulated in a declaration of cyber blockade and whether it is feasible
to block all cyber communications crossing it. The Technical Experts
advised that It is possible to do both.
8. A further conceptual difficulty is that blockade law, as presently
understood, is geograplücally restricted. Naval and air blockades involve
preventing access to or from 'specified ports, airfields, or coastal areas,.266
In light of the relative freedom of navigation of neutral vessels and
aircraft in international waters and airspace, the concept only has relevance when blockade operations are mounted in these areas, thereby
interfering with neutral nghts. The minority of the International Group
of Experts strictly applied this paradtgm in the cyber context, with the
result that it would be conceptually impossible to establish a cyber
blockade of landlocked territory. The majority concluded that a cyber
blockade is a meaningful notion in these circumstances because It may be
effecttvely enforced solely from beIligerent territory without breachtng
the neutrality of adjacent States.
9. The International Group of Experts struggled with the meaning of
the effectivenesseriterion in its applieation to cyber blockades. A minority
of the Experts took the position that sufficient effectiveness was unattainable because the eommunications in question eould be achieved by other

266 US

COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK,

para. 7.7.1;

AMW MANUAL,

chapeau to sec. V.
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means, such as radio and telephone. The majority drew support for their
position by reference to air and sea movements. They pointed to the fad
that the carriage of materials by air, which could not be shipped by sea due
to a naval blockade, did not make a naval blockade ineffective,and vice
versa.

10. A cyber blockade may be rendered effectiveby other than cyber
means. For example, a party to the contlict could enforce a cyber
blockade with a combination of cyber (e.g., denying access to Internet
route servers by modifying the routing tables), electronic warfare (e.g.,
employing directed enecgy weapons to interfere with radio frequency
communication), and kinetic means (e.g., severing Internet trunk lines
and destroying network centres in enemy territory by airstrikes).
1I. Cyber blockades may not bar, or otherwise seriously affect, the
use of neutral cyber infrastructure for communications between the
neutral State and other neutral States?67
12. The law of blockade applies in international armed conflicts. In a
non-international armed conflict, aState that is a party to the contlict
may impose restrictions on the entry into and exit from areas that were
formerly under its control and that are subject to its territorial sovereignty. So long as the State limits its operations to its own territory,
waters, and airspace, they do not amount to a blockade in a legal sense.
It is a matter of dispute whether aState involved in a non-international
armed conflict may establish and enforce a blockade in international
waters or airspace. Non-State actors are not entitled to establish and
enforce a naval, aerial, or, a fortiori, cyber blockade.268
13. To summarize, some members of the International Group of
Experts completely rejected the notion of a cyber blockade as a matter
of existing law. Others accepted it conceptually, but pointed to practical
difficulties in meeting the legal criteria (or took divergent approaches to
their application in the cyber context). Still others asserted that cyber
blockades are lawful, capable of meeting traditional criteria, and practically and technically feasible. Since the International Group of Experts
could not achieve consensus on Rules regarding the existence, establtshment, and enforcement of a cyber blockade, the following Rules only
address how cyber means may be used as a component of a traditional
naval or air blockade.
267 US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 7.7.2.5: UK MANUAL, para. 13.71: CANAOlAN
MANUAL,para. 848; AMW MANUAL,Rule 150; SAN REMO MANUAL,Rule 99.
268 AMW MANUAL,chapeau to sec. V.
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B. Zones
1. The concept ofzones is grounded in operational doctnne and not
internationallaw. Operational zones include, inter alia, exclusion zones,
no-fly zones, warning zones, and the immediate vicinity of naval or aerial
operaüons.P" They are not 'free fire zones' or 'areas of unrestricted
warfare'. During an armed contlict, belligerents remain fully subject to
the law of anned conflict within zones.V'' Neutral, civilian, and other
protected objects or persons retain their protection under that law when
they enter such zones, even if they have ignored the instructions issued
by the party that established them.
2. Penetration of a zone may be considered when assessing

whether the object or person concerned qualifies as a lawful target. 27 1
Consider the penetration of a closed and sensitive military network

(Le., the equivalent of a zone) durtng an armed conflict, The system
provtdes a dear warning that Intrusion will subject the intruder to
automatie 'hack-back' or other measures. Despite having been placed
on sufficient notice and afforded the opportunity to withdraw or desist,
the intruder persists. In this case, it would generally be reasonable to
conclude that the intrusion is hostile. As such, those individuals
authorizing or executing the intrusion and the hardware end software
they employ may reasonably be considered lawful targets (Rules 34, 35,
37, end 38).

3. Cyber exclusion zone issues arise in two contexts - use of cyber
means or methods in the enforcement of naval and aerial zones and the
creation of unique cyber exclusion zones. The former is dealt with in
the Rules that follow. With respect to the latter, the Technical Experts
emphasized the difficulty of defining zones in cyberspace. Moreover,
compliance with the terms of a defined zone might be technically
269

See generallyus

para. 7.9; UK MANUAL, paras. 12.58-58.2,
para. 852; GERMAN MANU....L, paras. 448, 1048-50;
paras. 105~8.
US COMMANDER·S HANDBOOK, para. 7.9; UK MANUAL, paras. 13.77. 13.78; CANADIAN
MANUAL. para. 852; GERMAN MANUAt, para. 1050; AMW MANUAL, chapeau to sec. P,
Rules 105(a), 107(a). During peacettme, international law regarding self-defence
(Rules 13 to 17) and foece proteenon applies fully within such zones.
The jus od bellum significance of penetrating a zone Is that the act may be a relevant
consideration when asscssing whether an armed attack has occurred or is imminent.
AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 105(a). In certain narrowly detined
circumstances, the mere fact that a zone has been penetrated can be sufficiently determinative that an armed artack (Rule 13) is tmderway.
COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK,

13.77-13.80; CAN....D1AN MANUAL.

AMW MANUAL,

270

271

sec.

P; SAN REMO MANUAL,
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ehallenging sinee in many eases the communications eoneerned may
rely upon eyber infrastrueture over which the sender has no control.
4. In light of the facts that zones are operational eoneepts, that
those who establish them are not relieved of their legal obligations, and
that maintenanee is teehnically diffieult, the International Group of
Experts agreed that the artieulation of Rules governing cyber zones was
inappropriate. Consequently, the sole zones issue addressed in this
Manual is the use of cvber operations in support of aerial and naval
zones (Rule 69).

Rule 67 - Maintenance and enforcement of blockade
Cyber methods and means of warfare may be used to maintain and
enforce a naval or aerial blockade provided that they do not, alone or
in eombination with other methods, result in acts inconsistent with
the law of international armed conftict.
1. Condueted appropriately, cyber operations ean prove valuable to a
military eommander in maintaining and enforcing a naval or aerial
blockade. Remote access cyber operations against propulsion and navigation systems are examples of the sort of cyber operations that can
support bloekades. Any use of eyber operattons to enforee or maintain a
blockade is subject to the same restrictions as kinetic means and methods
of warfare. In partieular, a blockade is unlawful when the damage to
the civiIian population is, or may be expected to be, excessive in relation
to the conerete and direct military advantage anticipated from the
blockade.272

Rule 68 - Effect of blockade on neutral activities
The use of cyber operations to enforce a naval or aerial blockade must
not have the effect of barring, or otherwise seriously affecting, access
to neutral territory.
1. Aceording to well-established prmciples of the internationallaw
appltcable to armed eonflict, belligerent measures must be applied with
due regard to, and must not violate, the rights of neutral States. For
instanee, Article 1 of Hague Convention V provides that 'the territory of
272 CANADIAN MANUAL. para. 850; AMW MANUAL, Rule 157(b); SAN REMO MANUAL, para.
I02(b).

neutral Powers is inviolable'.273 In the context of aerial and naval blockades, both the AMW Manual and the San Remo Manual provide that a
blockade may not bar access to the airspace, ports, and coasts of neutral
States. 274 The same position has been adopted for the purposes of the
present Manual.
2. The term 'access' in this Rule denotes physical access by aircraft or
vessels. Cyber operations can have the effect of barring access in many
situations. For instance, a cyber operation that interferes with the propulsion or navigation systems of neutral aircraft or vessels can effectively
prevent them from operating in neutral airspace or sea areas. Similarly, a
cyber operation that interferes with port or airfield operations can effectively keep vessels or aircraft from using those facilities and, thus, from
accessing neutral territory. To the extent they physically bar access, cyber
operations in support of a blockade are prohibited. A majority of the
Experts agreed that the law of naval or aerial blockade does not prohibit
cyber operations used to enforce a blockade that have the effect of
interfering with access to neutral cyber infrastructure or with cyber
communications between neutral States.
3. Those Experts who accepred the concept of cyber blockade (see
chapeau to Section 9) agreed that such a blockade, as distinct from cyber
measures taken to enforce a naval or aerial blockade, would be subject to
a prohibition on cyber operations that impede access to neutral cyber
infrastructure or interfere with cyber communications between neutral
Stetes. In particular, they noted that the cyber infrastructure physically
situated in the territory of a neutral State is already protected by that
State's territorial sovereignty (Rule 1) unless the protection is lost pursuant to international law (Rules 18 and 92). These Experts would limit
operation of the prohibition to cyber communications between neutral
States. Artide 54 of the Hague Regulations provides that submarine
cables connecting an occupied territory with neutral territory may be
seized or destroyed 'in case of absolute necessity', subject to restoration
and compensation after the end of war.

273 See also Hague Convention XIII. Art. 1 (stating 'Bclligcrents are bound to respect the
sovereign rights of neutral Powers and to abstain, in neutral territory or in neutral
waters. from any ect which would, if knowingly permitted by any Power. constitute a
violation of neutrality').
274 AMW MANUAL, Rule ISO; SAN REMO MANUAL,Rule 99. See also US COMMANDER'S
HANDBOOK, para. 7.7.2.5; UK MANUAL,para. 13.71: CANADIAN MANUAL,para. 848.

CONDUCT OF HOSTlLITIES

Rule 69 - Zones
To the extent that States establish zones, whether in peacetime or
during armed ccnflict, lawfu1 cyber operations may be used to exercise
their rights in such zones.

1. As discussed in the chapeau to this section, various types of zones
may be established during an armed confltct. The existence of such zones
has no beartng on the legal rights and obligations of States, whether
belligerent or neutral, within and beyond sovereign territory. For
instance, States enjoy the rights of self-defence,of freedom of navigation,
and to conduct hostilities in international sea areas and airspace (subject
to the due regard principle). However, the existence of a zone may affect
the exercise of such rights. As an example, a warship may take penetranon of a warning zone into account when assessing whether an aircraft is
about to attack it.
2. Cyber operations may be used to declare and notify the establishment of a zone, and subsequently to maintain It. For example, cyber
means may serve to communicate restrictions regarding passage through
a zone or to warn aircraft or vessels that are approaching it. Similarly,
where activity within a zone leaves a vessel or aircraft open to attack as
a military objective, cyber operations may be used to assist in, or carry
out, the attack, as long as the cyber attack complies with the law of
armed conflict.

5

Certain persons. objects, and activities

1. In addition to the general protection afforded to civilians and civilian
objects, the law of armed conflict makes particular provision as to the
protection of spectfic dasses of persons. objects, and activities. The Rules
set forth in this chapter apply these provisions in the cyber context.
2. These Rules are without prejudice to the right of the parties to a
conflict to enter into special agreements. They rnay agree at any time to
protect persons or objects not otherwise covered by the law of armed
conflict, as well as to rnake additional provisions for protected persons or
objects beyend those required by that law. As a rule, special agreements

rnay ooly be concluded with a view to enhancing protectton.' For
exarnple, the parties to a conflict may conclude a special agreement
providing greater protection for computers end computer networks
supporting the operation of works and installations containing dangerous forces than that set forth in Rule 80 by agreeing to an absolute
prohibition on attacks against them, whether by cyber or kinetic means.'
Similarly, a spectal agreement could be concluded to protect computers
and computer networks supporting sensitive facilities not addressed
by the Rule, such as oil producnon installations, oil drilling platforms,
petroleum storage facilities, oil refineries, or chemtcal production facilities. 3 The unique nature of cyberspace and the activities that occur
thereln may render such agreements particularly relevant and useful.
An impartial humanitarian organization, such as the International Committee of the Red Cross, may facilitate the concluston and implementation of special agreements.'

1 See Geneva Conventions I-IV, Art. 3; Geneva Conventions I-III, Art. 6; Geneva Convention IV, Art. 7. See also AMw MANUAL,Rule 99 and accompanying commentary.
2 AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 99.
3 AMW MANUAL,oommentary accompanying Rule 99.
4 AMW MANUAL.commentary accompanying Rule 99.
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3. The fact that certain persons, objects, and activities that enjoy
specific protection under the law of armed conflict are not addressed in
this chapter's Rules must not be interpreted as implying that they lack
such protection in the eyber context. Where the application of a particular law of armed conflict protective norm dtd not raise issues
peculiar to cyber warfare, the International Group of Experts concluded
that it was not necessary to reflect this in the present Manual. Therefore,
it is essential to bear in mind that, to the extent persons, objects, and
activities benefi.t from the protection of the law of armed conflict
generally, they will equally enjoy such protection with regard to eyber
operations and attacks.
SECT!ON 1, MEDICAL AND RELlGIOUS PERSONNEL
AND MEDICAL UNITS, TRANSPORTS, AND MATERIAL

Rule 70 - Medical and religions persounel, medical
units and transports
Medical and religions personnel, medical unlts, and medical transports must be respected and protected and, in parncular, may not be
made the object of cyber attack.
I. The general obligations to respect and protect medlcal units,
medical means of transport, end medtcal personnel are set forth in
Articles 19, 24, 25, 35, end 36 of Geneva Convention I; Articles 22, 24,
25, 27, 36 to 39 of Geneva Convention 11;Articles 18 to 22 of Geneva
Convention IV; Artides 12, 15,21 to 24, and 26 of Additional Protocol
I; and Artide 9 of Additional Protocol 11. Religious personnel are
protected pursuant to Arttele 24 of Geneva Convention I; Chapter 4
of Geneva Convention 11; Artide 33 of Geneva Convention 111; Artide
15 of Additional Protocol I; and Arttele 9 of Additional ProtocollI. The
Rule applies in both international and non-international armed conflict
as customary internationallaw. 5 Medical and religious personnel, medical units, and medical transports may lose their protected status pursuant to Rule 73.
5 US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, paras. 8.2.4.1, 8.2.4.2, 8.9.1.4; UK MANUAL, paras.
7.10-7.22. 7.30. 15.45-15.47 (as amended): CANADIAN MANUAL. Chapter 9, sec. 3;
GERMAN MANUAL. paras. 610, 612, 624, 816; AMW MANUAL, secs. K, 1; NlAC Manual,
paras. 3.2,4.2.1; ICRC Customacy IHL Study, Rules 25, 27, 28, 29, 30. See also Rome
Statute, Arts. 8(2){b)(xx:iv), 8(2)(e)(ii).
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2. The term 'religious personnel' does not refer to every member of
a religious society. Rather, it denotes those individuals defined in
Article 8(d) of Additional Protocol I. In particular, it encompasses
chaplains attached to the armed forces. The lnternational Group of
Experts agreed that this term applies in the same sense in 000international armed conflict. 6

3. Although not addressed in this Rule, it must also be borne in mind
that places of worship are specifically protected, albeit not absolutely,
from attack or any other hostile act in accordance with Article 27 of the
Hague Regulations and Arttele 53 of Additional Protocol I, which in the
opinion of the International Group of Experts reflect customary internationallaw?
4. The requirement to 'respect and protect' involves separate obligations. The duty to respect is breached by actions that impede or
prevent medical or religious personnel, medical units, or medical
transports from performing their medical or religious functions, or
that otherwise adversely affect the humanitarian functions of medical
or religious personnel, units, or transports." It includes, but is not
limited ro, the prohibition on attacks. For instance, this Rule prohibits
altering data in the Global Positioning System of a medical helicopter
in order to misdirect it, even though the operation does not qualify as
an attack on a medical transport (Rule 30). Similarly, blocktng the
online broadcast of a religious service far combat troops ls prohibtted.
It must be cautioned that the Rule does not extend to situations that
occur only incidentally, as in the case of the overall blocking of enemy
communications.
5. By contrast, the duty to protect implies the taking of positive
measures to ensure respect by others (e.g., non-State actors) for medical
and religious personnel, medical units, and medical transports." For
instance, the obligation would require a military force with the capability
to do so to defend a hospital in an area under its control against cyber
attacks by hacktivists, when and to the extent feasible.10

6 ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, commentacy accompanying Rule 27.
7 US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK. para. 8.2; UK MANUAL. paras. 5.25. 15.18: CANADIAN
M ....NUAL.paras. 443,1723; AMW MANU....L. Rules 1(0), 95(a).
8 AMW MANUAL. commentacy accompanymg Rule 71.
9 AMW MANUAL. commentacy accompanying Rule 71.
lO See Hague Regulations, Art. 27 [concemmg 'hospitals and places wbere the siek and
wounded are collected'j.
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Rule 71 - Medical computers, computer networks, and data
Computers, computer networks, and data that form an integral part
of the operations or administration of medical units and transports

must be respected and prctected, and in particular may not be made
the object of attack.
1. The proteetion set forth in this Rule derives from the broader
protection to which medical personnel, units, and transports are entitled
(Rule 70). 1t applies in both international and non-international armed
conflict as customary tntcrnattonal lew,!'
2. The concepts of'respect' and 'protect' are explained in the Commentary to Rule 70. It would not violate this Rule to conduct non-damaging
cyber reconnaissance to detennine whether the medlcal facility or transports (or asscciated computers, computer networks, and data) in question
are betng misused for rnililarily hannful acts (Rule 73).
3. The 'data' referred to in this Rule are those that are essential for
the operation of medical units and transports. Examples include data
necessary for the proper USe of medical equipment and data tracking the
inventory of medical supplies. Personal medical data required for the
treatment of individual patients is likewise protected from alteration,
deletion, or any other act by cyber means that would negatlvely affect
their care, regardless of whether such acts amount to a cyber attack.
4. If the objects referred to in this Rule are also being used to commit,
outside their humanitarian functions, acts harmful to the enemy, they
lose their protection against attack, subject to Rule 73. This situation Is
partieularly relevant in the cyber context because medical data can be
stored in the same data centre, server, or computer as military data.

Rule 72 - ldenlification
All feasible measures shall be taken to ensure that computers, computer networks, and data that form an integral part of the operations
or administration of medical units and transports are clearly identified through approprrate means, induding e1ectronic markings. Failure to so identify them does uot deprive them of their protected smtus.
11 US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 8.9.1.4; UK MANUAL, paras. 7.10-7.22 (as
amended), 15.45-15.47; CANADIAN MANUAL, paras. 447. 448, 918; AMW MANUAL,
ccmmentary accompanying sec. K; NIAC MANUAL, para. 4.2.1; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL
STUDY, Rules 25, 28. 29. 30.
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1. This Rule applies the law of armed contlict provisions as to the
marking of medical units and medical transports with a distinctive
emblem to computers, computer networks, and data that form an integral part of their operations. lt applies in both international and 000international armed contlict as customary internationallaw. 12
2. For the meaning of the term 'data' in this context, see the Commentary accompanying Rule 71.
3. Electronic markings are provided for under Articles 8(m) and 18(5)
of Additional Protocol I as additional means to facilitate the identification
of medical units and transports. These markings may be used to supplement the distinctive emblems. Use of appropriate electronic markings by
States not Party to Additional Protocoll is also encouraged.
4. It is the contribution to the medical function that computers,
computer networks, and data that form an integral part of the operations or administration of medlcal units and transports make that
determines their protected status. t3 Dlstlnctive emblems and other
means of identification ouly facilitate Identification and do not, of
themselves, confer protected status. This principle is codified in Article
1 of Annex I of Additional Protocol 1 (as amended in 1993) and in
paragraph 4 of the Preamble to Additional Protocol Hl. Since protected
status is not derrved from the distinctive emblem or other means of
identification per se, such computers, computer networks, and data are
protected regardless of whether they bear the distinctive emblem or
other means of idennficettoe." The phrase 'all feasible measures' is
induded in this Rule to emphasize the fact that military, humanitarian,
technical, or other considerations mtght make marking impractical in
certain circumstances.
5. In the cyber context, marking could be achieved by adding identifiers to the data or by notifying, directly or indirectly, the other party to
the contlict of unique identifiers related to the relevant computers,

12 Additional Protocoll, Art. 18; Additional Protocol 11,Art. 12; Geneva Convention I, Art.
42: Geneva Convention 11, Arts. 43. 44; Geneva Convention IV. Arts. 18, 20-2; US
CoMMANDER'SHANDBOOK.para. 8.5.1.1;UK MANUAL paras. 723-7.23.3 (as amended],
15.48; CANADIAN MANUAL, paras. 915, 916, 917; GERMAN MANUAL paras. 635, 638;
AMW MANUAL.Rule 72(a), chapeau to sec. K; NlAC MANUAL,commentary accompanying para. 3.2.
13 See AMW MANUAL,commentary accompanying Rule 72(c).
14 See US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK,para. 8.2.4.1; GERMAN MANUAL. para. 612; AMW
MANUAL. Rule 72(dl and accompanying commentary; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY,
commentary accompanying Rule 30.
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computer networks, ur dataY Consider the storage of military medical
data in a cloud computing data centre. The party storing the data notifies
the enemy that the files containing its military medical data have the
unique name extension "mil.med.B' and that this naming convention will
not be used on any file that is not exclusively medical. The enemy verifies
the nature of these files through intelligence analysis and lncorporates
special protections for this data into its cyber oparational planning
process. Both parties have complied with this Rule.

Rule 73 - Loss of proleclion and warnings
The protection to which medical units and traneports, including
computers, computer netwcrks, and data that form an integral part
of their operations or administration. are entitled by virtue of this
section does not cease unless they are used to commtt, outside their
humanitarian functton, acts hannful to the enemy. In such situations
protection may cease only after a warning setting a reasonable time
limit for compliance, when appropriate, remains unheeded
1. This Rule applies in international and in non-international
armed conflicts and reflects customary internationallaw. 16 With respect
to international armed conflicts, the Rule is based on Article 27 of the
Hague Regulations, Articles 21 and 22 of Geneva Convention I, Articles
34 and 35 of Geneva Convention 11,Arttele 19 of Geneva Convention
IV, and Arttele 13 of Additional Pcotocol I. In the case of noninternational armed conflicts, it is based on Arttele 11(2) of Additional
Protocoi Il.
2. 'Acts harmful' in this Rule has the same meaning as 'hostile acts'
in Article 11(2) of Additional protocol Il.F The notion of 'acts harmful
to the enemy' encompasses acts the purpose or effect of which is to
hann the enemy by Impeding their military operations, or enhancing
I~ Additional Protocoll, Annex I, Art. 1(4), as amended 30 November 1993 (providing,
'The High Contracting Parties and in particular the Parties to the conflict are invitedat aIl
times to agree upon additional or othcr signals, means or systems which enhance the
possibility of identiJication and take full advantage of technological developments in thts
field').
16 US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 8.9.1.4; UK MANUAL, para. 7.13.1; CANADIAN
M!>NU!>L. paras. 447. 918; GERMANMANUAL.paras. 613, 618-19; AMW M!>NUAL. Rule
74(a), (b); NlAC MANU!>L, para. 4.2.1; CUSTOMI>RY IHL STUDY,Rules 25, 28-9.
17 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTI>RY, para. 4720.
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one's own!8 It not only includes acts inflicting harm on the enemy
by dtrect etteck, hut also those adversely affecting enemy military
operations, as with collecting intelligence and transmitting military
commumcations.V'

3. Acts that are not considered harmful to the enemy include:
(a) that the personnel of a medtcal unit are equipped with light individual weapons for their own defence or for that of the wounded, stck,
or shipwrecked in their charge,
(b) that a medical unit is guarded by sentries or an escort,

(c) that portable anns end ammunition taken from the wounded end
sick, and not yet handed to the proper servtce, are found in the
medical unit, or

(d) that members of the armed forces or other combatants are in the
medical unit for medical or other authorized reasons, consistent with
the mission of the medical unit. 20
4. The fact that a medical computer system is equipped with software
that, although not intended to be used for acts harmful to the enemy, is
capable of being so used, does not per se deprive it of protected status.
Consider a software application or software agent resident on a medical
computer system that is capable ofbeing used to generate a DDoS script.
The system as a whole retains its protectton, although the agent or
application becomes a lawful military objective if used or gotng to be
used for military purposes (provided al1 other requirements for qualification as a militaryobjective have been met), Similarly, the installation of
intrusion detection software designed to prevent an attack on a medical
computer system will not deprive it of its protected status.
5. Even ifthere is a valid reason for discontinuing the specific protection of medical units or transports (tncludtng medical computers, computer networks, and data), due warning must be issued setting, where
appropriate, a reasonable time limit for compliance before an attack may

18 lCRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 550. See also AMW MANUAL,
oommentary accompanying Rule 74(a); ICRC GENEVA CONVENTION I COMMENTARY at

200-1.
19 AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 74(a).
20 Additional Protocol l, Art. 13; Geneva Convention I, Art. 22; Geneva Convention IV, Art.
19. See also AMW MANUAL. oommentary acoompanying Rule 74(c). Note that the
reference 10 'light individual weapons' appears in Art. 13(2)(a) of Additional Protocol
I, which applies only to civilian medical facilities. No similar reference is oontained in the
Geneva Conventions with regard to military medical facilities.
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be conducted. Z1 The warning may take various forms, such as an email to
the hospital, a radio message, or a press release. In many instances, It may
simply consist of an order to cease the harmful act within a specified
pertod.P The relevant legal question is whether the means selected are
such that the warning is suffidently likely to reach the enemy.
6. As noted in this Rule, the requirement to set a reasonable time
limit for compliance only arises 'whenever appropriate', that is, when it
is feasible to do soP For instance, if the misuse of the medical computers in question is causing immediate serious harm, It will typically
not be feasible to afford an opportunity for compliance before responding, or it may be necessary substantially to reduce the time limit for
compliance.

SECTION 2: UNITED NATIONS PERSONNEL,
INSTALLATIONS, MATERIEL, UNITS, AND VEHICLES

Rule 74 - United Nations personnel, Installations,
materiel, units, and vehicles
(a) As long as they are entitled to the protection given to dvilians and
civilian objects under the law of armed confllct, United Nations
personnel, installations, materiel, units, and vehicles, induding
computers and computer networks that support United Nations
cperatinna, must be respected and protected and are not subject to
cyber attack.
(b) Other personnel, installations, materiel, units, or vehides, includ-

ing computers and computer networks, involved in a humanitarian assistance or peacekeeping mission in accordance with the
UDited Nations Charter are protected against cyber attack under
the same conditions.

21 Additional Prorocol I, Art. 13(1); Additional Prorocol Il, Art. 11(2); Geneva Convention
I. Art. 21; Geneva Convention 11.Art. 34; Geneva Convention IV. Art. 19. See also US
COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK. para. 8.9.1.4; UK MANUAL,p ara. 7.13.1; CANAOIAN MANUAL,
para. 918; GERMAN MANUAL. para. 618; AMW MANUAL.commentacy accompanying
Rule 74(hl.
22 AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 74(b).
23 See Additional Protocoll, Art.13(l); Additional Prorocol Il, Art. 11(2); Geneva Convention I, Art. 21; Geneva Convention 11, Art. 34; Geneva Conventicn IV. Art. 19; AMW
MANUAL.Rule 74(b).

UN PERSONNEL, INSTALLATIONS, MATERIEL

1. This Rule is drawn from a number of sources. The obltgatton
to respect and protect United Nations personnel, installations,
materiel, units, or vehicles, and by extension their computers and
computer networks, derives from the United Nations SafetyConvention.
Arttele 7(1) specifies that United Nations personnel, units, vehicles,
equipment, and premises 'shall not be made the object of attack or of
any action that prevents them from discharging their mandate' and that
Contracting Parties have a duty to ensure the safety and security of
United Nations personnel. The extension of protection from attack
to those involved in a humanitarian or peacekeeping operation finds
support in Articles 8(2)(b)(iii) and 8(2)(e)(iii) of the Rome Statute. Rule
74 is applicable in both international and non-international armed
conflicts as customary laW.24
2. The notion of 'respect' in lit. (a) of this Rule encompasses an
obligation to refrain from interference with the fulfilment of the mandate. This obligation refers only to United Nations personnel as defined
under international la~5 and to the installations, materiel, units, or
vehicles, induding computers and computer networks, which support
United Nations operations. lt does not apply to those persons and objects
referred to in lit. (b),26

24 See also UK MANUAL, paras. 14.9, 14.15; AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying
Rule 98(b), {c); NlAC MANUAL, para. 3.3: ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule 33.
25 United Nations Safety Ccnvention, Art. I(a). The Articlc:defines 'United Nations personne!' as: '{i] Persens engaged or deployed by the Secretary-General of the United
Nations as members of the military, pollce or civilian components of a United Nations
operation; (H) Other offleials and experts on mlsslon of the United Nations or Its
specialized egenctes or the International Atemic Energy Agency who are present m an
offidal capacity in the area where a United Nations operation is being conducted.'
26 Art. l(e) defines a 'United Nations operation' as. 'an operation estabhshed by the
competent organ of the United Nations in eccordance with the Charter of the United
Nations and conducted under United Nations authority and contrck (I) Where the
operation is for the purpose of meintainmg or restering international peaee and sccurity;
or (ö) Where the Security Councjl or the General Assembly has dedared, for the purposes
of thls Convention, that there exists an exceptioaal nsk to the safety of thc persennet
participating m thc operation.'
In addition, Art. II of tbe Optional Protocol to the UN Safety Convention expands
the tenn 'United Nations operation' to tnchrde: 'all other United Nations operations
established by a competent organ of the United Nations in accordance with the Charter
of the United Nations and conducted under United Nations authority and control for tbe
purposes of: (a) Delivering humanitarian, political or developmenr assistance in peaee
building, or (b) Delivering emergency humanltanan assistance,' Optional Protocol
to the Ccnventlon on the Safety of United Nations and Assodated Personnel, Art. 11,
8 December 2005, UN Doc. A/RES/60/518.
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3. The obligation to respect and protect United Nations personnel
means that it is prohibited to attaek, threaten, or harm them in any
way, including through cyber operations. Additionally, there may be no
interference with the accomplishment of the mandate, fcr example, b~
directing cyber operations against the implement mg force's networks.2
The prohibition extends to persons or loeations plaeed under United
Nations protection within the context of the mandate. 'Protect' refers to
the duty to take those feasible steps necessary to ensure that others da not
attack, threaten, harm, or interfere with them.
4. Attacks against United Nations personnel, whether kinetic OT
cyber, are prohibited as lang as the United Nations is not a party to the
armed conflict and so long as its forces or civilian personnel do not take a
direct part in hostilities (Rule 35).28 United Nations forces must refrain,
in particular, from eonducting cyber attaeks; to do ctherwise will result in
the loss of their protected status. Of course, United Nations personnel
have the right to act in self-defenceand, when so authorized bya Security
Council resolution, may forcibly resist armed attempts to interfere with
the execution of the mandate."
5. If the threshold of armed conflict is crossed during hcstilities
between United Nations forces and those of a State or organized armed
group (Rule 20), or if United Nations forces become a party to an ongoing armed confltct, the law of armed conflict will apply to their
operattons." In such cases, United Nations military personnel may be
treated as combatants and their military equipment, including military
computers and information systems, as military objectives subject
to attack, including by cyber means. United Nations non-military

27 AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 98(a): ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY,
commentary accompanying Rule 33.
2B UK MANUAL, para. 14.15; AMW MANUAL, Rule 98(b).
29 UK MANUAL, para. 14.9. See also UN SECRET.,\RJAT, UNITED NATIONS PEACEKEEPJNG
QPERATTONS; PR1NC!PLES ANDGUIDELlNES 34- 5 (2008).
30 UK MANUAL, para. 14.4: UN Secretary General, Secretary-General's Bulletin on the
Observance by Umted Nations Perces 0/ International Humanitanan Law, UN Doc. STI
SGB/1999f13 (6 August 1999). In accordance with Art. 2(2) of thc United Nations Safety
Convention, this Rule does not apply ro 'a United Nations operation authorized by the
Security Council as an eaforcement action under Chapter 7 of tbe Charter of the United
Nations, in which any of the personnd are engaged as combatants against organized
armed forces and to which the law of international armed conflict applies'. Por a
discussion of cornbatants end organized arrned groups (forces), see Comrnentary accompanying Rule 26.
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personnel, like other civilians, must not be made the object of attack
unless they directly partieipate in hostilities. 3 1
6. The dlviding line between reacting to an attack in self-defence and
beeoming a party to an international or non-international armed conflict
ls, in principle, subject to the same criteria that apply to other actors
(Rule 20). Consider the case of an international armed conflict to which
United Nations-mandated national contingents have been deployed to
enforee a peace settlement. The peaee agreement breaks down and the
armed forees of one of the parties to the conflict undertake eyber attaeks
against the military eommunieations networks of the United Nationsmandated forees, which they suspect of supplying intelligence to their
enemy. By limiting their cyber or other actions in response to those
necessary to stop the attacks, the United Nations-mandated fcrces
remain protected by the previous Rule.
7. LU. (b) applies to personnel who do not quali.fyas United Nations
personnel. It also applies to operations that are not United Nations
operations in the sense of Article 1(e) of the United Nations Safety
Convention because they are not 'conducred under United Nations
authority and control'.
8. Although not conducted under United Nations authority and
control, for lit. (b) to apply the mission in question must be 'in accordance with the United Nations Charter'.32 This will usually mean that the
Security Council has authorized it. Additionally, the purpose of such a
mission must either be to deliver humanitarian assistance or conduct
peacekeeping. Humanitarian assistance and peacekeeping operations
presuppose consent by the host nation and any States that are parties
to the conflict.
9. As in the case of United Nations personnel, protection against
attack ceases when a force of the sort referred to in lit. (b) becomes a
party to the armed eonflict. Protection of individual members of that
force ceases when they directly participate in the conflict.

SECTION 3,

DET AINED PERSONS

1. This section addresses certain cyber-relevant provisions of the law of
armed conflict goveming the treatment of prisoners of war, interned
31 AMW MANUAL, commentacy accompanying Rule 98(b).
Rome Starure Am. 8(2)(b)(üi). 8(2)(e)(iii).

32
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protected persons, and others who are detained, mcluding security
detainees, detained civilians who have taken a direct part in hostilities,
and those detained on criminal charges with a nexus to the armed
conflict. It must be understood that there is an extensive body of law
governing the treatment of detained persons. The following Rules deal
only with those few aspects of that law that raise issues relating to eyber
operations and activities.

2. The legal regime governing detention of the various categones of
detained persons differs based on the characterization of the conflict
(Rules 22 and 23). In particular, and with the exception of Common
Arttele 3, the protections set forth in Geneva Conventions III and IV
apply only in international armed conflict, although certain analogous
customary provisions may apply to non-international armed conflict.

Rule 75 - Protection of detained persons
Prisoners of war, intemed protected persons, and other detained
persons must be protected from the harmful effects of cyber
operatIons.
I. The categones of prisoner of war under Geneva Convention III
and interned civilians under Geneva Convention IV relate only to international anned conflicts. Those instruments and Article 75 of Additional
Protocol I, which the Experts considered to reflect customary international law, govern their treatment. The treatment of detained persons
in the context of a non -international armed conflict is governed by
Common Artide 3 of the 1949 Geneva Conventions, customary internationallaw, and, where applicabie, the relevant provisions of Additional
Protocol H.33

2. Detaining parties'" are responsible for the security and well-being
of prisoners of war, interned protected persons, and other detaineesr"
Precautions must be taken to protect them from the harmful effects of
33 Additional Protocol H, Arts. 4. 5 (as weil as other applicable law, such as, in certain
circumstances, human rights law).
34 In an international armed conflict, thc correct term is 'detaining power'. However,
because tlus Rule encompasses norms applicable in international and non-international
armed conflict, tbe generic term 'detainlng party' has been adopted in this Manual,
3~ See generally Geneva Convention lIl, Art. 12; Geneva Convention IV, Art. 29; Hague
Regulations, Arts. 4, 7; US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, paras. IU-H.8; UK MANU....t,
paras. 8.26, 9.37~9.118; CANAD1AN MANUAL, paras. 1014, 1129, GERMAN MANUAL, paras.
592-5,702,704,714-26.
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cyber operattons." All detained persons are also protected from cyber
activities that contribute to or result in outrages on personal dignity,
torture, or cruel, inhuman, humiliating or degrading treatment."
3. It is prohibited to employ cyber means to prevent or frustrate a
detaining party's efforts to honour its obligations, such as recording
personal details, with respect to prisoners of war, interned protected
persons, and other detatnees."
4. Feasible measures must be taken to protect personal data relating
to prisoners of war and interned protected persons from the effects of
cyber operations, for example by being stored separately from data or
objects that constitute a military objective. Such data must be respected
and may not be modified or publidy exposed." This applies to data in
the possession of the detaining party, any Protecting Power, and the
International Committee of the Red Cross.
5. Detaining parties must ensure their networks end computers are not
employed to violate the honour or respect owed to prisoners of war and
Intemed protected persons." Protection extends beyond the physical
person." Prohibited cyber actions include posting defamatory infonnation
that reveals embarrassing or derogatory infonnation or their emotional
state.42 This would embrace, for example, posting infonnation or Images
on the Internet that could be demeaning or that could subject prisoners of
war or intemed protected persons to public ridicule or public curiosity.
6. Treaties governing the treatment of prisoners of war and intemed
protected persons generally guarantee adetention regime of privacy and
protection from pubhc abuse and curiosity.43 Detaining parties must
36 Additional Protocol 11,Art. 5(2)(c): Geneva Convention IiI, Art 23: Geneva Convention
IV, Art. 83: UK MANUAL, paras. 8.35,8.39.9.39; GERMAN MANUAL, paras. 543. 710. 714.
37 Additional Protocoll, Art. 75(2)(b), 85(4)(c): Additional Protocol 1I, Art. 4(2)(e); Geneva
Convcnnons I-IV Art. 3; Geneva Convention III. Art. 14; Geneva Convennon IV. Art. 27;
UK MANUAL, paras. 8.29(d), 9.21; GERMAN MANUAL. paras. 595, 704.
38 Additional Prorocol 1I, Art. 5(2)(b); Geneva Convention III, Arts. 70, 71 (statingprovisions
accountingfor priscners writing tc familymembers); Geneva Convention IV, Arts. 106, 10739 Geneva Convention 1II, Art. 13; Geneva Convention IV, Art. 27.
40 Geneva Convention 1II, Arts. 13, 14: Geneva Convention IV. Art. 27.
41 ICRC GENEVA CONVENTION III COMMENTARY at 144; ICRC GENEVA CONVENTION IV
COMMENTARY at 201-2.
42 ICRC GENEVA CoNVENTION 1Il COMMENT....RY er 145 {discussing proteenon against
'libel, slander, insult and any violanon of secrets of a personal nature'); ICRC GENEVA
CONVENTION tv COMMENTARY at 202. See also C....NADIAN M....NU....L.para. 1016; GERMAN
MANUAL, paras. 595, 704.
43 Geneva Convention III, Art. 13; Geneva Convendon IV, Art. 27. See also UK MANUAL,
paras. 8.28, 8.29(d), 9.21.
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guard against intrusion by public and private actors into the communications, financial assets, or electronic records of prisoners of war or
intemed protected persons.t"

Rule 76 - Correspondence of detained persons
The right of prisoners of war, interned prctected persons, and ather

detained persons 10 certain correspondence must not be interfered
with by cyber operations.
1. In an international armed conflict, detaining parties must permit
prisoners of war and interned protected persons to maintain relations
with the exterior45 and to notify families of their detention within one
week of arrival at a place of internment. 46 The obligations reflect customary intemationallaw. 47
2. Individuals detained for security reascns in non-international
armed conflict are entitled under customary internationallaw to correspond with their families, subject to reasonable conditions. In particular,
persons who are detained in the context of a non-international armed
conflict to which Additional Protocol II applies are specificallypermitted
to maintain correspondence with family members.Y
3. The correspondence addressed in this Rule denotes communicaticn with family or other private persons of a strictly personal, nonmilitary, non-political nature. Traditionally, the term 'correspondence'
referred to letters or other handwritten communications. lt is unclear
whether, as a matter of law, correspondence indudes electronic communications, for example email.This is because the law is dear that a right
of correspondence exists, but is not prescriptive as to its form.
4. The detaining party may take into consideration such factors as
the diffieulty of achieving an acceptable level of assurance that electronic
communications are not betng misused when determining which mode
of communication to allow. Although this Rule is meant to apply to the
44 UK MANUAL, para. 8.29(d); 1CRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, commentary accompanying
Rule122.
4.'l Geneva Convention 1II, Arts. 69-77; Geneva Convention IV, Arts. 105-16; UK Manual,
paras. 8.62, 8.63, 9.61, 9.62; German Manual, paras. 595, 72I.
46 Geneva Convention III, Art. 70; Geneva Convention IV, Art. 106; UK MANUAL. paras.
8.42,9.45.
47 1CRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule 125.
48 Additional Protocol H, Art. 5(2)(b). See also UK MANUAL, para. 15.41.b, NIAC MANUAL,
para. 3.6 (regarding notification of status and Iocation).
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detaining party and not to interference by others, the detaining party will,
if it pennits electronic correspondence, be obliged to take basic reasonable and feasible security measures to ensure the message is delivered
intact to the recipient.
5. The customary rtght of detained persons to correspond with their
families is subject to reasonable conditions relating, inter alia, to frequency and to the need for censorship by the authortttes.t" If the
detaining party decides to permit electronic cornmunications, the setttng
of conditions will be particularly important because of factors like
the difficulty of verifying the identity of the recipient of ouigotng communications and the risk of malware being spread through incoming
messages. Such conditions do not constitute interference with correspondence for the purpose of this Rule.50
6. The tenn 'Inrerference' denotes activities by the detaining party
that deny or impede the detainees' rtght to correspond or which take
advantage of that right for its own purposes. For instance, manipulating
such correspondence to indude malicious computer codes in order to
engage in esplonage, conduct a cyber attack, or mount a psyehological
operation is prohibited by the terms of this Rule.

Rule 77 - Compelled participation in military aclivities
Prisoners of war and interned proteered persons shall not be compelled to participate in or support cyber operations directed against
their own country.
1. This Rule is based on Arttele 23(h) of the Hague Regulations;
Articles 50 and 130 of Geneva Convention III; and Artides 40, 51, and
147 of Geneva Convention IV. It reflects customary international law in
international armed conflict." lndeed, the law of armed conflict extends
the prohibition beyond those encompassed by this Rule. For example,
nationals of a State who find themselves in enemy territory and protected
49 Geneva Conventicn III. Art. 76; Geneva Convention IV, Art. 112; UK MANUAL,peras.

9.59,9.66.
50 So long as they do not violate Geneva Convention III. Art. 76. or Geneva Convention IV,
Art. 112.
51 See also Rome Statute, Art. 8(2)(a)(v); US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 113.1.2;
CANADIANMANUAL,paras. 1030, 1124: UNITED STATES ARMY,ARMYREGULATION 190-8:
ENEMY PRISONERSOF WAR, RETAINEDPERSONNEL, CIVILIAN INTERNEES AND OTHER
DETI\lNEES, paras. 4-4-4-5 (I997): GERMAN MANUAL,paras. 5%, 720.
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persons in occupied territory enjoy the same protecnon.S The Rule is not
applicable in non-international anned conflict.
2. The general rule is particularly relevant in the cyber context. Prisoners ofwar, by virtue of their former duties with enemy anned forces, may

possessknowledgeas to enemy computer systemsor networks.Such knowledge would be of great value 10 a delaiuing party plauning a cyber attack.
Certain civilian detainees might likewise possess expertise or knowledge of
operationally or strategically importanl infonnation systems. Notwithstanding the obvious advantage of compelling these individuals to engage
in cyber operations hannful to their country, doing so is clearly prohibited

SECT!ON 4,

CHILDREN

Rule 78 - Prolection of children
It is prohibited to conscript or enlist children into the armed forces or
10 allow them 10 take part in cyber hostllilies.
1. This Rule applies in international and non-international armed
conflict and reflects customary international laW.53 More specific treaty
law obligations are to be found in Article 38 of the Convention on the
Rights of thc Child; Articles 1, 2, and 4 of the Optional Protocol to the
Convention on the Rights ofthe Child on the Involvement of Children in
Anned Conflict; Article 77(2) of Additional Prolocol I; aod Article 4(3)(c)
of Additional Protocol 11. lt should be noted that Artide 4 of the
Optional Protocol applies to organized anned groups, as distinct from
the armed forces of a State. These rules are consistent with the general
protection efforded to children under the law of armed conflict. 54

Geneva Convention IV, Am. 40, 51; UK MANUAL, paras. 9.30, 9.77.
Lubanga judgment, paras. 600-28; GERMAN MANUAL, paras. 306, 505; NIAC MANUAL,
para. 3.5; [CRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY,Rules 136, 137. See also Rome Statute, Arts.
8(2)(b)(xxvi), 8(2)(e)(vii); Sierra Leone Statute, Art. 4(c).
'4 See CRC Optional Protocol, preamble (stating, 'Considering therefore that to srrengthen
further the implementatron of rigbts recognized in the Convenuon on tbe Rights of the
Child there 15 a need to lncrease the prctection of children from involvement in anned
confllct'). See also Convention concerning the Prohibition and Immediate Action for the
Elimination of the wcrsr Perms of Child Labour, Art. 3(a), I7 Tune 1999, 1.1.0.
Convention No. 182. The International Criminal Court has observed, 'These provisions
recognise the fact thar "children ere particularly vulnerable land] require privileged
treatment in comparison with rhe rest ofthe dvilian population". The princlpal objective
underlying these prohibitions hisjoricaliy is to proteer children under rhe age of 15 from
;2
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2. For the purposes of this Rule, the term 'children' rcfcrs to persons
under the age of fifteen years.ss Provisions of the Optional Protocol apply
the prohibition to persons under the age of eighteen years and bind States
Party to that instrument. S6 The International Group of Experts did not
achieve consensus on whether customary internationallaw had evolved
to this standard or remained at fifteen years. Accordtngly, this Rule
adopts the position that children under the age of fifteen may never be
used in the conduct of cyber hostihties.V
3. Rule 78 prohibits the conscription or enlistment of children into
the armed forces or any other organized armed group under any circumstances. The prohibition extends to the conscription and enlistment of
children who are not subsequently used to participate in hostilities.
4. States must, therefore, take all feasible measures to ensure that
children do not participate in hostilities (Rule 35).58 The State's obligation in this regard applies regardIess of whether the children are to be
used by the armed forces or organized armed groups er operate on their
59
own. There is no reason to exdude engeging in cyber activities from the
ambit of participation.
5. The term 'take part' was adopred from Rule 137 of the ICRC
Customary IHL Study. Various instruments dealing with the use of
children in armed confltcrs employ different criteria regardtng the activities in question. Por instance, Additional Protocol I uses the phrase
'direct part in hostilities',60 while Additional Protocol II refers to 'take
part'.?' The Rome Statute uses the phrase 'participate actively in hostilities'.62 Interpretations of these criteria vary. Some commentators and
tribunals treat 'active' and 'dtrect' participation as synonymous, while
orhers take the position that they are distinCt.63 In light of the

the rlsks that are associated with armed conflict, and first and foremost they are directed
at seeuring their physical and psychological well-being.' Lubanga judgment, para. 605.
55 Rome Statute, Art. 8(2)(b)(xxvi); Convenrion on the Rights of rhe Child Art. 38(2)-(3);
UK MANUAL, paras. 4.11, 15.7-15.7.1, CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 1714; GERMAN
MANUAL, paras. 306, 50S, ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY. commentary accompanying
Rule 136.
j6 CRC Opncnal Prorocol Arrs. 1,2,4(1).
57 Lubanga judgment, paras. 620-8.
58 CRC Optional Prorocol, Arts. I, 4(2); Rome Statute, Arts. 8(2)(b)(xxvi), 8(2)(e)(vü);
Convention on the Rights of the Child, Art. 38(2).
.59 CRC Optional Prorocol, Arts. 1,4(2).
60 Additional Prorocol l, Art. 77(2).
61 Additional Prorocol Il, Art. 4(3)(c).
62 Rome Statute, Art. 8(2)(b)(xxvi). 8(2)(e)(vü).
63 Compare Akayesu judgment, para. 629, and ICRC lnrerpretive Guldance, &1. 84, with
Lubanga judgment. para. 627.
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prohibition's object and purpose, the International Group of Experts
agreed that the term 'take part' was appropriate.

SECT!ON 5:

/OURNALISTS

Rule 79 - Protection of journalists
Civilian journalists engaged in dangerous professional missions in
areas of anned conflict are civilians and shall be respected as such.
In partieular with regard to cyber attacks, as long as thcy are not
taking a direct part In bostUities.
1. This Rule, based on Article 79 of Additional Protocol I, reflects
customary international law applicable in international and noninternational anned conflict,64 lt is especially relevant in the cyber
context because of the heavy reliance of contemporary journalists on
computers and communication systems and networks.
2. Some Experts took the position that Rule 34 of the ICRC Customary IHL Study accurately reflects customary intemational law. According
to that rule, 'civilian journalists engaged in professional missions in
areas of armed conflict must be respected and protected, as long as
they are not taking a direct part in hostilities'. The accompanying
commentary asserts 'there is also practice which indicates that joumalists
exercising their professtonal activities in relation to an armed conflict
must be protected' .
3. The majority of the International Group of Experts took the view
that the only customary obltgatton is to 'respect' journalists, rather than
'protect' them. Parties to the conflict must not harm joumalists, but are
not obltged to protect them from betng harmed by others, for instance,
by cyber means. A majority of the Experts also took the position that
this Rule applies only to the obltgaüon to respect the journalists themselves and not to their journalistic activities or products, such as
content posted on a website. They were unwilling to go beyond the text
64 UK MANUAL, para. 8.18; CANADIAN MANUAL, paras. 313,441; GERMANMANUAL, para.
515; NIAC MANUAL, para. 3.10; lCRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY. Rule 34; US Department

of Defense, Memorandum on 1977 Protocols Add,tiotlal to the Gel1eva Conventions:
Customary International Law Implicatiol1S (9 May 1986) reprinted in UNITED STATES
ARMYJUDGEADVOCATE GENERALS SCHOOL, LAwOF WAR DOCUMENTARY SUPPLEMENT
234 (2011) (dting with approval Additional Protocol I, Art. 79, 'as supportable fcr
inclusion in customary law through stete prectke').

JOURNAL1STS

of Article 79 of Additional Protocol I. This is particularly relevant in the
cyber context gtven the dependency of many joumalistic activities on
systems and equipment that are vulnerable to cyber operations. Of
course, such systems and equipment are protected as civilian objects
unless they become military objectives pursuant to Rule 38. In some
circumstances, they may be requisitioned or confiscated in accordance
with Rule 90.

4. For purposes of this Rule, 'joumalists' includes reporters, cameramen, photographers, and sound techntctans/" The ICRC commentary to
Arttele 79 of Additional Protocol I limits the term to persons 'working
for the press and other media'.66 The International Group of Experts
agreed that the term 'joumalist' extends to those affiliated with established, exclusively ouline, media organlzations. No consensus was
reached as to whether it includes private individuals who produce web
logs (blogs) unaffiliated with the established media.

5. The law of armed conflict distinguishes 'war correspondents'
from 'journalists engaged in dangerous professional misstons'." War
correspondents are formally aceredited by the armed forces they
accompany. They are civilians, although, unlike journalists, they have
prisoner of war status if captured." Members of the armed forces
conducttng joumalism as part of their duties are not journalists, but
rather combatants. 69
6. The law of armed conflict does not prohibit the censorship of
journalists and war correspondents by cyber or other means,70 The
lack of such a prohibition has practical significance in military
operations. Consider the case of imminent or on-gotng offensive
operations. A potential implication of the speed and pervasiveness
of modern journalistic communications is that any report could
M This definition accords generally with the United Nations Convention on the Protecticn
of Journalists Engaged in Dangerous Missions in Areas of Anned Conflict, Annex 1, Art.
2(a). UN Doc. A/10147 (1 August 1975) (identifying as 'journalists' any 'correspondent,
reportcr, photographer, and their technical film, radio and televislon assistants who an:
orclinarily engaged in any of these activities as their principal oecupetton').
66 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS CoMMENTARY, para. 3260.
67 Compare Geneva Convention I1I, Art. 4A(4), with Additional Proroccl I, Art. 79(1)-(2).
See also CANADIAN MANUAL, paras. 313-14; lCRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, commentary
accompanying Rule 34.
68 Geneva Convention IlI, Art. 4A(4); US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOIC, para. 11.5; UK
MANUAL, pare. 8.18~ CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 314; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 515.
69 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 3262.
70 To tbe extent censorship rules exist, they are in the domain of rrmnicipal or domestic law.
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jeopardize the success of the operations or place those involved at
increased risk. It would not be a violation of the law of armed conflict
to prevent or restriet reports on them.
7. [oumalistic equipment does not enjoy special status. Equipment
belonging to or used by journalists in their professional activities is
civilian objects protected as such, unless it qualifies as military objectives
pursuant to Rule 38. Thus, computers, data, networks, communications,
and connections used for journalism enjoy 00 protection beyend their
status as dvilian objects.
8. As civilians, journalists are subject to the Rule regardfng direct
participation in hostilities. Although joumalistic activities such as investigating, conducting interviews, taking nctes, and making recordings
using cyber facilities and materials are not regarded as acts of direct
participation per se, such actions, If undertaken in direct support of
military operations, could rise to that level or constitute espionage
(Rules 35 and 66).
9. The issue ofwhether the use of electronic or other media to spread
propaganda qualifies as direct participation in hostilities (and the associated question of whether the objects used qualify as military objectives) is
unsettled. The majority of the International Group of Experts took
the position that broadcasts used to incite war crimes, genocide, or
crimes against humanity render a journalist a direct participant and
make the equipment used military objectives liable to attack, including
by cyber means." A minority disagreed. The majority of the International Group of Experts also took the position that spreading propaganda does not per se constitute direct participation in hosnltäes." while
the minority suggested that the use of networks or computers to spread
propaganda might eonvert journalistie equipment into a military objectIvefor purposes of eyber ettacks." In any ease, these issuesare highly faet
contingent.

71 The direct participation constiruent elements of'tbreshold ofharm' and 'direcr causation'
can be met by harm to proteered persons or objects. ICRC INTERPRETlVE GUIDANCE at
47-57. On incitement to genoclde, see Ferdrnand Nahimana er al. v. Prosecutor, paras.
677-715, Case No. ICfR 99-52-A, Appeals Cbamber judgment {Int'l Crim. Trib. for
Rwanda 28 November 2007).
72 ICRC INTERPRETlVE GUIDANCE at 51.
73 But see Final Report to the Prosecutor by the Committee Establlshed to Review the
NATO Bombing Campaign Against the Pederal Republic of Yugoslavia, 39 INTERNATIONAL LEGAL MATERIALS 1257, para. 76 (13 lune 2000).
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INSTALLATIONS CONTAINING
DANGEROUS PORCES

Rule 80 - Duty of care during attacks on dams, dykes,
and nudear electrical generating stations
In order to avoid the release of dangerous tOKeS and consequent
severe losses among the dvilian populatlon, particu1ar care must be
taken during cyber attacks against works and installations containing
dangerous tOKeS, namely dams, dykes, and nudear e1ectrical generating statlons, as weil as installations located in their vicinity.
1. Article 56 of Additional Protocol I and Article 15 of Additional
Protocol Il provide that, subject to certain exceptions, the works and
installations referred to in this RuJecannot be attacked, even when they
are military objectives, if such attack may cause the release of dangerous
forces and result in severe losses among the civilian population. There Is
general agreement that the two Articles do not constitute customary
intemationallaw?4 This Rule, which is drawn from Rnle 42 of the ICRC
Customary IHL Study, reflects a more limited prohibition than those
in the Additional Protocols. The International Group of Experts agreed
that it is customary in nature." It follows that Parties to the two
instruments are bound to a higher level of protection than that set forth
in this RuJe?6
2. Rule 80 is a special precautionary Rule regardtng the degree of
care to be taken when undertaking a eyber attack on an installation
containing dangerous forces that quallfies as a military objective (Rule
38).77Even States not Party to Additional Protocols I or II acknowledge
that the civilian populetion enjoys protection against excessive
collateral damage that is to be expected from attacks on dams, dykes,
and nuclear electrical generating stations pursuant to the rule of
74 ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, commentary accompanying Ruk 42.
n See also AMW MANUAL, Rule 36; NlAC MANUAL, para. 4.2.3.
76 UK MANUAL, paras. 5.30 (as amendedl -5.30.10, 15.51-15.51.1; CANADIAN MANUAL,
para. 444; GERMAN MANUAL, paras. 464-70; AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanymg Rule 36. Some Stares Parries have qualilied their obligations under Art. 56 of
Additional Protocol I for purposes of reprisal. For lnstance, the United Kingdom made
a statement on ratilication reserving the right for high levels of oommand to authorize
attack of installations that contribute to the enemy's war effort. UK Additional Peotocols
Ratification Statement, para. (n).
rr !CRc ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 4817.
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proportionality (Rule 51).78 In that the risk of collateral damage is
especially acute when attacking such objects, particuJar care must be
taken to avoid the release of dangerous forces likely to cause severe
lasses among the civilian population.
3. The majority of the International Group of Experts took the
position that the term 'particular care' means that in determining which
precautions are practically possible, account must be taken of the particular dangers posed by the forces referred to in the Rule. Consider
malware intended to reduce enemy electrical supply by taking a nuclear
power plant off-line. Paying insufficient attention when planning the
attack to safeguarding the core from meltdown by ensuring the continued integrity of its cooling system wouJd violate this Rule.
4. A minority of the Experts were of the view that the word 'particular'

should not appear in the Rule because the requirement to take precautions in attack (Rules 52 to 58) already requires doing everything feasible
to avoid collateral damage. In their view, the notion of particular care
adds nothing to the requirement to take all feasible precautions. For
instance, in the example above, the precautions requirement would
likewise have necessitated consideration of the possibility of reactor
meltdown. However, as they constdered that the words add nothing of
substance to the Rule, they decided not to bleck consensus on the point.
5. The term 'severe losses' is drawn from Artide 56(1) of Additional
Protocol I. The determination as to whether the release of dangerous
forces will cause severe losses among the civilian population must be
judged in good faith on the basis of objective elements, such as the
existence of densely populated areas of civilians that could be afIected
by the release of dangerous forccs."
6. This Rule Is confined to dams, dykes, nudear electrical generaring
stations, and military objectives locared in their vicinity,80 as well as to
computers and computer networks that form an integral part of and
support the operattons of such works or installations. It does not apply to
any other works or Installations containing dangerous forces or

7ll US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 8.9.1.7. The Handbook srates: 'Dams, dikes, levees,
and other installations, which if breached or destroyed would release flood waten or
other forces dangerous to the civilian population, should not be bombarded if the
anrlclpared harm to civilians would be excessive in relation to the anticipated military
advantage to be gained by bombardment.'
79 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, paras. 2154, 4821.
80 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY. paras. 2147-53.
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substances, such as chemical plants and petroleum refineries.S' RuJes37
to 39 and 51 to 58 govern attacks on these facilities.
7. The requirement to take particular care when attacking the installations and supporting cyber infrastructure referred to in this Rule does
not apply when they are used regularly in direct support of military
operations and attack is the only feasible way to terminate the use.82
Such support must be adeparture from the installation's ordinary function. Per example, occasional military use of electricity generated by a
nudear power station does not bar the application of the Rule. 1f the
protection ceases and any of the computers and computer networks that
support the dams, dykes, and nudear electrical generating stations are
the object of a cyber attack, all feasible precautions must be taken to
avoid the release of the dangerous forces in accordance with the general
requirement to take precautions in attack (Rules 52 to 58).83 Of course,
the principle of proportionality also applies (Rnle 51j.
8. Arttele 56(6) of Additional Protocol I provides for the optional
identification of works and installations containing dangerous forces. As
a matter of good practice, and when feaslble, works and installations
containing dangerous forces should also be identified with agreed-upon
electrontc markings, which wouJd be particularly useful with regard to
cyber operanons." Such electronic markings can be used to supplement
the special stgn that Indicates dams, dykes, and nudear electrical generating stations. The absence of electrontc or physical markings does not
deprive them of their protected status.
SEcTION 7: OBJECTS INDISPENSABLE ro THE
SURVIV AL OF THE CIVILIAN POPULA TION

Rule 81 - Protection of objects indispensable 10 survival
Attacking, destroying, removtng, or rendering use1ess objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian population by means of cyber
operations is prohibited.
81 AMW MANUAL,comrnentary accompanying Rule 36.
82 Additional Protocol I, Art. 56(2}. See also UK MANUAL, paras. 5.30.5, in. 124 (p. 406);
CANADIANMANUAL,para. 444; GERMAN MANUAL,para, 465.
83 Additional Protocol I, Art. 56(3).
84 Additional Protocol I, Art. 56(6). Art. 56(7) sets forth a physica1 means of marking
Installations containing dangerous forces. See also US COMMANDER'S HANDHOOK, figure
8-1j; UK MANUAL,para. 5.30.9.
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1. This Rule is based on Artide 54(2) of Additional Protocol I for
international armed conflict and reflects customary internationallaw. It
supplements the protection of civilians against direct attack (Rule 32).
While it is a distinct and independent rule, it should also be considered
together with the Rule prohibiting starvation of civilians as a method of
warfare (Rule 45).
2. The majority of the International Group of Experts took the
position that the Rule applies in non-international anned conflict as a
matter of customary mtemanonal Iaw'" A minority of the Experts noted
that Arttele 14 of Additional Protocol II prohibits the stated activities
only when undertaken for the purpose of starvation of civilians as a
method of combat. Accordingly, they concluded that customary law

applicable in non-international anned conflict is only violared when
the stated activities are undertaken to starve the civilian populanon.
3. Application of the Rule, as with Article 54(2), is limited to situations in which the objects are attacked, destroyed, removed, or rendered
useless for the 'speclfic purpose of denying them for their sustenance
value to the civilian population or to the adverse Party'. The motive
underlying this intent is irrelevant so long as the purpose is to deny the
civilian population their sustenance value. Operations with other purposes having this efIect are not prohibited by this Rule,86 Thus, for
example, objects incidentally destroyed durtng a cyber attack on a military objective (collateral damage) do not come within its scope of applicanon'" Similarly, if any of these objects qualify in the circumstances
ruling at the time as a military objective, an attack against them does not
violate the Rule.
4. The cited provisions of Additional Protocols 1 and 11 ofIer the
following examples of objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian
population: foodstufIs, agricultural areas for the production of fcodstuffs,

8~ See Parnat Award, Western Front, Aerial Bombardment and Related Qaims 1, 3, 5, 9-13,
14, 21, 25 and 26 (Eri. v. Eth.) 26 R.I.A.A. paras. 98-105 (Eritrea-Ethiopia Claims
Commission 2005); US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 8.3; UK MANUAL, para. 5.27:
CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 445; Gf!RMAN MANUAL, para. 463; AMW MANUAL, Rute
97(h); NlAC MANUAL, commentary acrompanying para. 2.3.10; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL
STUDY, Rute 54. See also Rome Statute, Art. 8(2)(b)(:xxv).
86 Additional Protocol I, Art. 54(2). See, e.g., UK Additional Protocols Ratitication Statement, para. (I) (stating this provision 'has no application to ettacks that are carned out for
a specjfic purpose other than denying sustenance to the civilian population or the adverse
Party'); AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 97(b).
87 UK MANUAL, para. 5.27.2.
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craps, livestoek, drinking water installations and supplies, and irrigation
works. Food and medical supplies are also generally accepted as essential
to the survival of the civilian population, and Additional Protocol
I mentions clothing, bedding, and means of shelter." Although these
Itsts are not exhaustive, the objects to which the Rule applies must be
'indispensable to survival'.89 This is a very narrow eategory; objects not
required for survival (e.g., those that merely enhanee civilian well-being
er quality of life) fall outside the scope of application of this Rule,
although they are pratected by the general mies on the protection of
civilian objects (Rules 37 to 39).
5. The Internet (or other communications networks) does not, in
and of itself qualify as an object indispensable to the survival of the
civilian population. In the context of cyber operations, however, cyber
infrastructure indispensable to the functioning of eleetrical generators,
irrigation works and installaticns, drtnking water Installations, and food
producnon facilities could, depending on the circumstances, qualify.
6. As is dear from its text, the Rule extends beyend a prohibition of
cyber attack. It proscribes any aet designed to deny sustenance to the
civilian population or to the adverse party.
7. In international armed confltcts.?" the prchibition does not
apply if the objects in question are used by the enemy solely for the
sustenanee of their forces or in direct support of military action." The
majority of the International Group of Experts concluded that, despite
these two exceptions, eyber operations may not be conducted against
objects jf those operations can be expeeted to so deprive the civilian
population of food or water that it starves or is forced to movc."
A minority suggested that insufficient State practice existed to support
the proposition.

88 Additional Protocol I, Art. 69(1) (governing occupied tcrritory), Additional Protocol H,
Art. 18(2); Geneva Convention IV, Art. 55 [limited to Art. 4 protected persons); US
COMMANDER'S HANDBOOk,para. 8.3; UK MANUAL,para. 5.27; CANADIAN MANUAL,para.
445; GERMANMANUAL,para. 463; AMW MANUAL.Rule 97(b); NlAC MANUAL,c ommentary accompanying pare. 2.3.10.
89 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 2103.
90 ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY,commentary accompanying Rule 54 (asserting that this
excepnco does not apply to non-international armed confllcts 'because Article 14 of
Additional Protocoj II does not provide for it and there is no practice supporting it').
91 Additional Protocol I, Art. 54(3).
92 See, e.g.. UK MANUAL, para. 5.19; CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 445; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL
STUDY.commentary accompanying Rule 54.
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SECTION 8:

CULTURAL PROPERTY

Rule 82 - Respect and protection of cultural property
The parties to an armed confltct must respect and proteer cultural
property that may be affected by eyber cperatlons or that is located in
cyberspace. In particular, they are prohibiled from using digital cultural property for military purpeses.
1. This Rule reflects the general theme contained in the 1954 Hague
CuJtural Property Convention and its Protocols of 1954 and 1999, as weil
as Additional Protocols land II. lt applies in both international and noninternational armed conflict and is customary tntcmatronal lew'"
2. CuJtural property comprises 'moveable or immoveable property of
great importance to the cuJtural heritage of every people'i'" Under the
1999 Second Protocol to the 1954 Hague Cultural Property Convention,
cuJtural property that is the 'eultural hertrage of the greatest importance
for humanity' enjoys enhanced prctectton" This Manual adopts the
former definition because it reflects customary international law;96 the
latter definition is relevant only for States Party to the Second Protocol.
3. The reference to 'respect and protect' in this Rule is drawn from
Articles 2 and 4 of the 1954 Hague CuJtural Property Convention. In
addition to a prohibition on attacking cultural properry," 'respect' refers,
in particular, to the obligation to take all feasible measures to avoid
harming culturai property during the conduct of military operations."

93

94

9~

ss
97
9ll

Additional Protocol I, Art. 53; Additional Prorocol H, Art. 16; CulturaI Propcrty Convention, Arts. 18-19. Apart from tbe 1954 Convention, other relevant international treaty
law supporrs the proposition generally. Hague Regulations, Art. 27; Convention (IX)
conceming Bombardment by Naval Porces in Time of War, Art. 5, 18 Ocrober 1907,]
Bevans 681; Treaty on the Proteetion of Artistic and Scientific Institutions and Historie
Monuments (Roerich Pacr], 15 April 1935, 167 L.N.T.s. 279; US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 8.9.1.6; UK MANUAL,paras. 5.25~5.26.8 (as emended), 15.18~15.18.3, 15.52;
CANADIAN MANUAL, paras. 111,443; NIAC MANUAL,para. 4.2.2; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL
STUDY,Rules 38, 39. See also Rome Starute, Arts. 8(2)(b)(ix), 8{2)(e)(iv).
Cultural Property Convention, Art. l(a) (providing examples of the categcries of property); AMW MANUAL,Rule 1(0).
Secend Cultural Property Protocol, Art 1O(a) (requiring also that objects enjoy domesnc
legal proteenon and not be used for military purposes).
UK MANUAL,paras. 5.25, 5.25.2; AMW MANUAL,Rule 1(0).
UK MANUAL,para. 5.25.1; GERMANMANUAL, para. 903; AMW MANUAL, Rules 95, 96.
UK MANUAL,para. 5.25.3; GERMANMANUAL, para, 903; AMW MANUAL,Rule 95(c) and
commenrary accompanying Rule 96.
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The International Group of Experts agreed that this obligation extends to
cyber operations. 'Protect', by contrast, denotes the obligation to take
feasible protective measures to safeguard cuJtural property against harm
caused by others during militaryoperations.f" For States Party to the 1954
Hague CuJtural Property Convention and its 1999 Second Protocol,
additional protective measures are required.
4. The International Group of Experts considered whether intangible
items could qualify as 'property' for law of armed conflict purposes.
Recall that in the context of civilian objects, as that term is used in
Arttele 52 of Additional Protocol I, the Group generally rejected characterization of intangible items such as data as an 'object' (Rule 38).
Problematic in this regard is the fact that Arttele 53 of the same instrument refers to 'cultural objects'. For some members of the Group, thls
led to the conclusion that cultural property must be tangtble in nature
and that Intangible items like data do not qualify.
5. Other Experts emphasized that the term 'property' is not always
limited to tangible objects. An example of a notion of intangible property
that is weil accepred in international law and that appears in most
domestic legal systems is intellectual property. For these Experts, the
critical question is whether the intangible property is cultural in nature.
Examples indude objects that are created and stored on a computtng
device and therefore only exist in digital form, such as musical scores,
digital films, documents pertaining to e-govemment, and scientific data.
Certain copies of objects of which a physical manifestation exists (or has
existed) that can be used to create replicas also qualify as cultural
property .100
6. No member of the International Group of Experts taking this
position asserted that all digital manifestations of cuJtural property are
entitled to the protection ofthis RuJe.Protectiononly appliesto digitalcoptes
or versions where the original Is either inaccessibleor has been destrcyed,
and where the number of digital copies that can be made is limited.
Consider the example of a single extremely high-resolution image of
Leonardo da vtncrs Mona Lisa comprising a terabyte of information.
Such a digital copy might, and in the event of the destruction of the
original Mona Ltsa wouJd, qualify as cuJtural property. However, due to
99 AMW MANUAL,Rule 94.
100 An important historical example of objects usedfor the purpose of building rephcas are
the historical maps, photographs, building plans, etc., which facilttated the rebuilding of
Warsaw's oia Town after World War 11.
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the high speed and low cost of digital reproduction, once such a digital
image has been replicated and widely downloaded, DO single digital
copy of the artwork would be protected by this Rule. This is because
proteetion of cultural property is afIorded based on the value and
irreplaceability of the original work of art, and on the difficulty, time,
and expense involved in reproducing faithful copies of that original.

The legte underlying this Rule does not apply in cases where large
numbers of high-quality reproductions can be made.
7. In the digital cultural property context, the term 'respect and
protect' prohibits any alteration, damage, deletion, or destruction of the
data, as well as its exploitation for military purposes. Por instance, the use
of digitized historical archives regarding a population to determine the
ethnic origin of individualswith a view to facilitating genoctde is clearly
unlawful. Merely temporarily denying or degradlng eccess, für example
by affecting the functioning of electronic devices used for such access, is
beyond the ambit of the protection of cultural property,
8. Like its physical counterpart, digital cultural property may not be
used for military purposes. As an example, steganographtcally modified
pieces of digital art lose any protection as cultural property in light of
their use für military ends.
9. Article 16 of the Cultural Property Convention establishes a
distinctive emblem for marking cultural property. It is appropriate to
use such markings on qualifying digital cultural property. Additionally,
use of a digital marking equivalent that places attackers on notice that
the digital items qualify as protected cultural property ts appropriate.
Whilst no such marking has been formally establtshed, multiple technological solutions are possthle, tncludmg file-namtng conventions,
the use of tagging-data with machine-interpretable encoding schemes,
published lists of IP addresses of digital cultural property, or genertc
top-level domain names.
10. Although cultural property may be attacked if it qualifies as a
military objective, a decision to conduct such an attack must be taken at
an appropriately high level. Parties to the conflict must give due constderation to the fact that the target is cultural property. Moreover, an
attacker is required to provide an effecttve advance warning when feasible and may only conduct an attack when the warning remains
unheeded after a reasonable pertod für compliance.l'"

101 Secend Cultural Propcrty Protocol, Arts. 6(d), 13(2)(c)(ü); AMW MANUAL., Rule 96.
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SECT!ON 9:

THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

Rule 83 - Protection of the natural environment
(a) The natural environment Is a civilian object and as such enjoys
general protection from cyber attacks and their effects.
(b) Stetes Party to Additional Protocol I are prohibiled from
employing cyber methods or means of warfare which are
intended, or may be expected, to cause wldespread, long-term,
and severe damage to the natural environment.
1. Lit. (a) is based on the principle of distinction as well as
the prohibition on attacking civilian objects (Rules 31 and 37). The
International Group of Experts agreed that it accurately reflects customary internationallaw in international armed contltct.l'" The majority of
the International Group of Experts took the position that lit. (a) also
applies to non-international armed conflicts. 103
2. Lit. (b) is based on Articles 35(3) and 55 of Additional Prolocol
I. Since the International Group of Experts was divided over whether lit.
(b) reflects customary lnternational law,104 it has been drafted to apply
only to States that are Party to the Protocol. Although Additional Protocol I does not apply to non-international armed conflict, certain Experts
took the position that its provisions on the environment apply as a
matter of customary law in such conflicts.
3. There is no generally accepted definition of the 'natural environment'.lOS Por the purposes of this Manual, the International Group of
Experts adopted, with the exception of outer space, the definition set
forth in Artide 11of the 1977 Environmental Modification Convention:
'the dynamics, composltion or structure of the Earth, induding its
biota, lithosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere'i'P" The Experts were
divided over whether the term should encompass outer space. Those

102 US CoMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 8.4; CANADIAN MANUAL, paras. 446. 620. 709;
GERMAN MANUAL, para. 401; AMW MANUAL, chapeau to sec. M; ICRC CUSTOMARY
IHL STUDY. Rule 43.
103 UK MANUAL, para. 15.20; AMW MANUAL. commentary accompanying Rules 88, 89;
NIAC Manual, para. 4.2.4; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY. commentary accompanying
Rule43.
104 ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY. Rute 45.
10j AMW MANUAL. chapeau to sec. M.
106 Environmental ModiJication Convention, Art. H.
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Experts opposing indusion based their view on the lack of condusive
State practice and opinio juris.
4. All members of the International Group of Experts concluded that
the environment is a civilian object that, as such, is protected from direct
cyber attacks unless and until it becomes a military objective (Rnles 37 to

39). Therefore, those who plan, approve, OI conduet a cyber attack must
applythe rule ofproportionality and the requtrement to take precautions in
attack (Rules 51 to 58) wtth respect to expected collateral damage to the
natural envtronment.l'" For example, when planntng a cyber attack against
a military petroleum storage facility, the expected damage to the natural
environment through any spillage of petroleum must be considered.
5. Furthennore, the destruction of the natural environment carrted
out wantonly is prohiblted.l'" 'wenton' means that the destruction is the
consequence of a deliberate action taken maliciously, that Is, the action
cannot be justlfied by military necessity,109 For instance, it wonld be
unlawful to use cyber means to trigger a release of oil into a waterway
simply to cause environmental darnage.
6. States Party to Additional Protocol I are prohibited from conducting cyber attacks that are intended or may be expected to eause 'widespreed.Jong-term, and severe' damage to the natural environment.i'" As
to the expresslon, the ICRC eommentary to Additional Protocol I notes
that during negotiations at the Diplomatie Conference,
The timeor durationrequired(ie.,long-term) wasconsideredbysometo be
measured in decades.Some representatives referred to twenty or thirty
yearsas beinga minirnumperiod.Others referredto battlefielddestrucnon
in Prance in the First World War as being outside the scope of the
prohibition ... It appearedto be a widelyshared assumptiontbat battlefield
damageincidentalto conventionalwarfarewouldnot normallybeproscribed
bythisprovision.Whatthe artide isprimarilydirectedto isthus suchdamage
as wouldbe Iikely to prejudice,over a long-term, the continued survivalof
the dvilian population or would risk causingit major health problems.!'!

107 US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, para. 8.4; AMW MANUAL, commentary accomparrying
Rule 88. See also Rome Statute, Art. 8(2)(b)(iv).
108 Hague Regulations, Art. 23(g); US COMMANDER'S H....NDBOOK, para. 8.4; AMW
MANUAL, Rute 88; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, commentary accompanying Rule
43. See also Rome Statute, Art. 8(2)(a)(iv).
109 Geneva Convention IV, Art. 147; AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 88.
See also Rome Statute, Am. 8(2)(a)(iv), 8(2)(e)(xiil.
110 Additional Protocol I, Arts. 35(3), 55. See also UK MANUAL, para. 5.29; C\NADIAN
MANUAL, para. 446; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 403.
111 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS CoMMENTARY, para. t454.
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7. The conjunctive nature of the phrase 'widespread, long-term, and
severe' makes it clear that the Rule is only breached when the environmental damage is exceptionally serious.112

SECTION 10:

DIPLOMATIC ARCHIVES AND
COMMUNICATIONS

Rule 84 - Protection of diplomatie archives and communications
Diplomatie archives and eommunications are protected from cyber
operations at all times.
1. This Rule is based on Articles 24 and 27 of the 1961 Vienna
Convention on Diplomatie Relations and on the International Court of
Iustice's Tehran Hostages judgment.U''
2. The International Group of Experts agreed that this Rule is
applicable in both international and non-international armed conflicts.1I 4 With regard to diplomatic archives, the protection in Article 24
of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatie Relations expressly applies
'at any time and wherever they may be'. In partieular, Article 45(a)
provtdes that 'The reeeiving State must, even in case of armed conflict,
respeet and protect the premises of the mission, together with its property and archives.' As to official diplomatic communications, Article 27
is implicitly applicable at all times based on the Article's object and
purpose, as weil as its eontext. State praetice supports the characterization of these rules as customary in eharaeter. For example, in 1990 the
United Nations Seeurity Couneil eondemned violations of diplomatic
premises during Iraq's invasion of Kuwait.115 The Seeurity Council
demanded eompliance with the Vienna Convention, notwithstanding
the existence of an international armed conflict.116
112 Undee the Envuonmenral Modification Convention, the corrcsponding crireria are
disjunctive. Environmental Modification Convention, Art. II.
Tehran Hostages casc, paras. 61-2, 77, 86. See also Vienna Convention on Consular
Relations Arts. 33. 35. 24 April 1963, 596 U.N.T.5. 261.
114 At the time of drafting, the Notherlands voiced a dissenting viewpoint, arguing that ouly
the law of armed conflicr covered wartime relationships berween Stares. SeeDocument.!
liJ

of the Tenth: Session includingthe Reportof the Commisuon to the GeneralAssembly,
[1958], 2 YEARBOOK OF THE INTERNATIONAL 1.AwCOMMISSION 126, UN Doc. A/CN.4/
SER.N19581Add. No record of concurrence by other Stares exists.
ns S.c. Res. 667, para. 1 (16 September 1990); S.c. Res. 674, para. 1 (29 Ocreber 1990).
116 S.c. Res. 667, para. 3 (16 September 1990).
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3. The International Court of [ustice has emphasized the receiving
State's obligations vis-a-vis diplomatic documents and archives. During
the 1980 seizure of the US embassy in Iran, diplomatic documents end
archives were ransacked and disseminated.P" The International Court of
Iustice held that
By a number ofprovisions ofthe Vienna Conventionsof 1%1 and 1963,

Iran was placed under the mosr caregoricel obligations, as a receiving
State, to take appropriate steps to ensure the protection of the United

StatesEmbassyand Consuletes,thetr staffs,their archives,their meansof
communication and the freedom of movement of the members of their

staffs.118

4. The protection accorded to diplomatic archives and communications Includes respect for their confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Thts requires a party to a conflict to refrain from any action
that would interfere with their transmission or reeeption or impugn
their maintenanee. This point is partieularly relevant in the cyber
eontext.
5. The prctection of enemy diplomatic cyber equipment and communications does not eease merely because an armed conflict (irrespective of location) has eome into existenee. Even the suspension of
diplomatic relations does not deprtve them of their protecnon.'!"
6. If diplomatic eyber equipment and communications are misused durtng an armed conflict, they may, depending on the nature of
the misuse, beeome military objeetives since the law of diplomatie
relations Is not a self-contained normative regime. In sueh a case, they
aceordingly lose proteetion from eyber operations, including cyber
atlacks (Rule 30).

5ECT\ON 11:

COLLECT\VE PUNI5HMENT

Rule 85 - Collective punishment
Colledive punishment by cyber means is prchjbned.
1. This Rule is based on Article 50 of the Hague Regulations,Article 87
ofGeneva Convention IH, Article 33 of Geneva Convention IV, Article
75(2)(d) of Additional Protocol I, and Article 4(2)(b) of Additional
117 Tehron Hostages casc, para. 24.
118 Tehran Hostages casc, para. 61.
119 Vienna Convention on Diplomatie Relations, Art. 45.
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Protocol II, lt is recogntzed as customary intemationallaw applicable
in international and non-international armed conflict,120
2, The Rule prohibits the use of cyber means to impose retaliatory
sanctions on persons or groups for acts in which they were not Involved.
The majority of the International Group of Experts agreed that, as noted
in the ICRC commentary to Geneva Convention IV, the notion of
prohibited collective punishment should be understood liberally. It 'does
not refer to punishments inflicted unde- penallaw '" [but rather to]
penalties of any kind inflicted on persons or entire groups of persons ,
for acts those persons have not commtttedF" The ICRC Additional
Protocols Commentary similarly notes that 'the concept of collective
punishment must be understood in the broadest sense; it covers not only
legal sentences but sanctions and harassment of any sort, administrative,
by police action or otherwise',122 As an example, the majority of the
Experts agreed that shutting off all Internet access in an area with the
primary purpose of punishing Its inhabitants for acts comrnitted by some
individuals is collective punishment. A minority of the Experts disagreed,
taking the position that the term 'punishment' does not encompass the
Imposition of mere inconvenience or annoyance. However, a1l of the
Experts concurred that, for instance, confiscation of all the personal
computers in a village in retallation for cyber attacks conducted by a
small cell of insurgents would violate the prohibition on collecttve
punishment.
3, Collecttve punishment is to be contrasted with measures taken by
the Occupying Power in accordance with Rules 87 to 90 to ensure its own
security or to promote public order and the security of the population. lt
is also to be dlstinguished from actions justifiable under those Rules that
are directed at Individuals, but may have unintended or undesired effects
on others.
4, Although Article SO of the Hague Regulations applies only in
occupied terrttory, Article 33 of Geneva Convention IV apphes to persons
protected that instnunent in both occupied territory and a party's own
territory.12 Additionally, Arttele 7S(2)(d) of Additional Protocol land

bl

120 US COMMANDER'SHANDBOOK, paras. 11.3.1.1, 11.5; UK MANUAL, paras. 8.121.a, 9.4.d,
9.24.<1, 15.38.b; CANADIAN MANUAL, paras. 1039, 1135, 1713; GERMAN MANUAL, paras.
507,536; NlAC MANUAL, para. 1.2.4; ICRC CUSTOMARYIHl STUDY,Rule 103. Seealso

ICTR Srarute, Art. 4(b). Srarute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone, Art. 3(b).
121 ICRC GENEVACONVENTION rv COMMENTJ.RYat 225.
122 ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOlS CoMMENTARY, para. 3055.
123 Por the definition ofprotected persons', see Geneva Convention Iv, Art. 4.
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Arttele 4(2)(b) of Additional Protocol II apply 'at any time and in any
place whatsoever'. The International Group of Experts therefore agreed
that this Rule is not Iimited in application to occupied territories.

SECT\ON 12:

HUMANITARIAN ASSISTANCE

Rule 86 - Humanitarian assistance
Cyber operations shall not be designed or conducted to interfere
unduly wtth impartial efforts to provide humanitarian assistance.
1. This Rule is based on Articles 23 and 59 of Geneva Convention IV
and Articles 69 and 70 of Additional Protocol I. The Rule applies in
international anned conflict and is customary in nature.P'
2. The International Group of Experts dtd not achieve consensus
on this Rule's application in non-international armed eonflict. Some
Experts argued it is inapplicable to such conflicts, except as treaty law
for States Party to Additional Prctocol 11. Others took the position
that the Rule Is not only encompassed in Arttele 18(2) of Additional
protoccl 11,but also refleets customary internationallaw for States not
Party to that Instrument.':" A number of the Experts adopting the
Iatter view emphastzed, however, that delivery of humanitarian assistanee requires the receiving State's consent.':" With regard to eonsent,
these Experts were split. Seme took the positicn that such ccnsent
may not be withheld unreasonably.V" while others argued that that
the provision of humanitarian assistance Is entirely at the discreticn of
the recetvtng State. 128

124 AMW MANUAL. Rules 102(a), (b) and accompanying commentary. See also Rome
Statute, Art. 8(2)(b)(iü).
m Rome Statute, Art. 81(e)(iii); AMW MANUAL.c ommentary accompanying Rule 102(a)(b); ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUOY,Rules 31. 32. Tbe present rule should be distinguished as orlented toward Stare action with respect to, tolerance of and support for
humanitarian assistance efforts, rather than the proteenon of humanitarian assistance
objects. Tbc International Group ofExperts considered the present rule betrer adapted to
the eyber contcxr. See also UK MANUAL, para. 15.54; NlAC MANUAL, para. 5.1.
126 Addlnonal Protocol 11,Art. 18(2). See also UK Manual, para. 15.54.
121 UK MANUAL at 409, n. 129~ AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule 100(a).
128 Tbis position can only be taken hy Stetes that are not Party to Additional Protoeol n or
by Partres thereto during a non- international armed confhct to which the treaty does not
apply.ICRC ADDITIONAL PROTOCOLS COMMENTARY, para. 4885, explains that Art. 18(2)
is not subject to unbridled discretion.
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3. Although the ICRC Customary IHL Study provtdes that 'Objects
used for humanitarian relief operations must be respected and protected',129this Rule is oriented toward State actton regardlng the tolerance of, and support fOT, humanitarian assistance efforts. The
International Group of Experts considered the present formulation better
adapted to the cyber context.
4. The prohibition set forth in this Rule applies to all territory.
Article 23 of Geneva Convention IV guarantees 'free passage' to a
broad range of relief consignments 'Intended only fo- civilians of
another High Contracting Party, even if the latter is its adversary'.130
Combined with the provisions on ensuring that the population of
occupied territory or territory otherwise under a party's control is
properly provided with humanitarian assistance, the obligation
to refrain from interference with humanitarian assistance knows no
geographreal Iimit.
S. The term 'humanitarian assistance' is employed here as a term of
art. Not all efforts to provide materiel or support to a civilian population
constitute humanitarian assistance for the purposes of the Rule. Rather,
humanitarian assistance is to be understood as analogous to the term
'relief actions' found in Article 70 of Additional Protocol I. Efforts to
deliver essential supplies and support that relieves suffering qualify.
Examples of items that have a humanitarian character include 'food
and medical supplies ... clothing, beddtng, means of shelter or other
supplies essential to ... survival'.131
6. The provision of humanitarian assistance is subject to the agreement of the parties to the conflict and therefore reasonable conditions
may be imposed. 132 However, the conditions may not 'Interfere unduly'
with relief efforts. For the purposes of this Manual, the term means to
conduct cyber operations arbitrarily to frustrate or prevent legitimate and
impartial relief efforts er in a manner unsupported by valid military
conslderatlons.F?
7. Consider an example in which State A is engaged in an international armed contlict with State B on the territory of State B. Several
129 ICRC CuSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule 32.
130 Art. 13 of Geneva Convention IV extends the Part (which contains Art. 23) to 'the whole
of tbe populations of the countries in contlict'.
131 Additional Protocol I. Art. 69(1).
132 Additional Protocol I, Art. 70(1)-(3); UK MANUAL, para. 9.12.2; CANADIAN MANUAL,
para. 1113; GERMANMANUAL, para. SOl
133 See also AMw MANUAL, eommentary aecompanying Rule tül.
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non-governmental organizations have established an infrastructure for
humanitarian relief operations to assist State B's internally displaced
population. In its cyber operations against State B, State A is obhgated
to avoid undue Interference with the communications and other eyber
activities of the non-governmental organizations offering humanitarian
assistance.

6

Occupation

1. The concept of occupation does not extend to non-international
armed confllcts.'
2. All members of the International Group of Experts agreed that
territory is 'occupied' once it is actually placed under the authority of the
hostile army. This occurs when the Occupying Power substitutes its own
authority for that of the occupted territory's government, which must

have been rendered Incapable of performing public functtons.' The
occupation extends to the territory where such authority has been established and can be exerctsed. While some of the Experts were of the view
that occupation mcludes situations in which a party to the conflict Is in a
position to substtrute its authonty;' others took the position that actual
exercise of authority Is a condition precedent to occupation." Occupation
ends as soon as the exercise of military authority over foreign territory
ends or has otherwise become Ineffective.'
3. There Is no legal notion of occupation of cyberspace. Furthermore,
cyber operaticns cannot alone suffice to establish or maintain the degree
of authority over territory necessary to constitute an occupation. However, cyber operations can be employed to help establish or maintain the
requisite authority, for example, by enabling the issuance of certain
notices required by the law of occupation to the populaüon. Conversely,

I Geneva Ccnvennons I-IV, Art. 2. In thar occupation is rhe exercise of authoriry of a Stare
over another State's territory, it logically does not apply tc non-international anned
conflicts. See also AMW MANUAL, commentary accompanying Rule lOO(a).
2 Hague Regulations, Art. 43.
3 INTERNATIONAL CoMMITTEE OF THE RED CROSS, OCCUPATION ANDOTHER FORMS OF
ADMINISTRATION OP FOREIGN TERRITORY 19 (Tristan Perrare ed., 2012).
4 These Experts relied on Armed Activities in Congo judgment, para. 173.
5 Hague Regulations. Art. 42. Armed Activities in Congo judgment, para. 172,Wall Advisory
Opinion, paras. 78, 89. Por those who are of the view thar occupation begins when a Stare
ls in position to exercise lrs authority, occupatlon would end when it is no langer in such a
position.
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cyber operations are capable of employment to disrupt or degrade
computer systems used by an Oceupying Power to maintain authority.
4. Por the purposes of this chapter, the term 'protected persons'
refers to the civilians who 'find themselves
in the hands' of an
Occupying Power of which they are not nationals. 6 This includes civilians in occupied terntory."
5. None of the Rules below relieve the Occupying Power of any
obligations It would otherwise bear pursuant to the law of belligerent
occupation. Por example, the seizure of a government computer by
occupation forces would be governed by the general rule regarding
seizure of any government property set forth in Article 53 of the Hague
Regulations. Stmilarly, the rules regarding compelled labour set forth in
Article 51 of Geneva Convention IV and Artide 23 ofthe Hague Regulations apply equally in relation to cyber activities.
6. Proteeted persons may under no circumstances renounce any of
their rights under the law of occcpeücn,"
7. The Rules set forth in this chapter are based solelyon the extant
law of occupation, principally that set forth in the Hague Regulations and
Geneva Convention IV, both of which reflect customary international
law, It must be understood that United Nations Security Council resolutions may sometimes modify the application of these traditional rules.

Rule 87 - Respeet for proteeted persons in occupied territory
Proteeted persons in occupied territory mnst be respected and pro-

tected from the harmful effecls of cyber operations.
1. Thls Rule is based on Arttele 27 of Geneva Convention IV.9 The
International Group of Experts agreed that It reflecrs customary internationallaw.
2. Subject to special provisions related to health, age, and genderl''
the Occupying Power must treat all protected persons with the same
consideration, without any adverse distinction based, in particular, on
6 Geneva Convention IV, Art. 4. Note, however, that, according to Art. 4, proiection is not
accorded if they are nationals of a neutral or cc-belligerent Stete that has normal
diplomatie representation in thc State.
7 Hague Regulations, Art. 42. The end of occupation must not he confused with the end of
an anned conflict. Additional Protocol I, Art. 3(b).
8 Geneva ConventIon IV. Art. 8.
9 See also Hague Regulations, Art. 46 (concerning eespectfor family honour and rights of
persons in occupied rerritcry).
10 Geneva Convention IV, Arts. 16, 24, 27.

RESPECT FOR PROTECTED PERSONS

race, religion, or political opinion. 11 Accordingly, blocking Internet
access of an element of the civilian population defined by reference to
race, religion, or political affiliation would be prohibited by this Rule.
However, the Oceupying Power may take such measures of control and
security with respect to protected persons as may be necessitated by the
conflict (Rules 88 and 90).
3. Proteeted persons in occupied territory must be allowed to transmit
news of a strictly personal nature to members of their families, wherever
they may be, and to receive news from them without undue delay.12
Although the Oceupying Power may permit such correspondence to conslst of email correspondence or social media entries, It may impose restrictions on their transmtsston.P Stmilarly, they may limit Internet access to
certain times of the day,prevent attachments from being forwarded, reduce
the connection speed, or restriet the use ofwebcams. A means must remain,
however, to enable family news to be transmitted on a periodic basis. Por
example, the occupation authorities may curb Internet traffic for security
reasons, but allow family correspondence through the postal system.
4. The reference to 'respect' in this Rule denotes the obligation of the
Occupying Power to avoid harming the civilian population as a result of
any cyber operations it may conduct, subject to Rules 88, 89, and 90. By
contrast, 'prorected' refers to the obligation of the Occupying Power to
take feasible measures to ensure the security and well-being ofthe civilian
population with regard to cyber operations conducted by others, such as
insurgents or criminals. The obligation to respect and protect necessarily
involves compliance with the otber Rules in this chapter.
5. Pursuant to Article 51 of Geneva Convention N, only protected
persons over eighteen years of age may be compelled to work under
certain conditions. 14 It is forbidden to requlre children to undertake any
cyber work, regardless of its purpose (Rule 78).

II Geneva Convention IV, Arts. 13.27; UK MANUAL, para. 9.21Geneva Convention IV, Art. 25; UK MANUAL, paras. 9.10, 9.10.1; GE:RMAN MANUAL,
para. 538. Arts. 25 and 140 of Geneva Convention IV discuss the roies of neutral
intermediaries and the Central Information Agency if it becomes difficult to exchange
family correspondence through the ordinary post. In such circumstances, the use of email
and texting is Iikdy to provide a satisfactory solutlon, jf available, and, in the case of
occupation, if permitted by the Occupying Power.
13 Geneva Convention IV, Art. 25.
14 According to Art. 51 of Geneva Convention IV, the Occupying Power may compel
proteered persons over eighteen years of age to da 'werk which is necessary either for
the needs of the anny of occupation, or for the public unhty services, or for the feeding,
12

6. Artide 23(h) of the Hague Regulations prohibits a party to the
conflict from compelling enemy nationals to take part in military operations. Thus, although protected persons may have language skills, cultural understanding, knowledge as to computer systems operated by their
own country, or other information that would enable the Occupying
Power to undertake effective cyber military operations, such compulsory
involvement is prohibited. The Group agreed that this prohibition
extended to cyber activities that are preparatory to military operations,
precautionary cyber measures to protect the Occupying Power's own computer networks, or general maintenance of the Occupying Power's computer networks that are used for military operations. Additionally, pursuant
to Artide 51 of Geneva Convention IV, the Occupying Power may not
compel protected persons 10serve in its armed or auxiliary forces.P
7. The Occupying Power shall, to the extent feasible in the circumstances and without any adverse distinction, ensure the continuance of
computer operations that are essential to the survtval of the civilian
population of the occupied terrttory." Examples may include, dependlng
on the circumstances, the operation of SCADA systems necessary for the
functioning of utilities such as power grids, water purification plants, and
sewage processing facilities.

Rule 88 - Public order and safety in occupied lerritory
The Occupying Power shall take all the measures in its power to
restore and ensure, as far as possible, public order and safety, while
respecting, unless absolutely prevented, the laws in force in the CODntry, including the laws applicable to cyber activities.
1. This Rule is based on Article 43 of the Hague Regulations and
Articles 27 and 64 of Geneva Convention IV. 11 reflects customary
internationallaw.
2. The Occupying Power has an obligation to restore and ensure
public order and safety, induding administration of the territory for the
population' s benefit and maintenance of its critical infrastructure. This
entails an obligation to restore and maintain cyber infrastructure essential
sheltering, clothing, transportation or health of the population of the occupied country'.
See also UK MANUAL, para. 11.52; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 564.
I~ Geneva Convention IV, Art 147; UK MANUAL, para. 11.53.a.
16 See Additional Protocol I, Art. 69(1), which the International Group of Experts agreed
reflects customary mtemanonal law. See also Commentary accompanying Rule 81.
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for the functioning of the occupied territory. Examples might include the
transport and electricity systems and water supply network. Similarly, if
the Occupying Power learns, for example, of websites or social media that
are inciting sectarian violence or engagtng in cyber crime, it has the
obligation to do what it can to bleck or otherwise prevent such activities.
3. According to Article 43 of the Hague Regulations, the Occupying
Power must, unless absolutely prevented, maintain the laws applicable in
the occupied territory. The reference in Article 64 of Geneva Convention
IV to 'penal laws' is widely accepted as extending to all the laws in
forcei'" hence, domestic laws that regulate cyber activities retain their
validity. Examples are penallaws on cyber crime er the interception of
telecorrununications, statutes that deal with Internet service providers,
end laws that govern freedom of speech or intrusions into privacy.
4. This Rule encompasses laws that do not directly address cyber
activities, but are relevant thereto. An example of such a law is one
providing for freedom of religious expression. Absent a valid justification
under the law of occupation, this Rule would preclude the Occupying
Power from banning by cyber means the exercise of religious freedom.
5. The Occupying Power is entitled to curb the freedoms of expression and of the press in cyberspace, despite laws to the contrary, as
necessary for its securtty.I" This might be done, for example, by imposing
censorship to counter resistance attempts to organize or regroup using
social networking media. The Occupying Power may also take measures
inconsistent with existing law if its computer networks outside occupied
territory fall victim to cyber attacks launched from occupied territory.
6. The Occupying Power Is entitled to repeal or suspend laws in force
that prejudice its cyber operations or military communications in cases
where they constitute a threat to its security. It mayaiso repeallegislation
that is inconsistent with its Geneva Convention IV obligations, or with
other rules of international lew." For instance, the Occupying Power
may enact legislation that replaces discriminatory domestic legislation
that, if retained, would exclude certain groups of people, based on their
17 ICRC GENEVi\

CONVENTION IV CoMMENTi\RY

at 335; GERMi\N

MANUAL,

para. 547.

18 See, e.g., UK MANUAL, para. 11.34. The UK Manual stetes: 'For legitimate reascns of

security only. censorship may be imposed on the press, films, radio. television, theatres,
and public entertainment, or to limit or prohibit telegram. pcstal, or telecommunkations.
To the same extent, existing press laws need not be respected. the puhlication of
newspapers may be prohibited or subjected tc restrictions, and the distribution of
newspapers to unoccupied parts of the country or neutral courmies may be stopped'
19 UK MANUAL, para. 11.25.
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race, religion, or political affiliation, from expressing their opinions and
heliefs. The Occupying Power may use eyber means to disseminate such

new laws, and, consistent with international legal norms, to ensure
compliance with them.
7. An Occupying Power may enact new laws if such action is
required to enable it to ensure public order and safety, to fulfil its
obligations under the law of occupation, or to rnaintain the orderly
administration of the terrttory" For example, the Occupying Power
mayadopt regulations aimed at countering cyber crime that is significantly harming the finaneial stability of the oceupied territory.

Rule 89 - Securityof the Occupying Power

The Occupying Power may take measures necessary to ensure its
general security, including the integrity and reliability of i1s own cyber
systems.
1. This Rule is based on Arttcles 27 and 64 ofGeneva Convention IV.
It retlects customary tnternattonel lew."
2. This Rule envisages taking cyber measures with regard to the
security of the Occupying Power in general. The concludtng dause of
the Rule emphasizes that its scope extends to the protection of the
Occupying Power' s cyber systems.
3. Examples of measures that might be taken in accordance with this
Rule indude steps to: shut down communications systems used to
transmit information about the Occupying Power to insurgent forces:
prohibit email references to military movements, posture, weapons,
capabilities, or activities, implement militarily neeessary restrictions on
the use of eertain servers; impose time restrictions on use of the Internet
when military authorities need bandwidth, or plaee restrietions on use of
the internet by individuals that pose a security threat. Consider the
example of an Occupying Power with reason to believe steganography
is being used to pass bomb-making instructions to members of a resistanee movement. if there is no effective way to determine which files
eontain the coded messages, the Oceupying Power may prevent or
restriet cyber communications by those it has reason to believe are
involved in such activities. in limited circumstances, it may, to the extent
20 Geneva Convention IV, Art. 64; Hague Regulations, Art 43.
21 UK MANUAL, paras. 11.15, 11.34-11.38; CANADJAN MANUAL, para. 1207.
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necessary, restriet communications generally until the situation is
resolved satisfactorily.
4. The restrictions imposed on protected persons shall be no more
than are necessary to address the Iegitimate security concems of the
Occupying Power?2 The determination of necessity must be based on
all attendant circumstances, such as the availability of other forms of
communication.

Rule 90 - Confiscation and requisition of property
To the extent the law of occupation permits the confiscation or
requisition of prcperty, taking control of cyber infrastructure or
systems is likewise pennitted.
1. This Rule is based on Articles 46, 52, 53. 55, and 56 of the Hague
Regulations and Article 55 of Geneva Convention IV.23 lt reflects customary intemationallaw. 24
2. A distinction must be made between use of the terms 'confiscation'
and 'requlsition' in this Rule. The Oceupying Power may confiscate State
movable property, induding cyber property such as computers, computer
systems, and other computing and memory devices, for use in military
operations. Private property may not be confiscated. Requisition by the
Occupying Power is the taking of goods with compensation, or the taking
of servicesr" Such taking is only permissible for the administration of
occupied territory or for the needs of the occupying forces,and then only if
the requlrements of the civilian population have been taken into account.
3. Por the purposes of this Rule, the majority of the International
Group of Experts agreed that, sensu stricto, data does not qualify as
property. However, this fact does not predude the Occupying Power
from making use of State data for its military opera tions. A minority of
the Experts was of the view that data can qualify as property.
4. The Occupying Power is obliged to safeguard the capital value of
immovable State property (as distinct from movable property) and
22 'What ls essential is thar the measures of constraint they adopr should not affect the
fundamental rights of the persons concemed.' ICRC GENEVA CoNVENTION IV CoMMENTARY at 207.
23 On the temporary requisition of hospitals, see Geneva Convention IV, Art. 57.
24 See also Additional Protoco] I, Art. 14; Geneva Ccnvention IV, Art. 57; GERMAN
MANUAL, paras. 552--61; ICRC CUSTOMARY IHL STUDY, Rule SI.
2'1 On the requisition of labour, see Geneva Convention IV, Art. 51.

administer it with appropriate respect." Such property indudes the
huildings in which cyher infrastructure is Iocated. Whether that cyber
infrastructure quallfies as immovahle State property depends on whether
it can he removed without substantially damaging the building. If it
cannot be so removed, it is immovahle property entitled to the protection
of immovahle State property. Accordingly, the Occupying Power would
he prohihited from taking any actions that would reduce its capital value.
Cyber infrastructure that can be removed without occasioning significant
damage to the structure of the huilding is movahle property suhject to the
rules set forth in the preceding paragraphs.
5. Based on Articles 46 and 52 of the Hague Regulations, private
cyher property (or cyber services) must in principle be respected and may
not be confiscated. It may only be requisitioned for the needs of the army
of occupation and the administration of occupied territory. The property
must he restored, and compensation fixed, when peace is made. For
example, it would be appropriate to requisition a privately owned server
in order to facilitate administration of the territory or to demand access
to the Internet from a private Internet service provider when needed hy
the occupation force. Requisitions of goods and services must be in
proportion to the occupied State's resources and may not ohlige inhabitants to take part in military operations against their own country."
6. It may be difficult to distinguish cyber property helonging to the
State from private cyher property. Cyher infrastructure can be owned
jointly in puhlic-private partnerships or government cyber infrastructure
can he estahlished and maintained hy private companies hased on puhlic
concessions. When doubts arise about the private or public character of
cyber assets, some States maintain a general presumption that It is puhlic
unless and until its private nature becomes evident. 28 Where both State
and private interests in computers, computer networks, or other cyher
property coexfst, the property may be seized, hut private interests therein
must he compensated."
7. Cyber property (including State cyber property) of municipalities
and of Institutions dedicated to religion, charity, education, and the arts

26 Hague Regulations. Art. 55; UK MANUAL, para. 11.86.
If they tnvolve the requlsition of foodstuffs or medicine, the requisitions are only
permissible 'ifthe requirements of the civilian population have been taken mto account'.
Geneva Convention IV, Art. 55. See also UK MANU....L, para. 11.76.
28 UK MANUAL, para. 11.90.
29 UK MANUAL, para. 11.90; CANADIAN MANUAL, para. 1235.
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and sciences shall be treated as private propertyj" As such, it may be
requisitioned (and not confiscated} provided the preconditions mentioned above are fulfilled.
8. Based on Artide 53 of the Hague Regulations, equipment adapted
for the transmission ofnews may be seized even if it is private property. It
must be returned to the owner and compensation paid when it is no
longer needed. Today, every eell phone or computer connected to the
Internet is capable of transmitting news. The Experts agreed that
extending the application ofthis Rule to all such items would be eontrary
to the object and purpose of the underlying treaty provision from which
the Rule derives. Therefore, 'equipment adapted for the transmission of
news' should be understood as equipment that 'joumalists' (Rule 79) use
and that is operated by the organizations to which they beleng.
9. The term 'taking control' refers to physical confiscation or requisition of property. The question in the cyber context is whether it extends
to 'virtual' confiscation or requisition. The majority of the International
Group of Experts agreed that it does to the extent that (I) the Occupying
Power can employ the property for its own purposes, and (2) the owner
is denied its use. The minority considered that physical possesslon of the
property is an essential ingredient of this Rule.
10. Submarine eables (Including those components on land) connecting occupied with neutral territory are subject to a special regime set
forth in Artide 54 of the Hague Regulations. They may not be seized or
destroyed except in the case of absolute neeessity and compensation must
subsequently be paid. Stnce submarine cebles are used for cyber communications, this point has particular relevance in the eyber context. The
International Group of Experts came to no concluslon as to whether this
eustomary norm applies more broadly to other objects necessary for
cyber communicaticns (e.g., satellite uplink and downlink stations)
between occupied territories and neutral States.

30 Hague Regulations. Art. 56; UK

MANUAL.

para. 11.76.1: GERMAN

MANUAl.,

para. 559.
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Neutrality

1. The law of neutrality applies only during international armed conflict. It Is based on Hague Conventions V and XIII and customary

international law.1 The International Group of Experts unanimously
agreed that the law of neutrality applied to cyber operations.
2.

'Neutral State' denotes aState that is not a party to the inter-

national armed conflict in question." For the purposes of this Manual,
'neutral eyber infrastructure' means public or private cyber infrastructure
that is located within neutral territory (including civilian cyber infrastructure owned by a party to the conflict or nationals of that party)
or that has the naticnality of a neutral State (end is located outside
belligerent territory), 'Neutral territory' comprises the land territory of
neutral States, as wen as waters subject to their territorial sovereignty
(internal waters, territorial sea and, where applieable, archipelagic
waters) and the airspace above those areas."
3, The law of neutrality regulates the relationship between the parties
to an international armed conflict on the one hand and States that are not
party to the conflict on the other. Its key purposes are to (i) protect
neutral States and their citizens agatrist the conflict's harmful effeets;
(ii) safeguard neutral rights, sueh as engaging in commerce on the high
seas, and (iii) proteet parties to the contlict against action or inaction on

I US COMMANDER'S HANDßOOK, Chapter 7; GERMAN MANUAL, paras. 1101-55: AMW
MANUAL, sec. X. The uK Manual and the San Remo Manual recognlze the continuing
relevence of the law of neutrality throughour the documents, while the Canadian Manual
devotes Chapter 13 10 the tcpic. Note thar neutrale are obligated to comply with the law of
armed conflict in certatn cases desptte their non-belligerent status. Additional Protocol l,
Art. 19; Geneva Convention I, Art. 4; Gcneva Convention II, Art. 5.
2 US COMMANDER'S HANDBoOK,para. 7.2; UK MANUAL, para, 12.11; Ctl.NADtAN MANUAL,
para. 1302; GERMAN MANUAL, para. 1101; AMW MANUAL, Rule l(aa); SAN REMO
3

~;~~A~~::~~~~:~~ HANDBOOK, para. 7.3; GERMAN MANUAL, paras. 1108, 1118; AMW
MANUAL, commentary accomparrying Rule 166: SANREMOMANUAL, para. 14.
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the part of neutral States that benefits their enemy. The global distribution of cyber assets and activities, as well as global dependency on cyber
infrastructure, means that cyber operations of the parties to a conflict can
easily affect private or public neutral cyber infrastructure. Accordingly,
neutrality is particularly relevant in modern armed conflict.
4. The International Group of Experts was mmdful of the fact that
the law of neutrality developed based on situations in which entrance
into or exit from a neutral State's terrttory is a physical act. The fact
that cyberspace involves worldwide connectivity irrespective of geopolitical borders challenges certain assumptions upon which the law of
neutrality is based. Por instance, a single email message sent from
belligerent temtory may automatically be routed through neutral
cyber infrastructure before reaching its intended destination; the
sender or the owner of the neutral cyber infrastructure cannot necessarily control the route it takes. The Rules set forth in this chapter
have considered this reality. Given the difficulty of controlling cyber
infrastructure and routes, any conclusions about violations of a
State's neutrality or whether a neutral State has violated its obligations
under the law of neutrality should only be arrived at after careful
consideration.

5. Cyber infrastructure located within the territory of a neutral
State is not only subject to that State's jurisdiction, but also proteered
by that State's territorial sovereignty. It Is considered neutral in character irrespective of public or private ownership or of the nationality of
the owners (provided that it is not used for the exercise of belligerent
rights, Rule 94).

6. The term 'exercise of beiligerent rtghts' Is synonymous with the
terms 'hostile act' in Ha~ue Convention V and 'act of hostility' under
Hague Convention XIII. The International Group of Experts decided
to use 'belligerent rights' in this chapter to avoid confusion with the
term 'hostile act', which is an operational term of art. Exercise of
belligerent rights is accordingly to be understood in the broadest sense
as actions that a party to the confltct Is entitled to take in connectton
with the conflict, including cyber operations. Belligerent rights are not
limited to 'attacks' as defined in Rule 30, but it should be noted
that the term does not extend to esptonage conducted against the
neutral State.
4 Hague V, Art. 10; Hague Convcntion XlII, Art. 2. See also
paras. 15, 16.
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Rule 91 - Protection of nentral cyber infrastructure
The exerdse of belltgereut rights by cyber means directed against
neutral cyber iafrastructure is prohibited.
1. It is a well-established principle of the law of neutrality that parties
to the conflict are prohibited from conducting hostilities within neutral
territory. The inviolability of neutral territory is laid down in Article 1 of
Hague Convention V and Article 1 of Hague Convention XIII. The norm
is customary in cbarecter."

2.

Neutral cyber infrastructure physically Iocated in international

airspace, outer space, or high seas areas is protected by virtue of the State
of nationality's sovereignty.
3. The tenn 'dlrected against' refers to an operation intended to
detrimentally affect neutral cyber tnfrastructure. As to operations passing

through such infrastructure or employing tt for operations against the
enemy, see Rule 92.
4. The International Group of Experts struggled with the situation in
which a cyber attack against a military objective in bellfgerent territory has
spill-over effects in neutral territory. For example, a cyber attack on a server
in beiligerent territory could significantly affect services in neutral territcry.
The Experts agreed that if such effects are not foreseeable, the attack does
not violate the law of neutrality. As to effects that are foreseeable, the
Group of Experts noted that the law of neutrality seeks to balance the right
of belligerents to effectively conduct military operations with the right of
neutral States to remain generally unaffected bythe conflict. Each case must
be assessed on its own merits by balancing these competing rights. The
Experts agreed that the effects on the neutral State to be considered in
making this assessment are not limited to physical effects. They also agreed
that in practice, States would be unlikely to regard de minimis effects as
precluding the prosecution of an otherwise legitimate attack.
5. It is important to note that neutral cyber infrastructure located in
neutral territory may lose its protectton under Rule 94. Mcreover, neutral
cyber infrastructure located outside neutral territory, such as undersea
cables, may be attacked if it constitutes a lawful military objective. It may
also be subject to capture.

5 US COMM<\NDER'S H<\NDBOOK, para. 7.3; UK M<\NU<\L, para. 1.43; GERMAN MANU<\L,
paras. 1108, 1118, 1149; SAN REMO MANUAL, para. 15; Hague Air Warfare Rufes,
Arts.39,40.
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Rule 92 - Cyber operations in neutral territory
The exerdse ofbelligerent rights by cyber means in neutral territory is
prohibited.
1. This Rule is based on Articles 2 and 3 ofHague Convention V and
Articles 2 and 5 of Hague Convention XIII. It retlects customary international law.6 Whereas Rule 91 addresses operations against neutral
cyber infrastructure, this Rule deals with the use of such infrastructure
on neutral territory by a belligerent.
2. Rule 92 prohibits the armed forces of a party to the contlict from
conducting cyber operations from neutral territory. In addition to conducttng cyber operations from within neutral territory, it encompasses
remotely taking control of neutral cyber infrastructure and using it for
such purposes.
3. Although the Rule only addresses the exercise of belligerent
rights in neutral territory, it would also constitute abreach of neutrality
to use neutral non -commerclal government cyber infrastructure that is
located outside neutral territory (but not within belligerent territory)
for belligerent purposes. For instance, it is prohibited to route military
communications through cyber systems aboard a neutral State's government ships or State aircraft because those platforms enjoy sovereign
immunity (Rule 4).

4. Using a public, intemationally and openly accessible network such
as the Internet for military purposes does not violate the law of neutrality.
This is so even if it, or components thereof, is located in neutral territory.
Although there is no express treaty law directly on point, the majorlty of
the International Group of Experts agreed that Article 8 of Hague
Convention V, which provides that a neutral Power need not 'forbld or
restriet the use on behalf of the belligerents of telegraph or telephone
cables or of wirelesstelegraphy apparatus belonging to it or to companies
or private Individuals', can be applied to cyber communications systems.
They further agreed that the Article reflectscustomary intemationallaw7
A minority of the Experts would limit the application of Article 8 to the
items referred to therein.

6 US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK. para. 7.3: UK MANUAL. para. 1.43.b; CANADIAN MANUAL,
para. 1304; GERMAN MANUAL. paras. UOB. 1120, II SO;AMW MANUAL. Rule 167(a) and
accompanying commentary; SANREMOMANUAL. para. 15.
7 See AMW MANUAL. Rule 167(b).
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5. The International Group of Experts considered the issue of transmission of cyber weapons (Rule 41) across neutral territory. Most Experts
took the position that such transmission by cyber means is prohibited
based on Arttele 2 ofHague Convention V, which prohibits movement of
munitions of war or supplies across the territory of a neutral Power.
A minority of Experts pointed to Arttele 8 of Hague Convention V as
providing an express exception to the general rule.8

Rule 93 - Neutral obligations
A neutral State may not knowingly allow the exercise of belligerent
rights by the parties to the confl.iet from cyber infrastructure located
in its territory or under its exclusive control.
1. This Rule, which reflects customary tnternattonal law," is derived
from Article 5 of Hague Convention V, according to which '[a] neutral
Power must not allow any of the acts referred to in Articles 2 to 4 to
occur on its territory'. In the context of cyber operations, it is of importance to note that according to Article 3 of Hague Convention V,
belligerents are ... forhidden to:
(a) Erect on the territory of a neutral Power a wireless telegraphy station
or other epparatus for the purpose of communicating with belligerent
forces on land or sea;
(b) Use any Installation of this kind esrablished hy them before the war
on the territory of a neutral Power for purely military purposes, and
which has not been opened for the service of puhlic messages.

2. Adapting the object and purpose of Hague Convention V to cyber
operations, a neutral State may not allow a party to the conflict to use its
pre-existing cyber infrastructure on neutral territory for military pur~
poses or to establish any new cyber infrastructure for said purposes.
3. The obllgatton set forth in this Rule extends not only to a party's
cyber infrastructure on neutral territory, but also to the exercise of
belligerent rights employing other cyber infrastructure located there.
An exception applies to publie, internationally and openly accessible
networks, such as the Internet, whtch may be used for military
8 This was the position adopted in lhe AMW Manual. AMW MANUAL, commentary
accompanying Rule 167(b).
9 US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK. para. 7.3; UK MANUAL, para. L43.a; GERMAN MANUAL,
para. 1111; AMW MANUAL. Rule 168(a); SANREMO MANUAL, para. 22. SeealsQthis Rule's
peacetime counterpart, Rule 5 of tIDSManual.
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communications (Rule 92). 10 the extent that a neutral State does place
restrictions on the use of such networks, these restrictions must be
impartially applied to all parties to the conflict.l'' As noted with regard
to Rule 92, the International Group of Experts was divided as to whether
the transmission of cyber weapons across neutral territory using such a
network is prohibited. It was similarly divided as to whether a neutral
State is obltgated to prevent such transmission.
4. The phrase 'under its exclusivecontrol' is employed here to refer to
non-commercial govemment cyber infrastructure (Rule 4). With regard
to such infrastructure, this Rule applies regardless of its loeation because
the obligation dertves from the infrastructure's govemment character.
5. Rule 93 presupposes knowledge, whether actual or constructive,
by the organs of the neutral State. A neutral State has actual knowledge if
its organs have detected a cyber operanon conducred by a party to the
con:flict originating from its territory or if the aggrieved party 10 the
conflict has credibly informed the neutral State that a cyber operation has
originated from its territory. Constructive knowledge exists in situations
in which aState should reasonably have known of the activity. The
International Group of Experts was split as to whether the extension to
constructive knowledge implies a duty on behalf of the neutral State
actively to monttor, to the extent feasible, the use of cyber infrastructure
on its territory. Whereas some members took the position that it does,
and that therefore a neutral State must exercise due diligence in monitoring for belligerent activity.', others suggested that no such duty exists.
6. The phrase 'may not knowingly aUow' implies a duty on the part
of neutral States to take all feasible measures to terminate any exercise of
belligerent rights employing cyber infrastructure falling within the scope
ofthis Rule. 12 However, the International Group ofExperts could achieve
no consensus as to the existence of a duty to take measures to prevent the
exercise of belligerent rights before it occurs, in particular by monttortng
cyber activities. Some Experts took the position that this obligation is
implied in the duty to 'not knowingly allow,.13These Experts suggested
that to the extent preventive measures such as monitoring are feasible
they are required. Peasibility is, of course, dependent on the attendant

10 Hague Convention V. Art. 9.

11 AMW MANUAl., Rule 170(b).
para. 7.3; GERMAN MANUAL, paras. 1109, 1125, 1151;
AMW MANUAL, oommentary accompanying Rule 168(a); SAN REMO MANUAL, paras. 15,
18,22. See also Hague Air Warfare Rules, Arts. 42, 47.
Hague XIII, Art. 8: AMW MANUAL, Rule 170(b).

12 US COMMANDEiI.'S HANDBOOK,
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circumstances, such as the technologreal capacity of the State concerned.
Other Experts rejected this position, arguing that the sole duty of the
neutral State is to terminale use, es distinct from preventing it. These
Experts pointed, in particular, to the practical difficulties inherent
in complying with any duty to determine the belligerent character of a
packet traversing its networks.
7. Measures taken by a neutral that are in compliance with this Rule da
not constitute a hostile act and, a fortiori, da not constitute an anned attack
(Rule 13) against the party to the conflict violating its neutrality.V' As to
activities on neutral territory that da not have belligerent nexus, see Rule 5.

Rule 94 - Response by parties 10 the conflict 10 violations
If a neutral State fails to terminale the exercise of belligerent rights on

its territory, the aggrieved party to the conflict may take such steps,
including by cyber operations, as are necessary to counter that
conduct.
1. This Rule is generally accepted as customary internationallaw. It
provides an aggrieved party to the conflict with a remedy for the enemy's
unlawful activities on neutral territory or beIligerent use of neutral cyber
infrastructure that remains unaddressed by the neutral State. 15 lt is a
form of 'self-help'.
2. The object and purpese of this Rule is to redress the disadvantage
suffered by a party through its enemy's violation of the law of neutrality. It
does not apply to every violation of neutrality, but rather only to those that
negatively affect the oppostng party. Any other violations are exclusively
the concern of the neutral State. For instance, a dental of service operation
by one party against neutral cyber infrastructure does not necessarily result
in a military advantage viS-Q-visits enemy. In such cases, the enemy ts not
entitled to tenninate the denial of service operation under this Rule. Any
response would be reserved exclusively to the neutral State.
3. The operation of this Rule depends upon two criteria. First, the
violation of the neutral State's terrttcry must be 'senous', Minor violations do not trigger the application of this Rule.16 In other words, the
14 Hague Convention V, Art.

10; SAN REMO MANUAL Rule 22 and accompanying

commentary.
I~ US COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK. para. 7.3; UK MANUAL, para, 1.43(a); CANADIAN
MANUAL, para. 1304(3); AMW MANUAL, Rule 168(b); SAN REMO MANUAL, RuJe 22.
16 SAN REMO MANUAL. Rute 22.
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party violating the neutral status must, by that violation, gain a meaningful military advantage over the adversary. Seriousness eannot be determined in abstracto; it depends upon the circumstances ruling at the time.
It may be based on either the pervasiveness of the violation er on the
advantage that aeerues to the violator beeause of that violation. For
example, establishing the eapability to hack into personal email aeeounts
of low-level members of the enemy armed forces does not trigger this
Rule. By contrast, assurne that one of the parties to the confliet has
diminished cyber capabtltty beeause of the hostilities. Use by that party
of neutral cyber infrastructure in order to undertake eyber operations
against the enemy would trigger it.
4. Second, the exereise of belligerent rights on neutral territory by a
party to the conflict must represent an immediate threat to the security of
the aggrieved party and there must be no feasible and timely alternative
to taking action on neutral territory.V Therefore, the Rule ouly applies if
the neutral State is either unwilling er unable to comply with its obligations under Rule 93. When this is the cese, the aggrieved party is entitled
to terminate a violation of neutrality by its adversary once the neutral
State has exhausted all measures at its disposal to do so, but has been
unsuccessful. Obviously, the aggrieved party may also aet when the
neutral State does nothing to terminate the violation.
5. Measures of self-helpare subject to a requirement of prior notification
that allows a reasonable time for the neutral State to address the violation.
Onlyifthe violation immediately threatensthe securityof the aggrieved party
may that party, in the absence of any feasibleand timely alternative,use such
immediate force as is necessary to terminate the violation.
6. Consider the example of a belligerent that Is routing cyber operations against its enemy through a server in a neutral State. The enemy
State complains to the neutral State and demands that it prevent this use
of its cyber infrastructure. If the neutral State falls to terminate the
operations in a timely manner, the aggneved belligerent may lawfully
launch a cyber operation to destroy the server's functionality.

Rule 95 - Neutrality and Security Council actions
AState may not rely upen the law of neutrality to justify conduct,
including cyber operations, that would be incompatible with
17 SAN REMO MANUAL,

Rule 22.
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preventive or enforcement measures decided upon by the Securrty
Coundl under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations.
1. This Rule is based on Article 25 of the United Nations Charter,
which requires Member States to comply with Security Council decisions
set forth in its resolutions. It also derives from Article 103 of the Charter,

which makes treaty obligations such as those arising from Hague Conventions V and XIII inapplicable in the face of Security Council action
under Chapter VlL l 8 Subject to jus cogens, the same holds true for

obligations under customary intemationallaw incompatible with Security Council decisions.
2. Rule 95 applies both when the Security Council responds to a
breach of the peace or an act of aggression (by deciding upon an
enforcement measure) and when the Council takes measures in the face
of a threat to the peace." It operates in three situations. First, If a Security
Council resolution requires States to take a particular action, they may
not rely on the law of neutrality to avoid doing so. Second, a Security
Council resoluttön may prohibit the taking of a certain action by States.
The law of neutrality offers no justification for engeging in such conduct.
Third, States are prohibited by this Rule from engaging in any activities
that might interfere with actions taken by other States pursuant to a
Security Council resolution.
3. Consider a situation in which the Security Council bas determined
that a particular State involved in an armed conflict has engaged in an act
of aggression. Among other acts, the State is conducting highly destructive cyber attacks against its opponent's military cyber infrastructure. In
response, the Security Council passes aresolution authorizing all
Member States to employ their cyber assets and capabilities to terminate
the attacks. States acting in compliance with Ws resolution would not be
in breach of their obligations under the law of neutrality.

18
19

GI!RMAN MANUAL, para. 1103; AMW MANUAL,
paras. 7~9.
UN Charter Art. 39 (serrlng forth these situanons).

See also

Rule 165; SAN REMO MANUAL,
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Active Cyber Defence: A proactive measure for detecting or obtaining mtormation as to a cyber Intrusion, cyber attack, or impending cyber operation, or
for determining the origin of an operation that involves launehing a preempüve, preventive, or cyber counter-operation against the source.
Automatie Identification System (AIS): A tracking system used for identifying
and geo-Iocating ships. Sbips equipped with AiS equipment electronically
exchange data about their Identity arid location with other ships and AIS base
stations. The system is also used in vessel traffic management and other
applications.
Bandwtdth: The capacity of a communication channel to pass data through the
channel in a given amount of time, usually expressed in btts per second.
Botnet: A network of compromtsed computers, 'tbe bots', remotely controlled by
an Intruder, 'the botberder', used to conduct coordinated cyber operaticns or
cyber crimes. There is no practical limit on the number of bots that can be
'recruited' into a botnet.
Close Access Operation: A cyber operation requiring physical proximity to the
targeted system.
Cloud Computing: A model for enabling ubiquitous, conventent, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of configurable computtng resources (such as
networks, servers, storage, applicaüons, and services) that can be rapidly
provisioned and re1eased with minimal management effort or service provtder
interaction. Cloud computing allows for effident pooling of computer
resources and the ability to scale resource to demand. 1
Common Criteria: Governing document that provides a comprebenstve, ngorous metbod for specifying security function and assurance requirements for
products and systems.j

I
2

Drawn from The National Institute of Standards in Tecbnology, US Department of
Commerce, definition of Cloud Computing, Special Publication 800-145, September 2011.
NIA GLOSSARY.
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Computer. A device that processes data. The devlce may be stand-alone (e.g., a
tablet computer, smartphone, network server) or embedded in another device
(e.g., a mlcrocontroller in a missile, radar system, or aircraft).
Computer Emergency Response Team (eHRT): A team that provtdes initial
emergency response aid and triage services to the victims or potential victims
of cyber operations or cyber crimes, usually in a manner that involves coordination between private sector and government entities. These teams also
maintain situational awareness about hacker activities and new developments
in the design and use of malware, providing defenders of computer networks
with advtce on how to address security threats and vulnerabilities associated
with those activities and melwere.
Computer Network: An information infrastructure used to permit computers to
exchange data. The infrastructure may te wired (e.g., Ethernet, fibre-optic),
wtreless (e.g., Wi-Fi), or a ccrnbinaticn of the two.
Computer Resources. The storage, processing, and communications capaclty of
a computer.
Computer System: One or more interconnected computers with associated
softwere and penphe-el devtces.lt can include sensors andrer (programmable
logic) controllers, connected over a computer network. Computer systems can
be general purpose (for example, a Iaptop) or specialized (fcr example, the
'blue force tracking system').
Crltical Infrastructure: Physical or virtual systems and assets under the jurisdiction of aState that are so vital that thetr incapadtation or destruction may
debilitate a State's security, economy, public health or safety, or the
environment.
Cyber: Connotes a relationship with information technology.
Cyber Attack: See Rute 30.
Cyber Esptonage: See Rule 66.
Cyber Infrastructure: The communlcations, storage, and computing resources
upon which Information systems operate. The Internet is an example of a
global information Inf-asrructure.
Cyber Operations: The employment of cyber capabilities with the primary
purpose of achieving objectives in or by the use of cyberspace.
Cyber Reronnalssance: The use of cyber capabjlities to obtain information
about actrvities,information resources, or system capabilities.
Cyber System: See 'computer system'.
Cyberspace: The envtronment formed by physical and non-physlcal components, cheractenzed by the use of computers and the electro-magnetic speetrum, to store, modify, and exchange data using computer networks.
Data: The bastc elements that can be p-ocessed or produced by a computer.
Data Centrer A physical facility used for the storage and processing of large
volumes of data. A data centre can be used solely by users belonging to a
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single enterprtse or shared among multiple enterprises as in cloud computing
data centres. A data centre can be stanonary or mobile (e.g., housed in a cargo
container transporred via ship, truck, or aircraft).
Database: A collection of tnterrelated data stored regether in one or more
computerized files. 3
Denial of Service (DoS): The non-availability of computer resources to the
intended or usual customers of a computer service, nonnally as a result of a
cyber operanon.

Distributed Denial of Service (DOOS): A technique that employs two or more
computers, such as the bota of a botnet, to achieve a denial of servtce from a
single or multiple targets.
Domain: An environment or context that indudes a set of system resources and
a set of system entities that have the right to access the resources as defined by
a common security policy, security model, er security architecture.'
Domain Name: A unique, alphabette human-readable name for a computer. All
computers that are addressable via the Internet have both a domain name and
a correspondmg numeric Internet protocol (IP) address. A Domain Name
Server (DNS) uses a lookup table to translate the domain name into an IP
address and vice versa. 'Ihe Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (lANA) is
the central authority for asslgnlng domain names and IP addresses. The term
'top-level domain name' refers to the highest level in the hlerarchy of the
Internet domain name system. Examples include: '.org', 'Jnt', and "mil'.
Domain Name Extensions: Extensions at the end of a domain name. Examples
of top-level domain extensions include "com' (generic extension), "mil'
(sponsored extension), and "uk' (country code extension for the United
Kingdom).
Electronic Warfare: The use of electromagnetic (EM) or directed energy to
exploit the electromagnetic spectrum. It may include intercepnon or identification of EM emissions, employment of EM energy, prevention of hostile use
of the EM spectrum by an adversary, and actions to ensure efficient employment of that speerrum by the user-Stete.
Hacker: Aperson who gains or attempts to gein unauthorized access to hardware and/or softwere.
Hadctivist: A private citizen who on his or her own initiative engages in hacking
for, inter alia, ideological, polüical, religious, or patriotic reasons.
Hardware: 'Ihe physical components that compnse a computer system and
cyber mtrastructure.

3 Glossary of Software Engineering Technology, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engmeers (IEEE) Std 610.12 (28 September 1990).

4 NIA GWSSARY.
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High-Performance Computing: High-speed computlng that utilizes supercomputers er clusters of networked computers. High-performance computing
may be enabled by grid-computing, that is, the use of distributed, loosely
coupled, heterogeneous networked computers to perform very large computing tesks.
Honeynet: A virtual environment consisting of multiple honeypots, designed to
deceive an intruder into thinking that he or she has located a network of

computtng devicesof targeting value.
Honeypcn A deception technique in which a person seelting 10 defend computing devices and cyber infrastructure agatnsr eyber operations uses a virtual
environment designed 10 lure the attention of intruders with the aim of:
deceiving the intruders about the nature of the environment; having the
intruders waste resources on the decoy environment; and gerhertng counterintelligence about rhe Intruder's intent, identiry, and means and methods of
cyber operanon. The honeypot can te co-resident wtth the real rargets the
intruder would like to attack, bur tbe honeypor itself is isolated from the rest
of the systems betng defended via software wrappers, separate hardware, and
other isolation techniques such that the intruder's operations are contained.
Internet: A global system of interconnected computer networks that use the
standard Internet prorocol suite.
Internet Protocol (IP); A protocol for addresslng hosts and rounng datagrams
(r.e, packets) from a source host to the desdnation host across one or more IP

networks.
Internet Protocol (IP) Address: A unique Identlfier for a device on the Interner."
Internet Service Provider (ISP): An organization that provides the network
connecnvtty that enables computer users to access the Internet.
Jamming: An activity the purpose of which is interference with the reception of
broadcast communications.
Logic Bomb: Malware that is designed to initiate a malicious sequence of actions
if specified conditions are met.
Malicious Legte Instructions and data that may be stored in software, firmwere,
or hardware that is designed or intended adversely to affect the performance
of a computer system. The term 'logic' refers to any set of instructions, be they
in hardware, firmware, or software, executed by a computing device.
Examples of malicious logic lnclude Trojan horses, roorkits,computer virus es,
and computer worms. Firmware comprises a layer between software ü.e.,
applications and operating sysrems) and hardware and conslsts of low-level
dnvers that act as an interface between hardware and software.
Malware: See 'malicious legte'.

J

See Internet Assigncd Numbcrs Authority, Glossary of terms available at: www.iana.orgl
glossary.
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Network Node:

An individual computer within a network.

Network Throttling:

Also known as 'bandwidth throttling' and 'network band-

width throttling', a rechnique used to control the usage ofbandwidth by users
of communtcaüons networks.
Passive Cyber Defence: A measure for detecting and mlügeüng cyber intrusions
and the effects of cyber attacks that does not involve launehing a preventive,
pre-emptfve or countering operation against the source. Examples of passive
cyber defence measures are firewalls, patches, anti-virus software, and digital

forensics tool5.6
Rootkit: Malware installed on a compromised computer that allows a cyber
operator to maintain privileged access to that computer and to conceal the
cyber operator's activities there from other users ofthat or another computer.
Server: A physical or virtual computer dedicated to running one or more
computtng services. Examples include network and database servers.
Server Perm: A form of cluster computing in which a large number of servers are
coUocated in a data centre.
Smartphone: A mobile phone that, unlike a tradltional feature mobile phone, is
built on top of a mobile computlng platform that enables the phone to run
third-party applicetions. Por exemple, smartphones have one or more web
browsers and can download or run applications via the Internet.
Sniffer: Software used to observe and record network traffic.
Social Networking Media: An online service that provides a medium for sodal
interaction (e.g.• Facebook and Twitter).
Software: The non-physical components of a computer system and of cyber
infrastructure. These components include programs, eppliceüons, and related
data.
Software Agent: A computer process, managed by a computer operating system,
which performs one or more tasks on behalf of a human user. It is possible for
software agents to operate autonomously or to communicate and coordinate
their actions with other software agents in a distributed computing envtronment Por instance, software agents are used for executing queries across
distributed repositories of information available via the World Wide Web
(WWW).
Spooftng: lmpersonating a legitimate resource or user to gain unauthorized
entry Into an Information system or to make It appear that some other
organization or individual has initiated or undertaken certain cyber activity.
Steganography: The use of encoding techniques for hiding content within other
content. For example, there are computer-based steganographtc techniques
and tools for embedding the contents of a computer file containing

6

This term should be dfstinguished from the legal tenn of art 'passive precaunons'
(Rule59).
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engineering dtagrams and text into an image file (e.g., a JPG document) such
that the existence of the engineering data in the image file is difficult for the
observer to detect.
Stuxnet: A computer warm that was designed to target software and equipment
comprising Siemens Corporation developed Supervisory Control and Date
Acquisition (SCADA) systems. The payload of the Stuxnet melware included
a programmable logic controller rootkit. Stuxnet came to light after it was
discovered that it had been used to target Irantan facilities at which Siemens
SCADAsystemsare used to control centrifugesinvolved in the enrichment of
uranium.
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA): Computer systems and
instrumentation that provide for monitoring and controlling industrial, infrastructure, and facility-based processes, such as the operanon of power plants,

water treatment facilitiee,electrical distribution systems, oil and gas pipelines,
airports, and factories.
Virus: Self-replicating malicious code that attaches itself to an application program or other executable system componenr and leaves no obvious signs of its
presence."

Website: A set of related web pages contetnlng information. A website is hosted
on one or more web servers. A webstte is eccessed via its Uniform Resource
Locator (URL). The World Wide Web (WWW) is comprised of all of the
publiely accessible websites.
Wi-Fi: A type of hlgh-speed wireless networking based on the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engmeers (lEEE) 802.11 standards.
Worm: Malware that is able to copy itself from one computer to another, unlike
a virus that relies on embedding in another application in order to propagate
itself from one computer to another.
XML Tag: A markup construct that is part of the open standard known as the
Extensible Markup Language (XML). The tag is both human- and machinereadable and used to encode the syntactic parts of the content of a document.
Por example, in the electronic verston of this Manual. a string of text containing a legal term of art could be delimited by the openlag and closing
tags -clegal-term» and -c/legal term», for example -clegel-term» necessity
-c/legal term>.

7
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